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Representing Guizhou: Imagery From Ming (1368-1644) To The Modern Era
Abstract
This dissertation focuses on three painters who represented Guizhou Province at three different times
from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries. Through their lives, the landscape that inspired them, and
textual sources one has a rare glimpse at interpretations of space, historic memory, and politics in a
region of China’s southwestern frontier.
The first chapter addresses the only three surviving paintings attributed to Huang Xiangjian 黃向堅
(1609-1673) with Iron-Chain Bridge as a subject. While providing explanations for the spurious
authenticity of an album leaf in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, this chapter investigates the ways in
which this leaf was reproduced. The gazetteer Tieqiao zhishu 鐵橋志書 (Record of Iron-Chain Bridge),
published in 1665, includes illustrations of Panjiang that show convincing link to the leaf, attesting to the
circulation and exchange of images and knowledge about the Iron-Chain Bridge.
Chapter two discusses Landscape Contemplating Me, an album painted around 1743 by Zou Yigui 鄒一桂
(1686-1772). Following detailed readings of the twenty-two leaves and their inscriptions, the chapter
surveys the established sets of jing 景 (scenery) in five Guizhou gazetteers from Ming (1368-1644) to
Qing (1644-1912). Consulting Ming route books, the chapter then argues that the postal routes informed
the selection of the views in Landscape Contemplating Me. Discerning disjunctions between album
leaves and gazetteer representations of the same locations, the chapter argues that politics operates in
the absence of images.
Chapter three presents a Guizhou native, Meng Guangtao 孟光濤 (1917-1987), who is deemed “the
Founder of Modern Guizhou Landscape Painting.” Meng’s depictions of Guizhou are distinguished by an
underlying modernist agenda. Considering his paintings about railway construction, the Long March
(1934-1936), and the habitats of ethnic groups, this chapter showcases a modern vision of Guizhou which
is inextricably intertwined with the tumultuous shifts in society and politics in twentieth-century China.
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ABSTRACT
REPRESENTING GUIZHOU: IMAGERY FROM MING (1368-1644) TO THE MODERN ERA
Chuanxin Weng
Nancy S. Steinhardt

This dissertation focuses on three painters who represented Guizhou Province at
three different times from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries. Through their lives,
the landscape that inspired them, and textual sources one has a rare glimpse at
interpretations of space, historic memory, and politics in a region of China’s southwestern
frontier.
The first chapter addresses the only three surviving paintings attributed to Huang
Xiangjian 黃向堅 (1609-1673) with Iron-Chain Bridge as a subject. While providing
explanations for the spurious authenticity of an album leaf in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, this chapter investigates the ways in which this leaf was reproduced. The gazetteer
Tieqiao zhishu 鐵橋志書 (Record of Iron-Chain Bridge), published in 1665, includes
illustrations of Panjiang that show convincing link to the leaf, attesting to the circulation
and exchange of images and knowledge about the Iron-Chain Bridge.
Chapter two discusses Landscape Contemplating Me, an album painted around
1743 by Zou Yigui 鄒一桂 (1686-1772). Following detailed readings of the twenty-two
leaves and their inscriptions, the chapter surveys the established sets of jing 景 (scenery)
in five Guizhou gazetteers from Ming (1368-1644) to Qing (1644-1912). Consulting Ming
route books, the chapter then argues that the postal routes informed the selection of the
views in Landscape Contemplating Me. Discerning disjunctions between album leaves and
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gazetteer representations of the same locations, the chapter argues that politics operates in
the absence of images.
Chapter three presents a Guizhou native, Meng Guangtao 孟光濤 (1917-1987),
who is deemed “the Founder of Modern Guizhou Landscape Painting.” Meng’s depictions
of Guizhou are distinguished by an underlying modernist agenda. Considering his paintings
about railway construction, the Long March (1934-1936), and the habitats of ethnic groups,
this chapter showcases a modern vision of Guizhou which is inextricably intertwined with
the tumultuous shifts in society and politics in twentieth-century China.
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Introduction
Continuous mountains touch the heaven; flying birds cannot pass. 連峰際天兮，飛鳥不
通。
Guizhou is populated with savages; it is the most barren and impoverished land under
Heaven. 貴州地皆蠻夷，為天下第一貧瘠之地。

The above quotes from Burying The Travelers 瘞旅文 by Wang Shouren 王守仁
(1472-1528) and Record of Qian 黔記 by Guo Zizhang 郭子章 (1543-1618) respectively
capture the impressions of Guizhou by two Ming (1368-1644) literati. Wang Shouren, an
eminent Neo-Confucian scholar, composed this elegiac address during his exile in Guizhou
as he buried the travelers whose corpses were exposed in the wild. Guo Zizhang, the Grand
Coordinator of Guizhou, a polymath and a prolific writer, wrote the Record of Qian that
encompasses investigations of manifold aspects of Guizhou, including its history, politics,
geography, legal system, and military. Albeit the distinct intents, both authors in the above
quotes portray a grim image: mountainous, secluded, barbarian, and poverty-stricken. Even
in the contemporary context, this image largely remains. As of 2020, Guizhou has four
UNESCO (The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) World
Heritage Sites: South China Karst, China Danxia, Mount Fanjing and Tusi Sites. While the
former three extol its landscape marvels and topographic magnificence, the last speaks to
the tusi 土司 (native chieftain) system, which was implemented to administer the
indigenous people during the Yuan (1271-1368); although Guizhou was established as a
province in the eleventh year of the Yongle reign 永樂 (1404-1424), namely 1413, this
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system was not completely abolished until the establishment of the People’s Republic of
China in 1949.
As a mountainous province with diverse ethnic groups in the southwest of China,
Guizhou lies at the frontier, be it geographical, economical or cultural. It belongs to a region
of Zomia, which comprises highland regions of southwestern China and other countries in
mainland Southeast Asia.1 In this region, a combination of topography, climate, and
malaria creates sequestered havens for the inhabitants who operate more or less
autonomously, and helps ward off the offense from the central government.2 The marginal
position of Guizhou is also reflected in the limited attention it has received in previous
scholarship. Alongside the burgeoning field of Chinese frontier studies in recent years,
however, a rise of scholarly interest in Guizhou can be noted in the disciplines of history,
anthropology, ethnography, and literature.3 John Herman’s Amid the Clouds and Mist:
China's Colonization of Guizhou, for instance, examines the expansion of the centralized
state in southwestern China from the thirteenth to the eighteenth centuries and how Nasu
Yi people, who founded Mue’ge (Shuixi 水西) Kingdom in northwestern Guizhou,

1

For more, see James C. Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed : An Anarchist History of Upland Southeast
Asia (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2009). p.ix
2
Scott. pp.ix - xiii. For instance, the Qing armies were fended off by malaria during the campaigns against
Myanmar between 1766 and 1769, see David Anthony Bello, Across Forest, Steppe and Mountain :
Environment, Identity and Empire in Qing China’s Borderlands (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2016). pp.169-218
3
John E. Herman, Amid the Clouds and Mist : China’s Colonization of Guizhou, 1200-1700 (Cambridge,
Mass: Harvard University Asia Center, 2007); Wen, Chunlai 溫春來 Cong “Yiyu” Dao “Jiujiang:” Song
zhi Qing Guizhou Xibenbu Diqu de Zhidu, Kaifa Yu Rentong 從"異域"到"舊疆"--宋至清貴州西北部地區
的制度、開發與認同 [“Exotic Land” to “Old Territory:” System, Development and Identification in
Northwestern Guizhou from Song to Qing] (Beijing: SDX Joint Publishing Company 生活·读书·新知三联
书店, 2008); Laura Hostetler, Qing Colonial Enterprise: Ethnography and Cartography in Early Modern
China (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001). In literature, Hu, Siao-chen 胡曉真, Ming Qing
wenxue zhong de xinan xushi 明清文學中的西南敘事 [The Southwest in MingQing Literary Imagination]
(Guo li Taiwan da xue chu ban zhong xin, 2017).

2

responded to this process. This detailed study, a pioneer in English scholarship in
employing documents written in the native Yi language, depicts the southwest as a place
marked by rich natural resources and waves of uprisings against the state’s tight grip of the
region.4 Despite the remote and hostile environment, the southwest appeals to the central
government due to its natural resources, most notably silver and copper, and the tax
revenue the government may gain by sending immigrants to that region. Moreover, this
region, which was stricken with perennial conflicts from 1690 to 1873, witnessed one of
the apogees occurring around 1720s and 1730s when the Yongzheng Emperor was pushing
his reform to replace the local tusi system with Qing officials dispatched by the central
government.5 In addition, Wen Chunlai 溫春來 also evinces similar interest in
northwestern Guizhou. Coalescing history and anthropology, Wen’s From “Exotic Land”
to “Old Territory:” System, Development and Identification in Northwestern Guizhou from
Song to Qing 從"異域"到"舊疆"--宋至清貴州西北部地區的制度、開發與認同 comes
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According to Herman, the claim for sovereignty in southwestern China did not take place until Yuan’s
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as a critical reassessment of the concepts of community and nation, attempting to grasp
central government’s unification in society, politics, culture, identity, economics in
northwestern Guizhou.6 Both Herman and Wen exhibit a shared concern with the ways in
which the peripheral land of Guizhou was integrated into the centralized regime
progressively.
Laura Hostetler’s investigation of Guizhou, however, carries an interest in the
ethnography of Guizhou. In Qing Colonial Enterprise: Ethnography and Cartography in
Early Modern China, Hostetler situates the Qing empire within the global history of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, comparing Qing’s expansion in southwestern China
to European colonial enterprise, insofar as both of them show strong interest in cartography
and ethnography. She devotes two chapters to Miao Albums (Bai miao tu 百苗圖, literally,
Illustrations of the Hundred Miao), which showcase livelihood and custom of a variety of
indigenous people. Contending that the imperial control of the region is tied to the “power
to represent,”7 Hostetler argues that these albums, akin to cartographic works, suggest how
representations were employed to establish the imperial subjects.
Hostetler’s research on Miao albums is one of the few studies that tackle the images
about Guizhou. However, Guizhou is, after all, and first of all, a location, and therefore, as
a study of representations of Guizhou, this dissertation will focus on landscapes, images
that depict this land. Although Elizabeth Kindall’s Geo-Narratives of a Filial Son on the
late-Ming literatus Huang Xiangjian 黃向堅 (1609–1673) has addressed some of the
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landscapes about Guizhou created by Huang, her monograph weighs toward Yunnan and
merely offers a glimpse of the visualization of Guizhou.8
The lack of a systemic, art historical study dedicated to Guizhou gives urgency to
this dissertation. Representing Guizhou will examine representations of Guizhou from the
seventeenth to the twentieth centuries and examine pressing issues that have not been fully
fathomed in the aforementioned studies: How is this place, peripheral and alien, conceived,
perceived, and represented by both outsiders and insiders? How do visualizations of
Guizhou transform throughout time? And how did the distinctive topography of Guizhou
invigorate and alter the visual conventions of landscape painting in China?
W.J.T Mitchell has in Landscape and Power exposed landscape painting as a
culturally codified art practice.9 As a “social hieroglyph that conceals the actual basis of its
[landscape’s] value” which “does so by naturalizing its conventions and conventionalizing
its nature,”10 landscape painting is mediated on the dialectics between concealment and
unconcealment. Representing Guizhou comprehends the image of Guizhou operating in its
presence and its absence: it will not only be critical of what is presented in the landscapes,
revealing the history and power that frame the depictions, but by introducing the
heterogeneity of representational systems--poetry, gazetteer, prints, early photography-considering them in juxtaposition with paintings, and allowing them to contend, it will
exhibit the boundary of their visibility. Therefore, Representing Guizhou aims not only to
grasp the representations but also the limit of representability.
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This dissertation concentrates on three landscapists from different time periods, in
an attempt to delineate a larger picture of Guizhou landscapes in an extended timeframe.
The first chapter highlights three paintings of Iron-Chain Bridge at Panjiang in western
Guizhou. As the only three surviving works attributed to or in the manner of Huang
Xiangjian, these paintings in varying formats (hanging scroll and album leaf) will shed
light on the visuality of Panjiang. By first casting doubts on the authenticity of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art (MMA) album leaf based on the authenticated Guizhou
Provincial Museum hanging scroll and Suzhou Museum album leaf, this chapter does not
simply dismiss the importance of the MMA leaf but instead inquires about the ways in
which this leaf was reproduced. The 1665-published gazetteer Tieqiao zhishu 鐵橋志書
bearing rare illustrations of Panjiang has shown convincing links, both pictorial and textual,
to the MMA leaf. Abundant unique correspondences between Tieqiao zhishu and the leaf
attest to the circulation and exchange of images and knowledge about Panjiang. This
chapter ventures to complement the presentation of the southwest in Kindall’s monograph
by supplying an in-depth study of Huang Xiangjian’s images about Guizhou and of how
they operate in a large cultural sphere.
Chapter two concentrates on Landscape Contemplating Me 山水觀我, an album
painted around 1743, by the Qing scholar-official Zou Yigui 鄒一桂 (1686-1772). Detailed
readings of the twenty-two leaves lead to the questions about how and why Zou selected
these particular scenes. After surveying established sets of jing 景 (scenery) in five
Guizhou gazetteers from Ming (1368-1644) to Qing (1644-1912), this chapter argues that
the previously established scenes may not be the direct source of Zou's selection. The postal
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routes included in the route books (chengshu 程書) in the Ming match the distribution of
the twenty-two views in Landscape Contemplating Me, which suggests the experiential
dimension of this album. Finally, discerning evident disjunctions between album leaves
and gazetteer writings as to represent the same locations, the chapter ends with the
rumination over the absence and presence in the representations of Guizhou. In previous
scholarship, numerous studies have concentrated on Zou Yigui’s bird-and-flower
paintings, for which Zou was known, and yet Zou is also adept at landscape paintings;
studying Landscape Contemplating Me will not only introduce Guizhou landscape and the
painter Zou Yigui but his landscape talent.
Chapter three presents a twentieth-century painter Meng Guangtao 孟光濤 (19171987) who is venerated as “the Founder of Modern Guizhou Landscape.” Unlike Huang or
Zou originating from the Jiangnan 江南 region, Meng is a Guizhou native. What also
marks the distinction is the modernization agendas underlying Meng’s depictions of
Guizhou. Considering three groups of paintings from his oeuvres--paintings about railway
constructions, the Long March (1934-1936) and the history of the communist party, and
the habitats of ethnic minorities, this chapter presents a different vision of Guizhou which
is inextricably intertwined with the tumultuous shifts in society and politics in twentiethcentury China.
The extended time frame that this dissertation contemplates will surface not only
the transformations and contingencies of the representations, but the shifting conditions of
history and politics that fuel the dynamics of Guizhou landscapes. This timeline will also
allow this dissertation to comprehend the landscapes of Guizhou in the dichotomies of
insider and outsider, local and state, center and periphery, ancient and modern. And it is
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through these pairs of polarization that the dissertation grasps the fluidity of perception and
ever-changing meanings embodied in representations of Guizhou.
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Chapter 1: Huang Xiangjian (1609-1673) and the Visuality of Panjiang
Introduction

In 1652, Huang Xiangjian 黃向堅 (1609-1673), a literatus and native of Suzhou,
decided to seek his father Huang Kongzhao 黃孔昭 (1589-1678) who was a county
magistrate in Yunnan at that time, and with whom he had lost connections. It was by no
means an easy trip, as the distance between these two places is more than 2200 kilometers.
The inhospitable situations along the way, in particular when travelling through Guizhou,
such as wild animals (tigers, snakes), aggressive locals (non-Han ethnic groups), brooding
landscape, diseases and food shortage, further clouded this journey with uncertainties and
life-threatening dangers. Nevertheless, Huang was determined; launching his journey in
1652, it took him a year to reach Yunnan. It took another for the return (in 1653). His
miraculous return won him a glorious epithet, Huang xiaozi 黃孝子 (filial son Huang), and
to literati, a group of men well versed in Confucian classics (for passing the civil service
exam), this title, which embodies one of the most crucial values in Confucianism, could
not have been more commendatory. This more or less nameless person all of a sudden
gained widespread fame, even receiving recognition directly from the Kangxi emperor who
erected a pillar extolling his moral deeds when he passed away. Huang also published his
travelogues titled Huang xiaozi xunqin jicheng 黃孝子尋親紀程 [Record of filial son
Huang’s search for his parents] and Dian huan riji 滇還日記 [Return from Yunnan], and
relentlessly created paintings under the rubric of Xunqin 尋親 (In search of [my] parents)
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about this journey, the riveting story of filial piety, and the extraordinary landscape, most
notably of southwestern China.11
Major scholarly contributions to this figure cannot be neglected. Elizabeth Kindall
wrote a Ph.D. dissertation, monograph, and several articles on the same subject. GeoNarratives of a Filial Son was published in 2016.12 Kindall attempts to provide the social
context in which Huang’s paintings can be understood. Issues such as the visual tradition
and social functions of topographical painting in Huang’s hometown Suzhou, travelogues,
and his audiences and sponsors are the focuses in the first three chapters. The following
two concentrate on the scroll of Mount Jizu and Diannan album, respectively. One of the
main goals of Kindall’s monograph is to show the ways in which promulgating filial piety,
refashioning self image, gaining cultural capital, and conveying implicit Ming loyalist
messages are intertwined with Huang’s practice of picturing southwest China;
understanding the social context of Huang’s artistic practice would allow her readers to
access a different facet of this man who was largely dismissed by previous connoisseurs.
Extensive as the subtitle of the monograph, The Paintings and Travel Diaries of
Huang Xiangjian (1609-1673) may suggest, it is far from an all-inclusive survey of
Huang’s paintings. The hanging scroll in the Guizhou Provincial Museum, where we begin,
is an important piece that is not discussed in Kindall’s monograph. Moreover, Kindall’s
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book focuses on Yunnan, although many of Huang’s paintings cover the southwest, namely
Yunnan and Guizhou. The representation of Guizhou, which is a topic very much ignored
in Kindall’s work but lies at the heart of this dissertation, will complete the understanding
of Huang’s oeuvres, and hence provide a fuller picture of the southwest landscape by
Huang.
Huang Xiangjian’s paintings that pertain to Guizhou are numerous, and there is no
way to encompass them all in one chapter. This chapter does not intend to include all of
them either, for fear of losing its focus. Instead, this chapter aims at studying three paintings
about Panjiang either attributed to or after Huang Xiangjian, in hopes of offering a glimpse
into the larger issue regarding the visuality of Panjiang, a river running in southwestern
Guizhou. Even if Panjiang represents only a portion of the province, its unparalleled
military significance, political implication, and landscape features have ignited generations
of literary and pictorial creations that fostered a more complicated and multivalent artistic
reimaginations of this location. For instance, Huang Xiangjian has painted this site not once
but at least three times. A hanging scroll in the Guizhou Provincial Museum and an album
leaf in the Suzhou Museum, that will be addressed in the following part, shed light on the
ways in which Huang “reproduced” his filial piety visually via multiple techniques and
media. Introducing the album leaf in Metropolitan Museum of Art (hereafter, MMA),
which was previously attributed to Huang by James Cahill and Kindall and later changed
to “after” on MMA’s website without justifications,13 I will lay out my reasoning about its
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authenticity. While the chapter accords with MMA’s judgement, the specious authenticity
should not impede us from further pursuing this work. A series of important questions
awaits response: what does it mean to reproduce Huang’s work? How did the painter
reproduce? The answer leads us to a gazetteer, Tieqiao zhishu 鐵橋志書 (Records of IronChain Bridge) about a bridge and a late Ming official, Zhu Jiamin 朱家民 (1569-1642)
who initiated the construction project. Rare illustrations of Iron-Chain Bridge contained in
this book, I contend, are extremely similar to details of paintings in the MMA album. And
it is this linkage between the printed image and album leaf that prompts us to contemplate
the complex issue of visuality at Panjiang. We will then revisit three Panjiang images and
conclude the chapter with a more profound comprehension of Huang Xiangjian’s
depictions of Guizhou.

Three Panjiang Paintings

Panjiang 盤江, or Pan River (I will hereafter use the former for the economy of
language), is short for Beipanjiang 北盤江 (Northern Panjiang), which originates from
Yunnan and runs through the southwestern part of Guizhou. It lies at the entryway to
Yunnan, while its daunting topography poses serious challenges for travelers. The deep
valley and rapid current have defied regular measures, such as ferrying or constructing a
wooden or stone bridge. And in 1626, Zhu Jiamin, the Left Provincial Administration
Commissioner of Guizhou 貴州左布政使, proposed the construction of an iron-chain
bridge, and it took him four years to complete the project. Xu Xiake 徐霞客 (1587-1641),
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a renowned traveler and geographer in the late Ming, once passed the bridge in 1638 and
wrote:

循江東岸南行，半里，抵盤江橋。（橋以鐵索，東西屬兩崖上為經，
以木板橫鋪之為緯。東西兩崖，相距不十五丈，而高且三十丈，水奔
騰於下，其深又不可測。初以舟渡，多漂溺之患；壘石為橋，亦多不
能成。崇禎四年），今布政朱（名家民，雲南人），時為廉憲，命安
普游擊李芳先（四川人），以大鐵鏈維兩崖，鏈數十條，鋪板兩重，
其厚僅八寸，闊八尺餘。望之飄渺，然踐之則屹然不動。日過牛馬千
百群，皆負重而趨者。橋兩旁，又高維鐵鏈為欄，復以細鏈經緯為
紋。兩崖之端，各有石獅二座，高三、四尺，欄鏈俱自獅口出。東西
又各跨巨坊。其東者題曰「天塹雲航」，督部朱公所標也；其西者題
曰「⃞⃞」，傅宗龍時為監軍御史所標也。傅又堅穹碑，題曰「小葛
橋」，謂諸葛武侯以鐵為瀾滄橋，數千百載，乃復有此，故云。余
按，「渡瀾滄，為他人」，乃漢武故事，而瀾滄亦無鐵橋；鐵橋故址
在麗江，亦非諸葛所成者。橋兩端碑刻祠宇甚盛，時暮雨大至，不及
細觀。度橋西。已入新城門內矣。左轉瞰橋為大願寺。西北循崖上，
則新城所環也。自建橋後，增城置所，為鎖鑰之要雲。
I walked along the east bank of the river [i.e. Panjiang] and moved toward
the south; after a half li, I arrived at Panjiang bridge [i.e. iron-chain bridge].
(The bridge was made of iron chains as its warps. They connect cliffs on
the eastern and western sides. The horizontally placed planks as wefts. The
distance between [the two cliffs] is no more than fifteen zhang and their
height is almost thirty zhang. The stream rushed down rapidly; its depth is
unfathomable. In the early days, one took ferries to cross but often got
drowned. [Thereupon,] people built bridges with rocks, but most of them
could not be completed. In the fourth year of Chongzhen [1631]), the
current Provincial Administration Commissioner Zhu (whose first name is
Jiamin, a native of Yunnan), who was Provincial Surveillance
Commissioner back then, ordered the Mobile Corps Commander of Anpu,
Li Fangxian (1557-1616) (a native of Sichuan) to attach great iron chains to
cliffs on both sides. [The bridge is made of] more than ten chains, two layers
of planks, which are only eight cun thick and about eight chi wide. I saw
the bridge suspended in the air, but when I stepped on it, it did not swing at
all. Thousands of herds of oxes and horses pass the bridge daily, all of which
bore heavy goods. On the two sides of the bridge are chains which form
balustrades. In addition, many thin chains were woven into patterns as wefts
13

and warps. On the two ends of the cliffs are two stone lions, which are three
or four chi high, respectively; iron-chain balustrades come from their
mouths. There are great memorial arches on the east and west sides; the one
on the east is inscribed Tianqian yunhang (heavenly trench, cruising in the
clouds), which was written by the Commander, Master Zhu [Jiamin]. The
one on the west is inscribed 14
⃞ , which was written by the Army-inspecting
Censor, Fu Zonglong (?-1641). Fu also erected a tall, round-headed stele
which bears the inscription Xiaoge qiao (Bridge of Little Ge) because
people said that Marquis Wu of Zhuge [Liang] employed iron to build
Lancang bridge. It took thousands of years to have another [iron-chain
bridge] as this. Thus people called it [Xiaoge qiao]. According to my
investigation, “Crossing Lancang River, for the others” is an anecdote of
the Emperor Wu of Han (r. 141-87 BCE), while Lancang River does not
have an iron-chain bridge. The old site of Iron-Chain Bridge is in Lijiang,
which was not built by Zhuge Liang either. There are a vast number of
inscriptions, shrines, and monasteries on both sides of the bridge. Owing to
the pouring rain at dusk, I did not have a chance to examine them closely. I
arrived at the west side of the bridge and already entered the new city.
Dayuan Monastery (Monastery of Great Volition) is on the left, overlooking
the bridge. I walked to the northwest and along the cliff, which is what the
new city wall surrounds. After the bridge was built, city walls and garrisons
were installed, for [this bridge] is a military, strategic place.
The observational and investigative writing of Xu Xiake greatly enriches our
recognition of the bridge from a first-person encounter with the bridge. The narration is
very tangible, as it is organized by Xu’s movement in space, every change of which is
clearly marked in the text. “East bank,” “toward the south,” and “half li” are definite,
concise, and directional words that attest to Xu Xiake’s consciousness of space as he
walked. He then devotes an appreciable proportion to carve out elaborately Iron-Chain
Bridge in text. The careful descriptions of its structure, components, constructors and
purpose demonstrate scientific precision. Xu also cares about how he feels about the bridge
(such as the sturdiness of the bridge as he stepped on) and what he observes (herds of oxen
and horses). The scope gradually expands and gravitates towards nearby constructions,
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which include stone lion sculptures, shrines and temples. Numerous memorial arches,
stelae, and inscriptions nearby suggest an enriched realm of textuality associated with the
bridge. The newly added city walls and garrison, together with one of its constructors who
is a mobile corps commander, suggest the military background and strategic significance
of this bridge beside its everyday use for transportation among commoners, civil servants,
and government officials.
Huang Xiangjian’s paintings, nonetheless, pose a rather different representation of
Panjiang from that of Xu Xiake. The hanging scroll preserved in Guizhou Provincial
Museum (Figure 1.1) is a fine piece of Huang’s landscape and one of the only three extant
images of Panjiang by him, which will all be addressed in detail in this chapter.15 Moreover,
unlike the other two paintings, this hanging scroll does not seem to have received attention
in English-language scholarship. Even in Chinese publications, this painting has merely
undergone rather preliminary, descriptive, and cursory studies (with most of the articles no
more than three pages).16
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This scroll differs from the other two Panjiang leaves most distinctively by its
format. And it is the very format of hanging scroll that allows a dynamic and vivid
representation of mountain ranges which extend vertically. The torrent at the bottom
register rushes down rapidly. Water crushing on irregularly-shaped rocks which are
interspersed in the stream evokes a sonic effect that is missing in the picture. A stele, which
could be the one Xu mentions (Xiao geqiao), nevertheless shows no writing and faces the
water solemnly. Following the tortuous path, we come to a triangular plateau which rises
above the water, and a man, who may be identified as the painter himself, is furling an
umbrella in front of a gate. Iron-Chain Bridge leads to a walled town, which is much
obscured by the dense mist, except for a tall, dark, and upright pole standing at the corner.
Tracing the vegetation and the peaks, we encounter an empty pavilion in the middle of the
mountain, reminiscent of the motif that frequents the Yuan dynasty master painter Ni Zan
(1301-1374)’s paintings. The mountain range continues to rise toward the upper frame of
the painting, with its august and tangible presence that starkly contrasts with a pale
background mountain that is mostly achieved by the ink wash.
In this monochromatic scroll, Huang is proficient in creating a rich, almost
chromatic effect by adeptly employing varying ink tonalities. The mist and paler ink
suggest a humid and watery environment, while the vegetation and peaks applied with
darker ink stand out and lead the eyes to follow a zigzag pattern of the landscape (Figure
1.1b). Iron-Chain Bridge, which was meticulously described and seems to occupy a central
role in Xu’s account, is, however, placed at the lower third and serves merely as a
component in fostering this zigzag movement. In other words, the bridge is nothing but a
structural component to the painting. The surrounding architecture, such as memorial
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arches, shrines and temples, stone lions, and inscriptions once populated in Xu’s record,
are all ignored in the painting. They may be obscured by the mist or cropped out of the
frame, but it is this selection of visual information, or the visual economy that gives rise to
a Huang’s new focus, the dynamic, imposing landscape. Moreover, the highly-tilted
ground, which makes the landscape more direct to the audience, also accentuates the
vigorous progression of mountains. In such an unmediated encounter, Huang creates a
compelling landscape with overwhelming momentum that captivates the audience
profoundly.
This kind of experience is also echoed in the inscription on the painting (Figure
1.1a):

盤江波濤洶湧，向崖拔壑陡峙，鐵索架橋，險阨甚於天塹，入滇要害
處也。昔伏波征騎至此，城隅銅柱尚自卓立。渡此，憑不禁望洋而
嘆。若疊嶂層巒深林古蹟未可殫述，又豈筆墨所能圖其萬一哉 黃向
堅並識
The waves of Panjiang surge high. Opposite cliffs [on two sides] that rise
from the valley are precipitous and towering. One has an iron-chain bridge
that is more perilous than the one in the heavenly trench [could be Yangtze
River]. [The bridge] is a strategic spot located at the entryway to Yunnan
Province. General Fubo once led his troops here, and the bronze pole still
stands upright at the corner of the city wall. [I] pass [this bridge] and cannot
help but sigh [at my littleness] before the vast ocean. If I cannot exhaust my
discussions of the layered mountains, deep forests, and the traces of the past,
how could I possibly use my ink and brush to picture a hint of [this place]?
Huang Xiangjian recorded [i.e. painted] it.
The surging waves, precipitous cliffs, and “heavenly trench” all point to the
redoubtable landscape which evokes a deep sense of awe, captured by the phrase wang
yang er tan 望洋而嘆 (cannot help but sigh [at my smallness] before the vast ocean). It is
this almost sublime sentiment toward the formidable nature that coincides with the visual
agenda of the painting. In addition, the inscription reflected on the strategic significance
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and the history of the bronze pillar, which was erected by General Fubo, namely Ma Yuan
馬援 (14 BCE-49 CE) to demarcate the territory of the Han empire (202 BCE - 220 CE).
And thus, this wangyang ertan acquires dual meanings. On the one hand, Huang sighs for
his smallness in the magnificent nature. On the other hand, Huang could also sigh for his
smallness in the long course of time, as this pillar is reminiscent of a historical figure more
than sixteen centuries earlier than he. Huang ends the inscription with a comment that
acknowledges the incapability of capturing in a picture even a fraction of the entire
landscape, further affirming the immense sublimity and profundity in time that is beyond
his mundane endeavor.
The awe-inspiring, monumental mountain, however, is absent in the Panjiang leaf
of the twelve-leaf album preserved in Suzhou Museum (Figure 1.2). This leaf pictures the
same location but from an opposite angle: if the Guizhou scroll is looking at Iron-Chain
Bridge from its right-hand side, the Suzhou leaf is from the left. Thus, they offer a view
complementary to each other, so as to suggest a holistic perception of the painter.
Moreover, instead of looking slightly downward from a height in the previous case, the
Suzhou Museum leaf chooses level distance, one of three distances in Chinese painting
proposed by the eleventh-century master painter, Guo Xi (ca. 1000-1087) in his Linquan
gaozhi 林泉高致 (Lofty Intent of Forests and Streams). From this perspective, the
mountain peak does not appear as imposing as the one in the Guizhou scroll, and only a
profile view is rendered on the right side of the painting. On the left are lush forests and an
empty plateau on which a man stoops and holds an umbrella. Iron-Chain Bridge, which is
suspended over a rapid and bubbling stream and links two sides, makes it the center of the
image. This “center” has at least two layers of connotations. On the one hand, it is a visual
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center, for the cliffs are positioned on the left and right, leaving the bridge to fill the middle.
On the other hand, it is a semantic center, signifying the bridge’s insurmountable
importance of connecting two sides that are hindered by the chasm and its indispensability
for transportation.
The centrality of the bridge is also echoed in the inscription:

盤江界黔地，源出吐蕃。水勢奔湧，沸聲如雷，不能施舟楫。昔矣，
絙鐵成梁以通往來，不致望洋而嘆。當日伏波南徵駐此，尚有銅柱卓
立於城隅 向堅
Pan River is within the territory of Guizhou, which originates in Tibet. The
water surges and the crashing sound is as loud as that of thunder. One cannot
boat [to cross the river]. [People] in the past used thick iron chains to make
the bridge, which allows one to come and go, so [the travelers] would not
be sighing at [their smallness] before the vast ocean. General Fubo was once
stationed here during his military campaign to the south; a bronze pole still
stands upright at one corner of the city wall. Xiangjian.
The majority of the inscription overlaps that of the Guizhou scroll, namely the
challenging landscape of Panjiang, the anecdote of General Fubo, and the bronze pole. It
also contains new information, such as the origin of the river. What is surprising is the
appearance of the same phrase wangyang ertan but used in its negation: by saying “[...] the
bridge, which allows ones to come and go, so [the travelers] would not be sighing at [their
littleness] before the vast ocean,” Huang plays with the reversal of wangyang ertan, that
people will no longer be daunted by the adverse topography thanks to the construction of
bridge, and thereby highlights the crucial role of Iron-Chain Bridge plays in Panjiang.
The third image of Panjiang is also a leaf belonging to an album of fourteen leaves
now preserved in MMA (Figure 1.3). This leaf was illustrated in one of James Cahill’s
masterful books, The Compelling Image, as for comparison with the late Ming painter
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Zhang Hong’s 張宏 (1577-after 1652) topographical paintings.17 Why he chose this
particular painting is unstated, but it perhaps implies that Cahill deemed this leaf
representative of and standing out from all the other leaves. Cahill did not doubt its
authenticity as he unequivocally attributed this painting to Huang Xiangjian.18 Kindall
seems to agree with this authentication and considers it one of three Panjiang paintings that
survives today.19 In my first encounter with this work in 2015, Shi-yee Liu, the Assistant
Research Curator of Chinese Art at MMA, suggested that the authenticity of this album
might be disputed. Joseph Scheier-Dolberg, the Associate Curator of Chinese Painting,
later also expressed the same message in my viewing session in 2019. In addition, MMA’s
website reflects their judgement by changing the attribution to “Unidentified Artist” and
“After Huang Xiangjian 倣黃向堅 [imitating Huang Xiangjian].” As no written document
justifying such a modification is found, I will elaborate in the following session the
problematic authenticity of MMA Panjiang leaf based on the knowledge we have of the
previous two Panjiang paintings.
The authenticity of the Guizhou hanging scroll and the Suzhou leaf has been
affirmed by a group of leading experts of Chinese painting who conducted a nationwide
survey in 1983 of painting and calligraphy in various cultural institutions in China. As a
result, they published a twenty-four-volume, authoritative reference, Zhongguo gudai
shuhua tumu 中國古代書畫圖目 (The Catalogue of Ancient Chinese Painting and
Calligraphy) which includes the above two Panjiang paintings.20 Although these paintings
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exhibit disparate angles, focuses, and agendas, the Guizhou scroll and Suzhou leaf are
rather consistent. This visual consistency is rather crucial to understanding Huang
Xiangjian’s work because it pertains to a unique feature of his paintings, his first-hand
experience of the real location that he is depicting. Although Kindall has used this term
“experiential” in her studies of Huang’s Mount Jizu scroll to address three modes of
readings of the painting among different audiences,21 I am invoking the term in a
completely different way. I contend that underlying this visual consistency is Huang’s
authentic experience of the place, which allows him to paint the same location from various
perspectives. Thus, because a genuine experience behind is a privilege that is not
transferable, it is therefore a crucial measure to gauge the authenticity of his works through
assessing the visual consistency.
MMA leaf is thus vitiated owing to multiple visual incongruities. Compositionally,
it very much resembles the Guizhou hanging scroll: looking at Iron-Chain Bridge from the
right. However, the man in front of the gate no longer holds an umbrella but a staff; a
banner attached to a pole is added to the bridge gate; a city gate emerges in the background
from dense mist; houses depicted on the platform never appear in the Guizhou and Suzhou
paintings. More evident variations concentrate on the lower right corner of the painting. A
giant rock on the right edge looks perplexing: two houses in dotted lines and uncoloured
roofs seem to be unfinished and uncertain; they are also built at an almost impossible place,
namely the surface of a rock. In addition, an empty pavilion and a one-arch stone bridge
are introduced to the lower right corner. A group of people which consists of carriers and
two masters seated on sedan chairs held by servants is crossing the bridge. They gainsay
21
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the solitary protagonist and awe-inspiring nature in the Guizhou hanging scroll by adding
some elements of bustling life in a rural area.
It is not merely that the atmosphere and tone that is furtively shifted; MMA leaf
draws our attention also because of the altered composition. Its horizontally extended
image expands the view to the right which fundamentally transforms it into a distinct
picture from the Guizhou hanging scroll. The leaf appears wider, deviating from the
narrow, elongated frame and the shallow depth in the Guizhou scroll. And therefore the
zigzag pattern and the imposing landscape become less evident in MMA leaf. Moreover,
the prodigious rock and the single-arch bridge on the lower right corner disrupt the
rhythmic flow. As a result, the image lacks focus and the momentum of mountains is no
longer the center of the leaf. Finally, adding a city wall in the background gives this leaf a
deep space, despite its small size, lacking a more direct, riveting presentation of the
mountain permitted by the shallow space in the Guizhou scroll.
Lastly, the inscription also raises some suspicions,

考盤江界黔地，東距永寧，原出吐蕃，經烏撒。由七星關，盤折而
下，遞粵西而底南海。昔武侯南征至盤山即此地也。夏秋水溢，具色
紅綠，奔湧有轟雷轉石聲。行者不勝望洋而嘆。勝朝方伯朱公絙鐵成
梁，洪功巨績堪與伏波，銅柱並垂不朽。因憶當日出險入險，幾思行
路之難，竟不知維高士賜也。援筆志之 向堅
Examining Pan River: it is within the territory of Guizhou. Yongning
District is located to the east of Pan River. [The river] originates in Tibet
and runs through Wusa.22 From Qixing Pass, the river flows tortuously and
turns downward [southward]. It then runs through western Yue [Guangdong
and Guangxi Provinces] and reaches the South China Sea. Marquis Wu [i.e.
Zhuge Liang] once arrived at Mount Pan during his Southern Campaign,
and here is the place. The river abounds in the summer and fall, with the
colors of red and green. Its water runs rapidly and makes noises of loud
thunder and rotating stone. The passengers would very much sigh [at their
22
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littleness] before the vast ocean. The local official, Master Zhu, of our great
time, employed thick iron chains to construct the bridge. This spectacular
achievement is as great as General Fubo. The bronze pole stands, enjoying
its eternity. I, thereupon, recall the perilous days, think many times of the
difficulties during the trip, and do not realize it23 was bestowed by lofty
men. I thus hold my brush to record my intent.
Akin to previous inscriptions, this one also features the geography of Panjiang,
reminiscence of General Fubo, and sighs for one’s smallness in front of the formidable
nature (even using the same phrase wangyang ertan). There is also information that never
appears in previous cases: the remembrance of Zhuge Liang, who allegedly came to this
place, and the bridge-constructor Zhu Jiaming. The geographical description is also
lengthier and more detailed than the previous two (such as where the river passes and to
where the river flows), and includes expressions that are not in either the Guizhou scroll or
Suzhou album (such as “The river abounds in the summer and fall, with the colors of red
and green 夏秋水溢，具色紅綠”). It may be less cogent to argue for its uniqueness due
to the small number of comparative examples available, but we may consider two relevant
passages about Panjiang from Huang’s travelogues. Here I quote Kindall’s translations of
Xunqin jicheng and Dianhuan riji respectively,

次盤江，波濤洶湧，兩崖拔壑陡峙。鐵索架橋，素稱險阨。過此，盤
詰最嚴，亦入滇一要害處也。把隘將士姓潘，係泰州人，驗票，相留
話別。
When I arrived at the Pan River, it was a raging torrent of crashing
whitecaps. Two sheer cliffs rose on either side of the chasm. The iron-link
bridge [that spans them] is well known for being dangerous and difficult to
cross. I was rigorously questioned here, for this was the most strategic point
of entry into Dian [Yunnan]. One of the soldiers at this pass, surnamed Pan,
was from Taizhou, and after he checked my papers, we chatted a while
before I proceeded on.24
23

“It” may refer to the way out of the dangers, or Iron-Chain Bridge.
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過舊城下盤江，嚴查放行，此又下黔中第一關也。旋歷大坡，歇嶺
頭。自盤江以上，終日雨雪集身。瘴霧迷目。如在甑中。所云天無三
日晴，地無三里平。真鬼國也。較之雲南風土。迥乎不同矣。
We then descended to the Pan River and made a thorough inquiry before
proceeding further. This was the first pass one takes in leaving Guizhou.
Then we passed through Dapo and rested on a mountain summit. Ever since
we had climbed up above the Pan River, we had been pelted all day by rain
and snow, and pestilential vapors confused our eyes as though we were in
the middle of a steaming rice pot. As they say [of Guizhou], “The sky is
never clear three days in a row, and the land is never flat three li in a row.”
Truly this is a ghostly land! Compared with the climate of Yunnan, [that of
Guizhou] is completely different.25
The first excerpt is very similar to the inscription on the Guizhou hanging scroll,
both of which start with torrents, precipitous cliffs, and iron-chain bridge constructed at
such a brooding landscape (they even share same phrases, such as botao xiongyong 波濤
洶湧 [raging torrent of crashing whitecaps], bahe douzhi 拔壑陡峙 [Two sheer cliffs rose
on either side of the chasm], and tiesuo jiaqiao 鐵索架橋 [The iron-link bridge that spans
them], xian’e 險阨 [dangerous and difficult location]). He then shares his experience of
passing the checkpoint, a part which is not included in the inscriptions of paintings (this
exclusion is also something to be reckoned with). The second excerpt from Dianhuan riji
also briefly talks about his experience, but in the second half of the excerpt, Huang
comments on the differences between Guizhou and Yunnan with respect to the climate and
topography, despite their proximity (“The sky is never clear three days in a row, and the
land is never flat three li in a row”). This makes sense for Dianhuan riji is a travelogue
about his return trip from Yunnan to Suzhou. And interestingly, none of them mention
Zhuge Liang, Zhu Jiamin, and “colors of red and green” in MMA leaf, for example. The
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unusual length of its inscription (in comparison to other two), and a more detailed
description align it more closely to the literary style of a gazetteer.
The visual content, composition, and the inscription deviate from our understanding
of Huang’s Panjiang paintings and evince some specious traits. Instead of simply
contending for its spurious authenticity, this chapter is in quest of larger issues such as how
did the painter reproduce MMA leaf? Where do those visual and inscriptional variations
come from? Why this visual effect? And what does it mean to reproduce? I will employ
the gazetteer, Tieqiao zhishu 鐵橋志書, a rare text about Panjiang published in Guangling
廣陵 [i.e. Yangzhou] in 1665, to answer these questions, and argue that this gazetteer may
have served as the basis and reference for MMA leaf.
For instance, an excerpt under the title Panjiang dili kao 盤江地里考 (Examining
the Geography of Panjiang) from Tieqiao zhishu reads (I place the opening lines of MMA
inscription below for a more lucid comparison):

盤江在州東四十里，源出烏撒，經曲靖西由七星關下，入安南境北
轉，而東南至慕役司烏泥江，通廣西入南海。三國志，諸葛亮南征至
盤山即此。夏秋暴雨，水氣紅綠色，為瘴，過渡處兩山徒夾，水勢洶
湧，溺舟歲無虛日，行人憚之。
Panjiang is forty li east of the region. It originates from Wusa [in Yunnan],
passing the west of Qujing [in Yunnan], and flowing down through Qixing
Pass [in Guizhou]. After it enters the territory of Annan [District], it turns
north. Flowing southeast, it arrives at [joins] Wuni River in Muyi
Pacification Commission, and enters the South China Sea via Guangxi.
According to Sanguo zhi [Records of The Three Kingdom, by Chen Shou
(233–297)], Zhuge Liang arrived at Mount Pan during his Southern
Campaign, and here it is. Deluge happens in summers and falls. The red
and green vapors [of the river] are miasma. Two mountains sandwich the
place of crossing. [Due to] the rapid torrents, there is no single day in a year
that boats are not overturned. Travelers are worried about it.
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考盤江界黔地，東距永寧，原出吐蕃，經烏撒。由七星關，盤折而
下，遞粵西而底南海。昔武侯南征至盤山即此地也。夏秋水溢，具色
紅綠，奔湧有轟雷轉石聲。
Examining Pan River: it is within the territory of Guizhou. Yongning
District is located to the east of Pan River. [The river] originates from Tibet,
runs through Wusa. From Qixing Pass, the river flows tortuously and turns
downward [southward]. It then runs through western Yue [Guangdong and
Guangxi Provinces] and reaches the South China Sea. Marquis Wu [i.e.
Zhuge Liang] once arrived at Mount Pan during his Southern Campaign,
and here is the place. The river abounds in the summer and fall, with the
colors of red and green, whose water runs rapidly and makes noises of loud
thunder and rotating stone.
This quote can almost be read in parallel to MMA inscription. Although it is not a
direct copy of Tieqiao zhishu, it maintains the same meaning and even the same word order.
Kao Panjiang jie qiandi 考盤江界黔地 [Examining Pan River] could come from the
passage title Panjiang dili kao. Locations such as Wusa, Qixing Pass, which appear in none
of Huang’s writings of Panjiang, can be found in Tieqiao zhishu. Another unique detail
about where the river will flow (“runs through western Yue [Guangdong and Guangxi
Provinces] to reach the South China Sea 遞粵西而底南海”) is also in Tieqiao zhishu
(“enters South China Sea via Guangxi 通廣西入南海”). The remembrance of Zhuge Liang
is couched almost identically as Tieqiao zhishu (“Zhuge Liang/Marquis Wu once arrived
at Mount Pan during his Southern Campaign, and here is the place 諸葛亮南征至盤山即
此 versus 武侯南征至盤山即此地也”). Finally, the very outstanding description about
seasonality and the red and green color of the water could only be discerned in Tieqiao
zhishu (“Deluge happens/The river abounds in the summer and fall, with the colors of red
and green 夏秋暴雨，水氣紅綠色 versus 夏秋水溢，具色紅綠”). That the MMA leaf
makes explicit the constructor’s name, Zhu Jiamin (“The local official, Master Zhu, of our
great time employed thick iron cable to construct the bridge 勝朝方伯朱公絙鐵成梁”)
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could also be related to Tieqiao zhishu, for the key theme of this gazetteer is about
commemorating Zhu. These pairs of correspondence can hardly be coincidental, and the
unique sharing of information, which never appears in any Huang’s inscription or writing,
attests to the tight bound between the MMA leaf and Tieqiao zhishu.
Tieqiao zhishu, moreover, shares with the MMA leaf visually. In its third volume,
we may find twelve pages of rare illustrations about Panjiang and Iron-Chain Bridge. In
the lower register of Figure 1.4.2, a group of people, some holding banners, some in
palanquin, some under canopy, is moving towards a one-arch stone bridge. And if we
situate these pages in a larger picture (Figure 1.4.7), we may discern that, like the MMA
leaf, the stone bridge and the crowd are also positioned to the right, namely the
downstream, of Iron-Chain Bridge. A city gate above the single-arch stone bridge is also
seen in the backdrop of the MMA leaf; this explains why the leaf seems to be an extension
of the Guizhou hanging scroll, given that Tieqiao zhishu has such a rich display of the
downstream of Iron-Chain Bridge. Lastly, the flag on the gate of the bridge and thatched
houses nearby in Figure 1.4.7, which appear in none of Huang Xiangjian’s paintings but is
visible in the illustrations of Tieqiao zhishu.
These unusual and unique linkages between the MMA leaf and Tieqiao zhishu are
key to unlocking a larger pictorial world of Panjiang. They guide us one step further into
its fascinating culture of visuality, which will be the focus of the following section. But so
far, we have witnessed a very rich playground of images, at least in the case of Huang
Xiangjian, and we can unravel this complex terrain with the issue of reproduction.
Three paintings of Panjiang in this chapter are Huang Xiangjian’s attempt to
reproduce this site. Kindall has noticed and been perplexed by his “multiple variant
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renditions of landscape paintings.” She considers them a “discreet loyalist statement
prepared for a particular social network,” of which I am not fully convinced, but I agree
that this type of landscape, as an evident embodiment of Huang’s filial piety, can facilitate
promulgating his moral deeds, configuring his persona among elite groups or in history,
and thereby gaining cultural capital.26 Instead of simply asking “why” as Kindall does, I
think we should also ask “how:” How do these “multiple variant renditions” of Panjiang
get reproduced. In cases such as the Guizhou hanging scroll and the Suzhou album leaf,
Huang Xiangjian does not seem to apply what Lothar Ledderose observes in mass
production throughout Chinese history, the principle of “modular production,” as this rule
denotes a large-scale production that is achieved by the breakdown and combination of
small components.27 It is not a reproduction or replication in a modern sense either, such
as photography, printing, or even lithography, which eventually culminates into what
Benjamin suggests, the loss of aura.28 The reproduction of Panjiang in the Guizhou hanging
scroll and Suzhou album leaf represent, nevertheless, a creative reproduction which is
based neither on a direct copy nor recycling of each other’s visual component, but on
Huang’s authentic experience of the site. A painting can only assume one or a limited
number of perspectives, but experience is infinite, as the perspective flows in continuous
space and time; this very attribute allows Huang to render Panjiang from multifarious
angles and yet maintains high visual consistency.
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However, which angles to choose? In the Guizhou scroll and Suzhou leaf, Huang
chooses to depict Iron-Chain Bridge from its left and right. This very selection is similar
in a seventeenth fund-rasing album by Qian Gong (act. ca. 1573–1619), in which the
painter paints two images of a monastery also from left and right (Figures 1.5.1 and 1.5.2).
Kindall, in her research, is preoccupied with the reading of numerous inscriptions and
colophons to reconstruct the social context.29 but she downplays the analysis of the image
and thus ignores the very important visual parallel to Huang Xiangjian’s Panjiang
paintings. In both cases, the pair of images looking from left and right is by no means a
random choice. The very complementary visions form a mirroring image; more
importantly, if we consider these paintings in combination, we may find that it is not about
a particular perspective the painter wishes the audience to anchor; their complementary
perspectives cancel each other, dissolving each other so as to pursue an unbounded,
comprehensive, and holistic viewing experience of a site.
This idea is rather comparable to a significant visual invention in nineteenth
century Europe, the stereoscope. It is based on a physiological finding of the binocular
disparity, namely the different perspectives our left and right eyes assume, to create a threedimensional illusion out of two-dimensional photographic images (Figure 1.6).30 Although
I am in no way suggesting that Huang’s or Qian’s paintings share the same agenda, they
all exhibit a similar approach to employ paired imagery to uproot the vision from one or
few stable views and to thereby seek a fuller, if not three-dimensional, experience of space.
Therefore, a strong quest for authentic experience and the urge to transcend twodimensionality or limited perspectives is rather distinctive amid these visual phenomena.
29
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Thus, the two Panjiang paintings mark the creativity of Huang at an even higher
level. Moreover, Huang’s creative reproduction is also exemplified in his masterful
treatment of multiple formats, hanging scroll or album leaf. He takes advantage of the
narrow, elongated frame of the former, and the small and intimate pictorial surface of the
later, to anchor distinct visual agendas: as the Guizhou scroll emphasizes an imposing
landscape, the Suzhou leaf highlights the central role of Iron-Chain Bridge.
The authentic experience so core to Huang’s works makes his paintings unique and
thus, utterly irreproducible. But how is it possible for someone to reproduce the
“irreproducible?” This is the issue of the MMA leaf. Without necessarily having
experienced Panjiang, the maker of the MMA leaf adopts the image of the Guizhou hanging
scroll (and again, this shows how the fluidity between media, from hanging scroll to album
leaf, contributes to the creative variety of reproduction). The visual incongruence between
these two paintings, however, points to Tieqiao zhishu, which may provide inspirations for
both the inscription and picture in the MMA leaf. This demonstrates the cross-media flow,
circulation, and interchangeability of knowledge and image in a large visual culture, and
the aim of the next section is to have a deeper understanding of this pictorial society built
around Panjiang by examining closely the rich and precious illustrations in Tieqiao zhishu.

Tieqiao zhishu 鐵橋志書
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This 1665-published two-volume six-book Tieqiao zhishu is the “earliest and most
comprehensive local gazetteer of Iron-Chain Bridge at Panjiang.”31 The importance of this
work is further accentuated by its rarity and the superior quality of the woodcut. In this
work with no fewer than three hundreds pages, twelve are illustrations covering a long,
epic rendition of Panjiang and the bridge, a portrait of the bridge constructor Zhu Jiamin,
and a painted imperial decree and stele issued by the Chongzhen emperor (r. 1627-1644).
The enriched visual and textual representations of the locality in the prints are beyond
spectacular, and yet, no one has so far thoroughly studied this incredible piece. No English
scholarship about this gazetteer has been found, except one illustration that makes a cursory
appearance in Joseph Needham’s, Science and Civilisation in China, to demonstrate the
engineering prowess and ingenuity of iron-chain bridges in ancient China.32 Only one
concise (two-page) article in Chinese by a researcher in Shaanxi Provincial Library, Hou
Aiqi, who touches on the gazetteer’s attribution, editions and historical background has
been found.
Hou argues that the only extant copy of Tieqiao zhishu is now preserved in the
National Library of China, while the one in Peking University is merely a replica
reproduced in the Replican era (1912-1949). According to the library’s official website,
Tieqiao zhishu is attributed to Liang Yusi 梁于涘 (1595-1645), a native of Jiangdu [current
day Yangzhou] in Jiangsu, and Fu Gang 扶綱, a native of Duyun in Guizhou.33 The
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Hou Aiqi 侯藹奇, “Tieqiao Zihshu Kaolue 《铁桥志书》考略,” Lantai Shijie 蘭台世界, no. 7 (2013):
144–45.p.145
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Joseph Needham, Wang Ling, and Gwei-Djen Lu, Science and Civilisation in China, vol. 4, 3 pts.
(Cambridge University Press, 1987). p.204
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National Library of China, “Tieqiao Zhishu 铁桥志书,” accessed August 8, 2020,
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=1002&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=41
1999002213.
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possible evidence that supports this attribution is signatures such as “selected by a scholar
of younger generation from Guangling [current day Yangzhou], Liang Yusi 廣陵後學梁
于涘選” and “selected by your pupil from Qianchu [regions of Guizhou and Hunan] Fu
Gang [Yunchang, Fu’s style name] 黔楚門人扶綱允常選.”34 They appear in the beginning
of the first and second volumes respectively, suggesting Liang is responsible for the
selection of the first volume while Fu is for the second. And perhaps for this reason the
National Library of China deems them both the authors of Tieqiao zhishu.
However, I agree with Hou Aiqi’s contention that this attribution is dubious. He
takes a quote from the preface, “Asking for Words for Tieqiao zhishu 鐵橋志書乞言,”
written by Zhu Chaoyuan 朱潮遠, the son of Zhu Jiamin: “As for this Tieqiao book, we
have received a considerable number of words from all over the place. Since the Gengchen
year [1640], we have completed the majority of the work in collection and compilation. It,
however, all got lost in the wars after the Jiashen year [1644]. I now search and collect the
surviving texts, and I can only find no more than ten or twenty percent of the original, and
some people and places cannot be investigated. How can I go to the grave and ask my
ancestor [Zhu Jiamin]? This is particularly heartrending for me. 惟是鐵橋一書，海內贈
言真堪充棟。庚辰以來，纂集大部。甲申以後盡喪兵燹。今遍於各集蒐羅所存者，
未及十之一二，間有人地失考。安能起先人於九京而問之，此尤遠之痛心者也.”
The quote suggests the dismal dispersion of the original version, which may be compiled
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Although Hou considers both of them pupils (menren 門人) of Zhu Jiamin, I reserve my doubt about

Liang, because houxue 後學 could be a humble way to refer to Liang himself, and the conscious distinction
between houxue and menren in Fu Gang’s signature may be used to distinguish himself from Zhu’s pupil.
Besides, I could not find Liang Yusi’s name in the pupil roster in Tieqiao zhishu, while this list is not
exhaustive. Hou Aiqi 侯藹奇, “Tieqiao Zihshu Kaolue 《铁桥志书》考略.”p.144
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by Liang Yusi and Fu Gang; we also know that the one we see today is a later recompilation by Zhu Chaoyuan. Thus it disabuses the bifurcation: while the National
Library of China shows the author of the lost, proto-version of Tieqiao zhishu, Zhu
Chaoyuan should get credit for the current one. Admittedly, in my readings of poems in
Tieqiao zhishu, some poets reflect on Zhu Chaoyuan asking for their literary
contributions,35 suggesting his principal role in making this gazetteer possible.
Other than rectifying the misattributions, Hou shows very little interest in the
content of the gazetteer. That is to say, no scholarship has so far discussed the prints or the
images. The twelve pages of illustrations exhibit a staggeringly complex visual program:
not only the panoramic depiction of Panjiang and Iron-Chain Bridge, but the portrait and
painted imperial decree and stele showcase a convoluted intertwinement of image and
materiality. I thus attempt, in this section, to step back from the specific works by Huang
Xiangjian, and to contemplate the larger issue of the visual culture of Panjiang. Visual
culture, according to Cheng-hua Wang, is an expanded, interdisciplinary arena that tackles
“all images, optical devices, techniques and activities, discourses about visions; issues such
as reproduction and promulgation of images, vision in the its cultural genealogy, various
visual representations, gaze and perspectives.”36 Analyzing the illustrations in Tieqiao
zhishu alongside the poetry and prose, I consider the making of this woodblock print at the
height of consumerism and travel culture, as well as the circulation of image and
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Specific examples can be found toward the end of this section.
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knowledge. In other words, this section seeks a larger picture in which the relations and
practices of images of Panjiang can be more lucidly delineated.

Pages 1-2 (Figure 1.4.1)

Page 1
御製 Created Under the Imperial Order
連雲鐵橋 Iron-Chain Bridge at Lianyun City
Page 2
連雲舊城 德隆河嶽 萬水朝宗 水自滇武潯來，經七星關
Old City of Lianyun | Virtue Prospers in Yellow River and Five Sacred Peaks [i.e. the
entire empire] | Myriad Waters Pay Homage | The water originates from Wuxun37 of
Yunnan and passes Qixing Pass [Seven stars Pass38]
功高銅柱 Achievement Higher Than The Bronze Pillar
東疆第一關 查城 The First Pass of the Eastern Border | Zha City39
Since no one seems to have worked on these illustrations prior to this research, I
find a strong exigence to transcribe, punctuate, and translate the illustrations which are as
textual as the rest of the gazetteer. I will display two pages at a time because in some cases
the gazetteer compiler, Zhu Chaoyuan, attempts to combine two pages to form a continuous
imager.
The first page of the illustrations showcases a stele borne by a turtle-like animal,
alleged to be one of nine sons of dragon, bixi 贔屭. With a highly embellished head,
populated with dragons and clouds, the stele has a rather humble and plain surface,
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I could not locate this place Wuxun even if I input this term in the gazetteer database. It may be a
phonetic variant of Wusa 烏撒 as in Huang Xiangjian’s inscription.
38
Seven stars could be Big Dipper or one of the twenty-eight Chinese lunar lodges.
39
This character, 查, can be pronounce, cha, zha, or chai, and it is unclear which one should be.
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inscribed four characters in seal script, Lianyun tieqiao 連雲鐵橋 (Iron-Chain bridge at
Lianyun). Two smaller characters, Yuzhi 御製 (created under the imperial order), in the
same script can be found in the head of the stele, suggesting its imperial association, which
lends authority, solemnity, and paramount importance to the inscription. Bixi on the
bottom, with his head lifting, legs stretching, and tail relaxing, seems animated and
convivial as if he is alive. Instead of facing forward, the stele is pivoted to the side of the
audience, intimating that the stele is not only a representation, but also a visual device
serving as the head for the illustrations that follow.

Page two heralds a compelling view of Panjiang that spans over the next eight
pages. The entire image can be roughly characterized in three registers: the upper register
reserved for distant mountains and architecture, the middle for the raging torrents, and the
lower for the foreground. Zha City, which is located at Yongning Prefecture 永寧州, at the
lower corner is emerging from mystical clouds. A gate with multi-storied tower on its top
bears a boastful title “Dongjiang diyi guan 東疆第一關 (The first pass of the eastern
border).” It does not seem to be a widely acknowledged appellation, as it does not appear
in my research of gazetteer databases; it could be that the compiler was tempted to add a
sense of grandeur to this place.
The melodramatic waves in the middle register signify a perilous, life-threatening
water that is consistent with the descriptions in the previous section (such as those of Xu
Xiake, Huang Xiangjian), and thus it seems counterintuitive to have a group of passengers
and boatmen sailing with rejoicing on the stream. This depiction is likely to be a joyful
fascination of the gazetteer compiler, who even adorns this place with majestic titles such
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as Delong heyue 德隆河嶽 (Virtue Prospers in Yellow River and Five Sacred Peaks [i.e.
the entire state]), Wanshui chaozong 萬水朝宗 (Myriad Waters Pay Homage), and
Gonggao tongzhu 功高銅柱 (Achievement Higher Than The Bronze Pillar). The bronze
pillar, if we recall that in Huang Xiangjian’s paintings, is a metonymic reference to General
Ma Yuan. By saying “Achievements Higher Than The Bronze Pillar,” the phrase is praising
a figure who is even more exceptional than Ma Yuan. These fulsome, exorbitant
expressions have less to do with the landscape than with commending the invisible, absent
protagonist, Zhu Jiamin, the father of Zhu Chaoyuan, who crumbled the local rebellions,
initiated military and civil infrastructure, and restored peace. According to the official
History of Ming 明史,

自邦彥始亂，雲、貴諸土酋盡反，攻陷安南等上六衞，雲南路斷。其
後路雖通，羣苗猶出沒為患。家民率參將許成名等討平盤江外阿野、
魯頗諸砦，於是相度盤江、西坡、板橋、海子、馬場諸要害，築石城
五，宿兵衞民。又於其間築六城，廨舍廬井畢備。羣苗惕息，行旅晏
然。盤江居雲、貴交，兩山夾峙，一水中絕，湍激迅悍，舟濟者多陷
溺。家民倣瀾滄橋制，冶鐵為絙三十有六，長數百丈，貫兩崖之石而
懸之，覆以板，類於蜀之棧，而道始通。 40
Since Bangyan [An Bangyan 安邦彥 (1570-1629)]41 started to revolt, the
various local leaders of ethnic groups in Yunnan and Guizhou all rebelled.
They raided Annan and six other garrisons. [Consequently,] the way to
Yunnan was blocked. Although the hinter-route [for transporting military
supplies] was still available, the local Miao people badgered, which was a
problem. [Zhu] Jiamin commanded Assistant Regional Commander Xu
Chengmin and others to take down various stockades, such as Aye, Lupo,
outside Panjiang. Thereupon, [Zhu Jiamin] evaluated strategic spots such as
Panjiang, Xipo, Banqiao, Haizi, and Machang, and constructed five stonemade walled cities, in which armies resided to protect commoners. [Zhu]
40

Zhang Tingyu, Ming Shi (Beijing: Xin hua shu dian Beijing fa xing suo fa xing, 1974) pp. 6458-6459
One of the major leaders of the She-An Rebellion in Guizhou and Sichuan from 1621-1630, fighting
against the Ming government. The Minister of The Army, Zhu Xieyuan (1566－1638) later cracked down
41

on the rebellion in 1629. An Bangyan is a tusi 土司 (Aboriginal Official) of 彝 Yi ethnic group in 水西
Shuixi, Guizhou.
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also built six walled cities among them, all equipped with government
offices and houses. Miao people were appeased and traveling was back to
normal. Panjiang is located at the borders of Guizhou and Yunnan.
Precipitous mountains on two sides squeeze a stream running rapidly in
between. Passengers who took the boat were often overturned and devoured
by the water. Jiaming emulated the bridge at Lancang River [in Yunnan]
and built one consisting of thirty-six iron chains, each of which was a
hundred zhang long. They were fixed in the rocks on both precipices, which
allowed the bridge to suspend. [The bridge] was covered with planks,
resembling the narrow footway planked over cliffs in Sichuan. [The bridge]
makes the transportation possible.
Thus, Zhu Jiamin is recognized in this authoritative portrayal with three exceptional
deeds: pacifying rebellions in western Guizhou, constructing fortresses to prolong the
peace, and building a bridge that facilitates transportation. This excerpt supplies a key to
unlock Tieqiao zhishu’s essential role as a material embodiment of Zhu Jiamin’s
commemoration. The stone-walled city of Panjiang, according to the Xianfeng edition of
Prefectural Gazetteer of Xingyi 興義府志, is alternatively known as Lianyun (“The Ming
dynasty Lianyun City is located at Panjiang, east of the current county. [...] these three
walled cities [Panjiang, Weifan 維藩, Zoufu 奏膚 cities] were all constructed by Zhu
Jiamin of Ming. Lianyun City is called by the native as Panjiang City. 明連雲城在今縣東
之盤江，[...] 按三城皆明朱家民建。連雲城今土人呼為盤江城”). And therefore,
Lianyun Tieqiao on Page one could be seen not only as an indication of its location, or a
title for the rest of the illustrations, but as a remembrance of Zhu Jiamin, because of whom
the constructions of Lianyun city and bridge were possible.
Pages 3-4 (Figure 1.4.2)

Page 3
滄州飛渡 玉皇閣 Crossing Cangzhou in the Air | Jade Emperor Pavilion
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再生崖 Zaisheng Cliff [Rebirth Cliff]
白雲寺 Baiyun Monastery [White Cloud Monastery]
Page 4
朱氏（鼎鐘） 西疆第一關 連雲新城
Tripod and Bell [to Commemorate] the Clan of Zhu | The First Pass of the Western
Border | New City of Lianyun
達摩石影 社稷名臣 銅柱 The Image of Bodhidharma on Rock | Celebrated Minister of
Tte State | Bronze Pillar
利濟橋 望雲石 釣臺 是非不落釣魚處，榮辱常隨騎馬人
Liji Bridge [Bridge of Granting Favors] | Wangyun Rock [Rock of Gazing at Clouds] |
Fishing Place | “Rights or wrongs [i.e. conflicts] do not fall at the fishing place [i.e.
hermits]; honors and humiliations are usually accompanying the horse riders [i.e.
officials]”
The water with formidable momentum still goes on, and this is the charm of these
illustrations: even if the readers have flipped the pages, the image continues to flow without
disruption. A flurry of commemorative verses floats in the air as before, such as Zhushi
(dingzhong) 朱氏（鼎鐘）(Tripod and Bell [to Commemorate] the Clan of Zhu) and Sheji
mingchen 社稷名臣 (Celebrated Minister of the State). The bronze pillar and grandiose
title such as Xijiang diyi guan 西疆第一關 (The First Pass of the Western Border) also
have precedents.
But there is something new about these illustrations: we start to witness religious
constructions, such as Jade Emperor Pavilion 玉皇閣, which worships one of the highest
deity in Daoism, the Jade Emperor, and Baiyun Monastery [White Cloud Monastery] 白雲
寺. The Daoist and Buddhist institutions interspersed along Panjiang are evidenced in the
relevant record in Gujin tushu jicheng, “Magnificent and splendid Daoist and Buddhist
temples are constructed nearby. They have become places of wonder in the Southwest. 岸
38

傍琳宮梵宇金碧輝煌，西南勝境也.” These constructions, in fact, are also part of Zhu
Jiamin’s infrastructure project, which according to Liu Shizhen 劉士禎‘s poem in Tieqiao
zhishu, is to grant favor and bliss to Iron-Chain Bridge (He describes the surrounding
architecture in “Record of Traveling to Iron-Chain Bridge at Panjiang 遊盤江鐵橋記,”
“They are monasteries of protecting the bridge, towers of guarding the bridge, statue of
securing the bridge, and things of suppressing [taming, controlling] the bridge; they are
lofty and dense 凡所為庇橋之寺，護橋之樓，鎮橋之像，壓橋之物，巍巍乎，森森
乎”).
Places such as Zaisheng Cliff [Rebirth Cliff] 再生崖 and the Image of
Bodhidharma On Rock 達摩石影 also carry Buddhist connotations. The former pertains
to the idea crucial in Buddhism, rebirth or incarnation (saṃsāra) of the dead who was
devoured by the water. The latter is a scenic spot that bears the phantom image of
Bodhidharma, the first patriarch who founded Chan Buddhism, on a rock. In fact, the same
scenic attraction can be found on Mt. Song in Henan, one of the five sacred peaks in China.
As this a sixth-century master, Bodhidharma, faced a wall in a cave in Mt Song and
meditated for nine years, his image was said to be slowly penetrated into the rock; because
of this image, the cave became a religious site for veneration at least since the Song dynasty
(960-1279). In Panjiang, however, we witness how this spectacle was transplanted to a
place far away from Henan. The Xianfeng fourth year edition (1853) of Xingyi Prefecture
Gazetteer records:

古達摩石像在縣東盤江鐵索橋之西岸。安南志云，達摩像在盤江西岸
就石壁鑿成，作擕履荷杖踏蘆渡江狀。按達摩石像高六尺有奇，石色
古黝光潤。意意元明時所鑿，行人之過鐵索橋者多焚香再拜去。
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The antique portrait of Bodhidharma is located at the west bank of IronChain Bridge, east of the county. The Gazetteer of Annan County reads, the
portrait of Bodhidharma on the west bank of Panjiang was carved on the
stone facade, in the posture that [Bodhidharma] is carrying his shoes,
bearing a staff, stepping on straw to cross the river. The portrait of
Bodhidharma is more than six chi tall and the stone has an antique, dark,
and smooth sheen. It was presumably carved during Yuan and Ming
periods. Many of the travelers who passed Iron-Chain Bridge burned
incense and worshipped prior to their departure.
This icon of Bodhidharma holding a staff is seen on the upper right corner of the
illustration (of Figure 1.4.2). Although it preserves the same title “The Image of
Bodhidharma on Rock,” the gestures are different: the one in Mt. Song features a
meditative posture. Unlike the Bodhidharma image in Henan which was formed naturally,
the gazetteer account emphasizes the artificiality, the human endeavors to recreate the
scene. However, this does not undermine its religious efficacy, still soliciting travelers who
passed by to pay homage.
Just as scenes could possibly be transported to a remote land, text could travel as
well. Fishing Place 釣臺 in the foreground of the illustration is followed by a line “Rights
or wrongs [i.e. conflicts] do not fall at the fishing place [i.e. hermits]; honors and
humiliations are usually accompanying the horse riders [i.e. officials] 是非不落釣魚處，
榮辱常隨騎馬人.” The verse seems to be related to the site, “Fishing Place,” and also
bears relation to the entourage in the front, who attends an important figure in the
palanquin, maybe an official; rongru (honors and humiliations) in the phrase has the
connotation about fame and prestige of an official. This verse is not randomly inscribed
but on a stone surface as the practice of moya 摩崖 (cliff inscription).42 Inscribing
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For more, see Robert E. Harrist, The Landscape of Words : Stone Inscriptions from Early and Medieval
China (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2008).
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characters on rocks is itself a painstaking process, let alone their oftentimes monumental
size. The sheer form of moya lends an unusual weight to the content of writing, which, in
this case, is an implicit exhortation. The line is, in fact, adopted from an almost
contemporary work, Xiaochuang youji 小窗幽記 (Serene record of the small window)
published in 1624. This work by Chen Jiru (1558 - 1639) regards self-cultivation and
admonition in the mundane world. The line is comparable to “是非不到釣魚處，榮辱常
隨騎馬人,” with very minor variation. It swaps “dao 到” for “luo 落” but the meaning is
retained. This motto promotes the life of a hermit, free from conflicts, and criticizes the life
of officials, which is full of worries about status. More importantly, it introduces a text
from another literary source utterly distinct from the commemorative purpose, suggesting
an intertextual openness of Tieqiao zhishu and a wide readership and popular culture this
gazetteer is speaking to.
The transplantation of famous scenes and text showcases the compiler’s attempt to
transform and translate this land of periphery into a culturally recognizable place. Visually
speaking, the hostile space of Panjiang in Huang Xiangjian’s diaries disappears, and is
rendered peacefully, teeming with architecture and bustling locals that are interspersed in
the benign landscape.

Pages 5-8 (Figures 1.4.3 & 1.4.4)

Page 5
福慶林 開山作祖（朱氏）鼎鐘 Fuqing Forest | Establish the Monastery and Be the
First Patriach | Tripod and Bell [to Commemorate] the Clan of Zhu
土地祠 龍王廟 禹思文望 玄帝殿 長思亭 天生石鐘
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Earth God’s Shrine | Dragon King’s Temple | Yu [of Xia] Thinks of [Him, i.e. Zhu
Jiamin] King Wen [of Zhou] (1152-1056 BCE) Looks Upon [Him] | The Xuan Emperor
[Emperor Zhenwu, a Daoist deity] Hall | Changsi Pavilion [Pavilion of Extended
Longings] | Heaven Breeding Stone Bell
娛心石 Yuxin Rock [Rock of Entermining Mind]
Page 6
玄關徑 觀音塔 功媲神禹 Xuanguan Path [Path of Mysterious Pass] | Guanyin
[Avalokiteśvara] Pagoda | Accomplishments Comparable to the Legendary Yu
地藏殿 藏經閣 告天宣達祠 鶴停軒 大願寺 Kṣitigarbha Hall | Tripiṭaka Library | Shrine
of Reporting to Heaven and Promulgating Imperial Decree | Crane-Resting Studio |
Dayuan Monastery [Monastery of Great Volitions]
接引佛 息烽樓 Amitābha | Xifeng Gate Tower [Gate Tower of Extinguished Beacon
Fire]
Page 7
墩高十六丈，橋寬三十六丈 小葛第二橋 望江亭
The bridge base is sixteen zhang high. The bridge is thirty-six zhang wide | The Second
Bridge of Little Ge [Zhuge Liang] | Wangjiang Pavilion [Pavilion of Gazing at the River]
天塹雲航 百尺濤 禪谷 留衣亭 白雲深處 Cruising in Heavenly Trench | Hundred Chi
Wave | Chan Valley | Liuyi Pavilion [Pavilion of Leaving Clothes] | Deep in the White
Clouds
西橋樓 鐵橋 東橋樓 West Bridge Gate Tower | Iron-Chain Bridge | East Bridge Gate
Tower
愛珠橋 墜淚碑 水深無底 Aizhu Bridge | Duolei Stele [Tear-Dropping Stele] |
Unfathomable Depth of Water
Page 8
降魔法界 玄橋佛地 濟川飛虹 Demon-Subduing Dharmadhātu | Dark Bridge [i.e. IronChain Bridge] and Buddhist Land | Crossing the River and Flying Arch [i.e. Iron-Chain
Bridge]
懷思石 天師宮 Huaisi Rock [Rock of Longing] | Palace of Heavenly Master
補天祠 關聖廟 Repairing Heaven Shrine | Sage Guan’s [Guan Yu (160-220)] Temple
江山入圖，萬里非遙，三至人書 Rivers and mountains enter the picture; ten
thousands li becomes no more distant, wrote by Three-Perfect Man
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I venture to address these two figures together for they mark a full-blown
representation of Iron-Chain Bridge, a climax of these illustrations. While the water
continues to flow characterized by the bouncing waves, the background is gradually pulled
closer to the front, and consequently we start to see the depictions of multi-storied pagoda
and pavilions in lavish detail. A small portion of Iron-Chain Bridge is discernible near the
left edge in Figure 1.4.3, which heralds that the illustration is approaching its thematic
apogee (since the gazetteer, Tieqiao zhishu, is named after Iron-Chain Bridge). That also
explains the convergence of the background with the foreground, because it allows the
bridge and architecture on the other bank to be seen closely.
Iron-Chain Bridge reaches its prominence in Figure 1.4.4. The elaborately depicted
iron chains intertwine with each other to form the structure and balustrades of the bridge.
Four stone lions, which are not painted in any of Huang Xiangjian’s works, are placed at
the West Bridge Gate Tower 西橋樓 and East Bridge Gate Tower 東橋樓, as recounted by
Xu Xiake. Short inscriptions about the bridge are placed on the upper register, which reads
“The bridge base is sixteen zhang high. The bridge is thirty-six zhang wide 墩高十六丈，
橋寬三十六丈,” and “The Second Bridge of Little Ge [Zhuge Liang] 小葛第二橋.” They
are not merely objective descriptions of the bridge, but linkage to its legendary prototype
(despite being disproved by Xu Xiake) that the bridge is modelled after Zhuge Liang's ironchain bridge over the Lancang River in Yunnan. The bridge is suspended above a torrent,
on which the compiler indicates “Unfathomable Depth of Water (Shuishen wudi 水深無
底).” Right behind the bridge could we find “Hundred Chi Wave 百尺濤,” signifying a
rather dramatic surge of the water. Although these phrases add up almost nothing to the
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physical quality of the bridge, it in some ways sheds light on the experiential dimension of
these illustrations, and how these illustrations may serve to conjure up an imposing
sentiment about the landscape for audiences who have never been to Panjiang. The
installation of Wangjiang Pavilion [Pavilion of Gazing at the River] 望江亭 confirms this
agenda: it overlooks the bridge from a background mountain at the height, emphasizing the
very possibility of the bridge as an object to be contemplated, subject to views’ aesthetic
appreciation. Just as the unidentifiable Three-Perfect Man 三至人 states, “Rivers and
mountains enter the picture; ten thousands li becomes no more distant 江山入圖，萬里非
遙,” the illustration serves to transcend the spatial distance and bring the visions within
spitting distance for the viewers’ optical savor.
More religious institutions can be found near the bridge; the image thus becomes
more congested because of the profusion of temples, shrines and monasteries. Earth God’s
Shrine, Dragon King’s Temple, The Xuan Emperor [Emperor Zhenwu, a Daoist deity]
Hall, Guanyin [Avalokiteśvara] Pagoda, Kṣitigarbha Hall, Tripiṭaka Library and Dayuan
Monastery [Monastery of Great Volitions], Palace of Heavenly Master, and Sage Guan’s
[Guan Yu (160-220)] Temple are constructions affiliated with either Buddhism or Daoism.
Notably, the statue of Amitābha 接引佛 in Figure 1.4.3 close to the bridge is a Buddhist
deity welcoming the dead (likely from drowning) to the Western Paradise. Duolei Stele
[Tear-Dropping Stele] 墜淚碑 in Figure 1.4.4, which is a stele erected by the bridge and
maybe the one seen in Huang Xiangjian’s paintings, seems to echo the woe and sorrow for
the perished lives devoured by the water. In fact, Duolei Stele is in Xiangyang, Hubei
Province, and was established specifically for commemorating Yang Hu 羊祜 (221-278),
an outstanding general who guarded Xiangyang and cared his people with great love.
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Because of his extraordinary merits and benevolence, people come to pay homage and shed
tears in front of his stele after Yang passed away. Thus, the idea of “Duolei [tear dropping]”
attests to how profoundly one’s deeds have benefitted people and reached to their hearts,
exemplifying an ideal leader in Confucianism. Reconstructing a Duolei Stele at Panjiang
is thus a rhetoric claim to praise Zhu Jiamin’s accomplishments as great as Yang Hu.
Also appropriated from a scenic precedent, Liuyi Pavilion [Pavilion of Leaving
Clothes] 留衣亭 in Figure 1.4.4 pertains to the Tang dynasty government official Han Yu
韓愈 (768-824), who left, upon his departure, his garments to endeared friend Monk
Dadian 大顛 (732-824) to commemorate their friendship; the pavilion is at Mount Lin 靈
山 in Chaoyang, Guangdong Province. Although Repairing Heaven Shrine 補天祠 in
Figure 1.4.4. is not a direct appropriation, it borrows its name from the mythology about
the goddess Nüwa 女媧 who repaired the crumbled heaven. As the water-god Gonggong
共工 was defeated by the thunder-god Zhurong 祝融, being enraged, he hit and broke down
Mt. Buzhou 不周山, a pillar supporting the world. Consequently, water falls from heaven
which wreaks havoc in the human realm. Nüwa, the savior, smelt Five-Color Rocks to
repair heaven, restoring peace and harmony to the world again. This story is in various
ways comparable to Zhu Jiamin’s deeds. In both cases, water poses enormous threats to
people’s lives, and the great devotions of Nüwa and Zhu Jiamin make them the heroes.
Invoking mythological and historical accounts and intricate textuality, these illustrations
showcase the diverse ways in which the image of Zhu Jiamin is fashioned and exalted to
an unparalleled, if not sanctified, position. And there is no wonder why we find such an
account in Tieqiao zhishu by Zou Yi 鄒漪. Zou wrote in “The Biography of the Great Earl
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Region [i.e. Provincial Administration Commissioner] Master Zhu 大方伯朱公傳” that
“His mother, the Great Mistress Ren, dreamed of a serpent, flying to the bedroom from a
sacred hall. She reclined and gave birth to Master Zhu. [...] Master Zhu was outstandingly
smart when he was young, and could recite a myriad of words in a day, and people deemed
him having magic power. 母任太夫人夢蟒蛇，自聖殿飛騰蟠入寢室，臥而生公，[...]
幼即聰穎，讀書日誦萬言，里中以神通目之.” Dream serpent [or dragon], which
inherits a not unprecedented trope in Chinese literature,43 alludes to the supernatural
connection of Zhu Jiamin, further deifying Zhu Jiamin.
The issue of cultural appropriation is also explored in the inscriptions near the
bridge. Unlike the fulsome “Accomplishments Comparable to the Legendary Yu 功媲神
禹,” which is to compare Zhu Jiamin with Yu, the legendary king who succeed in taming
the flood, the following phrases are different in kind. Despite adopting the same fourcharacter format, “Cruising in Heavenly Trench 天塹雲航,” “Crossing the River and
Flying Arch [i.e. Iron-Chain Bridge] 濟川飛虹” are no more commemorative than
descriptive of the bridge. “Demon-Subduing Dharmadhātu 降魔法界,” “Dark Bridge [i.e.
Iron-Chain Bridge] and Buddhist Land 玄橋佛地” pertain to the Buddhist monasteries near
the bridge. Those are phrases, in fact, inscribed on rocks or stele (Tiqiao leshi 題橋勒石)
and the Tieqiao zhishu has a separate section enumerating all of them with the calligraphers
(Figure 1.4.8). For instance, “Dark Bridge [i.e. Iron-Chain Bridge] and Buddhist Land” is
allegedly written by the renowned Ming dynasty literatus Dong Qichang 董其昌 (1555-
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For instance, in the account of Liu Bang 劉邦 (r. 202-195 BCE), the Gaozu emperor of Han, in Sima

Qian’s (145 BCE -? ) Record of the Grand Historian [Shiji 史記], Liu’s mother dreams of a dragon.
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1636). Little evidence has shown that Dong was physically there or wrote the inscription
in situ. The annotation in Figure 1.4.8 goes, “Yuan of Zhu Clan [perhaps Zhu Chaoyuan]
constructed Iron-Chain Bridge and compiled the extraordinary book. [This inscription] is
a gift to Master Tongren [i.e. Zhu Jiamin] 朱宗遠構鐵橋，制奇書，贈同人先生.” Thus,
it could be that Dong’s calligraphy was transported to Panjiang as a way to express
commemoration. Dong Qichang is just one of the prestigious men on the list, and a plethora
of inscriptions flying from all over the place contributes a cultural cosmopolitanism to IronChain Bridge at Panjiang.
After the bridge, the water is pushed back to the far distance again; it is such a
strategic choice to pull the background closer to render the bridge in detail and push away
after that. The alteration of perspective cannot only reflect the visual economy, which puts
an emphatic note on the bridge, but also can create a dynamic visual experience for the
beholders. This technique is by no means unprecedented in Chinese painting, particularly
in long hand scrolls (for instance, Wang Shen’s (1036-1093) Fishing Village in Small Snow
漁村小雪), which suggests that the illustrations may be carved based on an actual scroll.
In any case, the unusually high density of cultural sceneries and intricate textuality shed
light on the creator’s attempt to no more represent the site than to transform Panjiang into
a prominently domesticated space in the wild, secluded landscape, shielded by layers of
mountains in the backdrop.

Pages 9-12 (Figures 1.4.5 & 1.4.6)

Page 9
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紫陽書院藏版 丁酉修禊日圖 水繇廣西泗城州入南海 少師朱燮元題：鑿山建剎振
清鈴，佛方出世。鎖鐵橫空成大筏，人可補天。 苦海慈航
Ziyang School collected woodblocks, pictures made on the the third Day of the third
month of the Dingyou year [1657] | The water enters the South China Sea via Sicheng
Region of Guangxi | Junior Preceptor Zhu Xieyuan inscribed：Chisel mountains, build
Buddhist monasteries, and ring the bells, the Buddha comes into the mundane world;
Chain irons, suspend in the air, and make a great boat, man can repair heaven |
Compassionate Cruising on the Ocean of Sufferings
崇禎戊辰廣陵人朱家民造 Constructed by Guangling native Zhu Jiamin in Wuchen
year of Chongzhen [1628]
三元宮 屈膝祠 Sanyuan Palace [Palace of Three Primordials] | Kneeling Shrine
麟駿世珍，朱紫重之 Qilin [unicorn] and fine horse [i.e. outstanding, talented people],
which are precious in the world, should be valued with crimson and purple [clothes, i.e.
give official titles]
Page 10
唐郭子儀遣使入魏，田承嗣拜曰：此膝不屈於人久矣。今我師之祠，無問知與不
知，皆下車瞻拜，咨嗟歎服。乃知威名傾人，不獨令公然也，因建屈膝祠以誦功
雲 門人曹代之恭題
補天祠像
袞有缺，端冕而入告耶。鴻未集，仰視而深思耶。嗚呼！功著社稷，慶流子孫。
南裔不反，武侯再來。金城可圖，克國弗用。惜也，老成典型，可望而識耶？悲
夫，漳海黃道周敬贊。
Guo Ziyi (697-781)44 of Tang (618-907) once dispatched an envoy to Wei [Weibo 魏博
Region]. Tian Chengsi (705-779) [Military Commissioner of Weibo] made a bow and
said: I have not knelt down before others for a long while. As for the shrine of my teacher
nowadays, regardless of whether one knows [him] or not, people all get off their chariots,
pay homage to, and commend [my teacher, Zhu Jiamin]. Hence I know about his aweinspiring reputation, even the Grand Councilor [i.e. Tian Chengsi] would agree.
Thereupon I constructed Quxi Shrine [Shrine of Kneeling] to eulogize his merits.
His pupil, Cao Daizhi respectfully writes.

44

An exalted general in Tang who ended the An Lushan Rebellion.
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The Portrait of [Zhu Jiamin] in Butian Shrine [Shrine of Repairing Heaven]
The imperial garment is not complete [the emperor made mistakes] and one would wear
official attire to remonstrate. Geese have not gathered [people are homeless and living in
destitute lives] and I look up and ponder. Alas! His [Zhu Jiamin’s] accomplishment is
outstanding in the state, and merits were passed down to the future generations. People
in the southern margins no longer rebel. He is the avatar [more literally, return] of
Marquis Wu [Zhuge Liang]. The fortified city can be plotted; the state was conquered
but [Zhu Jiamin] was not appointed. What a pity! He became a model when he reached
his seniority. How can people look upon and recognize him? Sadly, Huang Daozhou
(1585-1646) of Zhanghai [in Fujian Province] respectfully eulogizes
Pages 11-12
奉
天承運
皇帝製曰
恭儉者召功之符，忠純者起世之藥。朕緬懷武功傑士，且歎且悲，勤念綏遠良
臣，如饑如渴。今而後知先朝之固自有人也。爾晉階資政大夫貴州等處承宣佈政
使司左布政使朱家民，迺鎮守福建漳泉，兼轄廣東潮州地方。總兵官後軍都督府
左都督朱潮遠之父。降生出正直之神，履道入聖賢之室。天俾孝友，地載廉明。
五馬、貴陽、竹黔一帶，咸沾海潤之功。塞北雙旌宣代，沿邊盡沐天泓之澤。於
是檄西蜀之將，川士受成，即時解貴州之圍、苗人革命。取牛嶺，復馬場，皆身
先士卒。恢鴨池，闢鴉關。遂志感風雲，周相國遍體刀痕，固云開創；雷將軍滿
面箭血，亦曰偏裨。寧有儒臣，又在中葉，黔人思方伯舊績，欲作鐵橋之誦。滇
士景資政大儒，每懷絳帳之風，有斯忠藎，屢建勛勞，茲以覃恩，晉爾階為榮祿
大夫。於戲！畢宏雖往，世仍想其箕裘，崔珏尚存，人共歸其弓劍 ，爾世世永
思哉。
製誥
崇禎拾陸年拾壹月 日
之寶 廣運
Observing
the Heavenly Mandate,
the Emperor decrees:
Reverent and prudent ones are auguries of great accomplishments; loyal and honest ones
are cures to revive the world. Every time I recall the military achievements and
outstanding services, I sigh and lament. I often think of [or crave] good ministers who
pacified the remote, in great hunger and thirst. I just learned recently that there was one
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from the previous time, Zhu Jiamin, who was ranked Grand Master for Assisting toward
Good Governance and Left Commissioner of Provincial Administration Commission.
Zhu, who was stationed and guarded Zhangquan of Fujian Province, also was in charge
of Chaozhou of Guangdong Province. He is the father of Zhu Chaoyuan, the Regional
Commander, Left Commissioner-in-Chief of the Rear Chief Military Commissions. He
was born from the righteous spirit, and followed the path to the chamber of sages and
wise men. Heaven blesses the ones with filial piety and brotherly cordiality; earth bears
the ones who are upright and illuminated. The region of Wuma [in Wuchuan], Guiyang,
and Zhuqian all benefit from the ocean of merits. Officials are across the northern
territory; the empire’s borders are all receiving favors from the water of the heavenly
stream. Thereupon, [Zhu Jiamin] summoned generals and soldiers in western Shu
[Sichuan], promptly relieved Guizhou from the predicament, and pacified the revolts of
the Miao people. He took back Niuling [Ridge Niu] and Machang, and fought at the
frontline like a soldier. He restored Ya Pond and constructed Ya Pass. His intent affected
wind and cloud [i.e. his troops]. Grand Councilor Zhou had sword wounds all around his
body, and thus people call him “initiation.” General Lei has arrow wounds all over his
face, and people call him the “supporting general.” How could we have such a Confucian
minister, especially in the middle of the dynasty [like Zhu Jiamin]? Every time the
natives of Guizhou think of the previous accomplishments of the Provincial
Administration Commissioner [Zhu Jiamin], they want to make a eulogy about IronChain Bridge. Shijing, the Grand Master for Assisting toward Good Governance and an
eminent Confucian scholar in Yunnan, often recalled the teaching of [Zhu Jiamin], his
loyalty and many great deeds. Because of the great favors, you, [Zhu Jiamin], are hereby
promoted as Grand Master for Glorious Happiness. Alas! Although Bi Hong has passed
away, people nowadays still remember his winnowing pan and furred robe [i.e. his
enterprise]. Cui Jue is still alive, and people return his bow and sword. We will remember
you all in perpetuity.
Issue the decree
In the sixteenth year of Chongzhen [1643], the eleventh month, [...] day
[...]’s seal, expansive
This series of images ends with a downward stream disappearing behind a pine tree.
Inscriptions also populate the image, while many of them seem more elaborate than the
previous ones. “Ziyang School collected woodblocks, pictures made on the the third day
of the third month of the Dingyou year [1657] 紫陽書院藏版 丁酉修禊日圖” suggests the
attribution and dating of the illustrations which were carved almost a decade prior to its
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publication in 1665. Ziyang School can be confused with the one in Anhui, because Ziyang
is a generic name for a school because it is the epithet of the eminent Song (960-1279)
Confucian scholar Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200), who is one of the founders of NeoConfucianism. But in this case, “Ziyang School” is in Guangling, the present-day
Yangzhou in Jiangsu Province.
It is not until the final portion of the illustrations that the compiler discloses the
absent but omnipresent hero, Zhu Jiamin, of the entire iron-chain bridge scroll: in Figure
1.4.5, the inscription reads, “Constructed by Guangling native Zhu Jiamin in Wuchen year
of Chongzhen [1628] 崇禎戊辰廣陵人朱家民造”), and a portrait is shown on the next
page. Zhu Xieyuan (1566-1638), a Ming dynasty general who also participated in subduing
She-An Rebellion, continues the eulogistic tone, recapitulating Zhu’s great deeds in a
couplet: “Chisel mountains, build Buddhist monasteries, and ring the bells, the Buddha
comes into the mundane world; Chain irons, suspend in the air, and make a great boat, man
can repair heaven. 少師朱燮元題：鑿山建剎振清鈴，佛方出世。鎖鐵橫空成大筏，
人可補天.” Adroitfully employing Buddhist and mythological allusions, Zhu Xieyuan
compares Zhu Jiamin to a compassionate Buddhist deity and the mother goddess Nüwa.
Similarly, we find the Kneeling Shrine 屈膝祠 near the right edge of Figure 1.4.5. It is not
a conventional name for a shrine, whose origin is explained in the inscriptions on Zhu’s
portrait. His pupil, Cao Daizhi, recounts the historical anecdote, suggesting that kneeling
before someone is not an easy gesture because it takes one’s dignity. But he observes that
people voluntarily submit to the awe of Zhu, implying how deeply they are affected by
Zhu’s deeds. This reciprocity--Zhu devoted to people and was acknowledged by people-constitutes a harmonious relation and an ideal governance from a Confucian perspective.
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The tone is slightly shifted as we read the verse inscribed on the rock near the
bottom edge. “Qilin [unicorn] and fine horse [i.e. outstanding, talented people], which are
precious in the world, should be valued with crimson and purple [clothes, i.e. give official
titles] 麟駿世珍，朱紫重之” praises how precious Zhu Jiamin is, who deserves high
official status. It is an implicit solicitation of the imperial recognition of his great deeds,
with respect to which this line departs from previous messages. By stating “The fortified
city can be plotted; the state was conquered and thus [Zhu Jiamin] was not appointed. What
a pity! He became a model when he was old. How can people look upon and recognize
him? Sadly 金城可圖，克國弗用。惜也，老成典型，可望而識耶？悲夫,” Huang
Daozhou laments that Zhu Jiamin has not received due recognitions (from the emperor)
amid the era of chaos and social upheavals toward the collapse of Ming. Consequently, the
illustrations conclude with an imperial decree with ebullient words claimed to be issued in
1643, one year later than Zhu Jiamin’s demise, to promote him as Grand Master for
Glorious Happiness.45
But in any case, this series of twelve illustrations exhibits a reasonable progression:
starting with a stele and informative demonstration of military, civil, and religious
buildings constructed under Zhu Jiamin’s command (most notably, Iron-Chain Bridge), the
illustrations punctuate at ruminating on these great endeavors and morality, and laments
the unreceived attention; the belated advent of the imperial decree is a sop for any readers
who find this deeply grievous.

45

The unfilled date and the missing imperial seal on the imperial decree are puzzling. This might be worth
further investigation if one has time.
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What draws my attention is, in fact, the ways in which the imperial decree is
presented. While Tieqiao zhishu has the tendency to turn comprehensively and
exhaustively inscriptions and tablets into printed text (such as Figures 1.4.8; Zhu Xieyuan’s
couplet is supposedly inscribed on a tablet near the bridge),46 the painted imperial decree
with highly embellished frieze saturated with dragons and clouds, alongside and stele
standing on bixi at the onset of the illustrations, showcase an outstanding exigency to show
the material basis of the text. How do we reconcile these seemingly contradictory
approaches? Why is it important to illustrate the materiality of words?
As an issue unfolds in The Double Screen, materiality, which is an often ignored
aspect when talking about painting, is regarded by Wu Hung as important as representation.
He employs specifically the example of screen as furniture, image bearer, and a motif itself
in painting, to debunk the illusory representation we plunge in, shift gears to painting’s
materiality, and contend for “the dialectical relationship between medium and image - each
in an effort to assert its primacy in order to produce the other.”47 One of the most
remarkable examples in Wu’s study is Min Qiji’s 1604 album of Romance of the West
Chamber, a famous Yuan dynasty play, which renders scenes on painted porcelain, lantern,
scroll, etc.. The kaleidoscopic images showcase not only the artist’s ingenuity or skillful
integration with the popular culture, or the significance of materiality in Chinese painting,
but, I contend, how the display of their material basis would shift our perspective and
introduce new meanings to the illusory representation. In the case of Tieqiao zhishu, the
very importance of showing they are imperial decree and stele lies at how these media lend
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This is a seperate section named Tiqiao duilian 題橋對聯 (inscribed couplets for the bridge) in Tieqiao
zhishu.
47
Hung Wu, The Double Screen: Medium and Representation in Chinese Painting (Chicago, IL:
University of Chicago Press, 1996). p.243
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a paramount, imperial approval to the text itself; and it is this distinct, visual authority that
can never be represented by text alone. Thus, Tieqiao zhishu does not aim to be a mere
document of text, but a museum-like collection of objects whose distinct materiality is as
meaningful as its textual representation.
We also need to pay attention to the very medium of Tieqiao zhishu, woodblock
print, which avails itself to mass reproduction, and the ambition it betrays: as the imperial
decree and stele suffer from aging and material decay (that is why we cannot find the
original Chong emperor’s decree above), the woodcut prints help to perpetuate and
monumentalize their material existence through reproduction. This perpetuity of the
imperial decree and stele speaks very well to the principal, commemorative agenda of this
gazetteer. We have witnessed the intricate ways in which this commemorative space is
constructed and fashioned through historical anecdotes, mythological tales, and religious
allusions in these illustrations; it is even more so in the rest of this gazetteer. With more
detailed responses and records, I will reveal in the following passage the social context of
Tieqiao zhishu and its multivalent character as not only a commemorative text, but a
commemorative text in the contemporary travel culture.
First of all, although zhi in Tieqiao zhishu denotes “gazetteer,” this publication is
by no means a typical work of this kind. It bears traits of a gazetteer--it is about a place,
has examination (kao 考) of a place--but it is essentially oriented around a person, and an
outstanding proportion of the text is less a geographic writing than a literary anthology of
poetry, prose, biography, rhapsody, etc.; literati praised exuberantly and passionately over
the three hundred pages, offering vital context that is missing in the illustrations. Liu
Shizhen 劉士禎 (1577-1649), for instance, is an official from Jiangxi. In “Record of My
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Trip to Iron-Chain Bridge Panjiang 遊盤江鐵橋記” he recounts, “the region of Panjiang,
Li and Zha Cities, and the way through Guan Ridge are especially rugged and dangerous
and with miasme. Inspectors since the past have not passed and examined [these places].
Because I consider [these places] remote and the administration becomes increasingly
loose and deserted, I do not dare to set my foot in. 唯是盤江一帶，歷查城經關嶺崎嶇險
惡，嵐瘴侵入。從來巡方使者，未嘗過而問焉，予廉其路遠職曠，廢弛日甚，不敢
憚跋涉而阻間關.” Liu describes the hostile environment of Panjiang that disheartens
travelers and government officials, which makes this region even more isolated. Shan Jidi
閃繼迪 (?-1637), a Muslim official from Yunnan, addresses the threats of the undeterred
“rebels,” i.e. indigenous non-Han people, in this region vacant of the imperial control. In
“Record of Building Eleven Cities 創建十一城記,” Shan points out the dismal situation,
“thus, Stockade Miao48 deems Shuixi49 their forehead, and Shuixi deems Stockade Miao
their fingers and teeth. If the rebels are unbridled, the bandits who block the roads will be
rampant; if the thoroughfares were lost, support from the Middle Kingdom will be cut off.
蓋寨苗以水西為頭額，水西以寨苗為爪牙，反賊熾，則截路之寇滋，孔道迷，則中
國之援絕” He continues in “Record of Iron-Chain Bridge Stele 鐵橋碑記,” emphasizing
how important it is to control Panjiang, “the river [Panjiang] would be our [the Ming
empire’s] advantage if we obtain it, and would be the others’ if they [the rebellious nonHan people] obtain it. 江之我得而為我利，彼得而為彼利,” “if we have this bridge [IronChain Bridge] Guizhou will have the river [Panjiang]; if we have Panjiang, Yunnan will

48
49

Stockade is an administrative unit led by tusi.
Shuixi is a local regime of Yi ethnic minority in northwestern Guizhou from 300 to 1698.
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have roads; if we have roads, the court [empire] will have Yunnan and Guizhou 有此橋而
後黔有江也，有江而後滇有路也，有路而後朝廷有滇有黔也.”

Thus,

from

the

political and strategic perspectives, controlling Panjiang has far-reaching implications,
which was successfully achieved thanks to Zhu Jiamin.
Shan Jidi continues in “Record of Building Eleven Cities,” “[Zhu Jiamin] built
eleven cities in strategic spots such as Panjiang, Xipo, Banqiao, Haizi, Macheng,. They
were occupied by Stockade Miao, led by Shuixi. [Zhu Jiamin] stationed soldiers in the
cities, so that they can guard inside and fight outside. 建城者十一座，則盤江、西坡、
板橋、海子、馬場諸要害地，皆寨苗所據盤，而受指顧於水西者。諸城建則宿兵其
中，出可攻入可守.” Zhu Chaoyuan comments at the end of the article, “Building eleven
cities are for the well-being of the commoners. In addition, four watchtowers are
constructed at strategic spots and places where Miao rebels would emerge to facilitate
excursions of the officials and merchants 建城郭十一座為百姓生聚計。再于要隘路
口，苗賊衝突處建瞭望高樓四座以利仕宦商旅出途.50 Thus, Zhu Jiaming is regarded
highly for a combination of reasons. Given the adverse conditions, topography and the
autonomous, antagonist local ethnic minorities, Zhu Jiamin’s pacification extends the
imperial de facto power to the region of Panjiang; to prolong peace and military success,
his constructions of city walls and Iron-Chain Bridge (together with its surrounding
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A similar point is echoed in Dong Yingyang’s 董應揚 “Record of Iron-Chain Bridge at Panjiang” 盤江

鐵橋記. He says, “This master [Zhu Jiamin], is truly the first person after Zhuge Liang [who is comparable
to him]. Now, [because of his iron-chain bridge], exhausted travelers, merchants with packages, and horses
and chariots of scholar-officials, can pass the perilous trench as if they are on the even ground. There is no
worry whatsoever from now on about getting drowned.是公，真孔明以後一人，爾至於今，令行旅之竭
蹙而趨者，商賈之擔囊而至者，與夫士大夫之駕輿馬而經臨者，渡險塹若坦途而永無載胥及溺之
患.”
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constructions) benefited travelers from other parts of the empire, making Panjiang no
longer inaccessible or daunting.
Moreover, Zhu also morally stands out. Shen Qiaochu 沈翹楚 in “Record of IronChain Bridge at Panjiang 盤江鐵橋記” portrays Zhu Jiamin as a generous man with
selfless dedications: “Someone called on donations, but they only amount to less than
thirty percent [of the total cost]. The master [Zhu Jiamin] contributed his salaries and
savings since he became an official 或勸捐助，不能十之三，公出宦來俸積.” In “The
Joy Of [The Bridge’s] Completion 告竣志喜”, Zhu Jiamin proclaimed, “Since I led my
troops to pass the river and almost got buried in the river [i.e. drowned in the water] on the
nineteenth day of the sixth month in the Jiazi year [1624], I pledged to build a bridge. The
project commenced in the first month of the spring in the Wuchen year [1628] and was
completed in the second month of the winter in the Gengwu year [1630]. 余以甲子年六
月十九日提兵渡江幾葬江魚誓成鐵橋，肇工於戊辰孟春，落成於庚午冬仲,” which
suggests not only the perseverance over three years, but the volition that shines through
this character.
All these details help us better understand the visual program of the illustrations.
Joseph Needham misleadingly chose sections only about Iron-Chain Bridge, ignoring the
panoramic vision of the illustrations (Figure 1.4.9).51 This expansive vista is also what
differs distinctively from Huang Xiangjian’s works, which concentrate only on Iron-Chain
Bridge. What propels the creator(s) of the illustrations to encompass a much wider view?
What prompts the maker(s) to adopt not an album format, whose discreteness is more
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compatible with the printed book, but a continuous scroll? One crucial reason may be that
it is not merely Iron-Chain Bridge that matters, but the surrounding architecture, the eleven
city walls, religious buildings along Panjiang, that embody Zhu’s outstanding merits and
splendid morality. And it is these achievements and moral characters that render Zhu an
ideal Confucian leader, an intrepid man tamed a recalcitrant land and transformed it into a
culturally domesticated place. From this point of view, the illustrations become an effective
visual recapitulation of Tieqiao zhishu.
However, the illustrations are not auxiliary to the text, but showcase tremendous
efficacy in spurring literary creations and mediating social relationships. Tieqiao zhishu is
a special work as its readership has also become what is to be read, and this grants us
precious access to how people felt and thought about the text. Numerous poems in Tieqiao
zhishu share a title similar to “Reading The Illustrations of Iron-Chain Bridge,”52
suggesting their spectatorship and how the illustrations were the direct source of their
literary creations. And this is the plan of Zhu Jiamin. Upon the completion of the bridge,
he wrote in a poem “Making Pictures Following The Completion of The Bridge And
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The following list is not exhaustive: Xu Jiru 陳繼儒 Pitu fuzeng 披圖賦贈, He Shishou 賀世壽 Yue

Tieqiao tu jihuai Tongweng niantai 閱鐵橋圖寄懷同翁年臺, Zhao Shiyong 趙時用 Ti Tieqiaotu yong yao
geng tang yun 題鐵橋圖用姚庚唐韻, Zhang Guoshen 張國紳 Ti Tieqiaotu 題鐵橋圖, Lu Maoyuan 陸懋
元 Ti Tieqiaotu cheng Tongweng niantai 題鐵橋圖呈同翁年臺, Tan Yuanchun 譚元春 Ti Zhu Tongweng
xiansheng Tieqiaotu 題朱同翁先生鐵橋圖, Wang Siren 王思任 Du Tieqiao Tuji jicheng Tongweng
xiansheng 讀鐵橋圖記寄呈同翁先生, Yang Eryang 鄭二陽 Yue Tieqiaotu fu zeng Tongweng xiansheng
閱鐵橋圖賦贈同翁先生, Zhu Dadian 朱大典 Ti Tieqiaotu ji zeng Tongweng laozongtai 題鐵橋圖寄贈同
翁老宗臺, Chen Qixin 陳啟新 Yue Tieqiaotu wei Tongweng xiansheng ti 閱鐵橋圖為同翁先生題, Zheng
Yuanxun 鄭元勛 Ti Tongweng Zhulaomengbo Tieqiaotu 題同翁朱老盟伯鐵橋圖, Chen Xinjia 陳新甲 Ti
Dafanbo Zhugong Tieqiaotu 題大藩伯朱公鐵橋圖, Zong Hao 宗灏 Fudu Tieqiaoshi gongzan Tongweng
laoboxiang 伏讀鐵橋詩恭讚同翁老伯像
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Sending to My Son Chaoyuan 橋成繪圖寄兒潮遠,” “today, the bridge is finished, and [the
picture will be sent] from here to let [people] living south of the Yangtze River see it 今日
橋成從此去，好將圖畫看江南.” The idea to promulgate the vista of Panjiang with the
aid of visual efficacy was explicit from the very onset. Some poets stated that their poems
were composed upon request after Zhu Chaoyuan showed his father’s illustrations of IronChain Bridge (For instance, Zhu Tianlin 朱天麟 says, “The great general, Zhu Zhuoyue
[i.e. Zhu Chaoyuan] used illustrations of Iron-Chain Bridge to request my poem for his
father 卓月朱大將軍以鐵橋圖為尊公先生索賦”). More specifically, Fang Qiceng 方啟
曾 says in “Unfurling Illustrations of Iron-Chain Bridge of Master Zhu’s Ancestor [Father]
And Composing Respectfully Two Poems in The Modern Style 披覽朱公先達鐵橋圖敬
賦近體二章” that [Zhu Chaoyuan] unfurled the illustrations at Huangran Pavilion [for us]
to see 恍然亭上展圖看.” Another author, Li Ting 李挺, in “Preface of Tieqiao zhishu 鐵
橋志敘” also mentions the same pavilion. Therefore, the image formation is a
conglomerate of cultural practices: gatherings of viewing Iron-Chain Bridge illustrations
among literati and creating poetry thereafter:53 Iron-Chain Bridge illustrations signify an
assemblage of social relationships. Moreover, this very act of soliciting poems in hope of
carrying out Zhu Jiamin’s will is also a chance to fashion Zhu Chaoyuan’s image as a filial
son. Li Ting continues, “[Zhu Chaoyuan] showed me Tieqiao zhishu, based on which I saw
the great filial piety of him to carry out the gazetteer project 又旋而以鐵橋志示予，見卓
月公繼志述事之大孝.”
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As some of the poets address their motivation, some touch on how the illustrations
evoke a reminiscent sentiment. Huang Kongzhao, the father of Huang Xiangjian,
surprisingly appears in Tieqiao zhishu. He writes in “Poems of Tieqiao zhishu (With
Preface) 鐵橋志詩（有序）” that

憶癸巳春（堅男）自滇姚扶衰朽過盤江，懼喜交集。歸吳四載，覽鐵
索橋志，乃悉創始之由來。蓋大方伯成之於前，卓月翁揚之於後。可
謂世濟其美言。念跋涉間關，生旋丘壠，不於抱望洋之歎，能無佩德
于斯焉，賦二律一以志盛，一以志感云
I recalled in the spring of the Guisi year [1653], (my son Xiangjian) from
Yao County of Yunnan, held my debilitated body to pass Panjiang. I was
imbued in a mixed sentiment of dread and delight. Four years [1657] since
my return to Wu, I viewed Tieqiao zhishu, and since then did I know the
genesis of the bridge. The Great Regional Earl [i.e. Provincial
Administration Commissioner] Zhu Jiamin completed [the bridge] at the
first place, then we have Zhuoyue [Zhu Chaoyuan] spread its fame.
Admittedly, people contributed their acclamations. I recollect the
treacherous trip during which we whirled around hills. We did not sigh for
our littleness before a vast ocean [because of the bridge], and how can this
not be owing to [Zhu Jiamin’s] virtues. I compose two poems, one for
expressing the wonder, one for my response.
That explains why the authentic paintings by Huang, at least the paintings in the
Suzhou Museum dated to 1656, never spelt out the name of Zhu Jiamin.54 As Huang read
Tieqiao zhishu in 1657 and knew about the story of the bridge constructor, he expressed
similarly how the bridge greatly benefitted them. The reading of Tieqiao zhishu is doubly
commemorative to him because it conjures up the hardship of his own journey, together
with his famous, filial-piety son. Another poet, Xu Lüchen 徐履忱, who do not have the
luxury of going there in person insofar as I know, writes in “Respectfully Composing Two
Poems On Iron-Chain Bridge 恭題鐵橋二律,” “From the illustration, I can conjure up
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This is probably true in the one at the Guizhou Museum.
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[Zhu Jiamin] wielding his dagger-axe [in the battles], who long extended the imperial
power to Yelang [Guizhou] 按圖想見揮戈處，長使皇威播夜郎.” For Xu, the very act of
seeing is equal to the act of commemorating, and reading pictures turns the landscape
image into a lively remembrance of the past. From this perspective, reading illustrations of
Iron-Chain Bridge is no other than reading stele as Wu Hung addresses in A Story of Ruins.
Although this monograph aims at understanding the aesthetic and cultural phenomenon of
ruins in China, the eerie scarcity, if not absence of ruins, drives him to study various ways
in which people engage with history through visual means.55 In his reading of Reading the
Stele, attributed to the master painter Li Cheng (919–967), Wu points out this possibility
that one is granted access to the past through contemplating a stele. This is the case of IronChain Bridge in Tieqiao zhishu: image triggers and solicits one to participate in an
imaginative wandering in Panjiang, its architecture and past; by doing so, it turns the
viewing experience into a visionary pilgrimage, and thus transforms viewing into a
ritualistic act.
Moreover, some poets talk about the illusory effect of the illustrations that makes
them plunge themselves into the pictorial space. In “Viewing Master Tongweng’s [Zhu
Jiamin] Extraordinary Work and Respectfully Composing Two Poems 覽同翁先生鐵橋
奇製奉題二章,” Li Mingrui 李明睿 expresses, “I cast my sight on the embellished
pictorial album of Guangling, as if Cangzhou is by the side of an opulent banquet 遙向廣
陵繙繪冊，滄州宛在綺筵邊.” Huang Wenhuan 黃文煥 is explicit about the befuddling
illusion of Iron-Chain Bridge illustrations, “thereupon, seeing from the illustrations, the
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master [Zhu Chaoyuan] and I no longer belong to the mundane world, and jump into the
picture. Which one is real? Which one is illusory? Do I ask people? Do I ask myself? 乃今
從畫圖中觀之，余與公均為世外身不復跳入畫圖也，誰真誰幻，將其問人耶，自問
耶?” This visual fantasy, in monk Shi Deqian 釋德潛’s “Reading Tieqiao zhi and
Respectfully Composing 讀鐵橋志敬賦” was given a more specific characterization
woyou 臥遊 (armchair traveling), a visionary roaming in the pictorial space (“I had my
woyou along myriad li of Panjiang 萬里盤江得臥遊”). Although this practice can be traced
back to the fourth century proposed by the landscape theorist Zong Bing 宗炳 (375–443),
it has been a trend, argues Lin Li-Chiang, in the late Ming.56 In Lin’s study of Hainei
qiguan, a coeval woodblock print about travel and scenery, he contends how the
illustrations engage the reader in a visionary travel through the prints, and how this interest
aligned closely with the contemporary travel culture among literati and gentries in the
Yangtze River South. Wu Jen-shu, a cultural historian who writes extensively on travel in
late imperial China, lays out factors, including booming economy, consumerism, and the
ameliorated transportation network statewise, that contribute to the popularity of traveling
in the late Ming.57 Thus, Tieqiao zhishu is not merely a document dedicated to the
commemoration of Zhu Jiamin, but also a work that can be read in the backdrop of the
travel culture, and it is no wonder to see a line that reflects the interest of travelers, such as
“If you follow a combination of water and ground routes, and counting from Guangling
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Post Station of the Yangtze River South to Weisa Post Station in Guizhou, the total distance
then is five thousand one hundred and eighty li 至若水陸程，自江南廣陵驛起，合計至
貴州尾灑驛止，路五千一百八十里” in “Examining the Geography of Panjiang 盤江地
里考” by Zhu Jiamin’s grandson Zhu Zi 朱紫. The experience, woyou and the depiction of
the exotic landscape of Panjiang all suggest how Tieqiao zhishu integrated itself in the
popular, consumer culture.
Finally, because of the wider audience it attempts to reach, permitted by the very
medium of woodblock print, Tieqiao zhishu itself promotes an unflagging creative vigor
about Panjiang in literature and art. Li Ting, in the “Preface of Tieqiao zhishu” echoes
“However, [previous poets] all savor the record by Shan Jidi, poems by the Hanlin Scholar,
Shan Zhongyan, envision the scenery, and thereby develop a literary piece to extol its
[Panjiang’s] beauty, but they have never set foot on the bridge or seen the wonder
themselves

然皆玩味繼迪閃公之記，仲儼太史之詩，想象其景，敷衍為文以褒厥

美，而實未屢此橋，目其績也.” Li’s implicit critique is an exact testimony of Tieqiao
zhishu’s potential to proliferate re-creations. In the same vein, we have witnessed how the
rare illustrations of Iron-Chain Bridge, which bear singular correspondences with the
MMA album leaf, could themselves inspire creations as the latter. The MMA album leaf
could in this case be read as a second-order derivative of the former. That is why Huang
Xiangjian’s irreproducible experience becomes reproduced: only if Panjiang is treated not
as a place but as a sheer imagery, could it be reproduced in the creator’s unbounded
imaginations. It is this circulation, appropriation, and exchange of visual and textual
representations that attest to the enriched visuality of Panjiang. Just as monk Shi
Shangyuan 釋上願 states in “Reading Tieqiao zhishu and Respectfully Composing 讀鐵
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橋志敬賦,” “Myriad li of Panjiang is transmitted by a piece of paper 萬里盤江一紙傳,”
Panjiang, thus, is not simply a geographic location, nor an embodiment of recollections
about a moral man alongside his great deeds, but an image, an aestheticized image of an
exotic site in Guizhou, circulated in the culturally prosperous region, awaiting to be
consumed, envisioned, and bestowed new life of endless vitality.

Epilogue

In my field trip to Panjiang in summer 2018, I found the landscape has been
radically altered. The natives told me that it is due to the construction of Mamaya Dam 馬
馬崖水庫 that operated in 2014. The water level has risen, and no more torrents or chasms
of the deep valley can be seen; parts of the city walls, consequently, are submerged under
the water (Figure 1.7.2). Iron-Chain Bridge could have been inundated, but for the reason
of cultural conservation, the local government has raised the bridge fifteen meters high
above the water (Figure 1.7.1).
What we see today is, in fact, not the original iron-chain bridge, as it was
bombarded by the Japanese armies in 1941 during World War II. The present one is a
reconstruction in 1942 supported by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, who turned IronChain Bridge into a steel suspension bridge suitable for heavy trucks. As the sea traffic was
sealed off and controlled by the Japanese army, Iron-Chain Bridge, located on the roads
connecting Southwest China, Myanmar and India, has become particularly vital for the
international, anti-facist community to transport military supplies to the frontline. Thus,
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apart from its previous purpose to serve the locals, merchants, officials, and soldiers, the
bridge has gained a novel significance during wartime. The vicissitude of the bridge also
includes a failed bomb attack initiated by the Nationalist Army in 1949, and soon after that,
the People's Liberation Army took over the bridge in 1950, heralding an era of peace again.
This once bustling place--fraught with soldiers, trucks, or merchants, oxen--is now
shrouded by a soothing silence, except for the indistinct, rumbling sounds of flitting
vehicles from the concrete viaduct at the upper stream (in the backdrop of Figure 1.7.1).
This modern, handsome bridge, as a sign of efficiency, allows dashing cars and trucks to
run at a speed the four-century-old bridge could never imagine, overshadowing and leaving
it abandoned in the wild. However, Iron-Chain Bridge never fails to capture people’s
imaginations and reminiscence; as a symbol of cordiality between China and the U.S. and
the success of Chinese in defending Japanese invasion and defeating facisim, the bridge
and the roads it connects were treated as the central backdrop for the television series,
Twenty-Four Turns 二十四道拐 (2014), co-produced by China Central Television and the
Publicity Department of Guizhou. In 2013, the State Council of the People's Republic of
China granted Iron-Chain Bridge a China Cultural Heritage status, as it is a constituent part
along the Tea-Horse Path (Chama gudao 茶馬古道).
By 2018, many of the bridge’s past signs of culture have been submerged in the
stream of time. Faint inscriptions and the destroyed statue, maybe of Zhu Jiamin, are still
visible by the bridge (Figure 1.7.3). I climbed up through the shabby, desolate Tea-Horse
path (Figure 1.7.6) and reached the middle of the mountain. I heard an endlessly repeated
Buddhist chanting from a mysterious source (a radio somewhere hidden in the mountain
perhaps), and saw the dismantled statues. Based on the obscure trace of lotus petals, I posit
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their Buddhist affiliations. Their bodies barely exist (unlike natural deterioration, perhaps
due to the Cultural Revolution?), but the incense, candles, random tributes, and the tireless
chanting all attest to the uncannily persisting vitality of this sacred site.
Anchored in the verdant flow of mountains (Figure 1.7.7), Iron-Chain Bridge
silently ponders over the archeology of time and memories accumulated since the
seventeenth century; the rise and fall grants an otherworldly serenity and timeless presence.
Although its body has been altered throughout ages, each renovation does not mark the
demise of the old, but the perpetuity it attained through incessant rebirths. This eternal
form, fueled by unflagging historical memories and literary, visual fascinations,
contemplates the concrete viaduct, as if it is seeing itself through the modern imagery, and
this mutual gaze in the exotic land of Guizhou restages in Zou Yigui’s Landscape
Contemplating Me as the next chapter will embark on.
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Chapter 2: Zou Yigui (1686-1772): Landscape Contemplating Me and Visions of the
Guizhou Landscape
Introduction
Zou Yigui, whose sobriquet is Xiaoshan, is a native of Wuxi. He was a
Metropolitan Graduate58 in the fifth year of the Yongzheng Reign (17271728). He, who once entered the Hanlin Academy and later became
Attendant Censor, is now serving both as an Academician of the Grand
Secretariat and the Vice Minister of the Ministry of Rites. Zou is skillful at
flower painting; his arrangement of branches and leaves is orderly and free;
his use of color is bright and clean, pure and antique, beautiful and splendid.
He is the only person after Yun Nantian [i.e.Yun Shouping 惲壽平 (16331690)] who can achieve this. His work is deeply favored by the emperor
whose poems extol it and are recorded in Leshantang Collection.59 Zou
Yigui once painted a Hundred Flowers Scroll, with one poem composed for
each kind and presented it to the emperor [Emperor Qianlong (r.17351796)] who also inscribed a hundred poems. Zou Yigui replicated this
scroll, respectfully copied down the emperor’s poems for each kind of
flower and wrote his own thereafter. The replica is preserved at his house.
When the Vice Minister of Justice, Qian Xiangshu [i.e. Qian Chenqun 錢陳
群 (1686-1774)] visited Mount Pan60 with Zou Yigui, the apricot blossom
reached its full bloom. Xiangshu presented a paper he had collected and
asked from Xiaoshan [i.e. Zou Yigui] a painting of an apricot blossom at
Mount Pan. Zou then painted houses and walls underneath the blossom; the
mist in the mountain and apricot blossom are all marvelously done. People
know Zou Yigui is skillful at flower painting, but do not know he is also
talented in landscape.61
鄒一桂號小山，無錫人，雍正丁未進士，入翰林改侍御，今官內閣學
士兼禮部侍郎。工花卉，分枝布葉條暢自如，設色明淨淸古冶艷，惲
南田後僅見也。㴱邀睿賞題詩榮之，詩載樂善堂集，一桂嘗作百花
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Unless otherwise mentioned, I consult Hucker for the appropriate translation of official titles. Charles O.
Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press,
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It is a compilation of Emperor Qianlong’s poems and essays he created when he was a duke.
Leshangtang is the name of the emperor’s study room when he was young.
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The visit to Mount Pan took place in 1752, in the second month of the spring, when Zou was an
Academician of the Grand Secretariat accompanying the emperor to pay homage at the Eastern Qing
Tombs 清東陵; he lodged at the Palace of Mount Pan. Besides painting, Zou also created poems,
“Respectful Record of The Bestowed Travel to Mount Pan” 賜遊盤山恭紀 about Mount Pan during this
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卷，每種賦詩一絕，進呈皇上亦賜題絕句百篇。一桂復寫一卷㳟錄御
製於每種之前而書已作於後。藏於家。少司寇錢香樹嘗偕小山遊盤山
時杏花盛放，香樹岀藏紙索寫盤山杏花圖，小山卽於花下點染屋宇垣
墉，山嵐花氣一一入妙，人皆知其花草之工，不知其山水之佳著之。
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In this laconic entry from The Record of Painters in the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912)
國朝畫徵錄, a multi-volume compilation of biographies of Early Qing painters, the Qing
dynasty Erudite Literatus Zhang Geng 張庚 (1685-1760) summarizes the life of Zou Yigui,
crucially showcasing how Zou Yigui was conceived and portrayed in history. As a native
of Wuxi of Jiangsu Province, Zou outperformed in the civil examination, awarded the title
of “Metropolitan Graduate,” and headed the list of the second rank (jia). Besides, Zou also
assumed the high official title of rank 2a.63 The outset of the entry, thus, presents Zou as a
high-ranking official of literary distinction.
This, however, does not mark the end of Zou’s amazing résumé; he is also gifted in
flower painting, short for the painting genre called “flower-and-bird” 花鳥畫. Zheng Geng
justifies his accomplishments by addressing the imperial favor and recognition of Zou’s
work, and juxtaposes Zou with Yun Shouping, another great painter of flower-and-bird
revered as one of the six masters in the Early Qing.64 Zou has studied Yun Shouping’s
flower-and-bird works and Zhang is implicitly suggesting an artistic genealogy. What is
also insinuated by putting Zou and Yun together is Zou’s affinity to the Yun family by
marrying Yun Lanxi 惲蘭溪, a family member of Yun Shouping.
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The Vice Minister of Rites is ranked 2b in 1730 and 2a after 1749 p.427 Hucker, A Dictionary of Official
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The entry concludes with a mildly amusing anecdote that as Qian Chenqun asked
for a painting called Apricot Blossom at Mount Pan that has elements falling in Zou’s
specialty, Zou instead painted a landscape and astonishes Qian with his skillful rendering.
This hidden gem speaks about Zou’s modesty on the one hand and his artistic versatility
on the other. And therefore, this short biography establishes an image of a successful
scholar-official who is renowned for flower painting and skillful at other genres as well.
This framing of Zou’s life accomplishments still impacts in many ways how
modern scholars perceive this figure. Many of the studies of Zou Yigui’s paintings are
weighted toward his flower paintings, not his landscape, and major work of the former
includes Wong Nga-kwan 王雅君’s 2001 M.Phil. thesis “Zou Yigui’s Bird-and-Flower
Painting and Theories” at the Chinese University of Hong Kong and Jiang Youwen 姜又
文’s “Study of Zou Yigui’s Ten Fragrant Flowers” 鄒一桂十香圖卷研究.
There are no such comprehensive studies but only short, introductory articles in
Chinese that address Zou’s landscape painting, the most prominent of which are Zhu
Liangjin 朱良津’s articles on Landscape Contemplating Me. As a former museum director
and current researcher in the Guizhou Provincial Museum, Zhu published two articles on
the same material,65 among which “Merging Poetry and Painting Describing Mountains of
Guizhou: Appreciation of Landscape Contemplating Me” 詩畫相濟，寫照黔山：山水觀
我冊賞析 is the most informative. It provides basic information about this album, such as
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a full transcription of all inscriptions and identification of seals.

It is, after all, a

“connoisseurial appreciation,” meaning it barely has an argument or critical reflections.
Others on Zou’s landscape include two articles with the same title “The Landscape World
in the Brush of the Qing Dynasty Painter Zou Yigui” 清畫家鄒一桂筆下的山水世界,
which are both less than two pages and introductory in nature. The above research
represents almost all the studies on the landscape of Zou.
Other major scholarly work about Zou Yigui regards his biography and his painting
treatise, Xiaoshan Painting Manual 小山畫譜, which is still influential and revered as the
first treatise in history dedicated solely to bird-and-flower painting. Early biographical
studies include Wang Yaoting’s 王耀庭 article “Zou Yigui, His Biography and Art” 鄒一
桂其人其藝 in 1989, and perhaps the only monograph in western language up to this point,
the German scholar Guenter Debon and Chün-shan Chou’s Lob der Naturtreue: das Hsiaoshan hua-p'u des Tsou I-kuei (1686-1772). This monograph consists of Zou Yigui’s
biography and annotated translation of Zou’s painting treatise in German.
It was later surpassed by the 2012 publication, Pan Wenxie’s 潘文協 The Evidential
Study of Zou Yigui’s Life and Collation of Xiaoshan Painting Treatise 鄒一桂生平考和小
山畫譜校箋 which comprises a biography and annotation. This recent monograph employs
diverse historical sources, be they official or vernacular, in an attempt to situate the life of
Zou in a larger social and political circumstance. Pan also criticizes Debon and Chou’s
monograph for not being able to point out the original sources of Zou’s comments that
constitute the second half of his painting treatise, and the renovated annotation thus makes
explicit references hidden in the Zou’s fragmentary comments. Pan’s book ends with a
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lucidly organized and informative chronology of Zou, an indispensable reference that
greatly facilitates future research.
Finally, some other research is touching on Zou’s role as court painter and his
relation to Emperor Qianlong. The 2011 Ph.D. dissertation by Zhu Gungyao 朱光耀 “Zou
Yigui and the Study of Xiaoshan Painting Manual and the Taste and Formation of the
Painting Style of Qing Dynasty Cichen Painting” 鄒一桂及其小山畫譜研究——兼論清
代詞臣畫風的形成與審美趣味 from Nanjing University of the Arts provides a
comprehensive study of Zou Yigui considering the ways in which court culture affects
Zou’s painting and painting treatise. Zhu specifically addresses how the role of imperial
taste and Emperor Qianlong’s active participation in art shapes Zou Yigui’s creation. This
dissertation relies heavily on historical sources and lacks visual analysis. It is essentially
an extensive practice of historical contextualization without pursuing profound
discussions.
A comprehensive understanding of Zou Yigui as especially his significance in the
history of Chinese painting remains to be written. The status quo of the scholarship exhibits
only four areas on which previous scholars tend to focus: biography, painting treatise, birdand-flower painting, and Zou’s status as a court painter. The study of landscape, however,
is rather rudimentary, even though in Zhang Geng’s entry, landscape is the hidden gem of
Zou’s talent. It might be due to the scarcity of his landscape painting, but neglecting his
landscape may result in an oversimplified image of Zou Yigui’s artistic engagement,
leaning towards his creation in a court context. The landscape, such as Landscape
Contemplating Me, created outside the court context, independent from imperial
commission, speaks to yet another facet of Zou. And it is through the lens of non-bird-and-
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flower painting that we might have the opportunity to examine the convoluted role--a
scholar, a government official, a friend of Emperor Qianlong, a painter in the court, and
more importantly, a painter for himself--Zou plays in his artistic engagement. This
dissertation, therefore, senses the exigency of a serious and profound scholarly contribution
to the issue of Zou Yigui’s landscape painting.
We are also expecting a methodological rejuvenation and expansion of research
scope. Previous scholarship, such as Zhu Guangyao and Pan Wenxie’s work, sticks largely
to the traditional practice of evidential study. In-depth discussion is often encumbered by
their relentless searching in historical texts for a “more truthful” answer or for
reconstructing a more plausible scenario. This dissertation does not oppose historical
contextualization, but it posits that contextualization is not an end but a means to engage
more profound issues. A total historical contextualization turns the research into a
historical, rather than art historical one; my research believes in the efficacy of meticulous
care for the visual that is as vociferous as text, and that ignoring the power of image or
being lopsided toward text would result in a very partial and parochial view of Zou. It is,
therefore, the combination and interaction between visual and textual sources that concerns
this dissertation.
The astonishing paucity of multitudinous and in-depth research is impressive.The
scholarship on Zou is almost exclusively in Chinese. Acknowledging work in the field that
has paved the rudimentary ground for future studies, this dissertation has the ambition to
usher into Western scholarship this intriguing and marvelous figure, Zou Yigui, by
exhibiting his relentless exploration of landscape expression. To achieve this, this chapter
will take on his Landscape Contemplating Me as a starting point. This album is now
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displayed in the Guizhou Provincial Museum, haunted by a dreary silence of information,
I will start with historicizing this object prior to detailed visual analysis of twenty-two
leaves that ensue. A series of in-depth discussions, such as how Guizhou is represented,
the relationship between poem and image, its comparison with the “true-view” tradition in
Japanese and Korean, specularization of Guizhou, the impact and reception of the album
in history, intermediality between painting, local gazetteer, and poem collection, will
conclude this chapter about Landscape Contemplating Me.

Landscape Contemplating Me
The Title and Inscription Leaves and the History of Transmission

Landscape Contemplating Me is a highly recognized and valued work both in
history and at present for it is a rare example of direct representations of the Guizhou
landscape.66 Without any museum record regarding the provenance of such an important
work,67 the album strikes the audience as a blank slate. This chapter will first ground this
work in history by employing textual and visual information both inside and outside the
album, in the hope of bringing voice to this silent object and clarifying doubts cast on its
authenticity to pave a legitimate ground for future studies.
The album opens with the title Landscape Contemplating Me written on two leaves
with shanshui 山水 (Figure 2.i landscape) on one and guanwo 觀我 (Figure 2.ii
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Dou Fengjia in his inscription on Landscape Contemplating Me acknowledges that.
I have talked to the painting experts of the Guizhou Provincial Museum, while all of them claimed that
there is no document or record about its provenance.
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contemplating me) on the other. These four characters in seal script feature even,
unmodulated lines, lending an antique formality to the album.68 Ensuing the title is Zou’s
own preface, which elaborates his motivation that sheds light on how the album comes into
being.
Once I arrived in Guizhou, [I observed that] a myriad mountains penetrate
clouds; rocks, valleys, cliffs, and caves are eccentric and magnificent and I
cannot look at them all. Because of travelling around and giving
examinations, I was in a hurry and did not have enough time [to view]. In
1738, when my appointment was over, I composed an album with twelve
leaves which is titled Twelve Views of Chu [Hunan] and Qian [Guizhou];
my friends were competing to inscribe it. The Provincial Administration
Commissioner Master Feng of Yanmen saw it and took it away. [When I]
requested to see and [I] was not able to obtain it.
既入黔，則萬山穿云，岩壑崖洞稱奇勝者，不一而足顧，以巡試匆匆
未暇。及戊午冬，期滿，作楚黔十二景一冊，友人爭題之，方伯雁門
馮公見而攜去，再索一睹不可得。
I returned to Beijing in 1742, and served in the Ministry of Rites. One cool
night in the autumn, [I] heard the incessant sound of drops of the water
clock, and quietly recalled my six years in Guizhou. I explored places of
difficult access as if I was dreaming. The forests and valleys are still in my
mind and will not leave it, so I followed them and painted them, and
obtained twenty-two frames.
壬戌還京師，徙禮垣，涼秋夜值宮漏方永，靜憶在黔六載，披荊涉險
如在夢中，而林壑在胸不能去，乃追而圖之，得二十二幀。69
After three years of the term as a Guizhou Provincial Education Commissioner,
Zou Yigui in 1738 painted the landscape of Guizhou he encountered during his travels. The
painting Twelve Views of Chu and Qian 楚黔十二景 which is perhaps a twelve-leaf album,
was later taken away by Master Feng of Yanmen, namely the Guizhou Provincial
Administration Commissioner Feng Yu 馮裕. It is not until the 15th of the seventh month
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After close examination in the Guizhou Provincial Museum, I noticed some strokes were refilled, an
indication of a hand of lesser mastery. The title calligraphic page might be later carried by someone.
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The above two quotes are from the “Author’s Preface” of Landscape Contemplating Me.
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in 1743, one year after the end of his second term in Guizhou, that Zou Yigui painted a
new album with expanded twenty-two leaves dubbed Landscape Contemplating Me 山水
觀我. Zou, interestingly, did not follow a similar title, say Twenty-Two Views of Chu and
Qian, but chose one, Landscape Contemplating Me, replete with bemusing and playful
rhetoric that will be expounded later in this section.
The album ends with the inscriptions by the Qing dynasty painter and calligrapher
Zhang Pengchong 張鵬翀 (1688-1745), Zheng Zhen 鄭珍 (1806-1864), a highly
prestigious Confucian scholar in Qing and a native of Zunyi, Guizhou, and Dou Fengjia 窦
奉家, who once served as a Prefect of Zunyi. These inscriptions variously showcase the
viewing experiences of the audience and provide crucial information about the
transmission of this album in history.
Zhang’s poem is very conscious of the visual and poetic imagery Zou created in the
album (Figure 2.iv). He evokes the depicted sites, such as Qinglantan, Baishuihe, Jiulijing,
Gunsuoling, Panjiang, Bangdong. The poem ends with Zhang’s praise of Zou Yigui’s sixyear diligent service in Guizhou, as well as his own regret that he did not have the chance
to peruse over this “wondrous painting (miaohua 妙畫)” by Zou because the album was
requested by others. It is intriguing to notice that Zhang wishes to take years to view the
painting, despite the fact that the exact number of years is not legible now. It, still, signifies
a considerable amount of time, which is rather different from how modern scholars usually
look at a painting (say, to schedule for an hour or more, a highly concentrated and intense
period). It is possible that Zhang’s approach is to savor bit by bit and gain distinct
understandings about the painting over time. His wish of keeping the album for years could
also be a subtle expression of his hope to own it. In either case, Zhang extols this work by
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exhibiting his strong favor with Zou’s work, and as a figure contemporary with Zou,
Zhang’s inscription represents the earliest audience’s response left on the album.
The other two inscriptions come from roughly a century later. Zheng Zhen in the
second month of the winter of the year 1859 咸豐己未仲冬 viewed the album and
indicated the collector (Figure 2.v). As usual, Zheng Zhen composed poems reflecting on
Zou Yigui’s service in Guizhou and his album. He says in the end, “Zizhen recently
acquired the painting by the Provincial Education Commissioner Zou Yigui. From
Chuanshi to Guansuoling, there are in total twenty-two leaves about the commissioner’s
journey amid the novel landscape. As I passed the commentary and viewed the painting, I
composed two poems 子振師兄新得此鄒學使所圖，自穿石以上至關索嶺，使節經遊
奇山水凡廿二夾，适余過郡觀之，系兩絕句.” This inscription contains information
that matches the album in the Guizhou Provincial Museum, such as the “22 leaves” and
“from Chuanshi to Guansuoling.”70 More importantly, Zheng’s inscription speaks of the
collector, Jian Zizhen 蹇子振, who is the grandson of the Minister Duke71 of Ba County72
and a native of Zunyi Prefecture.
The last inscription by Dou Fengjia73 provides some additional information about
the provenance (Figure 2.vi). As Dou was claiming that he is about to be a recluse in his
birthplace, Shanxi, so it is plausible that he made the inscription by the end of his career,
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It is uncertain as to what “From Chuanshi to Guansuoling” refers to. It may be the geographic range
because Chuanshi and Guansuoling represent roughly two ends of Zou’s journey (For more details, see the
geographic section).
71
Xianggong is an unofficial reference to someone who holds a high-ranking, executive-level position in
the government. For details, see Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China, 1985.
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Ba County is in present-day Chongqing, proximate to Zunyi Prefecture.
73
There is not much information about Dou’s birth and death. He is a Shanxi native, a Metropolitan
Graduate 進士 of 1844 (道光甲辰) and the Prefect of Superior Prefecture 知府 in a record published in
1859.
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around the second half of the nineteenth century. As usual, Dou Fengjia acclaimed the
work, acknowledged the fame of Zou Yigui and his album Landscape Contemplating Me,
and thus even though the album is about Zou’s personal and intimate experience, it is by
no means private but widely known by a group of people. Dou extols Zou’s capability of
“imitating (xiao 肖)” the novelty of Guizhou landscape, insofar as the audience can be
drawn to the world in the picture. He feels the fortune that such a wonderfully painted
album survives, and explains this inscription is upon the request of Jian Ziqian.
Dou Fengjia’s comment confirms the ownership of the album around the year 1859.
Based on the inscriptions of these three beholders, we become cognizant of the onehundred-year gap between Zhang Pengchong and Zheng Zhen/Dou Fengjia’s inscription.
What happened during this century? After the album was completed in 1743, who owned
it before it was later obtained by Jian Zizhen? Answers to these questions should be
searched beyond the texts inside the painting. With the information scattered around in
other historical records, we may picture its complex history of transmission.
Li Zongfang 李宗昉 in 1813 inspected Guizhou as the Companion for the Heir
Apparent, during which he composed The Record of Qian (Qianji 黔記). The book ends
with a transcription of Zou’s inscriptions from only twelve leaves in a distinct order:
Jigongling,

Hanbitan,

Zhaobishan,

Dongshan,

Shiqian,

Baishuihe,

Feiyunyan,

Xiangjianpo, Chenxi, Bangdong, Tianzhu County, Xueyadong.74 According to Li’s
transcription of the Author’s Preface, the album has only twelve instead of twenty-two
leaves 得景十二幀. The inscriptions also stand out due to character alternations and
insertion of texts that do not exist in the Guizhou Provincial Museum album. The additional
74
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portion of the texts, however, can be found in the 1770 published poem compilation by
Zou Yigui himself, titled Xiaoshan Poem Collection 小山詩鈔. More importantly, Li
Zongfang concludes with the following note suggesting the album was obtained by Zhuo
Bingyi in 1823 and then transferred to Li Zongfang, which should take place before 1834
when The Record of Qian was published.
小山此冊於道光三年為卓海帆少京兆所得，海帆觀余黔中記，遂以贈
余，因全錄其册中詩文以資考證。
The album by Xiaoshan is acquired by Zhuo Haifan [i.e. Zhuo Bingyi 卓秉
怡 (1782-1855)], a second-ranking administrator of the capital, in the third
year of Daoguang [i.e. 1823]. Haifan saw my record of Qian and bestowed
me with the album. Thus, I recorded all the poems from the album for the
evidential study.
Li Shuchang 黎庶昌 (1837-1898) in his The Journey to the Capital in the Dinghai
Year [1887] 丁亥入都紀程 echoes Li Zongfang’s record. Serving as a diplomat of the
Qing dynasty and known as one of the most illustrious Guizhou-native Confucian scholars
in the Qing Empire, Li returned to his hometown Zunyi of Guizhou Province to attend his
mother’s three-year mourning in 1884. Li went back to Beijing in 1887 via Guizhou,
Sichuan, Shaanxi and Shanxi Provinces and wrote diaries during the trip which was later
compiled and published. It contains the following entry about Li’s experience of Landscape
Contemplating Me:
On the 13th day of the fourth month [...] Zizhen [i.e. Jian Zizhen 蹇子振]
shows me all of his collection [...]. There is an album, Chu and Qian
Landscape, by Zou Yigui. It depicts Chuanshi, Qinglangta, Chenxi,
Mazuiya, Huangraoshan, Tianzhuxian, Xiangjianpo, Yupingshan, Shiqian,
Guansuoling, Feiyunyan, Jigongling, Bangdong, Tiesuoqiao, Baishuihe,
Jiulijing, Gejingqiao, Dongshan, Qianlingshan, Xueyadong, Zhaobishan,
Hanbitan; there are twenty-two in total, each with a poem. [...] It ends with
a poem by Zhang Pengchong (1688-1745), and a poem by Zheng Zhen.
Renowned painters since the past can paint, but very few of them choose
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the landscape of Guizhou, and thus [this album] is indeed precious.
According to Li Zhiling [i.e. Li Zongzhao] of Shanyang [in current day
Jiangsu Province], “this album by Xiaoshan was acquired by Zhuo Haifan
in the third year of Daoguang [1823]. Haifan read my The Record of Qian
and then bestowed it to me. And therefore, I recorded all the poems in this
album for the sake of evidential study.” I am uncertain when this old object
of Shanyang came into the human realm, but now it belongs to Zizhen, and
that the painting about Guizhou comes to the hand of a Guizhou-native is
also a gain for this object. Perhaps some force in the unseen world is
protecting [this album].
四月十三日[...]子振盡發所藏出[...]又有鄒小山一桂楚黔山水小景冊
子，畫穿石，清浪灘，辰溪，馬嘴崖，黃繞山，天柱縣，相見坡，玉
屏山，石阡，關索嶺，飛雲岩，雞公嶺，幫洞，鐵索橋，白水河，九
里箐，葛鏡橋，東山，黔靈山，雪涯洞，照壁山，涵碧潭凡二十二
幅，各系以詩[...]末有張鵬翀詩一幅，鄭子尹珍徵君詩一幅。自來名
人能畫，罕有及黔景者，實可寶貴。按山陽李芝齡黔記云：“小山此
冊於道光三年為卓海帆少京兆所得，海帆觀余黔中記，遂以贈余，因
全錄其册中詩文以資考證。”是此乃山陽故物不知何時流落人間也，
今歸子振，以黔畫而依黔人，物亦所得，冥冥中殆有護持之者。
It is important to note what Li Shuchang recorded in 1887 is an exact match of the
Guizhou Provincial Museum album. Not only the number of leaves, but the order of them
is completely the same. The excerpt of “Author’s Preface” is almost identical, with only
one character differing. Li’s record also affirms two inscriptions by Zhang and Zheng,
which suggests that Dou’s inscription may come after 1887. Li is clearly aware of The
Record of Qian because he was directly quoting from that book, but even if there are
numerous mismatches and conflicts between Li Zongzhao and the album he saw, he still
believes the album comes from the hand of Zhuofan.
This complex, often contradictory historical discourse may appear befuddling at
first and sometimes propel people to rush to doubts on the authenticity of Landscape
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Contemplating Me, such as Hu Jin.75 After the completion of album in 1743,76 very likely
in Beijing, because Zou assumed a position in the Ministry of Rites after his duty in
Guizhou, Zhang Pengchong is the first audience left his trace on the album. As Zhang died
in 1745 in Beijing,77 we can date Zhang’s inscription to 1743-1745.
It is after almost a century, in 1823, that an album with the same title and attribution
appeared in history, owned by a government official named Zhuo Bingyi, who later gave
this album to Li Zongzhao before 1834. This album raises many issues, because according
to Li Zongzhao’s record, it contains only 12 rather than 22 leaves of a completely different
order, and includes parts of poems that never appear in the album. Hu Jin thus attempts to
discredit the Guizhou Provincial Museum album because of those incongruences, but the
album Zhuo Haifan owned may very well be a copy, or even a forgery.
It is not surprising to see another copy of Landscape Contemplating Me, because
of Zou’s fame and therefore the market demand, as is suggested in Dou’s poem “Master
Xiaoshan is good at sketching [painting]. The name of the album is passed around by
people” 小山先生寫生手，畫名嘖嘖傳人口. And in fact, there are two other copies: one
preserved in the Shanghai Museum and one surfaced in the 2016 Spring Beijing Poly
auction. The Shanghai Museum album, titled Chu and Qian Landscape, is almost identical
but with only 15 leaves. One in the 2016 Spring Beijing Poly auction is almost the same,
but with the full 22 leaves, it is titled Diannan Sketches 滇南寫生, although there is nothing
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Such as Hu, Jin 胡進, “Zou Yigui Chuqian Shanshui Ce Yidian Bianxi,” Wenwu Tiandi, no. 4 (2010):
45–50.
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Although there is no explicit date about the album’s completion, it may be plausible to say 1743 because
it is the date of the “Author’s Preface,” a conclusion page to the album.
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Because he was head of the Household Administration of Heir Apparent 詹事 from 1744-1745 and
attended the Banquet of Hanlin Academy bestowed by the emperor in 1744.
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in Zou Yigui’s album about Dian, namely Yunnan Province. More importantly, both the
Guizhou Provincial Museum and Shanghai Museum albums are authenticated by a group
of authorities 中國古代書畫鑒定組 led by Xie Zhiliu 謝稚柳, Qi Gong 啟功, Xu Bangda
徐邦達, Yang Renkai 楊仁凱, Liu Jiuan 劉九庵, and Fu Xinian 傅熹年 who conducted a
survey nationwide of paintings and calligraphies in 1983.
The album held by Zhuo Haifan has a serious issue: it contains poems that never
show up in either the Guizhou or Shanghai albums. Nevertheless, those additional texts can
be found in Zou Yigui’s poem collection.78 It is likely that Zhuo’s album is made by some
painter who was based on Zou Yigui’s poem collection. The mismatches could also be due
to the fact that The Record of Qian is originally a manuscript before publication, which is
susceptible to human errors. However, as Li Zongzhao states that he transcribed the
inscriptions with rigorous attitude “以資考證”, so the latter explanation is not very
plausible. If that is the case, that Zhuo’s album is perhaps another copy, Hu Jin’s dispute
over authenticity becomes less significant.
Finally, seals in the album can also shed light on the transmission. Except for Zou
Yigui’s own seals, which include Yigui 一桂, Yiguizhiyin 一桂之印 (seal of Yigui), Chen
Yigui yin 臣一桂印, Daoqing houyi 道卿後裔 (descendents of Daoqing),79 Zouzi 鄒子,
Xiaoshan 小山, Yuanbao 原褒 [Zou’s style name], Rangxiang 讓鄉, Huashi shiren 畫史
詩人, Bingxin 冰心, Gonghua 恭畫 (respectfully painted), and Yidao 意到, some of the
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The Qianlong Gengying printed 乾隆庚寅年訂八齋藏板 Xiaoshan shichao
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Zou Yigui’s ancestors can be traced back to the Northern Song.
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other seals are associated with the lay Buddhist 居士 in the Republican era Xia Lianju 夏
蓮居 (1884-1965), or Xia Jiquan 夏繼泉 prior to his becoming a Buddhist practitioner.
With no entry of Xia Lianju’s seals in authoritative references, we can only create
our own repertoire by resorting to his background and his seals pressed on other works of
art. The following seals are with confident identification: Liuxin siyuan sanxing yixing zhi
zhai 六信四願三幸一行之齋 (Studio of Six Faiths, Four Volitions, Three Fortunes, and
One Practice), Jin sui tang qin zhai 晉隋唐琴齋 (Studio of Qin of Jin, Sui, Tang Dynasties)
and Huanyushi 幻餘室 (Studio of Abundant Illusions) which are his studio name, Fuzhai
溥齋 and Yiweng 一翁, which are his style names. Related to Huanyushi, Huanyu 幻予
(The Illusory Self) and Huansou 幻叟 (The Illusory Elder Man) may also be Xia Lianju.
Shandong Xia da 山東夏大 (The Elder Xia of Shandong), Yuncheng Xiabozi jinshi tushu
ji 鄆城夏伯子金石圖書記 and Xia 夏 may also be identified with Xia Lianju for he was a
prominent political figure in Shandong in the early 20th century also worked as a
superintendent 監督 in Shandong Painting Academy 齊魯書畫館 in 1918. Given his
background and experience in painting,80 Xia’s seals also lend credibility to the Guizhou
Provincial Museum album. Yutiansheng 于闐生 is also associated with Xia because he was
born in Yutian, Xinjiang. As a household of Pure Land Buddhism, the notion Huanyu 還
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Besides, as a major collector, Xia has a collection of more than 300 objects, which was later donated to
the Beijing Palace Museum, Shandong Museum, etc.
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愚 (return to ignorance) is deemed pivotal for being reborn in paradise,81 so it could be
another seal of Xia.82
So, a firm line of transmission looms large: after the completion of Landscape
Contemplating Me in 1743 in Beijing, the album appeared in 1859 in Zunyi, Guizhou, and
was later owned by Xia Lianju, and eventually owned by Guizhou Provincial Museum. It
is now appropriate at this point to shift gears to the marvelous and compelling imagery in
the album.

Chuanshi 穿石 (Figure 2.1)

The visionary journey of Zou Yigui’s Landscape Contemplating Me starts with
Chuanshi, a generic name that means “penetrated rocks.”83 It is very likely that Chuanshi
is short for “Chuanshishan 穿石山,” or Mount Chuanshi in Changde 常德 District of
present-day Hunan Province. Although the majority of Landscape Contemplating Me are
representations of Guizhou, the first five leaves are depicting Hunan, because as Zou states
in his Author’s Preface, that he passed Hunan on his way to Guizhou.
The rocky mountain in the middle ground rises and all of a sudden ceases at twothirds of the leaf. The mountain solitarily stands in the middle of a river (as “孤岑” in Zou’s
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“Gengu 還愚(げんぐ),” WEB版新纂浄土宗大辞典, accessed October 15, 2019,
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Other seals pressed on Landscape Contemplating Me, such as Yiyanzhanyin 伊顏齋印, Zhongguozhiren
中國之人 and Zhuyuan 竹園 [Bamboo Garden] are of no affirmative attribution.
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poem), on which two boats are floating. There is a tension between the horizontally
extended mountain in the middle and the remote one that is receding diagonally. And the
continuous distant mountain, which is rendered in paler and drier ink, balances and fills the
abrupt punctuation of the peak that appears darker with covered vegetation and more layers
of ink.
This overall reserved monochrome and bleak atmosphere of Chuanshi is
reminiscent of the Yuan dynasty (1279-1368) master Ni Zan’s (1301–1374) paintings,
while it would be bizarre to see in Ni’s work a cave depicted at the foot of the highest peak
that encompasses at least three houses, two flying birds and a man with a staff staring at a
while blob; it takes a while for the audience to register that the bubble may stand for the
stream, and the painter wishes to signify that the cave is also open from the opposite side
(which echoes Zou’s poem “The boat sailed to the west cave. Then I saw a boat coming
from the east cave” 舟行轉西穴, 望見東穴舟.).
The playfulness in the poem is permitted by the topographical novelty and the
painter’s will to embrace this “anomaly” in his painting. This unusual configuration in the
landscape, in which a hollow cave contains animals, humans and residence, seems to
suggest a world within a world. In such a rare and convoluted structure of space, Zou
embeds his evocation about the mythical creature, for which he says in the inscription
“there are mermaids residing inside 中有鮫人居.” Veiling this place with a legendary
reminiscence, Zou wishes to portray Chuanshi both poetically and visually as somewhere
other-worldly and he echoes this by concluding the poem with this line “Cocks crow cocka-doodle-doo, 雞鳴聲喔喔,” a scene that is idyllic, serene, and even related to the recluse
lifestyle (boats and fishermen in the leaf also carry the allusion of reclusion).
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Such an impression Zou creates is utterly different from the textual representation
about this site. The local gazetteer records: “Chuanshishan is 125 li to the southwest of
Prefecture. It inserts itself horizontally in a great river. It is said that Ma Yuan penetrated
the mountain in order to ward off the heat. I am afraid this is not something that can be
achieved by men. During spring and summer, the river will flood and run through the hole.”
穿石山在府城西南一百二十五里，橫插大江。傳馬援穿石，竅以避暑，恐非人力，
春夏水溢，則江水穿流. As Zou Yigui is showing his predilection for integrating the
imagination and natural marvel, Changde District Gazetteer 常德縣志 (Changde xianzhi)
is inclined to factual statements and historical account. The text associates this place with
Ma Yuan (14 BCE - 49 CE), a Han dynasty (221 BCE - 206 CE) general venerated as
General Fubo 伏波將軍 who led troops and subdued the revolts in the southern part of the
Han, including Hunan.
Zou Yigui hints at nothing about this account, but instead mentions the “dragon
cave,” which complicates this image by introducing an additional layer of textual reference.
In the second poem Zou writes “I only worry about the rise of the water, which will
inundate and form the dragon pool” 只愁溪水漲，沒作蛟龍湫. Changde District
Gazetteer shows no reference to dragon, while Yixing District Gazetteer 宜興縣志 (Yixing
xianzhi), the district close to Zou’s hometown, Wuxi, does. Yixing also has a Mount
Chuanshi, which “is alternatively named Jiaoshan [literally, Mount Dragon], and known
by commoners as Dongshan [literally, Mount Cave]” 一名蛟山，俗名洞山. It is
intriguing to note the gazetteer and Zou use the same character jiao 蛟 [dragon] to refer to
Mount Chuanshi. Yixing District Gazetteer continues: “20 li to the southeast of the district
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is a mountainous region. The Record of Ten Circuits says: ‘There was a giant dragon back
in the Jin dynasty (226-420). After it gave birth to a baby, people got its shell, which can
encompass three dou [vast amount of space]’” 在縣東南二十里，均山區。十道志云：
晉時有大蛟，孕子人得其殼，可容三斗. It is plausible to contend that Zou Yigui is
evoking here in Hunan the legendary account associated with Mount Chuanshi in his
hometown. Chuanshi, therefore, becomes a site of intertextuality, and the present Mount
Chuanshi becomes the signifier of the absent Mount Chuanshi, vice versa.
According to the painter’s note, Chuanshi was completed on a boat on the New
Year’s Day of 1736, less than four months after Emperor Yongzheng’s (1678-1735)
demise, which may explain why the image seems somber in such a celebratory day. But
the sorrow does not overcast the painter’s untrammeled creativity. In this outlandish site,
Zou Yigui endows Chuanshi a mesmerizing doubleness: a reunion between myth and
reality, absence and presence, here and there. And that marks the beginning of the journey.

Langtan 浪灘 (Figure 2.2)

Departing from the reserved monochrome of Chuanshi, Langtan invites the
audience to a world that is enriched in color and sound. It represents a real place named
Qinglangtan 清浪灘 [literally means “Qinglang Rapid”] on the Yuan River 沅江 flowing
through the present-day Hunan and Guizhou Provinces. Zou states in his “Author’s
Preface” that he took a boat on the Yuan River on his way to Guizhou, and it is no wonder
why he has passed Qinglangtan.
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Seeing through the rocks that form multi-layered frames, the painting presents a
river that stretches diagonally out of which clusters of small rocks are surfacing. Numerous
boats are commuting on the water, while some waiting by the shore along which two or
three buildings stand. A group of people to the back is pulling multiple strings to moor a
boat in the rapid water. The roaring waves also imply how fast the water flow is.
It is a rather boisterous moment: water is hitting against the rocks, men on the shore
are working strenuously to fix the obstreperous boat, fishermen are hectic on boating and,
Zou’s inscription describes, “jumbled poles for punting are like rains, making a rapid
metallic sound” 亂篙如雨急錚錚. The scene is thus vivaciously clangorous. It is this
enhanced sonic aspect suggested by both the image and poems that marks a stark contrast
to the previous Chuanshi leaf, a quality that gives Qinglangtan a very strong sense of
present-ness, which actively engages visual and aural perceptions of the audience and
renders a vicarious experience.
Qinglangtan also embodies Zou’s chromatic frenzy. Even within the same cluster,
rocks are applied with vastly divergent shades--white, grey, greyish blue and brownish
orange. This kaleidoscopic combination, that is almost impossible to locate in reality,
evinces Zou’s enthusiastic experiment of color, giving the rocks an accentuated presence
in the leaf. Admittedly, as Zou describes in the poems, “roaring rapids and raging waves
are from Heaven” 激沠濆濤天際來, the drama of water is embodied in his unbounded
imagination, and it is the rocks, shown in the leaf, that fosters this dramatic effect: the long
thin strokes visualize the dynamic flow passing through the rocks.
Local gazetteer and other historical writings also echo on this effect. Yuanling
District Gazetteer 沅陵縣志 (yuanling xianzhi) records that: “Qinglangtan is 120 li to the
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east of Commandery. The rapid [i.e. Qinglangtan] has a Shanmentan. Shandian Island is
also called Jingweitan, which has novel rocks coming out of the water and white tides
submerging the heaven. There is a shrine of Fubo a few li away, and every time when boats
pass, [fishermen] will definitely pray piously.” 清浪灘縣東一百二十里。灘口有山門
灘，閃電洲又名敬畏灘，怪石橫湧，白浪泊天者。數里上有伏波祠，舟行必䖍禱
焉. This quote may imply that one of the buildings depicted in the leaf is the shrine of
General Fubo, but what is more important is that the strong, iconic impression of rocks and
water in the description about Qinglangtan. Jingweitan, literally means a rapid that makes
one venerate and frightened, may be referring to Ma Yuan, the Han general revered as
General Fubo 伏波將軍. Obstructed by dangerously rapid water, Ma and his troops were
trapped in Hutou near Qinglangtan, and died from the plague there. As a gallant and
charismatic figure in history, Ma Yuan was heaped by calumnies after his demise, while
his loyalty could never be marred by malignant words. The King of Chu, Ma Yin 馬殷
(852-930), identifies himself as the descendent of Ma Yuan and commissioned shrines all
around the region to commemorate Ma Yuan.84
This annotates the abstruse line in Zou’s poem, “I leave some money in gaps
between rocks to award the King of Chu 石罅留錢酬楚王.” Neither “leave some money
in gaps between rock 石罅留錢” nor “king of Chu 楚王” are common allusions used by
Chinese poets. By leaving money to award the King of Chu, Zou is extolling Ma Yin’s
deed and paying homage to General Fubo. Zou Yigui also was trying to develop his
intimate connection to this place by reflecting back on his knowledge about the past. He
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invented a private language, an individually codified expression of sentiment, to overlap
with the very bustling, lively, present moment. Qinglangtan, therefore, becomes a
convergence between Zou’s direct visual encountering and poetic remembrance, and the
integration between the image and poems expands the temporal dimension and creates this
utterly comprehensive experience about time, thus turning this scene into a journey
bouncing between the melancholy past and the vicarious present.

Chenxi 辰溪 (Figure 2.3)

Continuing his journey along the Yuan River, Zou Yigui arrived at Chenxi, a
district in the present-day Hunan Province. It was a breezy day of an early spring morning
(“The guest arrived in early spring 客來剛是早春時”) that Zou enjoyed the view of Chenxi
on a boat (“In the morning, I boat in a breeze 朝來蕩漿和風里”). The inscription
introduces a perspective from the poet himself, while the album leaf offers a perhaps
imaginative vantage point. The viewpoint is so distant and high that the architectural and
landscape elements alike are miniaturized. A solitary viewer on a boat floating on a river
may be identified with the painter himself. The use of color is rather conspicuous: the
scheme is even richer than that of Langtan: the blue-and-green scheme alongside the redbrown concurs a vivid chromatic palette insofar as Zou Yigui cannot help but exclaim:
“Even if it is not the Peach Blossom Spring, I am still obsessed. 不是桃源亦自迷”
Peach Blossom Spring 桃花源 (Taoyuan, or Taohuayuan) is a long-standing
literary trope that gets reiterated, evoked and adopted in manifold literary and visual
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representations since its genesis in the fifth century. It originates from the renowned essay
by the poet Tao Yuanming (365-427) The Record of Taohuayuan 桃花源記 (Taohua
yuanji), which recounts a fantastical journey of a fisherman who accidentally visited a
secluded site named Taohuayuan. The fisherman is astonished as he finds the residents still
dress and live in an antique style. Evading warfare and social upheaval, they have been
here since Qin (221-206 BCE). After the fisherman returns, he shares his story with others.
People attempt to return but no one could ever find it again. Taohuayuan, thus, becomes a
place unflaggingly soliciting people’s imaginations and a synonym for utopia that is in
absolute harmony.
The literary trope of Taohuayuan arguably embodies Tao’s longing for the peaceful
and reclusive life, as he was living in a time when drastic regime shifts and social turmoil
took place. Zou Yigui, however, treats this trope of Taoyuan more as an embodiment of
purity, harmony, and beauty. Admittedly, Shi Shou-chien’s notices that Taohuayuan
undergoes the process of “humanization” in paintings during the fourteenth-century, in
particular in Jiangnan literati circles; Taohuayuan is transformed from a legendary,
immortal land to a concrete place.85 Zou Yigui evokes Taohuayuan in Chenxi and,
therefore, imparts an otherworldly beauty to this place. But visually, how is this utopian
quality conveyed?
The use of the blue-and-green color scheme, which is absent in the previous two
leaves, distinctively gives a sense of antiquity and a temporal otherness. The city is
uncannily empty: there is no sign of human activities. Even if various kinds of architectures
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are depicted to signify human habitation, there is no actual resident painted in this leaf; one
stands in the boat and one, about to depart Chenxi, stands by the city gate. It becomes even
more eerie when this sense of desolation is juxtaposed with the obtrusively vivid colors.
The detachment is also implied in the choice of perspective. The vantage point is
so distant and high that it conjures up an European print of cities, View of Frankfort alluded
to by James Cahill in discussion of Chinese painting in 1982.86 Zou Yigui’s Chenxi is in
many ways comparable with the practice of map-making:87Both images show a diagonally
receding river across the urban space, and the city is perceived from such a high angle that
architecture and other landscape elements seem distorted; houses, pavilions, bridges, and
even the monumental mountains become palpable. The space is thus rendered not so much
a village as a garden, a secluded, delicate one hidden in the wild; the blue-colored rock on
the lower left by the empty pavilion especially imitates Taihu Rocks, a component that can
often be found in classical gardens of Suzhou.88
Zou is clearly playing with scale, perhaps inspired by the practice of map-making,
which distinguishes this leaf from others in this album. It assumes an unusual perspective
that gives rise to an otherworldly landscape that is distant from the realm of human. The
landscape acquires a sense of eerie colorfulness and secluded tranquility, and thus becomes
a space that stands for itself, just as the beautiful and harmonious utopia of Taohuayuan.
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Mazui Cliff 馬嘴崖 (Figure 2.4)

Along the Yuan River, Zou Yigui arrived at a place called Mazui Cliff (Mazui ya
馬嘴崖, literally, House-Mouth Cliff). It is not a renowned site, because there are perhaps
two historical records about this location. Gujin tushu jicheng 古今圖書集成 (Complete
collection of texts of the past and the present) records, “Mazui Cliff, 20 li to the east of the
district, raising [its head] like a horse do 馬嘴崖 在縣東二十里，昂突類馬.” Daqing
yitong zhi 大清一統志 (Unified gazetteer of the Great Qing) writes, “Mazui Cliff is 20 li
to the east of Luxi District. Guanyin Cliff is slightly above. 馬嘴崖在瀘溪縣東二十里，
稍上為觀音巖.” Both records are laconic, suggesting Mazui Cliff is located at Luxi
District 瀘溪縣 of Chenzhou Prefecture. The absence of elaborate information attests that
this place is nothing more than an ordinary site from the compilers’ perspective, and thus
it calls our attention to why Zou Yigui chose this place to depict.
To Zou, Mazui Cliff is full of wonder. We can sense his astonishment based on the
unusually long poems he composed about this site. Densely clustered on the lower right
corner and so conspicuous that they catch viewers’ attention, Zou also uses the character
guai 怪 (extraordinary, unusual) more than once to fervently praise the extraordinary
landscape. (guai in “Novel rocks stand like a barricade 怪石橫壁壘” and “How novel it
is! Who will then stop by? 怪此孰爰止”). By suggesting Mazui Cliff is unfavorable for
human inhabitation or even inaccessible to gibbons, Zou alludes to how isolated and
exclusive this place is, which, on the other hand, elevates his admiration for Mazui Cliff
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(People have left dilapidated houses. [The cliff] is so precipitous that no gibbons dare to
climb. 敗屋人已徙。絕險無猱升).
The natural marvel of Mazui Cliff is also captured in Zou’s visual rendition. Not to
mention the densely shrouded mist that keeps the viewers wondering how high the cliff
can reach or what it looks like on the top, the apparent disorientation is also very
perplexing. At first glance, the landscape seems to be turned upside down and thus may be
read as the landscape reflecting in the water. As soon as one discerns a small boat floating
on a stream, one might start to register this image as an overhanging cliff; it resembles the
shape of the head of a horse that is drinking water from a river.
Unlike clear contour lines in Chenxi, that seems ready to be transformed into a print,
the lines in Mazui Cliff, especially the ones describing the elliptical eyes of the horse, are
tremulous and equivocal, as if Zou is trying to render the complex rocky texture of the cliff
surface. Moving from Chenxi to Mazui Cliff, Zou Yigui is also displaying a dramatic shift
of scopes, from a more wide-angle, map-like, all-encompassing landscape to an image that
focuses on a specific site. Zou even pays attention to the stunning architectural details
behind the rocky façade, such as empty houses and an incredible zigzag corridor.
The composition of Mazui Cliff is novel, if not unprecedented, in Chinese painting.
This is permitted by Zou’s keen observation of the natural landscape. As an undervalued
site in gazetteers, Mazui Cliff in Zou’s depiction is a full embodiment of serendipity.
Unlike the late-Ming literati painter Dong Qichang, who emphasizes establishing
landscape painting based on past models, and thus landscape painting becomes an art
historical practice, Zou Yigui welcomes the manifestation of nature and lets nature be the
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primal guidance of his landscape painting.89 Zou Yigui’s promotion of first-hand
experience in creating a landscape is salient, and as a result, his extraordinary depiction of
Mazui Cliff redeems this place from its ordinariness. Zou’s image, therefore, serves as an
epiphany of natural marvels.
Zou Yigui exhibits an openness and genuineness to nature along his journey,
welcoming novelties of landscape and thus creating composition that can hardly be fitted
into any models in the past. He is innovative not so much through the mediation with the
past as with the very often fleeting present. Among his images of miracles, Zou Yigui’s
Landscape Contemplating Me album is, thus, not simply about a collection of fragmentary
visions about Guizhou, but more importantly, about his attitude toward nature and what a
landscape painting should mean.

Mount Huangrao 黃繞山 (Figure 2.5)

Although some scholars, such as Zhu Liangjin, argue that the first five leaves of
Landscape Contemplating Me are sites in Hunan, which means Mt. Huangrao is the last
stop within the territory of Hunan. This is, however, a claim lack of justifications. Although
no record about Mount Huangrao is provided by any major databases,90 Huangraoshan in
Xiaoshan shichao 小山詩鈔 (Xiaoshan Poetry Collection) is placed under the section
Zhulai 筑籟 (Sound of Guizhou), which indicates where this poem is about, that is, a site
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in Guizhou. Besides, the same poem appears with an alternative title Passing Mount
Huangshao, Lodging at Maoping (Yu huangshaoshan su maoping 踰黄哨山宿毛坪) in
Comprehensive Gazetteer of Guizhou Province (sixth year of Qianlong version). Mount
Huangshao, which is phonetically close to Mount Huangrao, is located in Tianzhu District
in Guizhou. It is near the borders of Guizhou and Hunan and is along the courier path.
Like Mazui Cliff, the inclusion of Mt. Huangrao, which is another unfamiliar place
in gazetteers, speaks again to the random jotting nature of Zou Yigui’s image-making: he
is not necessarily choosing a site that is in close alignment with local gazetteers, but rather
depicts whatever triggers him along his journey. This visual contingency and spontaneity
can be implied by the consistent motif of the river appearing in the first five leaves: the
water flow signifies mobility and thus fleeting vision.
What Zou Yigui paints in his frame is again, an empty, tranquil village. Except for
the solitary fishermen on boats, we do not see any signs of human activities, as if those
structures are stage props. What is highlighted in this leaf is the monumental body of Mt.
Huangrao that occupies almost two thirds of the leaf. It is so gigantic that even the leaf
cannot frame the entirety of the mountain. As Zou resonates in his poem, “Mount Huangrao
is so high that it touches the Heaven. [It] looks down to the myriad qing91 of lands and
separates clouds and mists. 黃繞山高上接天，下窺萬頃隔雲煙.” The gesture of Mt.
Huangrao looking down to the ground assumes a god-like perspective; Zou Yigui is not
reserved about his awe and reverence, which is visually conveyed by the monolithic
volume of the mountain that dwarfs the village on the ground.
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The mountain is not the sole protagonist in the album; the poem can be found in
Zou Yigui’s poetry collection, alternatively titled Contemplating Clouds at Mount
Huangrao (Hungraoshan guan yun 黃繞山觀雲), which puts an emphasis on the clouds.
Zou shows interest in rendering mists and clouds and their marvelous interplay with the
mountain in both his poems and painting. In his poem “Wind cuts the silk92 piece by piece.
[The clouds and mists] are contingent that are swirled, extended, separated and gathered.
風剪生綃幅幅穿，卷舒離合最無端,” Zou Yigui ponders the contingency of the cloud
configurations. In rendering their versatile forms, Zou displays another miraculous natural
phenomena; they are so “unusual 奇” that the painter himself finds it difficult to anchor
his vision in the myriad theatricality of clouds in nature (“I cannot help but look at [natural]
novelties many times. 未忍逢奇不一觀”). This leaf continues the keen observation of
nature in Mazui Cliff, but the next leaf will distinguish itself for it will bring our vision to
a human settlement, Tianzhu District.

Tianzhu District 天柱縣 (Figure 2.6)
天柱縣城池 土城係天柱所，原額三里三分。明宣德二年為蟲蝦苗所
圍，幾陷，委平溪莫指揮平之，自朱梓改縣，後展城一百八十餘丈，
上覆串樓一百八十三間，門樓四座，東為迎恩，西為懷遠，南為迎
薰，北為拱極，別號鳳城。崇禎丁丑年知縣王良鑑申詳改治遷至龍
塘，後知縣何為苗所害，仍改回舊治，今民苗各照原額，城垣自為增
築。
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The City of Tianzhu District: This earthen city was Tianzhu Battalion,93
with the original arrangement of three li and three fen.94 [The city] was
besieged by Chongxia Miao95 in the second year of Xuande of Ming [i.e.
1472], and it was almost taken over by Miao people. Commander Mo of
Pingxi Military Garrison96 was ordered to lead [troops] to crush [Miao].
Since [the time of] Zhu Zi,97 Tianzhu was changed to a district, whose city
wall was later extended to about 180 zhang long. 183-bay corridors98 are
built on the city wall, and there are four towers: the tower of the east is
called Yingen, the west Huaiyuan, the south Yingxun, the north Gongji.
[The City of Tianzhu] is alternatively called The City of the Phoenix. In
Dingchou year of Chongzhen [i.e. 1637], the District Magistrate Wang
Liangjian submitted to his superior regarding the relocation of Tianzhu to
Longtang, and later he was killed by Miao. Thus [the city was] moved back
again to Tianzhu and the previous order was resumed. Now, Han99 and Miao
people follow the original arrangement, and the city wall is further
enhanced.
天柱縣上控黔東，下襟沅芷，囊百蠻而通食貨，順江流而達辰常，山
川聳峻樠水東流，界在黔楚之交，尤為峒苗砥柱。
Tianzhu District controls eastern Guizhou and is a key to reaching Yuan
and Zhi Rivers. It contains hundreds of savages, and [is important] for
commodities to move through. [If you] follow the water route, [you will]
reach Chenxi and Changde.100 Mountains are high with elm trees growing
on the top; the river flows to the east. The boundary lies where the borders
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of Guizhou and Hunan meet. Tianzhu District is a rather significant place
for Miao people.101

These two records from Gujin tushu jicheng present a very consistent image for
Tianzhu District: in the eyes of gazetteer compilers, Tianzhu District is plagued by local
minority groups, notably Miao. Conflicts, killing of a Han Chinese official Wang
Liangjian, and violence are dreadful memories associated with this place, and yet Tianzhu
is important both militarily and economically as it connects Guizhou and Hunan, and no
one can afford to lose control of this place. It is in these images of perennial power struggles
between the Han and Miao that we are greatly surprised by Zou’s depiction of Tianzhu
District, which is charged with a superfluous joy and blessing harmony so opposite to the
images presented above.
Needless to say the vibrant color scheme Zou adopts, ranging from red to the
precious mineral-pigment blue, the city, densely shrouded by mists, cannot impede the
vivacious red-and-green dots from popping out, which represent the ebullient blossoms.
The poems starts with a cherubic jubilation that acclaims blossoms in spring (“Children
are delightful and acclaim [blossoms] with their hands 喜得兒童滿手夸”). What they are
exhilarated here is the blossoms of juanhua 鵑花, namely azalea blossoms as Zou states in
his inscription, “Towers are on the city wall. The water links to the rivers of Chu [i.e.
Hunan]. In the spring and summer, azalea blossoms cover the entirety of mountains. The
green of winding streams among mountains, and the red of azalea blossoms are scattered
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up and down. People call this “manshanhong [whole mountain red]. 雉蝶皆樓，水通楚
澤，春夏間鵑花遍山，繞澗綠流紅翠上下，俗謂滿山紅.”
We might wonder whether this is Tianzhu District because of the thriving scene. It
is not until we find many visual details that concur with the statements in the gazetteer that
we can confirm the identification: the river in the background indicating the stream flowing
to the east that connects Guizhou and Hunan; towers on the city wall are numerous, a
prominent feature of Tianzhu District, with the tallest one that can perhaps be identified as
south tower, Yingxun 迎薰.
Without doubt, Zou Yigui’s focus on seasonal beauty is opposite to the image of
violence in gazetteer writings. Zou chooses to center on the azalea blossoms in the city,
and make them the de facto subject of this leaf.102 He employs powerful literary tropes such
as “fire of spring” (“It is as if the rapid wind prolongs the fire of spring 似因風急延春燒”)
and “cinnabar” (“[I] start to know that the land of Qian is full of cinnabar 始知黔地盡丹
砂”), to modify, passionately and effectively, the prosperity of the red azalea blossoms in
Tianzhu. And it is no wonder why we have the poem “Azalea blossoms (shanjuanhua 山
鵑花),” rather than “Mounting Towers in the Tianzhu District (Tianzhu xian deng lou 天
柱縣登樓), chosen from his poetry collection to be inscribed on the leaf Tianzhu District.
In my general search among different gazetteers, no “azalea blossom” is associated
with Tianzhu District, and it seems that this natural spectacle is not worth mentioning in
the gazetteer. And it is a divergent, if not opposite, image between the gazetteer and Zou’s
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It is hard not to make the connection here between his focus on the azalea blossoms and his expertise of
flower painting, which is what Zou is known for in history.
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depiction that makes this leaf intriguing. What is the relationship between these two
representations, and what roles do gazetteers play in Zou Yigui’s image-making, given that
Zou has never been to Guizhou before? In this case, gazetteers may not play a significant
role; it seems that Zou prioritizes his own direct experience with nature more than anything.
But this is not to say that Zou is ignorant about gazetteers, and instead it is not unlikely that
he has already had some knowledge about Guizhou, a place where he would work for at
least three years. As an official, he should have access to gazetteers, and one of a gazetter’s
purposes is to prepare the incoming official with necessary knowledge about the local. If
that is the case, we may wonder why Zou chose to turn away from the gazetteer
representations? And what can we say about this gesture? Thinking about how different
systems of representations, be they literary or visual, operate in Zou Yigui’s work is one
of the major threads structuring this chapter. I thus wish to state these inquiries here for
they will resurface in the following analysis.

Xiangjianpo 相見坡 (Figure 2.7)

It turns out to be rather thorny to locate Xiangjianpo at the outset given that the
name Xiangjianpo stands for multiple locations in Guizhou; it is as vague as it may sound,
literally meaning “a slope where people see each other.” Gujin tushu jicheng records that
in Weining Prefecture 威寧府, a region near the western border of Guizhou, “Xiangjianpo
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is 50 li southwest of [Chishui 赤水]103 Transport Station. Following the major path upward,
[one] would see the other 相見坡在衛西南五十里，兩山相對，大道經其上行者，皆
相望見故名.” Or, on the contrary, in Shibing District 施秉縣 near the eastern border of
Guizhou contiguous with Hunan, we find another Xiangjianpo, which “is 30 li east of the
city. [Even if] two slopes face each other, separated by a stream in the middle, people who
are few li apart can still greet each other as if they are face-to-face. 相見坡在城東三十
里，兩坡對立，中阻小溪，行者相去數里，而彼此招呼如在咫尺.” Because of the
similarity between these two phrasings, I surmise Xiangjianpo is a generic name used to
denote a place where people on different mountains can see each other, which is permitted
by the very topography of Guizhou.
Zou Yigui’s own inscription helps us resolve the befuddling identity. In the opening
line, he writes, “Xiangjianpo is east of Pianqiao 偏橋橋東相見坡.” This helps us confirm
the latter possibility. Pianqiao is not “Pian Bridge” in its literal sense, but Pianqiao Squad
偏橋司,104 proximate to Shibing District of Zhengyuan Prefecture 鎮遠府. Pianqiao,
Zhenyuan, and Shibing are clustered around the eastern border of Guizhou, and all three
benefit from Wuyang River 舞陽河, a branch of Yuan River which Zou took as the water
route to Guizhou.
This leaf, Xiangjianpo, strikes us in manifold ways. It is not simply because we
discern for the first time traces of human activity; the monochrome landscape, that departs
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It is Chishui Transport Station because in the gazetteer Shibao Ridge 石竇嶺, just four items above

Xiangjianpo states the full name of this wei (“赤水衛南，與衛北雪山對峙”). Besides, a very similar
record appears under Chishui wei 赤水衛 in the Jiajing version of the Provincial Gazetteer of Guizhou.
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si 司 is a military unit led by a Squad Leader.
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from the previous chromatic scheme, evokes the vital brushwork of the Yuan dynasty
master Huang Gongwang, in particular the hemp-fiber texture stroke that is applied to the
rendition of rocks. Human figures, some climbing the mountain with bags, are depicted on
the slope. One person sitting on the peak close to the center of this leaf, may be identified
as a mother, whom Zou mentions in his inscription (“mother is sitting on the peak [of a
slope] 阿蒙（母）歹雞（坐）方陟巘”). Another character in the poem, a father who is
supposed to be drinking wine, is not rendered here (“Father is drinking wine at a front shop
阿孛（父）阿交（飲酒）在前店”). To illustrate the encounter, a different path along the
adjacent hill where an empty pavilion can be found is depicted, and if people come from
this path, he or she would see and greet people on the other hill.
This leaf is also intriguing for it showcases the painter’s experiment of integrating
new sonic elements, that enriches the poetic composition as well as the visual experience.
Like Langtan, Xiangjianpo starts with a clangorous and vivid scene.

偏橋橋東相見坡，Xiangjianpo is east of Pianqiao [lit. Pian Bridge].
行人聽我苗子歌。Travellers hear the songs of Miao people.
吹蘆大踏月皎皎，[One] blows the reed-pipe and dances in the shining
moonlight.
搖鈴暗拍聲嗚嗚。 [One] rings the bell, claps quietly, and makes “woowoo” sounds.
In this seemingly ethnographic writing, Zou documents an event in which Miao
natives engaged. It is the Miao and Yi’s custom of mating named tiaoyue 跳月 (dancing in
the moonlight). Tian Wen 田雯 (1635-1704), a Qing dynasty official and poet, states in his
book Qianshu 黔書 (Notes on Guizhou) that, “On every first month of spring, [unmarried]
Miao men and women will dance together in the moonlight. Men will lead [the dance] by
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blowing reed-pipes; women will respond by ringing bells. 每歲孟春，苗之男女，相率
跳月，男吹笙於前以為導，女振鈴以應之.” In Zou’s poem, these Miao natives sing,
play instruments, dance, clap their hands; it is after all a boisterous and musical gathering
that starkly contrasts to the reserved, poised style of the visual. Zou then proceeds:

前坡草長苦雅務（難行）, The grass on the front-slope is too tall for
people to pass.
后坡石滑愁啇訛（放牛）, The rocks on the back-slope are too slippery to
pasture cattle.
阿孛（父）阿交（飲酒）在前店，Father is drinking wine at a front
shop.
阿蒙（母）歹雞（坐）方陟巘。Mother is sitting on the peak [of a
slope].
Characters in parenthesis are not translations from Miao language added by modern
scholars, but by the painter himself. They were originally written in smaller size right after
Miao words, the same practice as that of adding annotations to the Confucian classics.
What Zou Yigui does here is a phonetic transcription of the Miao language using Chinese
characters. By introducing the unusual sounds inspired by the indigenous language, Zou
Yigui infuses in his poetic creation with a sense of foreignness and playfulness. He states
in the end, “[I] bring the language of Miao in the composition of my poem.105 [I] somehow
invoke the local dialect to entertain [people] 以苗語為長句，聊志方言一二，以資解
頤.”
Zou Yigui’s experimental spirit does not cease here; rather, it was passed down and
reflected in later gazetteers, such as Liping District Gazetteer 黎平縣志 published in the
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changju 長句 refers to a type of poem that has 7 words for each line.
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eighth year of Guangxu [i.e. 1882] and the Republican Provincial Gazetteer of Guizhou
published in 1948; both of them are more than a century later than the completion of
Landscape Contemplating Me. Both of them contain a section, with slightly varying titles,
introducing the language of ethnic minorities in Guizhou (Liping yiyu 黎平夷語 (Barbaric
language in Liping) in Liping District Gazetteer and Yiwen 夷文 (Barbaric Language) in
the Republican provincial gazetteer). They both provide a list of the sound transcriptions
of the Miao language.106 Although these lists are by no means exhaustive, they are attempts
to systematize languages of an ethnic minority and render them comprehensible to the Qing
rulers, and under the appendix of the language section, Zou’s poems are cited as an
exemplary.
Zou Yigui’s poem, however, does not stand alone; it is juxtaposed with Tian Wen
田雯’s Song of Barbaric Language 蠻語歌 (manyuge), which very likely was composed
prior to that of Zou.107 As the Provincial Governor of Guizhou in the early Qing, Tian
composed Notes on Guizhou 黔書 (Qianshu) and his poem compilation Guhuan Hall
Collection 古歡堂集 (Guhuantang ji), and it is in the latter that we find Song of Barbaric
Language which is alternatively titled Four Barbaric Ballads at Xiangjianpo 相見坡蠻謡
四首 (Xiangjianpo manyao sishou). Both Tian’s and Zou’s poems focus on Xiangjianpo;
a close comparison between the word choice can shed light on Zou’s poetic creation. Table
2.7.1 below shows that Miao words used in these two poems greatly overlap. This suggests
that Zou may have learned those words from reading Tian’s poem. Even so, Zou’s
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This list of vocabulary represents what is important to gazetteer compilers, and it ranges from
“emperor” (emperor is hongdai “皇帝曰鴻代”) to “rice” (rice is haosan “米曰好三”).
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Tian is more than fifty years older than Zou (1686-1772).
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originality is not undermined because their poems are still different, and Zou’s spirit in
experimenting the Miao language in the poem is still rare.

Zou Yigui’s poem (in order of
appearance)

Tian Wen’s poem (in order of
appearance)

雅務（難行）
啇訛（放牛）
阿孛（父）
阿交（飲酒）
阿蒙（母）
歹雞（坐）
固麥（吃飯）
果瓮（行路）

商訛（放牛也）
固麥（啖釘）
呵交（欽酒）
大弄（日午）
歹雞（坐也）
雅務（不好難行）
阿蒙（母）
阿孛（父）
果瓮（行役）

Table 2.7.1 Comparison between Xiangjianpo poems by Tian Wen and Zou Yigui
This leads to an important observation about Landscape Contemplating Me:
although this album is essentially about Zou Yigui’s personal journey to Guizhou, it is by
no means private. This album was still recognized by people from at least a century later.
More importantly, Landscape Contemplating Me is not only treated an art object by the
gazetteer compilers (it was referred in Liping District Gazetteer and Republican Provincial
Gazetteer of Guizhou as “Album of Chu and Qian Landscape 楚黔山水畫冊”), but also a
medium of knowledge that can be re-integrated into the discourse of ethnic language. What
is intriguing is not simply the interplay between the work as a “private” object and the work
which later enters gazetteer’s “public space;” what is important is that the album recognizes
this nonduality as essential--the art and knowledge as the one that makes Zou’s work
meaningful and special.
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Mount Yuping 玉屏山 (Figure 2.8)

As that of Xiangjianpo, the name Mt. Yuping, which literally means “mountains
resembling jade-decorated screens,” stands for multiple sites in Guizhou. It is not until Zou
claims, “This is the first mountain [I encountered] in the territory of Qian [Guizhou] 此是
黔疆第一山,”108 that we can pinpoint the exact location of Mt. Yuping, which lies on the
border of Guizhou and Hunan.
Neither the provincial gazetteer nor local gazetteer offers detailed accounts for this
place. The Provincial Gazetteer of Guizhou published in sixth year of Qianlong reign [i.e.
1741] writes, “Mt. Yuping is behind the seat of the District government. It stands like a
screen. 玉屏山 在縣治後屹立如屏.” Zhenyuan Prefecture Gazetteer, which is published
in the fifty-eighth year of Qianlong reign [i.e. 1793], however, adds a poetic description
and states, “Mt. Yuping is east of the city, standing like a screen; its verdance is so saturated
that it is going to ooze. 玉屏山在偏城東獨立如屏蒼翠欲滴.” These concise descriptions
attest that Mt. Yuping may not be a special site for either the prefectural or provincial
gazetteer compilers.
If “mountain like a screen” or its verdancy are characteristics cherished by
compilers, they might find Zou’s depiction blatant and outrageous, for he conceals almost
the entire mountain body using antique-styled clouds. If there is no vegetation veneering
the mountain peak, we might fail to realize there is a mountain. Some of the constructions
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It is rendered in Zou’s poetry collection as “This is the first mountain in the south of Qian [Guizhou] 此

是黔南第一山.” The “nan 南” might be a typo in the printing, because Mt. Yuping is located in the east of
Guizhou, and Zou, who took the water route of Yuan River, entered Guizhou from the east.
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at the mountain foot can be identified as the local government building according to the
Zhenyuan Prefecture Gazetteer. Based on Zou’s line (“[My] sail docked at the portal of
Wu River Bay.帆落橋門㵲水灣”), the water in the foreground can be identified as Wu
River 㵲水, a branch of Yuan River, and the blue bridge over Wu River is perhaps qiaomen
橋門, where Zou’s boat was anchored. It is this river that extends from Hunan to the
hinterland of Guizhou and serves as an indispensable route. Besides, both the image and
inscription hint at the trope of bamboo forest on the left (“[I] hear birds twittering among
bamboos 竹間好鳥聽關關”). Zou adopts the adjective used to modify the sound of birds
in the Book of Odes, Guanju 關雎, where “guanguan 關關,” according to Mao school’s
annotations, means the harmony of sound (“關關，和聲也”).
This poem about natural harmony and landscape is paired with a rather different
poem titled Wende Pass 文德關 (literally, Pass of Literacy and Virtue). Although the title
is not explicit in the leaf, we can still find the clue in Zou’s poetry collection. While the
poem Mt. Yupig meditates on the natural landscape, Wende Pass is pronounced for its
military and historical connotations (and we might wonder why Zou joins these two
disparate assertions together). Here states the Wende Pass:

掃除伏莽靖干戈，[After] sweeping away hiding savages and pacifying
warfares,
文德關前使節過。Envoys passed Wende Pass.
從此萬山中有我，From now on, I am in myriad mountains.
月明清夜聽鐃歌。In a night with bright moonlight, I heard victory songs.
The opening line is already a dense condensation of two key historical events in
Guizhou in the early Qing. Chronologically, “jing gange 靖干戈 (pacifying warfares)” is
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prior to “saochu fumang 掃除伏莽 (sweeping away hiding savages);” the former is likely
to be referring to Qing’s pacification of Guizhou during the Shunzhi reign, between 1657
and 1658. The Dading Prefecture Gazetteer (Dading fuzhi 大定府志) published in the
twenty-ninth year during the Daoguang reign [i.e. 1849] states in the Hong Chengchou 洪
承疇 (1593-1665)’s biography,

以貝勒羅託為平南靖寇大將軍，與承疇自湖南進，吳三桂為平西大將
軍由四川進，卓布泰為征南將軍由廣西進。十五年三月承疇至沅州，
而靖州黎平思州銅仁石阡思南皆降。進至鎭遠破明兵於文德關，遂乘
勝取平越入貴陽，明守將馬進忠已望風逃走矣。
[The emperor] ordered Beile Yoto to be the Grand General of Pacifying
South and Suppressing Bandit. Together with Chengchou, Beile Yoto
entered [Guizhou] from Hunan. Wu Sangui, the Grand General of Pacifying
West, entered [Guizhou] from Sichuan. Zhuobutai, the General of
Conquering South, entered [Guizhou] from Guangxi. On the third month of
the fifteenth year [during the Shunzhi reign, i.e. 1658], Chengchou arrived
at Yuanzhou, and Jingzhou, Liping, Sizhou, Tongren, Shiqian, Sinan all
surrounded. [Chengchou] advanced to Zhengyuan and fought against Ming
troops at Wende Pass. Following up his victory, Chengchou entered
Guiyang via Pingyue. The Ming general Ma Jinzhong109 knew the situation
and already fled.
Hong Chengchou is a high-ranking official of Han ethnicity serving in both the
Ming and the Qing court. Wende Pass, in this biographical excerpt, sets a milestone for the
two-year-long military campaign of redeeming Guizhou from the power of the Ming
remnants in the early Qing dynasty. If “jing gange” is to incorporate Guizhou into the map
of the Qing empire, “saochu fumang 掃除伏莽 (sweeping away the hidden savages)”
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Ironically, Ma Jinzhong’s name, jinzhong, literally means “present loyalty.”
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represents Emperor Yongzheng’s effort to project his power on the eastern Guizhou, where
most Miao people were living autonomously.
In the sixth year of Yongzheng [i.e. 1728], the Governor of Guizhou Zhang Guangsi
張廣泗 led troops from Guiyang to Duyun 都勻 and fought against the local Miao people
in Bazhai 八寨, who were unwilling to submit to the administration of the Qing empire;
this battle marks the prelude to Yongzheng emperor’s implementation of gaitu guiliu 改土
歸流 policy, which aims at changing the long-standing tusi system to the rotating official
system of the Qing government. Many factors culminated into this policy, and two major
reasons are the expanding population of Han immigrants in Guizhou and the exigency of
acquiring natural resources for coinage from Yunnan (and thus an uninhibited access to
Guizhou becomes rather crucial.)110 After pacifying the Miao rebellion in Bazhai, the
troops launched further to the east, and subsequently subdued rebellions in Danjiang 丹江
and Qingjiang 清江. In the tenth year of Yongzheng [i.e. 1732], because Miao people were
discontent with Qing’s military settlement in Taigong 台拱, they killed interpreters and
invaded the battalion of Qing. The Qing government then ordered troops in Hunan to
subdue the rebels. As a consequence, the Qing government established Miaojiang liuting
苗疆六廳 (Six Subprefectures of Miao territory, including Bazhai, Danjiang, Dujiang 都
江, Guzhou 古州, Qingjiang, Taigong), incorporating these areas, which were originally
autonomous settlements of Miao, into the governance of the Qing empire.
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See Laura Hostetler, Qing Colonial Enterprise: Ethnography and Cartography in Early Modern China
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001). pp.118-123
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Both events took place in the region where Wende Pass is included. Needless to
say, behind the glorious victory of Qing are brutality, violence, and blood, but Zou Yigui
chooses a different way to talk about these intense events. He says, “From now on, I am in
myriad mountains 從此萬山中有我,” that is to say, due to this past, he can finally set foot
on the land where he could never have been able to.
The question here and, in fact, from this point on (because some later leaves also
hint at this history) is what role history plays in Zou’s contemplation of landscape? Because
in this leaf of Mount. Yuping, for the first time, we see the political history of Guizhou is
alluded to. And this marks a crucial transformation: in the previous leaves, Zou seems to
embrace nature with his innocence and openness, while starting from this leaf, the
landscape of Guizhou carries additional meanings. Let us get back to the question proposed
above: why does Zou Yigui squeeze two apparently different poems, Mt. Yuping and
Wende Pass, into one leaf? Why does Zou Yigui even mention Wende Pass, which is not
visible in the painting and in fact, not quite significant in many of the records (the
descriptions in the gazetteers are rather laconic; even the longer one only talks about the
change of its name).111 Why does it matter for Zou to talk about Wende Pass and find it is
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Since it is directly related to the research, I include my full translation here. The Qianlong version of
Zhenyuan Prefecture gazetteer (published in 1793) offers the following account about Wende Pass:
文德關 舊名油榨關，在城西十里。康熙四十六年知府李㑹生禀中丞宛平王公燕，
燕欲易之。中丞曰：”貴陽之南十里有以油榨名關者，予改其名曰圖寧”。今㵲陽之
西十里亦以是名關，何俚俗之蔓延不可解也，乃改其名曰文德，鳩工鑿石俾寛平以
壯關之偉麗焉。
Wende Pass, originally titled Youzha Pass (literally, Squeezing Oil Pass) is 40 li west of
the city. In the forty-sixth year of Kangxi reign [1707], Prefect [of Zhenyuan] Li
Huisheng reported to the Provincial Governor Wang Yan, who comes from the Wang
clan associated with Wanping, and Yan would like to change the name [of the Pass]. The
governor said that there is a Pass named Youzha Pass 10 li to the south of Guiyang, and
thus I changed it to Tuning [literally, “attempting peace”]. Now, 10 li from Wuyang there
is a Pass sharing the same name, and when people spread out the name, people found it
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necessary to evoke the past military campaign here? There may be many reasons, but Zou
may wish to shed light on the duality of the landscape of Guizhou: it is not simply a
manifestation of natural marvel beyond time; it is also where time embodies itself.

Shiqian 石阡 (Figure 2.9)
The title Shiqian 石阡, which literally means “rocky path,” stands for the Shiqian
Prefecture 石阡府 close to Zhenyuan. However, this leaf does not give a panoramic view
so as to capture the entire region. Unlike Chenxi in which Zou adopts a vantage point so
distant that it encompasses the whole city, Shiqian is mostly marked by an upright rock in
the foreground, a flat cliff facade in the middle, a stream flowing below, and distant
mountains in the background; it seems that Zou is portraying a specific site rather than a
prefecture here.
The puzzle could somehow be explained through finding the inscription in his
poetry collection. The poem inscribed in Shiqian is not titled Shiqian but rather Jiangjun
Cliff 將軍岩 (literally, General Cliff) in Zou Yigui’s Xiaoshan shichao. Jiangjun Cliff
stands for a place that is more specific than Shiqian Prefecture, and so does the painting.
To contextualize this site, we find, however, the majority of the historical texts only shows
the records of Jiangjun Cliff being in Dading Prefecture, namely in western Guizhou. The
absence of Jiangjun Cliff 將軍岩 in close proximity to Shiqian suggests this place may not

confusing. And therefore, the Pass is titled Wende. Artisans are assembled, stones are
chiselled to widen and enlarge the Pass in order to elevate its magnificence.
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be regarded highly by the gazetteer compilers. But with reports produced in the modern
times, we pinpoint Jiangjun Cliff.

將軍崖位於石阡縣河壩場鄉中宅村[…]前面是烏江大河山，原有大廟
在將軍崖頂上，現大廟已毀，頂上面原有天橋，頂部外邊有倆個結稱
的洞，洞內流有水 […]112
Jiangjun Cliff is now located at Zhongzhai Settlement of Heba Village,
Shiqian District.113 It faces Wu River [the largest branch of the Yangtze
River, and major river running through Guizhou Province]. There was
originally an ancestor shrine on the summit of Jiangjun Cliff, while it is now
destroyed. On the top of [Jiangjun Cliff], there was a bridge and two
symmetrical caves with water running.
This excerpt from the official tourist website matches the general visual information
depicted in the leaf: the name (in this case Jiangjun ya 將軍崖, but it means the same as
Jiangjun yan, namely Jiangjun Cliff), the river (Wu River), and the running water from the
cave. The following report by Guizhou Pictorial (貴州畫報 Guizhou huabao) offers more
details that further confirm the identification of the site.
Guizhou Pictorial launched a journey to Shiqian in 2017 in an attempt to search for
traces of the ancient Yelang Kingdom and Zangke County 牂牁郡. As a region in
northeastern Guizhou, Shiqian has a deep root in Yelang District 夜郎縣.114 In their report,
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“Shiqian Jiangjun Ya 石阡将军崖|自然景观—中国梵净山旅游官方网,” accessed January 23, 2020,
http://www.gzfjs.gov.cn/2014/1020/ziran5943.html.
113
Shiqian was prefecture back to Zou’s time, while it has now been changed to a district.
114
The opening section of the “Comprehensive Examination of Shiqian Prefecture” (Shiqian fu bu huikao
石阡府部彙考) in Gujin tushu jicheng introduces the administrative history of Shiqian:
周屬楚，秦為黔中郡地，漢為夜郎縣牂牁郡地，晉分牂牁，置夜郎郡，宋、南齊因
之，唐初為思黔二州地。
[Shiqian] belonged to Chu in the Zhou dynasty (1046 BCE-256 BCE), Qianzhong
Commandery in Qin (221 BCE -207 BCE). It was Yelang District and Zangke
Commandery during Han (202 BCE - 220 CE). Zangke was divided during Jin (266420), which established Yelang Commandery. Song (960-1027) and Southern Qi (479-
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they introduce: “This rock, which is located near Tianbing Stockade [literally, Heavenly
Soldier Stockade, of Heba Village], is called Jiangjun Cliff, or Mount Lingpai by the locals.
坐落在天兵寨附近的這塊岩石被當地人稱為將軍岩、令牌山.”

Although

the

description is rather succinct, Guizhou Pictorial published a photograph which bears
striking resemblance to the leaf painted by Zou.
In Figure 2.9.1, the slender, towering mountain in the middle stands for Mount
Lingpai, as it resembles “Lingpai” which literally means a tablet employed when a Daoist
master issues a decree during rituals. The V-shaped mountain on its back is very likely
Jiangjun Cliff. The river is not visible in this photo, because the report says they were
taking this photo from below while boating on Wu River. And because of this angle distinct
from that of Zou, mountains appear more towering in this photo.115 Although mountains
seem more palpable in his leaf, Zou acknowledges a sense of loftiness in his poem, in which
he wrote,

孤標凌太虛，The solitary mountain peak penetrates into the Heaven,
受氣變霜雪。which receives qi and becomes frost and snow.
叢木不能附，Bushes cannot attach to it [the peak].
點綴辭一切。It rejects all decorations.
稜稜表寒谷，The extreme frigidity covers the cold valley.
孑孑挺高節。[The mountain] rises up high its virtue.
The poem describes a wintry scene, in which Zou compares the towering Jiangjun
Cliff to a virtuous man. The cliff weathers the extreme cold, snow and frost, and

502) followed this [establishment]. It then belonged to Sizhou and Qianzhou in early
Tang (618-907).
115
In fact, “[Jiangjun Cliff] is approximately 2000 meters high and 150 meters wide. The facade of the
cliff is precipitous and wide, flat and upright. 將軍崖高聳入雲，約2000米高，寬約150米，崖面懸而
寬、平整、筆直.” “Shiqian Jiangjun Ya 石阡将军崖|自然景观—中国梵净山旅游官方网.”
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demonstrates sheer perseverance. Its bare surface and repudiation of decorations alludes to
its higher pursuit of purity and integrity. The cliff is thus anthropomorphically portrayed
as an embodiment of Confucian ideals.
Zou Yigui shows an attempt to interpret the landscape, brings the mountains under
the framework of Confucian values, and endows them with moral significance. And it is
no wonder why he acclaims the mountain, “[they are] raw on the exterior but refined and
civilized in the interior 外樸內文明.” The landscape in Guizhou thus exemplifies dual
facets: they may be “raw” but they can be meaningful in a civilized framework.
Just as the landscape of Shiqian is commemorated for a legend that took place in
one of the battles in 1934 between the Red Army and the Nationalist Revolutionary Army.
Reluctant to yield to the latter, the Red Army jumped off the lofty cliff in Shiqian,
specifically the one at Mount Niukun 牛困山 (literally, mountain that contains oxen).116
The bravery and integrity of the Red Army is celebrated by the Communist Party as a site
of patriotism and a monument was built at Mt. Niukun. The landscape is still the one that
Zou encountered several centuries ago; it is seemingly “raw” and permanent over time,
while it is also subject to time.

Guansuo Ridge 關索嶺 (Figure 2.10)
關索嶺在頂營司北三十里，凡四十三盤至嶺，極陡峻週迴百餘里[...]
嶺左右皆崖箐，萬仞中僅有道如梁，入滇者路必由此。關嶺在州城西
三十里，山勢壁立，曲折而上數里方至頂，路極陡峻，上有漢關索
廟，《舊志》：索漢壽亭侯子從武侯南征有功，土人祀之[...].
116

This event comes as the aftermath of the Battle at the Ganxi Town 甘溪 in Shiqian Prefecture where the

Red Army fought against Guangxi Clique (guixi 桂系) of National Revolutionary Army.
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Guansuo Ridge is thirty li north of Dingying Squad. It takes in general forty
three turns to Ling. It is extremely steep, meandering for more than a
hundred li [...] Bamboos growing on the cliff are on either side of the ridge.
There are only a few roads and bridges in this ten thousand ren117 [of
mountains]. Those who enter Yunnan must follow this path. Guan[suo]
Ridge is thirty li west of the region. Mountain stands upright like a wall.
Following the zigzag path, it will take a few li to reach the summit. The road
is extremely steep, and there is a shrine of General Guan Suo of Han on the
mountain top. Old Gazetteer says: because Suo, the son of Marquis
Hanshouting118 [i.e. Guan Yu] followed Marquis Wu’s [i.e. Zhuge Liang]
Southern Campaign and has made great achievements, the local worshipped
him.
The gazetteer of Anshun Prefecture 安順府 (literally, Prefecture of Peace and
Submission) in Gujin tushu jicheng offers the above excerpt. Opposite Jiangjun Cliff in the
previous leaf, Anshun is in western Guizhou. Like many other places represented in
previous leaves, Guansuo Ridge features geographical marvels of the province: the zigzag
path, the steep and rugged mountain. Despite those obstacles, Guansuo Ridge is a strategic
site, for it is perhaps the only way to Yunnan, suggested by the term “biyouci 必由此” in
the excerpt, and for this reason, it is never far from culture: a shrine was erected to
commemorate a historical figure, Guan Suo, in the far past, who exhibits a military
poweress.
This excerpt offers crucial annotations on Zou’s painting, which depicts a winter
scene where the mountain is covered entirely by pure white.119 On such a snowy day, a
zigzag mountain path in the center of the painting is accentuated. This path leads to a
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Ren is a length unit, equal to 7 or 8 chi.
It remains debatable whether it is Marquis Shouting of Han or Marquis Hanshouting, for which
Hanshou denotes a place.
119
The poem inscription in the painting can be found in Zou’s poetry collection titled as Encountering
Snow at Guansuo Ridge (Guansuoling yuxue 關索嶺遇雪), which coincides with the painting.
118
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building complex on the mountain top, which, according to the excerpt, is very likely the
Guansuo Shrine. “The descendant of Marquis Han [Marquis Han, i.e.. Marquis
Hanshouting 漢壽亭侯, namely Guan Yu 關羽 (ca. 160-220), and Guan Suo was said to
be the third son of Guan Yu] is venerated and provided with offerings. The Pass is named
‘Subduing Savages’ 廟食漢侯裔, 關名鎮蠻貊.” Thus, Guan Suo Shrine was built not
simply for commemorating his heroic deeds; by paying homage to him, memories about
Guan Suo’s military accomplishments can be perpetuated in the region, and this could deter
“savages” from affecting the life of the locals. In fact, Guan Suo gives rise to many later
theatrical adaptations which are associated with exorcist power and are still regularly
performed in the present Yunnan. As a subgenre of Nuo play, Guansuo drama encompasses
more than a hundred plays in the repertoire and all of them are based on the heroic stories
of generals of Shu 蜀 during the Three Kingdoms Period (220-280).120 The vivacity of
Guansuo drama attests to the cult of this figure that is still steadfast in the local of
Southwestern China.
The path in the center originates from the bottom where a building complex is built.
Instead of a rough thatched house, these constructions, which include three multi-storied
towers and a delicate garden with bamboo, stand obtrusively in this isolated land. It is a
solitary symbol of culture in the wild, nestling in the cradle of mountains. Zou Yigui
commends the lushly grown bamboo that exhibits perseverance in winter, “Lian Spring is
outside of the doorsill. The Xiao bamboo [Neosinocalamus affinis] is green under the eaves

120

Nuo drama is a local theatrical performance related to shamanism and exorcism. It is also believed that
performing Nuo drama can bring good luck. It is prevalent in southwestern China. For more about Guansuo
play, pp.613-14 Rong, Shicheng 容世誠, “Guangongxi de Quxie Yiyi 關公戲的驅邪意義 [Exorcism of
Master Guan’s Play],” Hanxue Yanjiu 漢學研究 [Sinological Studies] 8, no. 1 (n.d.): 609–27.
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廉泉檻外口, 孝竹簷下碧.” Although the second line can be understood from the picture,
Lian Spring is not visible here. However, it could be Mapao Spring 馬跑泉 (literally,
Horse-running Spring) in the record; an excerpt from Gujin tushu jicheng writes, “[Mapao
Spring] was next to Guansuo Ridge. According to the legend, when [Guan] Suo followed
the Counselor-in-chief, Marquis Wu [Zhuge Liang]’s Southern Campaign, opened the way
and passed here, he felt very thirsty; his horse dug the ground and a spring gushed abruptly.
在關索嶺畔。相傳索從丞相武侯征南，開道過此，渴甚。所乘馬跑地，泉倏涌出.”
Thus, it is not only the shrine, but the spring that is heroicized and conjures up the legendary
general. Following this train of thought, picturing the landscape and composing poems
associated with Guan Suo in various manners could also be interpreted as Zou Yigui’s
gesture of paying homage to this general, to perpetuate his deeds via literary and visual
representations. Finally, Zou writes,
鸭翻玉正飛，Ducks are flapping [tiny ice-ball-like] jade on their wings.
馬滑青在石。Horses slip on icy rock.121
莫歎路漫漫，Do not sigh at the endless road,
此是生民麥。This [ice and snow] is what generates wheat for people.
The poem concludes with his pondering over the snow and winter. He ends with an
optimistic tone, believing that this snow is beneficial for the local peasants, as the proverb
states “auspicious snow heralds harvesting year (ruixue zhao fengnian 瑞雪兆豐年).” Zou
Yigui, in fact, already hints at a similar message in the first half of the poem, where he says
“[I] thus know [it is] the manifestation of auspicious qi, rather than the accumulation of the
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I consult Zou’s poetry collection and instead of qing 青, which is perplexing here, the poem suggests

ling 凌, which means “ice.”
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overwhelming cold. 緣知瑞氣呈，非是寒威積.” Despite his hopeful vision, we cannot
deny that he also implies the hardship along the journey. The snow, the cold, the slippery
path (even “horses slip on icy rock”) are rather perilous and despairing, and no one knows
when it will end (“do not sigh at the endless road”). In this case, those optimistic words are
self-comforting to this miserable situation.
These lines together with the image provide us with a rare opportunity, allowing us
to peep into the interiority of the painter. Guansuo Ridge is outstanding in many ways,
including painting as a commemorative tribute to General Guan Suo, but the most striking
one is its self-reflexivity. The image is no longer only about showcasing the natural marvel
of the landscape, but about how the painter sits himself in that space. The painting thus
becomes an intimate medium mediating the mind of the painter, which helps us understand
the title of the album Landscape Contemplating Me: the utter reflexivity of landscape that
mirrors the subjectivity of the creator beyond its mere façade.

Feiyun Cliff 飛雲岩 (Figure 2.11)
As we come to the leaf Feiyun Cliff 飛雲岩 (literally, Flying Clouds Cliff), the
entire poem is noteworthy and deserves full citation. Because it has an indecipherable
exhilaration abounding with lavish allusions, the primary goal of this section is to offer
some contexts to aid our understanding of both the poem and image.

黔中跬步皆瓉玩，Even a half step in central Qian [i.e. Guizhou] is worth
appreciating.
籠煙接霧如星攢。Dense smoke joins mist like a cluster of stars.
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連晨陟降疲征鞍，[I] ascended and descended [mountains] for days that
made my horse exhausted.
苦對童阜無奇巒。I faced bare hills with bitterness that are nothing
special.
茲岩腹豁誰所剜，Who carves out this cliff with spacious interior, from
which
垂膏流乳出肺肝。Grease and milk exudes?
淋淋漓漓狀千般，They drip in manifold ways.
虎豹蹲立蛟龍蟠。Tiger crouches, dragon coils.
青虬玉蜺牽素鞶，Small, green dragon and jade cicada hold an artless belt.
[青獅玉猊逐野豻, Green lion and jade lion chase a wild dog.]122
蓮花倒放零露溥。Lotus flower is placed upside down, dews are scattered
around.
旌幢華蓋何摩曼，Banners and canopies are so delicate.
一峯參禮對面看。A mountain is paying homage to and facing opposite
side.
檻外珠玉來飛湍，Beams and jades outside of the doorsill come with
rushing water.
月潭疏磬應谷寒。The moon lake and sparse chime sounds respond to the
chill of the ravine.
松衫白道青浦團，Pines and firs along the major path grow by the shore.
[松衫百道穿迴瀾, Pines and firs penetrate the whirlpool.]
我游心曠足力酸。My passion for wandering is boundless while I feel sore
on my feet.
怪此山破精神完，[I] blame this mountain for exhausting my stamina.
山僧常住無驚歡， Monks residing in the mountains do not feel surprised.
是相非相隨人觀。 For whether it is so depends on one’s perspective.
Zou’s boundless imaginations culminate in the difficulty of comprehension; readers
would easily get befuddled if the context is missing. The poem starts with Zou’s weariness
about the “mediocre hills” along the journey. As a sharp contrast, Feiyun Cliff refreshes
his mind soon after the first four lines. Zou expresses his astonishment through unleashed
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The above line is rather abstruse. So I also translated the one in Zou’s poetry collection, which makes
more sense.
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visions; milk, grease, drips, tiger, dragon, cicada, lotus, canopy, banner, beam and jade
constitute a tide of mesmerizing images, but one barely understood what they are referring
to; The painting barely offers clues to this wonder, as nothing depicted in the picture bears
resemblance to either of them, and thus we have to see beyond the picture.
The excerpt below from Qing government official Aibida 愛必達 (1711-1771)’s
Qiannan shilüe 黔南識略 (General Knowledge about Southern Guizhou) provides a
crucial context:123

飛雲巖在城東二十里官道旁，山壁立千仞，中虛而下嵌，勢如垂天之
雲。中有小洞，深不可測，左有瀑布，琤琮作鳴玉聲。前一小峰上搆
聖果亭。王守仁碑記石刻在焉。下有月潭寺，古杉萬本垂蔭蔽。虧爲
黔中第一奇境。124黔書云，巖性好潔。昔有信宿于此，而身垢者既
去，則瀑水突至，瀰漫山椒而澣之。再垢則復澣。
Feiyun Cliff is 20 li east of the city [Xinglong 興隆, namely Huangping 黃
平125]. It is by the official post road. The cliff erects thousand ren high. It is
empty inside, and concave near the bottom. The cliff has a momentum of
overhanging clouds. There is a smaller cave inside whose depth is
immeasurable. A waterfall is on the left and makes the sound of ringing
jade. A pavilion named Shengguo is on a smaller peak in front of Feiyun
Cliff. The pavilion houses a stele with Wang Shouren [i.e. Wang Yangming
(1472-1529)]’s inscription. Yuetan Temple [literally, Moon Lake Temple]
is below [Feiyun Cliff]. There are ten thousand aged fir trees which form
shadows. It is indeed the most extraordinary place in Central Guizhou.
Records of Qian [by Tianwen] says, [Feiyun] Cliff has a preference of purity
in its essence. Once upon a time, someone resided here for two nights, and
when the dirty person left, the waterfall all of a sudden rushed and [even]
the peak was submerged. The mountain got cleansed, and [if] it gets dirty
again, it will get washed again.
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This text was published in the 27th year of Daoguang version [i.e 1847].
Perhaps it is missing the character bu 不 at the beginning of the line, otherwise the message would be
confusingly negative and contradictory.
125
This can be known because this excerpt is from the volume Huangping.
124
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Several points could be drawn from this anecdote. Since it is extracted from the
section titled Huangpingzhou 黄平州, we can deduce that that Feiyun Cliff is located in
Huangping, a region close to the border of Zhenyuan and Pingyue Prefecture 平越府 in
eastern Guizhou. Numerous official post roads linking Beijing and southwestern China,
such as Guizhou and Yunnan, have passed the region of Huangping, which makes it not
only politically and commercially significant but open to the outside world.
This partially explains why Feiyun Cliff and its nearby Yuetan Temple 月潭寺
[literally, Moon Lake Temple] have received numerous poems and proses by celebrated
visitors,126 and buildings like Yuetansi gongguan 月潭寺公館 (Yuetan Temple Hotel) are
constructed. The hotel, constructed in 1508, was built near Yuetan Temple; although we
cannot easily pinpoint the hotel in Zou’s painting, two shrines housing golden statues in
the background suggest this building complex to be a Buddhist temple, very likely Yuetan
Temple.
Wang Yaming, a leading Neo-Confucian philosopher and opponent of the orthodox
school, once lodged at Yuetan Hotel and composed Yuetansi Gongguan ji 月潭寺公館記
(Record of Yuetan Temple) which was compiled in the gazetteer of Pingyue Prefecture 平
越府 in Gujin tushu jicheng. He highly commends Feiyun Cliff, “Mountains all under the
heaven gather in Yunnan and Guizhou. The excellent ones are assembled in this Cliff [i.e.
Feiyun Cliff] 天下之山，聚于雲貴，雲貴之秀，萃于斯岩.”
And therefore, it is not only the transportational advantage, but the highly
marvelous topography of Feiyun Cliff that attracts attention and praise from literati
126

Such as the late-Ming philosopher Wang Yangming (1472–1529), the great Qing dynasty Confucian
scholar Zheng Zhen (1806-1864), the official Lin Zexu (1785-1850).
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throughout the time. The fame of Feiyun Cliff is also discernible in other local gazetteers,
such as the ones of Yunnan. The gazetteer of Yuanjiang Prefecture 元江府 in Gujin tushu
jicheng writes, “Mount Jinao [literally Mount Golden Turtle], 70 li north of the city. It coils
like spiral shells. The mountain is convex at the front and concave at the back, resembling
a crouching turtle. There is a rocky cave inside, with [the decoration] imitating the
landscape of clouds floating all around. [This mountain] is similar to Feiyun Cliff in
southern Guizhou. 金鰲山 在城北七十里，石螺盤曲，前凸後凹，狀若鰲伏。中有石
洞，雲景飛繞，如黔南飛雲岩.” And thus, Feiyun Cliff becomes a benchmark for
comparison, even for those who live outside Guizhou Province. Similar phrasing can be
found in the gazetteer of Qujing Prefecture 曲靖府部 in Gujin tushu jicheng, where Mount
Zhenfeng is compared with Feiyun Cliff.127
Finally, another of Wang Yangming’s writings, titled Shengguoting ji 聖果亭記
(Record of Shengguo [literally, Sacred Fruit] Pavilion), was inscribed on a stele in the
Shengguo Pavilion, suggests Aibida, on a “smaller peak.” This unique and characteristic
construction is noticeable near the right edge of the picture. Next to the pavilion is a
waterfall, whose anecdote is quoted in Aibida’s writing. Aibida suggests the miraculous
power of the waterfall, which can raise the water level and cleanse that which is impure.
The waterfall is portrayed here as an embodiment of virtue and anthropomorphic agency,
which adds a layer of spiritual wonder to Feiyun Cliff.
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“Mount Zhenfeng [literally Mount True Peak] is 20 li south to the city. There is a Maitreya Cliff in the
middle of the mountain, which [features] novel shapes of rock and empty interior, resembling Feiyun Cliff
in centural Guizhou 真峰山在城南二十里，山半有彌陀崖，怪石嵌空，類黔中飛雲崖.”
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As everything is revolving around Feiyun Cliff, where on earth is it in the painting?
As Aibida suggests, Feiyun Cliff is “empty inside, and concave near the bottom. The cliff
has the dynamic of overhanging clouds;” the only place we see “clouds” is in the
background. The dazzling array of poetic images, ranging from “grease” and “milk” to
“banners,” could be the imaginative descriptions of the unusual configurations of the cliff
surface. There is no sign suggesting Zou attempts to depict any of those images in the
painting, which introduces difficulty to understanding the poem at first glance; on the other
hand, this visual absence is crucial. By turning away from the literal renditions of what is
stated in poem, image departs poetry, leaving a gap in-between, which engenders endless,
imaginative vivacity for both literary and pictorial representations.

Jigong Ridge 雞公嶺 (Figure 2.12)

From the chromatic Feiyun Cliff to monochromatic Jigong Ridge (literally,
“Rooster Ridge”), we are not simply experiencing the alternation of color schemes. There
is also a stylistic shift that marks the clear distinction between these two paintings. While
the former renders the space like a cartographer would do: looking down from above, and
showing details via clear line drawing, and thus epitomizes a mode of representation that
is informative, the latter, namely Jigong Ridge is atmospheric.
The extensive use of ink wash in its background is distinctive; mists and clouds
give an impression of the southern landscape, in particular the South of Yangtze River.
Alongside the horizontal dabs indicating the verdant vegetations and the conical shape of
mountains, this painting is evoking an idiom associated with the Northern Song dynasty
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literati painters Mi Fu and his son, Mi Youren (“several mountains amount to the peak of
Mi 數峰烘出米家天”). This stylistic choice, which renders a landscape saturated with
moisture, coincides with Zou Yigui’s experience, “It drizzles while I walk in the mountain,
but its peak is clear of rain 山行霡霂是晴巔.”
This leaf is painting a landscape in no way close to the Yangtze River. It falls in the
center of Guizhou, namely the Guiyang Prefecture. Close to the borders of Pingyue and
Guiyang Prefectures, Jigong Ridge, suggests the gazetteer of Pingyue Prefecture 平越府
部 in Gujin tushu jicheng, belongs to Mount Yunwu 雲霧山 which “is 40 li west of the
prefecture. Commander Hu Congyi once pacified Miao people and stationed troops here
during the Chongzhen Reign (1627-1644) of Ming; the camp base still exists. 雲霧山 在
府城西四十里。明崇禎間總兵胡從儀征苗屯兵於此，營壘尚存.” It is located in
present-day Duyun 都勻, the origin of Yuan River that is the major water route Zou took.
This record also anotates the second line of the poem, whose variation in Zou’s poetry
collection reads: “Oxen bear barbarian children who are taking a nap on a rainy day 牛背
夷童帶雨眠.” “Barbarian children (yitong 夷童)” matches the record that Mount Yunwu
has the community of Miao people. By replacing this pejorative term with a more generic
“tong’er 童兒 (children),” the poem inscribed in the painting is less disparaging.128
The gazetteer of Guiyang Prefecture in Gujin tushu jicheng gives a more precise
location of Jigong Ridge, “Mount Yunwu is about a li southwest of Dapingfa Division
(literally, the Great Pacifying Attacks Division). There is a pond called Jiulong [literally,
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The reason behind the change of words is not clear. It may be due to the different audience the poetry
collection and painting are speaking to.
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nine dragons], whose water flows straight down. There are stone tables and stone couches
by the pool. It is very natural. 雲霧山在大平伐司西南一里許，上有池曰九龍，池水飛
流直下，池邊有石几、石榻，位置天然.” This “Jiulong” pond may be why Zou Yigui
calls himself “a visitor from the foot of Mount Jiulong 我是九龍山下客,” but it could be
Mount Jiulong (also known as Mt. Hui 惠山) located in the western outskirts of Wuxi, the
hometown of Zou Yigui.129 What triggers Zou’s reminiscence is, perhaps, not merely the
shared name of Jiulong, but rather the densely shrouded mist and verdant vegetations that
are characteristic of the landscape of his hometown. The temple in the painting emerging
from dense clouds could also conjure him up Temple Huishan 惠山寺 on Mount Jiulong
in Wuxi. Although not many gazetteer writings talk about this temple, it can be found in
the 17th century Travelogue of Xu Xiake (徐霞客遊記 Xu xiake you ji) in which he
confirms, “it has been a mile, and I have climbed to the top of Jigong Ridge. A Buddhist
temple is found in the col of mountain 已一里，登嶺頭矣，是為雞公嶺。坳中有佛宇.”
The profusion of the imagery of nostalgia is more explicitly couched in “My poems
are in most cases mingled with Wu dialect 短歌多半雜吳儂.” But the sense of nostalgia
is only one parameter that elaborates the temporality of this painting. The temporal fabric
of Jigong Ridge is woven by nostalgia as its warp and the artistic tradition its weft, as the
latter is achieved by evoking an iconic idiom in the history of Chinese painting. Claiming
“Who is going to spill ink [i.e. to draw], following traces of ancient [masters]? 誰將潑墨
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In Lu Yu’s 陸羽 (733-804) Record of Huishan (Huishan ji 惠山記), he wrote, “Mount Hui is the
ancient Mount Hua. [...] He also says, its mountain has nine peaks, so it is called by people as Mount
Jiulong, or Mount Jiulong [nine dragons], or Mount Long [dragon], 惠山，古華山也。[...]又云：其山有
九隴，俗謂之九隴山，或云九龍山，或云鬥龍山.”
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嗣前蹤,” or “A frame of mist and rain inheriting the Southern School. 一幀煙雨嗣南宗,”
Zou is very conscious of playing with style as a means to assert his identity with a school
that is more tightly associated with literati practices.130This resemblance to the southern
landscape thus carries a larger implication, and by commingling his stylistic choice with
personal, nostalgic sentiment, Zou displays the ways in which an exotic landscape is
culturally domesticated in the painting of Jigong Ridge.

Bangdong 幫洞 (Figure 2.13)
三壺在海表 Sanhu Mountains131 are on the surface of the sea.
風烈不能舟。The wind is too fiery to boat.
秦皇覓不見，The emperor of Qin cannot find them.132
漢武將焉求。 Where would Emperor Wu of Han locate them?133
物理近可譬， The physical mountain is close to me,
此山即神州。These mountains are the land of immortals.
鴻濛未歸壑，The primordial chaos has not yet been returned to ravine.
激蕩成雕鎪。The violently surging [water] becomes engravings.
一朝變桑田，One day it is turned into field.
陸海膠浮鷗。Gulls reside on this rich land,
130

“Nanzong 南宗 (The Southern School)” is a retrospective category promoted by Dong Qichang (15551636), a late Ming literati painter and calligrapher. This notion was devised in light of the NorthernSouthern Division in the Chan Buddhism tradition in the Tang dynasty (618-907). Wang Wei, Dong Yuan,
Juran, and Mi Fu, Mi Youren are figures associated with the Southern School because they are deemed to
be the scholarly painters, versus the Northern professional ones.
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three mystical mountains, other two are Fangzhang 方丈, Penglai 蓬萊, Yingzhou 瀛洲
132
It is referring to First Emperor of Qin who sought ways of achieving immortality. In the Record of
Grand Historian, it offers the following record: 齊人徐市等上書，言海中有三神山，名曰蓬萊、方丈、
瀛洲，僊人居之。請得齋戒，與童男女求之。於是遣徐市發童男女數千人，入海求僊人。
133

In the Record of Grand Historian, 孝武本紀 少君言於上曰：「祠灶則致物，致物而丹沙可化為黃

金，黃金成以為飲食器則益壽，益壽而海中蓬萊僊者可見，見之以封禪則不死，黃帝是也。臣嘗游
海上，見安期生，食臣棗，大如瓜。安期生僊者，通蓬萊中，合則見人，不合則隱。」於是天子始
親祠灶，而遣方士入海求蓬萊安期生之屬，而事化丹沙諸藥齊為黃金矣。
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宛如白蓮朵， which resembles a white lotus.
華放含清秋。 The blossom contains clear autumn air.
上結寶花臺， It bears a lotus platform above.
疏磬鳴松揪。 Sparse chime sounds resonate among pine trees.
得非壺公宅， Would it be the abode of Hugong,134
於此激[邀]浮丘[邱]。135 inviting Fuqiu here?136
盤旋轉礎[蝸]舍，137[It] swirls around like the shell of snails.
往返同[周]華不。138Isn't it similar to moving around in flowers?
蜂腰附蟣虱， On the waist of bees139 attach the louse and its eggs.
蝤領飛蜉蝣。From qiuling140 flies mayfly.141
對岸立斧[鋒]戟，142On the opposite side of water erects a sharp halberd.
纓冠曜兜鏖。Cap with strip [or officials] overshines helmets [of soldiers].
湯湯濯古礎，Water washes the antique base.
底柱[滄溟]流。On the bottom of the pillar, the sea flows.
雀蛤以時變，Sparrow and clam transform according to the time.
夔炫[蚿]憐其儔。143Kui and Xian are jealous of their peers.144
安知吾不化， How do you know I cannot transform?
鼓翅同莊周。I flutter like Zhuang Zhou.

134

It refers to the recount in 神仙傳 Record of Immortals，常懸一空壺於坐上，日入之後，公輒轉足跳

入壺中，人莫知所在。唯長房於樓上見之，知其非常人也。Inside the vessel, 既入之後，不復見壺，
但見樓觀五色，重門閣道，見公左右侍者數十人。
135

於此邀浮丘

136

In 列仙傳 under 王子喬, it reads that the Daoist master Fuqiu leads Wang Ziqiao to Mount Song 王子

喬者，周靈王太子晉也。好吹笙，作鳳凰鳴。游伊洛之間，道士浮丘公接以上嵩高山三十餘年。
137

盤旋轉蝸舍

138

往返周華不
it is a metaphor for the slender waist of beauties.
140
it is a metaphor for the whiteness of beauties’ neck. Saperde’s larvae
141
These two sentences are describing Zou climbing the slender mountain, and he is as small as louse and
mayfly.
142
對岸立鋒戟
139

143

夔蚿憐其儔

144

In Zhuangzi Autumn Water 秋水, 夔怜蚿，蚿怜蛇，蛇怜风，风怜目，目怜心。As Xian
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Bangdong, perhaps short for Bangdong pu 邦洞鋪, is in Zhenyuan Prefecture of
eastern Guizhou. The poem in Zou’s poetry collection is titled Passing Mount Lianhua in
Bangdong (Guo Bangdong lianhua feng 過幫洞蓮花峰), which suggests a more specific
location. Nevertheless, very few records in history or in the modern times have provided
substantial information about Mount Lianhua, leaving us to rely on the texts directly
associated with the painting.
As we navigate through the entire poem, the theme of pursuing immortality
becomes evident. Not to mention Zou’s rhetoric questions about the First Emperor of Qin
and Emperor Wu's attempt of seeking immortality at the outset that hint at the main gist,
the evocations of the legendary Daoist masters Hugong and Fuqiu bring an otherworldly
veil to this place. Meanwhile, it keeps us wondering, what specific visual characteristics of
Mount Lianhua makes it a land of immortality?
There are descriptions in texts such as Liezi 列子 about the mountains of
immortality like Mount Penglai standing in the Bohai Sea,145 which suggests a crucial
formula for the later rendition, construction and evocation of the immortal land. Emperor
Wu once constructed a land of immortality in Jianzhang Palace 建章宮. According to the
Basic Annals of Emperor Wu (Xiaowu benji 孝武本紀) of the Record of the Grand
Historian (Shiji 史記), “A great pond was constructed in the north [of Jianzhang Palace],
which has a platform around 20 zhang tall in it. The pond is called Taiye Pond, which has
Mounts Penglai, Fangzhang, Yingzhou, Huliang, which imitates things like mountains of

145

According to Liezi 列子 Tianwen 天問 “There are five mountains in the east of Bohai sea, one called

Daiyu, one Yuanqiao, one Fanghu, one Yingzhou, one Penglai 渤海之東有五山焉，一曰岱輿，二曰員
嶠，三曰方壺，四曰瀛洲，五曰蓬萊.”
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immortality, turtles and fishes in the sea 其北治大池，漸臺高二十餘丈，名曰泰液池，
中有蓬萊、方丈、瀛洲、壺梁，象海中神山龜魚之屬.”
Isolated Mountains standing solitarily in a great body of water capture the
imaginations of mountains of immortality preserved in Liezi. The formula persists in the
later renditions including a woodblock print in Gujin tushu jicheng about Mount Hugong
壺公山 (Figure 2.13.1), a Daoist sacred site in the Putian District 莆田 of Fuqian Province.
The print features various unusual rocks, most notably a curved one in the middle ground
and a slender one in the background. A zigzag path in the center passes through the curved
rock and recedes into the distance. The entire image is thus structured in such a way that
leads the audience’s eyes to the towering rock in the back. Water is noticeable in the image,
in the forms of a stream and a lake, which restates the formula laid out above and speaks
to the immortals who are said to be residing in the mountain.146
The leaf of Bangdong in many ways echoes the construction of immortal land
delineated in the above cases. The entire leaf features the corner composition, which is
distinct from that of other leaves. Manifold forms of rocks cluster at the lower right and
upper left corners. A curved rock in the upper left corner and a towering rock on the lower
right are shared elements in Figure 2.13.1; in both cases, they are facing each other,
separated by the water in-between. And this great body of water in the middle with an
isolated rock shows the persistent employment of this formula of the immortal land.

146

From Gujin tushu jicheng, “Another record states: Putian has two immortals, Chen and Hu. Chen is in
reclusion in the northern mountain, while Hu in the southern mountain. 又云：莆有陳、胡二仙，陳仙隱
北山，胡仙隱南山，名胡公也”
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It is perhaps not only the eccentric configurations of rocks but the habitability in
such an impossible location that elicits great wonder. The solitary building on the top of
the towering rock, a village composed of houses and trees on the plateau of the curved
rock, and travelers with horses passing the rugged and narrow path below are details of
human activities. Instead of featuring a landscape in its pure form (as in Figure 2.13.1, no
human existence), Zou Yigui is exhibiting an habitable landscape, a living space, on top
of an immortal land. It features both natural and human marvels, and it is in this marvelous
land, the Zou finds him “transform” and thus indistinguishable from being in a dream as
Master Zhuang. (“How do you know I cannot transform? I flutter like Zhuang Zhou. 安知
吾不化，鼓翅同莊周.”)

Iron-Chain Bridge 鐵索橋 (Figure 2.14)
Unlike the corner composition in the previous leaf Bangdong, visual elements in
Iron-Chain Bridge tend to concentrate in the center of the image. A river flowing between
two precipitous cliffs forms red triangular spikes that presumably signify the vapor due to
the rapid current. The zigzag path of water directs the viewers’ vision to the far distance
which ceases in the dense mist. The white foreground with clusters of rocks suggests Zou
is depicting this scene from the opposite mountain. The almost emptiness of the foreground
pushes the attention to the center, in which the Iron Chain Bridge is depicted, suspended in
the air.
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The Iron-Chain Bridge over the Pan River (Panjiang 盤江) is located in Anshun
Prefecture of western Guizhou. Gazetteers of Anshun Prefecture from Gujin tushu jicheng
provides a crucial context regarding the construction of bridge and its environ:

盤江 在縣城東四十里，源自金沙江分派，由烏撒二百里至此流入
粵，為滇南孔道所經，兩山夾束而水勢湍急，往以舟渡多覆溺，明參
政朱家民擬建橋，水深不可架石，乃鍊鐵為緪懸兩巖間，覆以板，人
行其上，如在空際，復於橋東西建堞樓以司啟閉，岸傍琳宮梵宇金碧
輝煌，西南勝境也，後橋為賊毀，今重建木橋復加樓楯，堅好華麗倍
於疇昔。
Pan River, 40 li east of the city, originates from the branch of Jinsha
River.147 It takes 200 li from Wusa [in present-day eastern Yunnan] to here
and it flows to Yue [regions of present-day Guangxi and Guangdong]. It is
where the main pathway to southern Yunnan goes. Mountains on two sides
squeeze [the river] which flows rapidly. In the past, people tried to cross the
river by boat but it mostly got overturned. When the Administration Vice
Commissioner of Ming dynasty, Zhu Jiamin, planned to construct a bridge,
the water was so deep that it could not set rocks. He thereupon melted iron
into thick cables and suspended them between two cliffs. He covered [the
bridge] with boards. People walked on the bridge as if walking on the air.
Then, he constructed gate towers on both the east and west entrance of the
bridge in order to control its access. Magnificent and splendid Daoist and
Buddhist temples are constructed nearby. They have become wondered in
the Southwest. Bridge was later destroyed by the enemies. Now the wooden
bridge is renovated, and shields are added to the gate towers. The bridge is
now many times sturdier and more lavish than before.
The text in many ways concurs the details of the image: the rapidly flowing water,
the narrow path, and the height of the bridge that rejects the stone structure. Buddhist and
Daoist monasteries were built near the bridge, which gives clues to the identification of the
buildings painted in the leaf. The topography was challenging and still poses enormous
difficulties for modern engineers, such as the construction of the highest bridge in the

147

Jinsha River is the upper stretches of Yangzi River.
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world, the Duge Bridge, also over the Pan River in 2016. It is not hard to imagine the
hardship ancient people such as Zhu Jiamin faced when he planned this bridge in a similar
landscape, and thus the construction of the Iron-Chain Bridge epitomizes the architectural
marvel and wit.
The bridge grabs attention also because of its strategic significance. Although
nowhere in the text states it explicitly, we can deduce this from several details: the necessity
of building a bridge in a location fraught with geographical obstacles, later construction of
gate towers and consolidation by adding shields. The bridge was even bombarded by
Japanese armies between 1939 and 1940 during World War II. As a crucial route to Yunnan
(“It is where the main pathway to southern Yunnan goes. 為滇南孔道所經”) and a path
that effectively deters “savages” (In Zou’s poem, “The long arc of rainbow prohibits
hundreds of savages 一道長虹[蛇]控百蠻”), the Iron-Chain Bridge has a persisting
importance throughout the past four hundred years.
Perhaps for these reasons, Iron-Chain Bridge solicits interest from artists to render
this place both visually and literally even prior to the time of Zou. Not to mention Huang
Xiangjian’s depictions of Iron-Chain Bridge, in the formats of hanging scroll and album
leaf, gazetteer of Anshun Prefecture in Gujin tushu jicheng includes prose and poetry about
the bridge and about the depictions of the bridge. While literati such as Zhang Ruitu 張瑞
圖 (1570-1644) and Wu Zhaoyuan 吳兆元 composed poems responding to their crossing
the bridge experience (they are generally titled Crossing the Iron-Chain Bridge [du tieqiao
渡鐵橋]), Long Wenguang 龍文光’s (? - 1644)148 Song for Iron-Chain Bridge Painting
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Long was once Sichuan Provincial Governor.
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(Tieqiao tu ge 鐵橋圖歌) and Wang Siren 王思任’s (1574-1646)149 Record of Reading
Iron-Chain Bridge Painting (Du tieqiao tu ji 讀鐵橋圖記) are viewing experience of the
painting of the bridge. This suggests that Iron-Chain Bridge was already an established
visual motif no later than the late Ming, and more importantly, the direct experience of
“crossing” and mediated experience of “viewing” attest to the multi-layered presence and
popularity of the Iron Chain Bridge as not only a site but a motif for visual and literary
renditions.
Zou Yigui’s image also joins this tradition with Huang’s paintings which are the
most comparable examples. Huang’s Guizhou Provincial Museum hanging scroll (Figure
2.14.2) depicts the landscape from above. The dramatically tilted ground reduces the depth
of space, puts an emphasis on the fore- and middleground, but amounts to a confrontational
way of representing the momentum of the mountains. The Iron-Chain Bridge bridge on the
lower third extends the zig-zag flow of the ridges and thus serves primarily as a structural
element. While the very format of the hanging scroll permits the landscape to be depicted
in a highly formalized way, the album leaf (Figure 2.14.1) shows a more tangible
landscape, which renders the scene from a different orientation, level with the eyes of the
painter. The bridge seems more conspicuous in the leaf, highlighting its crucial function of
transiting travelers to the other side of the mountain.
In Huang’s paintings, the Icon-Chain Bridge is placed consistently on the lower
third of the entire painting, but in Zou’s work, the bridge is on the upper third, accentuating
its height above the water. While neither the city wall nor other buildings are as elaborately
painted as those in Huang’s painting, Zou chooses to focus on the bridge which is longer
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Wang was a literatus from Zhejiang.
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than that in Huang’s work. Accentuating height, rapidity of water, and the steep cliffs, Zou
Yigui’s image focuses on the drama of the environment, which further extols the
significance and great architectural achievements embodied by the bridge.

Baishui River 白水河 (Figure 2.15)
白水河 在州東北四十餘里，其水之白異於他水，上有望水亭龍湫直
下數十丈，白練千條轟雷捲雪注入綠潭，雖天氣清明而激湍噴濺，如
行大霧中，澎湃之聲遠聞數里外，其龍湫挂處，內有洞曰：水簾，土
人多入之以避兵，昔義王至此，見水中有神物，乃改瀑布於澗下，欲
涸水以索之，而潭水絕深數日不可竭乃止，望水亭在高岫與飛泉相
對，先明所建今毀已久。洞中有碑刻雪浪川霞四字，方知天下瀑布未
有若此之大觀者，水逕八十石150入郎公河，與關嶺灞陵橋之水會。
Baishui River is more than forty li northeast of the district. The whiteness
of the water is different from that of water elsewhere. Wangshui [literally,
contemplating/looking up at water] Pavilion is above. A lake beneath is
about ten zhang deep. Thousands of bolts of white silk [i.e. the waterfall]
and blasting thunder rolling like snow [i.e. spray, foam] pour into the green
lake. Even if the weather is clear, [because of] the turbulent water, [one]
would still feel like walking in the thick fog. The surging sound can be heard
several li away, and the waterfall has a cave inside, reads: Shuilian Cave
[water curtain]. The natives entered the cave to avoid soldiers. King Yi
[Righteous King]151 once came here and saw a spiritual being in the water.
He thereupon changed the course of water to let it flow down to a ditch.
[King Yi] wanted to sip the water in order to find it [the spiritual being], but
the lake is extremely deep, so even after several days, the lake was still not
exhausted. Thus [King Yi] ceased [the plan]. Wangshui Pavilion on a high
peak is opposite the waterfall. It was built in the Ming but destroyed a long
while ago. There are four characters inscribed in a stele in the cave: Xue
lang chuan xia [literally, snowy wave and misty river]. And thus people
know all waterfalls under Heaven are no greater than this one. After 80 li,
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This may very well be li 里.
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He is the late Ming general Sun Kewang 孫可望 (?-1660).
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the water joins Langong River, where it converges the water at Baling
Bridge in Guanling.
Baishui River, also known today as the Huangguoshu Waterfall 黃果樹瀑布, is
located in Anshui 安順 in western Guizhou. As one of the most renowned waterfalls in
China, it is now a popular tourist site and an icon of the province, exemplary of its
topographic marvel. The above account from Guji tushu jicheng offers an intriguing
historical perspective of this wondrous place. At the outset, it may strike us as a bizarre
statement about the “whiteness” of the Baishui River which is “different from that of water
elsewhere.” It defies our common sense of water which is perceived to be transparent. The
authors of the gazetteer may not make an essential statement, but it is an important
comment about appearance: the “whiteness” is not an inner quality of the water, but rather
a contingent, sheer visual effect associated with the waterfall. And thus, this unusual
“whiteness” of the “bolts” becomes an indicator, implying the grand scale of the waterfall.
“Thousand white silk” and “blasting thunder” are vivid expressions about the size and the
sonic effect of the waterfall. By saying that the “silk” and “thunder” pour into the lake, the
author is making an intriguing juxtaposition, stressing the intertwined relationship between
the visual and the sonic effects in characterizing the waterfall. Sound is a crucial element,
especially when the waterfall is obscured by the dense vapor it causes, the thunder-like
sonic effect can still attest to its magnificent presence.
After describing the waterfall along its vertical direction, the author shifts gear to
the interior, which contains a cave hidden behind. The author’s vision, then, moves down
to the bottom, evoking an anecdote in the past. King Yi’s deed to divert the course of the
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water to find the spiritual being residing in the lake adds a wondrous tone to this site which
becomes a conflation of the historical and the spiritual.
The full narrative in this historical account embodies a mobile vision; it is mobile
for it moves up and down, from exterior to interior, and also from the present to the past:
it is a visionary ambling both directionally and temporally. On the other hand, the account
emphasizes a continuity: as the waterfall is often treated singularly as a tourist site today,
the text regards the waterfall no other than a part of a continuous whole, the Baishui River.
Zou Yigui’s poem inscription also inherits this mobility of perception. “[I] move to
another hill and suddenly hear the thunders of ten thousand horses [...] [I] stare from a
distance and start to see a white line. 轉岡忽聞萬馬鳴[聲] [...] 遙看始見白一線.” The
waterfall first came to Zou via sound as he was still far from it. Then he describes the vapor
and droplets, a close-up description of the waterfall (The water vapor on both sides
corrodes the precipice. The broken jades [droplets] bounce around, and the flowing mist is
light. 兩旁水氣侵石壁，濺跳碎玉煙飛[霏]輕). This implies the change of observing
distance as well as perception from sound to visual effect.
The mobility in those literary writings contrasts starkly with the visualization of the
waterfall by Zou. The two-stage waterfall is depicted in the center, rushing down between
cliffs on both sides; the vegetation on the cliff surface intimates the rich moist. The water
splashes on the bottom soon disappear in the river where we find a pavilion and a viewer
inside, contemplating the “grand spectacle (daguan 大觀)” of the waterfall. The scale of
this architecture dwarfs the waterfall (there is no way in reality that the waterfall is merely
three times taller than the building, given that it is 67 meters high), so it no longer appears
as magnificent as the texts suggest. But if the viewer of this painting identifies with the one
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in the lower right corner of the painting, it is plausible to restage the wonder in the records.
The construction of the pavilion thus represents a fixed vision, dictating a specific viewing
experience of the waterfall.
An early photograph taken around 1840 by Bishop Etienne-Raymond Albrand, who
had been sent by Missions étrangères de Paris and later became the first bishop of Guizhou,
enriches our discussion. Photographs taken during this period were compiled into three
albums of postcards. One of them in the albums is the earliest photograph of Huangguoshu
Waterfall (Figure 2.15.1). In this black-and-white photo, the whiteness of the water is
accentuated. Two stages of the waterfall running between two cliffs are consistent with
Zou’s depiction. The difference is the choice of perspective: while both the painting and
the photo imply a point of view presumably from the mountain facing the waterfall, the
Bishop only captures the upper half, stressing the width of the waterfall. Zou Yigui’s
painting gives a more “grand” vision by accommodating the entirety of the waterfall,
including the distant mountains and river and the lake at the bottom, from which the
waterfall comes and goes. Thus, as the photo represents a fragmentary vision, the painting
embodies a comprehensive interest in understanding the waterfall as an inseparable part of
the Baishui River.
Finally, Zou Yigui’s painting is a direct mirror image of what the waterfall looks
like. What are the implications? Is it merely an error when Zou painted this waterfall based
on his memory? Or does it shed light on his painting process, transcribing the painting from
his draft? Without further evidence, we could make no assertive claim, but it is noteworthy
how memory, reality and painting are interwoven in this leaf.
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Jiulijing 九里箐 (Figure 2.16)
九里箐行大定治東二十里，九里深箐如櫛比，蜒蜿長岡紆復廻，幽森
邃壑迤以邐，高峰削成雙壁立，赤日空行一線晷，汗湍淺溜沿路旁，
亂石呀自中起，前年過此仲夏中。
Jiulijing is 20 li east of Dading Prefecture. The nine-li-deep groves are like
the teeth of a comb. Continuous hills are meandering which take multiple
turns. The mysterious and deep ravine is sinuous. A high peak is divided
into two standing cliffs. The red sun moving in the sky casts a shaft of
sunlight. Rapid river and shallow stream flow by the path from which
miscellaneous stones rise. I went there in the mid-summer two years ago.
The above excerpt from the Daoguang version of Dading Prefecture Gazetteer
offers a description about Jiulijing, literally nine-li groves, in western Guizhou. This place,
according to the account, features dense forest, meandering hills and a river that is hidden
in the mountains. Jiulijing is thus rendered as a place somewhat secretive because of its
very topography, which is visually corroborated by Zou Yigui’s painting.
A stream running between two mountains is sinuous. The water originating from
the distance is obscured by dense clouds and mist. Pebbles are scattered around, and
variegated trees, nourished by the water, are densely populated on both sides of the river.
It is perhaps the most chromatic leaf in this album, suggesting the considerable diversity
of vegetation. The colorfulness is accentuated by the plain white surface of the rocks out
of which the chromatic vegetation grows. Distinct treatments of the leaves also engage in
signifying the diverse arboreal types.
Zou Yigui’s inscription to a large extent is consistent with the gazetteer writing.
His poem also confirms the lush trees and the stream; but more specifically, while Zou is
confused by lushly grown trees and the “twittering of partridges,” a stream guides his way.
Zou is here highlighting an oppositional experience between confusion and clarity, and the
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stream has become so important that it is literally a structural device for the picture,
separating the entire image and leading the viewers’ eye to the far distance.
What is distinct is that Zou lists a group of names, such as stone flowers (folium
stenonomae) and fruits of bamboo, to assert their rarity. (Where have you seen stone
flowers [folium stenonomae] and fruits of bamboo? 石花竹實何曾見). It is clear to Zou
that Jiulijing is as if a cabinet of curiosity hidden in nature (They are hidden in mountain
rocks so people do not know about them 山骨暗藏人不識).
This sense of awe of the botanic novelty in this deep and mysterious place is
contradicted by Zou’s conventional depictions of trees which are utterly grounded in the
tradition. It is not hard to discern that Zou follows the types and models to render the
vegetation. Painting Manual of the Mustard Seed Garden (Jieziyuan huazhuan 芥子園畫
傳) by Wang Gai 王概 (1645-1705), published in the seventeenth century, offers examples
about how to painting miscellaneous trees, as in Figure 2.16.1: various leaves
configurations, such as the round, elongated, and needle-like leaves, in Zou’s painting can
be discerned in this very print that intends to show how Fan Kuan, a celebrated painter in
the Northern Song, paints a group of trees. Painting Manual of the Mustard Seed Garden
provides a repertoire of standardized models that can be studied, internalized and further
appropriated in other contexts or occasions; this text represents the attempt of historicizing
the painting tradition of China, and by adopting the conventional look and techniques of
painting trees, Jiulijing thus becomes an art historical embodiment of Chinese painting, as
well as the uniqueness of nature.
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Gejing Bridge 葛鏡橋 (Figure 2.17)
Despite seeing from the distance, the viewers are trapped in the labyrinth of rocks.
Their various configurations consist of those extending horizontally and vertically, linking
the water and the overhanging rocks. The vision of the sky has been obstructed by the
presence of layered cliffs, and thus the composition gives an enclosed space. A bridge
depicted in the center over the Maha River is known as Gejing Bridge. A group of houses
are elevated from the water and some are built by the shore. A highly tilted city wall is
depicted in the background, which is likely to be the seat of Pingyue Prefecture.
The image of Gejing Bridge in many ways poses several disjunctions from the
literary representations of this bridge, the gazetteers and even the inscription of Zou. Gujin
tushu jicheng contains the following accounts:

麻哈江 在府城東五里。兩崖壁立，舟渡甚艱。明萬曆間郡人葛鏡建
橋其上，高數十丈，俯瞰澄流，心目皆眩。行者如履霄漢，為黔南津
梁之冠。
Maha River, 5 li east of the prefecture city. Cliffs on two sides are standing
straight. It is rather hard to take the ferry [to cross the river]. The local of
the district, Ge Jing, constructed a bridge over the river during the Wanli
period [1572 - 1620]. The bridge is 10 zhang high. If one sees the clear
stream from above, he or she would feel dizzy, as if walking in air. This
bridge is the crown jewel in Southern Guizhou.
葛鏡橋 在府城東五里。明萬曆間郡人葛鏡建。屢為水決，三建乃
成，金巨萬，悉罄家貲，厥功最偉，總督張鶴鳴礱碑題葛鏡橋三字。
Gejing Bridge, 5 li east of the prefecture city. It was constructed by the local
Ge Jing during the Wanli period. It was constantly breached by water and it
took three times for [Ge Jing] to complete the construction. [Ge Jing] spent
an enormous amount of money which exhausted the wealth of his family.
How great his achievement is! The Governor-general [of Yunnan and
Guizhou] Zhang Heming inscribed Ge Jing Qiao [Gejing Bridge] on a stele.
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Thus, Gejing Bridge was very much celebrated as an epitome of the perseverance,
devotion, and great achievements of Ge Jing. Alongside this crucial, moral message, local
gazetteer gives important information about the environment. What motivates Ge Jing to
fund this construction project is the rapid water which is difficult for people to cross by
boat. And because of the rapidity, the construction failed the first two times. If so, is it
possible to see buildings that are elevated from the serene water as shown in the painting?
The incentive here is very similar to that of Iron-Chain Bridge, but in the latter case Zou
depicts the rapid torrents and no building raised above the water, and thus it is rather
peculiar to see Zou render this place as tranquil as a fisherman village in the Yangzi Delta.
Besides the serene water, in reality, Gejing Bridge has only three arches, rather than seven
as painted in the leaf. Thus, these disjunctions call into question the faithfulness of the
depiction, and perhaps betrays how idealized the image is.
Not only the local gazetteer, but Zou’s poem inscribed on the leaf shows no strong
pertinence to the image. Neither does the poem hint at the moral message embodied by the
bridge, nor do the lines include any reference to the bridge. In fact, the inscription is
alternatively titled as Three Poems for Assistant Instructor Zou (zeng Zou xundao san shou
贈鄒訓導三首). Zou xundao refers to Zou Yigui’s elder cousin Zou Yiyuan 鄒一元, who
was invited to work as assistant instructor in Guizhou with Zou. Despite the nature of this
poem as a gift to his relative, the majority of the poem is reflective of Zou’s three years
service in Guizhou ([I] have spent all three years in Guizhou. Frost condensed on my hair
near the temple. 三載全黔路，霜凝滿髩秋). Toward the second half of the poem, Zou
makes explicit the danger and nostalgia he experienced (“The light cavalry is still moving
across dangerous [places] 輕騎猶馳險” and “The returning geese know there is a message.
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歸鴻知有信”). All the above evidence suggests that the poem or the gazetteer has very
little to do with the image. It is uncertain by juxtaposing the poem and the image whether
Zou is comparing his service in Guizhou to Ge Jing’s devotion; or whether Gejing Bridge
is merely his personal landmark along their journey with his cousin?

Mount Dong 東山 (Figure 2.18)
Landscape Contemplating Me ends with five scenes in the city of Guiyang, the
geographic center, as well as the political and economic center of Guizhou Province. Figure
2.18.1 shows Zou’s even selection of these five places scattering around the city. Mount
Dong, the title of this leaf, which can be literally translated as Mount East, is as its name
suggests, located in the east of the city. The following account from Gujin tushu jicheng
suggests how Mount Dong was conceived in the historical document.

東山 在城東，一名棲霞山，翠巘崔嵬，琳宮縹緲，溪山闤闠一覽可
盡，郡人楊大賓曾讀書其上，題有君山讀書處五字於石壁巔左，舊有
小魯亭，久廢。皇清總督卞三元重搆顏曰振衣亭，山腹有洞，舊名來
仙。
Mount Dong in the east of the city is also named Mount Qixia. It is verdant
and steep. A temple is dimly discernible in the mountain where you can
have a full vision of the stream, mountain, and the cityscape. The local Yang
Dabin once studied in the temple, where [one can find] the inscription
Junshan dushu chu [Place where Junshan152 studied] on the left side of the
peak. [Mount Dong] once had a pavilion called Xiaolu, but it was then
abandoned for a long while. The Governor-general [of Yunnan and
Guizhou], Bian Sanyuan (1616-1697) renovated the pavilion and called it
Zhenyi Pavilion. Mount Dong has a cave, which was named Laixian
[literally, approaching immortals].
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Junshan is the style name of Yang Dabin.
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In the plain tone of the record, Mount Dong is portrayed as a mountain high and
steep with a temple on its peak. Yang Dabin, a virtuous Ming dynasty official, committed
suicide in order to to bring attention to the plight of people, and to plead on their behalf to
alleviate onerous taxes by the government. Yang was then enshrined after his death,
together with remaining traces of him, including where he studied during his youth. By
inscribing Junshan dushu chu, the peak of Mount Dong was then converted to a place for
commemoration by the future generations. Further, that the governor-general visited this
site attests to its importance recognized by a high-ranking official.
All these historical anecdotes are absent in Zou Yigui’s poetic dedication to Mount
Dong, which weaves a vast variety of Zou’s personal experience at Mount Dong.

青歸楊柳枝，The green hue returns to the willow branches,
紅入桃花面。the red to the face of peach blossom.
獨有歲寒松，Only pine trees,
春來自不變。which does not change when the spring comes.
蹋閣上層顛，[I] step in the tower and climb to the mountain peak.
忽然身入海。All of a sudden I am submerged by the ocean [of mist].
擬作幻蜃觀， [I] speculatively treat it as a mirage.
洶波成叆叇。The surging waves become thick clouds.
山居看朝日， [I] lodge in mountains and watch the sunrise.
飲露還餐霞。 drinking dew [at the sunrise] and dining the rosy clouds [at
the sunset].
蔚然藍幕間，Amid the blue curtain,
爛漫垂天花。are the vivid flowers falling from the Heaven.
雨來聽其鐺，When the rain arrives, [I] hear its ding-like sound.
風度有餘響。Wind passes and resounds.
銅鼓本無聲，The bronze drum originally has no sound.
千秋自靈爽。After a thousand years the spirit is refreshing.
卓立一屏開， It outstandingly stands, unfolded like a screen.
螺黛千松點。Luodai [the cosmetic pigment for drawing eyes] decorates
thousand pine trees.
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蒼翠佛頭青，They are as verdant as the head of the Buddha.
紅塵豈可染。How can it be contaminated by the red dust?
深柳亂虹橋，The deep willow trees perturb the arc-like bridge.
澄波掛天影，The clear lake holds the reflection of the Heaven.
何來南海潮，Whence does the tide of the South Sea come,
吹上西峰嶺。 which blows up to the Western Peak?
翠竹蔽蒙茸，Green bamboos shield the jumbled vegetation.
白雲穿窅窱。White clouds run through the hidden place.
提笻入竹行， [I] bring a staff as [I] walk into the bamboo forest.
清風散芙敲。The clear, refreshing wind blows away the lotus.
[山風弄清曉] The mountain wind plays with dawn.
龕火猶未明，The fire in the shrine is not yet bright.
梵唄生靈室。Buddhist chantings come from the luminous chamber [i.e.
Buddhist temple] .
庭樹何蒼蒼，How verdant the trees in the courtyard are!
白[回]頭看落日。I look back and see the sunset.
右東山十二景即錄其八。To the right: Twelves views of Mount Dong,
and I record here only eight of them.
From this vast amount of poetry, Zou selected eight out of twelve poems about the
views of Mount Dong. It is rare among the twenty two leaves in this album, or perhaps it
is the first time one finds such a direct reference to jing 景 (view). This will be extensively
discussed. It is crucial to us because of its immediate link to the issue of representation,
which is at the core of this dissertation. Zou’s poetry collection contains poems for the full
twelve views, according to which we can associate titles with the above eight anonymous
poems respectively: Surveying the distance from pavilion in the spring (Chun ting yuantiao
春亭遠眺), The cloud wave surging in clear day (Qing yong yun tao 晴湧雲濤), rising sun
and mist

(Xüri zheng xia 旭日蒸霞), Bronze drum transmitting sound (Tonggu

chuansheng 銅鼓傳聲), Green mountain and peak (Luofeng songcui 螺峰聳翠), Ox
crossing over the sound of tide (Niudu chaoyin 牛渡潮音), The path in bamboo forest and
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flowing cloud (Zhujing liuyun 竹逕流雲), Buddhist chanting and sunset (Fanyin xizhao 梵
音夕照).
Spring, cloud sea, sound of the drum, pine trees, lake, and chants, Zou Yigui
compiles a group of both visual and sonic perceptions pertinent to Mount Dong. By giving
each poem a poetic title, Zou conforms himself with the lyrical tradition of the literati,
categorizing the experience at Mount Dong, and arranging them into a set of, in this case,
twelve views. This suggests Zou’s attempt to domesticate the place of Mount Dong,
transforming it into a recognizable site by the literati which embodies a wide assortment of
Zou’s sentiments.
The painting, however, seems to speak most directly to the last poem. A group of
pine trees, a steep path way to the pavilion at the peak, and a standing rock constitute the
foreground. With a lake in the middle- and continuous mountains in the background, this
picture seems to capture a particular temporality: the red hue in the foreground rock as well
as in the remote mountain suggest a sunset moment. This is likely to be a pictoralization of
the final view about the chanting in the sunset. Although clouds, the cityscape and the very
perspective of surveying the landscape at the peak embodied in the poem are absent in this
leaf, the empty space in the middle leaves evokes such visions. The angle of the painting
is fashioned in a way that invites the viewers to see through the grove and the giant standing
rock, imagining the spectacular natural phenomenon taking place in the air by coalescing
the viewer him/herself with the poetic experience of Zou.

Mount Qianling 黔靈山 (Figure 2.19)
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Remaining popular and iconic today, Mount Qianling [Spirit of Guizhou
Mountain], located in western Guiyang, features “surrounding mountains with a steep and
narrow stone path tortuously leading to the top as a line 眾山環抱，石徑險仄，一線盤
旋而上.” This quote from Gujin tushu jicheng carries information still consistent with how
Mount Qianling looks nowadays. The excerpt then continues, “A magnificent shrine was
newly constructed in the twelfth year of the Kangxi reign [i.e. 1673]. It is a place to visit
and has a stela bearing inscriptions. 皇清康熙十二年新建祠宇宏麗，往來游觀之所，
有碑記.” Thus, Mount Qianling was already a recognized place in the seventeenth century,
frequented by people and with a temple on a peak, namely Hongfu Temple 弘福寺
established by Monk Chisong 赤松和尚 (1634-1706), which is still active today.
Over the past four hundred years, Mount Qianling never fails to attract the literati’s
attention. Numerous poems and essays have been dedicated to this place, including that of
Zou Yigui. In contrast to the objective tone in the local gazetteer, Zou Yigui composed a
poem emanating a rare sense of liberation and wandering; one must pay close attention in
order to unravel the dense, oftentimes elusive allusions before we make some remarks in
the end.

山不在高，[The importance of] mountain does not consist in its height.
有仙則靈，It is spiritual as long as an immortal resides therein.
不見希夷至今。I have not seen Master Xiyi so far.
在華山之內，Within Mount Hua,
高臥未醒。He still lies down and has not been awakened.
頭髮毿毿委地如盤雲，His hair is spread on the ground like swirling
clouds.
指爪裊裊環匣其形，His finger nails curl up surrounding a case.
未知神遊六合，I do not know whether he has wandered under the
heavens,
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而委蛻其枯槁乎。 transforming himself from his dried and haggard body?
抑得長生之訣，Or obtaining the secret of longevity,
而造乎不死之庭。thus has reached the hall of immortality?
眼前何處見太華亦少仙客來俜停，Where do I see the young immortal
with a beauty coming to Mount Hua?
昨于播也見三丰之跡，禮斗之亭。I was at Bo and saw the trace of
Sanfeng, and the pavilion of Worshipping the Big Dipper.
The poem begins with a direct quote from the Tang dynasty poet Liu Yuxi’s 劉禹
錫 (772-842) short essay Inscription of My Humble Chamber (Lou shi ming 陋室銘), “[The
significance of a] mountain does not lie in its height; it is spiritual as long as an immortal
resides therein. 山不在高，有仙則靈.” Zou Yigui here plays with the character ling 靈 as
in Mount Qianling 黔靈山. This character, as the core of the poem, then evocatively
triggers Zou past memories, specifically his journey to northwestern China during his early
years between 1772-1776.153 In this trip, Zou visited Mount Hua and painted a leaf which
is now preserved at Princeton University Art Museum (Figure 2.19.1). This journey might
be seen as a prelude to that of Guizhou, but we barely find comparable elements shared
between these two leaves either visually or literally.
Mount Hua is historically considered a sacred site for Daoism. Zou, however,
claims “I have not seen a spirit so far.不見希夷至今.” Xiyi 希夷 here has multiple
connotations. Laozi has a quote “That which [one] sees but cannot be seen is named yi, that
which [one] hears but cannot be heard is named xi 視之不見名曰夷，聽之不聞名曰希.”
Xiyi thus characterizes a mystical state, which was later extended to be referring to a Daoist
master such as that in the Tang dynasty Yuan Zhen’s 元稹 (779-831) poem “The Daoist
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Master Zhou burns incense and plays a qin 希夷周先生，燒香調琴心.” It is very likely
that Xiyi in Zou’s poem follows a similar use, alluding to a Daoist master. In this case, it
would be Master Chen Tuan 陳摶 (871-997), for he is alleged to be residing in Mount Hua
and his sobriquet is Master Xiyi. Chen is deemed an immortal, known for falling asleep for
days, and thus was named “sleeping immortal.” Meanwhile, this context helps us explicate
the line, “He still lies down and has not been awakened. 高臥未醒.”
The next four lines contain an implicit allusion to another Daoist canon, Zhuangzi.
To be specific, in the second chapter of Zhuangzi, “Discussion on Making All Things
Equal” (Qi wu lun 齊物論), Master Zhuang begins with the ensuing description of a Daoist
sage, Ziqi of South Wall:
Ziqi of South Wall sat leaning on his armrest, staring up at the sky and
breathing—vacant and far away, as though he’d lost his companion. Yan
Cheng Ziyou, who was standing by his side in attendance, said, “What is
this? Can you really make the body like a withered tree and the mind like
dead ashes? The man leaning on the armrest now is not the one who leaned
on it before!154
南郭子綦隱几而坐，仰天而噓，嗒焉似喪其耦。顏成子游立侍乎前，
曰：何居乎？形固可使如槁木，而心固可使如死灰乎？今之隱几者，
非昔之隱几者也。
“Vacant and far away,”“wither tree,” and “dead ashes” are characteristics
associated with a Daoist master who has attained wisdom, and to whom the bodily form is
no longer held dear. It is in the end of the same chapter that we find the most celebrated
parable in Zhuangzi, that Master Zhuang finds himself indistinguishable from a butterfly
in his dream, hence freeing himself from the corporeal constraint and attaining the utmost
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liberation through this miraculous transformation. This offers some context for Zou Yigui’s
line, “his dried and haggard body 而委蛻其枯槁乎,” which shares the same character gao
槁 as in the above Zhuangzi as in gaomu 槁木 meaning “withered tree.” Thus, one
explanation Zou gave to himself for not being able to witness Master Xiyi could be that the
immortal has already transformed.
Mount Hua also conjures up another figure of Daoism. Zou Yigui then sighs,
“Where do I see a young immortal with a beauty coming to Mount Hua? 眼前何處見太華
亦少仙客來俜停.” This line is perplexing and perhaps an implicit reference to the story of
Xiao Shi 簫史, an immortal living in Mount Hua, who appealed to Nongyu 弄玉, the
daughter of Duke Mu of Qin 秦穆公 (? - 621 BCE), in her dream as someone adept at
performing xiao pipes. They eventually met and blew pipes together, which enticed dragon
and phoenix to come; these two mystical creatures then bore them to heaven.
Without being able to see these two immortals as he visited Mount Hua a long while
ago, this first part of the poem marks Zou’s yearning for the “unseen” (bujian 不見). The
poem in the next section transits to what can be seen and to what took place in a more
recent past:

昨于播也見三丰之跡，禮斗之亭。I was at Bo, seeing the traces of
Sanfeng and the pavilion of Worshipping the Big Dipper.
高真古觀臨郊垧。The antique Gaozhen Daoist Temple is in the suburb.
井邊老桂枯復青，The old bay trees by the spring155 restore its verdancy.
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井 often means well, but after consulting the local gazetteer, it is more appropriate to be translated as
“spring,” or “pond” here.
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Zuo 昨 here does not necessarily mean yesterday but a recent past. It remains
uncertain about who and where Zou is addressing here because of the missing context. An
excerpt from the Qianlong version of the Provincial Gazetteer of Guizhou (revised based
on the Jiajing version) supplies some crucial background information.

對奕石 在府城西南福泉山後，張三丰與隆平侯張信常對奕於此 [...] 禮
斗亭 在府城内高眞觀中 浴仙池 在高眞觀内，為張三丰浴處，池畔有
古桂樹。
Duiyi Rock [literally, Rock for playing weiqi] is southwest of [Pingyue]
prefecture city and is behind Mount Fuquan. Zhang Sanfeng (1247-?) once
played weiqi with Marquis Longping, Zhang Xin (1362-1442). Lidou
[Worshipping the Big Dipper] Pavilion is inside Gaozhen Daoist Temple.
Yuxian [Immortal-Bathing] Pond is inside Gaozhen Daoist Temple; it is
where Zhang Sanfeng bathed. There is an old bay tree by the pond’s shore.
Mount Fuquan is in Pingyue Prefecture, in the region of Bo, where Zou once passed
by and painted the leaf Gejing Bridge (Figure 2.17). We may deduce from the above
excerpt that the “traces of Sanfeng,” namely, of the celebrated Daoist master Zhang
Sanfeng who founded the Wudang Sect in Hubei Province, include the rock on which
Zhang Sanfeng played weiqi, the pavilion where Zhang Sanfeng performed rituals to
worship the deity of the Big Dipper, Gaozhen Daoist Temple, and the pond. That the old
bay tree by the shore of the pond where Zhang Sanfeng bathed becomes green again attests
to the miraculous power of regeneration, a major theme in Daoism. And it is perhaps this
pond that leads Zou Yigui’s thought back to Mount Qianling. Back to Zou’s poem:

茲仙[山]何窈冥廓然，How dark and fathomless this mountain is,
巍然羅三寶，捫列星。which majestically displays Three Treasures and
touches numerous stars?
山僧老矣，扶我上層閣，扶危欞。The monk in the mountain is old. He
held my arm when climbing the path and holding the balustrade.
四峰圍抱如列屏，Mountains in four directions surround like screens.
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山下泉水清泠泠，The spring at the base of the mountain is pure and cool,
一呼一吸晝夜百度而不渟。which exhales and inhales throughout a day
for a hundred times with no cessation.
余歷遍羅國，I have travelled through the State of Luo,156
類多荒莽磔碣，which is mostly wild grass and towering rocks.
怪哉此山[泉]豈以是為黔山之靈。How unusual this mountain [spring] is.
Isn’t it considered the spirit of Qian mountains?
Zi 茲 (This), is like a finger pointing to Mount Qianling after a tortuous visionary
wandering in his memories. It is a spatial and temporal indicator, bringing the vision from
the distant and recent past back to the very present. This present is unfathomable and
formless at the outset, and soon acquires a specific form, the “Three Treasures (Triratna),”
namely Hongfu (Buddhist) Temple. It is high on the mountain peak, so it is strenuous to
reach (even so today).
Zou Yigui then shifts gear to a spring “which exhales and inhales throughout a day
for a hundred times with no cessation. 一呼一吸晝夜百度而不渟.” It is considered one of
the eight views of Guiyang 貴陽八景, titled Shengquan liuyun 聖泉流云 (Sacred spring,
flowing clouds) already mentioned in the Ming dynasty Guizhou tujing xinzhi 貴州圖經
新志 (New Maps and Treatises of Guizhou). This sacred spring is still extant, featuring the
rise and fall of the water level about eight times an hour, which amounts to literally more
than a hundred times a day. It is this spring which pulsates regularly like a living being that
distinguishes Mount Qianling from many other mountains Zou has visited before in
northwestern China (“State of Luo”) and helps to denote the character ling 靈 (spiritual).
The poem starts with ling and ends with the same character, as if Zou Yigui is
exploring the exact meaning of this character in Qianling shan (Mount Qianling). This
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practice, interestingly, aligns closely with the agenda of the intellectual movement,
evidential studies, prominent during the time of Qianlong and Jiajing, which is to quest for
the authentic meaning in classics. Zou attempts to search for the meaning of ling in the
progression of time, in both Daoist and Buddhist contexts. While Zou’s visit to Mount Hua
during his early years is marked by not seeing the Daoist immortals, his recent visit to
Mount Fuquan in Guizhou witnessed traces of an immortal, but it is, still, a mediated
encounter with the spiritual. The most direct testimony is the pulsation of the spring which
represents the rhythmic pattern of nature and life. Hence, alongside the layered temporal
experience, the poem presents the transition from “not seeing” (bujian) to “seeing” (jian),
and thus Mount Qianling marks a point of revelation in his long journey of locating ling.
The second note is based on a careful reading of the image. If the spring is at the
center of this poetic writing, we would be mostly struck by the absence of a spring in the
picture. We may compare Zou’s work with that by Wanyan Linqin 完顏麟慶 (1791-1846),
a bannerman and Qing official in the late Qing. The book published in the nineteenth
century, Hongxue yinyuan tuji 鴻雪因緣圖記 (The illustrated record of the wild swan’s
trial in the snow) contains a print titled Qianling yan quan 黔靈驗泉 (Investigating the
spring in Mount Qianling), where the spring on the left is depicted prominently, sheltered
by a delicate pavilion with an elaborate memorial arch at the front (Figure 2.19.2). As the
spring was deemed important since the Ming dynasty, we however could not find even a
slight inkling of its presence in Zou’s leaf. And if we examine the poem closely, we would
notice that the character quan (spring) in Zou’s poetry collection was replaced with shan
(mountain) on the leaf. Although this modification allows a more consistent
correspondence between the inscription and image on the same leaf, it nevertheless results
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in a disconnection from the previous line and in an awful tautology (“How unusual this
mountain is. Isn’t it considered the spirit of Qian mountains? 怪哉此山豈以是為黔山之
靈”). In any case, this change suggests that Zou attempts to re-center the leaf, which is
primarily about the mountain not the spring.
Finally, the poem ends with a note “I completed the picture later in a cool autumn
in the Guihai year of the Qianlong reign [i.e. eighth year of Qianlong reign, 1743]. 癸亥涼
秋補圖.” This sidepoint importantly sheds light on Zou’s painting process: Not all
paintings in the album were completed during his journey, that is to say, when his memory
was vivid. This leaf, however, was completed after his return to Beijing based presumably
on a sketch or a distant memory. In other words, a realistic rendering is not his primary
concern. What, then, propels him to make such an announcement? To provide a reasonable
excuse for any possible visual misinformation in the painting or else?

Xueya Cave 雪崖洞 (Figure 2.20)

雪崖洞 俗名薛家洞，在府城次南門外里許金杯玉盞坡前，明時建寺
洞上舊有玉皇殿，殿額為純陽眞人仙蹟，前為三官殿，左有亭奉眞人
像名來仙亭，歲久傾圮。乾隆五年布政使陳德榮謂郡城風水攸關，改
其制而新之，復於洞右甃石為臺建來仙閣，又增建靈官閣，移寺門東
向並設廊廡，中植竹木遂成勝境。
Xueya Cave is called by people as Xuajia Cave [literally Xue family Cave].
it is located in front of Jinbeiyuzhan Slope, which is several li outside Cinan
Gate of the city [i.e. Guiyang]. Back in Ming time, there was a Jade Emperor
Hall above the cave, with a tablet inscribed “Chunyang zhenren xianji
[Trace of the Daoist Master Chunyang].” Three Deities Hall [i.e. Deities of
the Heaven, Earth and Water respectively] was at the front. A pavilion on
the left which houses the image of the Daoist master was called Laixian
[Coming Immortal] Tower and has long been collapsed. In the fifth year of
Qianlong reign [i.e. 1740], Provincial Administration Commission Chen
Rongde deemed that [Xueya Cave] mattered to the fengshui of the city, so
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he altered its arrangement and renovated it. He then re-built Laixian Tower
on a brick platform to the right of the cave, with an addition of a Lingguan
Tower [i.e. Tower of the Deity Wang Lingguan 王靈官, a deity of
protection in Daoism]. [Chen] moved the temple gate so it faced east; he
also added a corridor there. Bamboo and trees were planted which gave rise
to a wonderland.
The excerpt continues with the commemoration of another renovation taking place
during the Daoguang reign (1820-1850), which is almost a century later than Zou’s time
and hence less pertinent here. But it is clear that instead of addressing Xueya Cave’s
significance and its association with Daoism, the gazetteer pays much attention to the
shifting layout of the temple over years, which is an implicit manner to show the
achievements of the local officials.
Zou Yigui chose a rather different perspective of representation. His inscription is
composed of two poems from a group of four titled Deng Laixiange you Xueyadong sishou
登來仙閣遊雪崖洞四首 (Four poems about climbing Laixian Tower and visiting Xueya
Cave) in his poetry collection. This title suggests Zou’s focus on his own experience during
the visit at Xueya Cave.
劖崖營傑閣，The steep cliff surrounds a splendid pavilion.
突兀傍城偎。 which is prominent alongside the city wall.
曲蹬盤雲上，I tortuously ascend the coiled clouds.
朱欞耀日開。Sun shines through the red lattice.
遠煙青嶂嶺，The distant mist is around the summit of the green
mountains.
秋色在樓臺。The autumn scenery is on the tower.
隱約聞笙鶴，[I] hear the faint sound of reed pipe and cranes.
仙人自去來。 Immortals come and go freely.
This is the first poem of the group of four, revolving around his visit at Laixian
Tower. At the outset, Zou saw the tower from afar, noticing its outstanding appearance by
the cliff; the spatial mark of “by the city wall” is interesting for it accentuates a Daoist
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connotation that is distant from the human realm. As the opening two lines describe the
exterior of the tower, the following two address the view while climbing the building. Even
if it was not made explicit, the last half of the poem speaks about the viewing experience
as Zou has reached the top of the tower through which he had the vision of “distant mist.”
The height seems to permit his connection with the transcendent realm so he can faintly
hear the sound of cranes and envision the come and go of immortals. While the gazetteer
offers no explanation about why the tower was called Laixian, Zou’s poem annotated this
name through his own experience: a tower distant from the human realm not only because
it lies outside but because its height allows the Daoist fascination.
笻竹枝為伴，The bamboo staff is my companion.
牂牁月是家。The moon of Zangke [i.e. Guizhou] is my home.
六年邊地客，I have been the traveller in a land at the margin for six years.
一席小春花。 [I see] a bunch of little flowers blooming in the spring.
倚檻臨清漱[瀬]， [I] lie against the balustrade and face clear rapids.
停杯看落霞。 I pause my drink and contemplate the rosy clouds of the
sunset.
遙程計歸雁， The distant journey tests the returning geese.
萬里愧星槎。Ten thousand li makes the heavenly inferior.
As the last poem of the four, this one is not so much about Laixian Tower or Xueya
Cave as about Zou’s nostalgia. “Bamboo staff” as his companion and “moon” as his home
highlight the austerity and solitude of living in the “land of margin” for six years. The poem
soon transitions to the image of “little flowers blooming in the spring;” this seasonal
transition from “autumn scenery is on the tower” in the previous poem to the spring in this
one adds a hopeful and cheerful tone. Nevertheless, in the last half of the poem, Zou sits
by a stream near Xueya Cave, solitarily savoring his nostalgia condensed in a cup of wine
and in the color of sunset haze at distance.
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The image observes this place of Xueya Cave, again, from another distinct vantage
point. Instead of showing this place from a personal viewpoint, the picture, like many other
leaves in this album, depicts the place from afar with the focus on the cave at the center. It
features the unusual configuration of a monumental rocky arch, with one end penetrating
into the water. A building complex composed of several multi-storied towers can be
discerned near the cave, which is presumably Laixian Tower. With a mountain behind, the
picture depicts a segment of the city wall in the background, together with the fishermen
on the stream, accentuating an otherworldly quality of this site. As the inscription
singularly narrates Zou Yigui’s experience of Xueya Cave and his sentimental interiority,
the image contrasts or compliments the poems through an expansive scope, highlighting
the landscape novelty in Guizhou that fosters his Daoist imagination.

Mount Zhaobi 照壁山 (Figure 2.21)

In the north of the city, there is another scenic spot called Mount Xiangbao.
Together with Mount Qianling and Mount Dong, they are the three famous mountains in
the city of Guiyang. Similar to the former two, Mount Xiangbao also features a temple
complex at its peak. According to the excerpts from Gujin tushu jicheng:

相寶山 在城東北，俗名照壁，排雲列嶂儼若翠屏，與東山對峙，上
有梵宇，頗稱名勝。
Mount Xiangbao is located in the northeast of the city. It is commonly called
as Zhaobi [literally, screen wall, an architectural component facing the front
gate of a temple or a mansion.]. It is [so high that] it wards off clouds; the
continuous mountains are like a jade-color screen, facing Mount Dong. The
mountain has a Buddhist temple, which is a scenic spot.
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照壁山寺 在城北照壁山上，明崇禎九年巡按馮晉卿建，皇清康熙七
年增修。
Zhaobishan Temple is located at Mount Zhaobi in the north of the city. It
was built in the ninth year of Chongzhen reign [i.e. 1636] by the Regional
Inspector Feng Jinqing and renovated in the seventh year of Kangxi reign
[i.e. 1668] during the Qing.
These two records offer crucial context for the image, in which a building complex
is depicted on the plateau at the mountain peak. Despite having no evident characteristics
of a Buddhist monastery, such as a pagoda, the architecture may be identified as
Zhaobishan Temple. The buildings on the flat platform at the peak are conspicuously large,
overseeing the screen-like mountain in the front, the ground covered by dense mist, and a
city wall encircling households scattered around. This mountain has a rather flat façade,
which gives rise to its name Mount Zhaobi, and is set in contrast by the distant mountains
executed by ink wash and the empty space formed by the fog in the foreground, which
makes the mountain body outstanding in the picture. The tortuous city wall in the front is
comparable to the edge of a theater stage, accentuating the singular presence of Mount
Zhaobi.
The dense mist which obscures the base of the mountain, highlights its
extraordinary height. Moreover, the empty space on the bottom, in Zou’s imagination,
imitates water while the flat mountain mimics a sail of a boat, advancing in the ocean of
mist. Hence Zou envisions, “The sail is extended but [I] have not seen the boat. 帆開未見
舟.” The poem then proceeds by shifting to a close examination of this mountain.

遊人常面壁，Travellers are often facing the wall.
落日好登樓。It is a good time to mount the tower at sunset.
萬井容窗隙，Ten thousand households, fitted into the lattice of windows.
千峰插按頭。Thousand peaks, planted on the desk.
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率然環雉蝶[拱]，How swift the wall that encircles the city;
卓爾畫屏秋。 How outstanding the painted screen of autumn.
拂蘚尋題句， [I] caress mosses to search inscriptions,
憑蘭恣遠眸。against the balustrade, which permits my sight into the
distance.
Despite being not explicitly stated, it is likely that Zou climbed the mountain
because he caressed “mosses to find inscriptions.” Those inscriptions are extant
nowadays.157 They can be found in the middle of the mountain. At sunset, Zou climbed the
mountain. The unhindered view of ten thousands households, continuous mountains, and
the overall contour of city wall suggests Zou may be in a building at the summit, or perhaps
one of the buildings depicted on the mountain top.
嘯空宜舞鶴，The sky is apt for dancing cranes.
飛杖欲乘虬。Flying staff is inclined to ride a dragon.
新月城笳動，On the crescent day, jia [a reed instrument] was played in
the city.
疏鐘梵唄幽。The sparse bell and Buddhist chanting are from the deep.
歸來衫袖重，As [I] return, my clothes become heavy [due to the sweat].
攜稿上鳴騶。[I] hold my draft and mount the horse.
The height of Mt. Zhaobi fosters the imaginations of “cranes” and “dragon,” which
are Daoist icons of the ascension to heaven, as in the hagiography of Wang Ziqiao 王子喬
in Lie xian zhuan 列仙傳 (Hagiographies of Immortals) by Liu Xiang 劉向 (77 BCE - 6
BCE). The juxtaposition of moon and the musical instrument jia is related to poems written
at the frontier, such as the one by Kuang Lu 鄺露 (1605-1640), “Jia was blown again. The
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According to Ji (Rengwang) 继(仍王) Zha 查, “Xiangbaoshan si ti 相宝山四题 [Four Inscriptions at

Mount Xiangbao],” Guiyang Wenshi 贵阳文史 [Literature and History of Guiyang], no. 04 (2000): 81–
84., only two of the inscriptions are of clear dates, which are Xianfeng and Guangxu reigns. They are
inscribed later than Zou’s time, but it is possible that two other inscriptions which are not dated prior to
Zou’s time because according to the gazetteer cited above, Mount Zhaobi was already recognized as an
important site in the Ming dynasty.
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moon of Han [i.e. the central plain as opposed to the frontier] returns to the sky and shines
胡笳吹復起，漢月照還空.” The line “On the crescent day, jia [a reed instrument] was
played in the city 新月城笳動” may conjure up the same sentiment of sorrow and nostalgia
as in the frontier poetry, and in this case, Guizhou becomes the frontier remote from Zou’s
home.
The sound of bell and chanting from Zhaobishan Temple is mingled with that of jia
from the city, and they were skillfully put into contrast in various ways: the former comes
from the mountain top, that which is close to heaven, while the latter is from the base, the
mundane realm; as the latter embodies his nostalgia, his attachment to his hometown, the
former features a sense of detachment. This pair of opposition is further stressed by his
word choice between dong 動 (animated, vivid) and shu 疏 (sparse). Finally, when Zou
returned, he found his garment heavier, perhaps owing to the sweat as he descended from
the high mountain top. Zou brought his gao 稿, an ambivalent term which could be
manuscripts of his poems or drafts of his painting, or both, concluding the poem with an
undetermined departure: where would he head? This leads us to our final leaf of the album,
Hanbi Lake.

Hanbi Lake 涵碧潭 (Figure 2.22)

Looking down in the height, Lake Hanbi pictures a wide field of water that recedes
sinuously in the distance. This bird-eye view captures two arc-like bridges across the lake,
with a towering multi-storied pavilion standing almost at the center of the image. This
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building is famously known today as Jiaxiu Pavilion 甲秀樓 [literally, Pavilion of Prime
Grace]. According to Gujin tushu jicheng, it is “below the dike in the south of the city,
facing down Hanbi Lake. It is tall and outstanding, like a pillar standing in the middle of
the river. During the Wanli reign (1572-1620) of Ming, the Grand Coordinator Jiang
Dongzhi (?-1599) ordered the construction in order to foster fengshui. [The pavilion] was
later destroyed. 在城南堤下臨涵碧潭，峻傑崔巍，為中流砥柱，明萬曆時，巡撫江
東之建以培風水，後毀.” The pavilion, however, does seem to be destroyed according to
Zou’s image. In fact, Gujin tushu jicheng, the source of the above passage, was compiled
between 1700 to 1725, prior to Zou’s journey to Guizhou, and thus it is likely that the
pavilion was restored during that time.
Although this leaf was not titled Jiaxiu Pavilion, it plays a crucial role in Zou
Yigui’s inscription. Similar to the poem in the leaf Mount Qianling, the inscription in this
leaf is charged with considerable allusions that demands a close examination; the
understanding of this leaf relies crucially on a competent grasp of its unspecified
biographical and political contexts.

休夸辟棘自唐蒙，Do not accolade that it is since Tang Meng that the
thorns [on the way to Guizhou] are cleared up.
聖代車書僰粵通。At this time, carriages and writings are universally
implemented in the regions of Bo and Yue.
陶逕娛賓聊假日，The recluse entertains the guest to spend the days.
庾樓成唱續高風。The song from the Tower of Yu succeeds the wind in
the high.
Tang Meng, a Han official who reached Guizhou in the second century BCE as part
of the southward expansion of the Han dynasty (202 BCE -220 CE), represents one of the
earliest contacts with Guizhou from the central plain. “Clearing up the thorns” is a
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metaphor for establishing connection, and by saying “do not accolade,” Zou Yigui here is
alluding to another figure who may have achieved even greater deeds than Tang Meng.
And thanks to this person, Guizhou has been fully incorporated into the empire, signaled
by the unified standard of cheshu 車書 (carriages and writings). In Book of Rites, “Now all
under heaven has the same width between the wheels of the carriage and same writing
system 今天下車同軌，書同文.” And thus the same cheshu signifies a united empire.
As a result, people in Guizhou were living a joyful and prosperous life. Taojing 陶
逕 (the path of Tao) originates from Tao Yuanming’s 陶淵明 (365–427) celebrated essay,
Guiqu lai xi 歸去來兮 (Return!), describing his pursuit of reclusion which has a line: “three
paths are almost bleak, but pine trees and chrysanthemums still grow 三逕就荒，松菊猶
存.” Tao is soliciting his close friends to visit his house during his reclusion, and later
Taojing becomes a reference to the residence of a hermit. By evoking this literary trope,
Zou Yigui is not only stressing the seclusion of Guizhou with respect to other regions of
the empire, but describing the harmony and peace one enjoyed as the benefits of the
unification. The Tower of Yu originally refers to the building allegedly constructed by Yu
Liang 庾亮 (289-340), a high-ranking official of Eastern Jin (266–420), but it could refer
to delicate buildings such as Jiaxiu Pavilion in this context. “Song from the tower” thus
delineates a careless and joyful scene at Hanbi Lake.

卷簾花色三秋候，I scrolled the curtain and the color of flowers has
already been waiting for me for three years.
憑欄霞光萬嶺中。[I] lie against the balustrade, and the rosy cloud at
sunset is found amid myriad peaks.
試跨雙虹看題柱，[I] attempt to cross the arch-like bridge to see pillars
bearing inscriptions.
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袞衣今日正思公。The emperor is now thinking of the honorable you.
This part of the poem proceeds to Zou’s meditations. Sanqiu 三秋 carries
ambivalent references, which could be nine months, three months of autumn (namely the
seventh, eighth and ninth month of a year), or three autumns, i.e. three years. It is more
likely to fathom the latter possibility, provided that this poem, according to the last line,
was written in 1738, which marks the end of his three-year term in Guizhou. Zou is not
explicit about his sentiment at this moment, but simply projecting his vision into the distant
rosy cloud disappearing amid remote mountains, a gesture tinted with a gentle melancholy.
He then shifts his vision to something relatively approachable to him, the “pillar bearing
inscription.” The inscription triggers that the figure from the onset of this poem, whose
achievement is so great that the emperor would commemorate him, remains implicit.

(樓前有鐵柱記西林相公平蠻績。) (There is an iron pillar in front of the
pavilion that bears the inscription about the accomplishment of Minister
Duke Sirin who pacified the savages.)
This line discloses the identity of this unnamed figure. The parenthesis indicates
those characters were originally written in smaller size so as to distinguish themselves from
the main text. They are the annotation, supplying the context for the above poem. Lou 樓
is short for Jiaxiu Lou, and the pillar in front of the pavilion is commemorating the deed
“Minister Duke Sirin,” an honorific reference to the governor-general of Guizhou, Ortai,
who is the protagonist of the above poem.
The pillar fortunately survives nowadays, and is kept in custody in Guizhou
Provincial Museum. It was removed from its original site in the 1950s because it collides
with the ethnic policy of Repulican China, which is to promote peace and solidarity among
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various ethnic groups.158 The inscription, which is not specified in Zou’s poem, is legible,
which allows us to investigate what Zou read three centuries ago:

銘曰
帝德光被，臣功赫煜。八萬古州，生苗帖服。鎔干銷戈，鐵柱矗矗，
表烈垂謨，載瞻載肅
雍正十年歲次壬子孟冬月上浣吉旦
少保和殿大學士兼兵部尚書總督雲南貴州廣西三省軍務世襲一等伯鄂
公爾泰字西林紀功鐵柱
貴州通省士庶民苗人等公立
鐵人頭人楊一清等159
The inscription reads:
All under heaven is covered by the light of imperial virtue. The
accomplishment of the minister is glorious and splendid. All Miao people
in Bawanguzhou [i.e. nowadays Rongjiang District in southeastern
Guizhou] are now obedient. [We] melt shields and spears to make this iron
pillar that stands upright. [It] commends the achievements and perpetuates
the tactics, to which [people] will look upon and pay homage.
The tenth year of Yongzheng reign [i.e. 1732], i.e. the year of Renzi, on the
first day of the first ten-day period of the tenth month.
The Pillar of Commemorating the Accomplishments of Ortai, the Vice
Grand Secretary at the Hall of Preservation of Harmony, and Minister of
War, Governor-general of Military Affairs of Yunnan, Guizhou and
Guangxi Provinces, Hereditary First-ranked Earl, whose style name is Sirin.
All scholar-officials, commoners, Miao people, and others of Guizhou
Province established [this pillar] collectively
The head of smiths, Yang Yiqing, and others
The inscription on the pillar contains two layers of meaning. On the one hand, it
affirms and extols Ortai’s accomplishment of suppressing the rebellions in 1732 as the
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result of Yongzheng emperor's implementation of replacing the tusi system with the central
bureaucracy. On the other hand, because the pillar is claimed to be made of the confiscated
weapons, and demands all people, including Miao, to look upon it, the pillar in some way
deters future revolts.
The poem continues with another half which centers on a different figure,

朗照如君真月鑑，The moon shines brightly upon you [through the lake
reflection] like a mirror.
余波贈我亦天紳。The stream presents me with a ribbon from heaven as a
gift.
偶於黔地[筑國]歌三疊， [I] randomly composed songs in Qian
[Guizhou],
并想燕臺少一人。 and thought that one person might have been missing
in Beijing.
(阮亦有兄在京)160 (Ruan Xuejun has a brother in Beijing)
薄宦自憐增白髮，Humbly I take pity on myself, adding more grey hair.
亂山猶喜隔紅塵。 Mountains are particularly convivial for they separate
me from the red dust.
回瞻帝闕無多別，I look back at the imperial city, from which I have not
long departed.
遙約梅花綻早春。I made a promise with the plum trees [in Beijing] about
blooming in the early spring.
戊午九日登甲秀樓送阮主試，即依贈韻 The ninth day in 1738,
mounting Jiaxiu Tower and seeing off the Examination Official Ruan
Xuejun, [the poem is] in zeng rhyme
一桂 Yigui
The second half of the poem is dedicated, according to Zou, to the “Examination
Official Ruan” and he composed it while mounting the Jiaxiu Pavilion. This vague
identification requires an arduous search among historical documents to come to the
possibility that the figure is Ruan Xuejun 阮學濬, “Compiler in Hanlin Academy, native
of Shanyang District, Metropolitan Graduate of Guichou year [i.e. 1733, eleventh year of
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the Yongzheng reign], Examining Official in a civil service recruitment examination in the
Wuwu year [i.e. 1738] 翰林院編修山陽縣人癸丑進士戊午科正主考.” This excerpt from
the Provincial Gazetteer of Guizhou Province published in the sixth year of the Qianlong
reign, suggests that Ruan Xuejun is “a native of Shanyang District,” a district of Jiangsu
Province from which Zou also originated; this may shed light on the connection between
Ruan and Zou owing to the birthplace. Besides, “Wuwu year” in the gazetteer matches Zou
Yigui’s inscription, which states that Ruan was the examiner in 1738. Ruan’s identity is
further confirmed if we take into account the line, “thought that one person might have
been missing in Beijing. 并想燕臺少一人.” Although Zou has not written on the leaf, we
can find an annotation which reads, “Ruan has a brother in Beijing 阮亦有兄在京.” Ruan’s
brother here refers to Ruan Xuehao 阮學浩, who was a Metropolitan Graduate in the eighth
year of Yongzheng reign [i.e. 1730] and was also working in the Hanlin Academy. Thus,
the missed one “in Beijing” would be Ruan Xuejun’s brother Ruan Xuehao.
Although the poem is a dedication to Examiner Ruan, it is not solely about Ruan
Xuejun himself. It starts with the images, such as the shining moon and “ribbon from
heaven” describing Hanbi Lake. Ruan Xuejun’s brother in Beijing, then, reminds Zou of
himself, who takes “pity on myself which adds more grey hair 薄宦自憐增白髮.” He
sympathized with the solitary self and longed for Beijing. However, the mountains that
“seperate from the red dust” denotes the seclusion of place; Zou was there at the moment.
He “made a promise with the plum trees [at Beijing] about blooming in the early spring 遙
約梅花綻早春,” suggesting he is much prepared for the anticipated return to Beijing which
allows him to catch up with the plum blossom in the spring. Therefore, as a proclaimed
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dedication to Ruan, the poem inscribed Zou’s solitude, nostalgia, and yearning at the
conclusion of his three-year term.
Zou, however, has not waited for the most desirable answer he anticipated. We read
the following line in Guiyang Prefecture Gazetteer published during the Xianfeng reign
(1831-1861), “In the eight month, Examiners Ruan Xuejun and Zhu Fa arrived (The
Compiler of the Hanlin Academy, native of Shanyang [District] of Jiangsu Province, Ruan
Xuejun was the Chief Examiner. The Secretary of the Ministry of Justice, native of
Wucheng of Zhejiang Province, Zhu Fa was the Vice Examiner). Zou Yigui remained in
office 八月主考官阮學濬朱發至 (以翰林院編修江蘇山陽阮學濬為貴州正主考，刑
部主事浙江烏城朱發副之) 學政鄒一桂留任.”
The Qianlong emperor ordered Zou to stay for another three years, and as in the
last leaf of Landscape Contemplating Me, this is how the pictorial journey of Zou Yigui
ends: his unfulfilled wishes, indulged nostalgia and melancholy, a personal note that will
be addressed in the conclusion.

Conclusion

After examining each leaf in detail, an overall reading of Landscape Contemplating
Me leads to three main questions, some of which have already surfaced. Why are those
twenty-two scenes chosen? Answering this also requires that we ask if Zou follows the
already established scenery of Guizhou, requiring that we also must survey the ways in
which Guizhou was represented in history, in local gazetteers and other sources of
materials. The second main question concerns the history and political agenda in the album.
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Considering that Zou’s trip to Guizhou was launched a few years after Ortai’s conquest of
the local regimes and brutal suppressions of waves of rebellions, how did this vivid history
get written in the album? The last main question is the interpretation of the title Landscape
Contemplating Me? What does it mean? Is it a mere rhetoric as treated by Hu Xiaozhen?161

Sceneries of Guizhou

Surveying the Materials

Landscape Contemplating Me contains twenty-two pictorial leaves, which are also
twenty-two different scenes chosen by Zou. How did he make the choice? One way to
answer is to examine representations of Guizhou in coeval geographical writings, and to
decide if they have shared sets of sceneries.
Shi Jizhong’s article provides a comprehensive survey of extant geographic
documents about Guizhou, ranging from Ming to the republican era, official to privately
sponsored, provincial to local levels, by Chinese and Japanese scholars.162 The vast amount
of information occludes us from pursuing each source thoroughly, so for the sake of this
research, I limit the documents to those from Ming (1368-1644) to Qing (1644-1911), on
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the provincial level, and commissioned both officially and privately, so as to give a more
balanced selection.163
Ming dynasty marks the dawn of the gazetteer production in Guizhou because it
was not established as a province until the eleventh year of the Yongle reign [i.e. 1413].
There were only four major government-commissioned gazetteers at that time: Guizhou
tujing xinzhi 貴州圖經新志 (New Maps and Treatises of Guizhou) published during the
Hongzhi reign 弘治, together with Jiajing, Wanli and Chongzhen versions of Guizhou
tongzhi 貴州通志 (Provincial Gazetteer of Guizhou). Private publications include Wang
Shixing’s 王世性 Qian zhi 黔志 (Record of Guizhou) and Guo Zizhang’s 郭子章 (15431618) Qian ji 黔記 (Record of Guizhou) as well as Qian cao (Manuscripts about Guizhou).
The number of gazetteers spiked during the Qing dynasty. Eight provincial
gazetteers were composed, which doubled the amount produced in the Ming. During
Kangxi’s reign alone, there are three versions of Guizhou tongzhi: 33-volume, 36-volume,
and 36-volume amended editions. Five other versions include: Qianlong 36-volume
Guizhou zhigao 貴州志稿 (Manuscript of the Record of Guizhou), Qianlong 36-volume
Guizhou tongzhi, Qianlong 14-volume Guizhou zhilüe 贵州志略 (Concise Record of
Guizhou), Xuantong Guizhou tongzhi gaoben 贵州通志稿本 (Manuscript of Provincial
Gazetteer of Guizhou). Private publications include Tian Wen’s Qian shu, You Faxian’s
猶法賢 Qian shi 黔史 (History of Guizhou), Zhang Shu’s 張澍 Xu Qian shu 續黔書
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(Supplement to Book of Guizhou), Li Zongfang’s Qian ji, Aibida’s Qiannan shi lue, Luo
Raodian’s 羅繞典 Qiannan zhifang ji lue 黔南职方纪略 (Concise Record of the Southern
Guizhou Territory), Wu Zhenyu’s 吳振棫 Qian yu 黔語 (Talks about Guizhou).
However, not all provincial level writings include sections regarding the
representation of Guizhou; even if some of them do, they show replications, such as
Guizhou tujing xinzhi and Jiajing and Republican versions of Guizhou tongzhi, and I will,
in such cases, select the earlier version. As a result, the ensuing discussion will be focused
on the following five to delineate the history of sceneries of Guizhou from Ming to Qing:
Guizhou tujing xinzhi, Wanli version of Guizhou tongzhi, Guo Zizhang’s Qian cao, Kangxi
(1697 version) of Guizhou tongzhi, and Hongxue yinyuan tuji 鴻雪因緣圖記 (Illustrations
of Tracks in the Snow). Hongxue yinyuan tuji is a book combining both printed images and
travel writings published in the nineteenth century by the Manchu Bannerman Linqing 麟
慶 (1791–1846). Although composed a century later than Zou’s album, this work is still
relevant to this research for it increases the range of sources and allows us to situate Zou’s
album in a broader time range. Investigating how different geographic texts represent
Guizhou and how they interact would be the goal of the following discussion; a competent
response to this answer would permit us to better grasp what constitutes Zou’s views.

Eight views of Guiyang in Guizhou tujing xinzhi
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A close translation of “scenery” in Chinese would be jing 景. Perhaps the first
record of the scenery can be discerned in the earliest surviving government-sponsored
gazetteer, Guizhou tujing xinzhi, titled “Eight Views of Guiyang” (Guiyang bajing 貴陽八
景). Even if Guizhou tujing xinzhi is a provincial gazetteer, it contains no views other than
those of Guiyang, which is the geographic center of the province. This formulation of eight
views is not an utterly new phenomenon; it can be traced back to the Song dynasty (9601279), with an outstanding example of Song Di’s 宋迪 painting, The Eight Views of Xiao
And Xiang, which renders eight scenes along the Xiao and Xiang Rivers. Song’s
contemporary, Shen Kuo 沈括 (1031-1095), noted down his painting and specified the
names of each view in the book titled Mengxi bitan 夢溪筆談 (Brush Conversations).164
However, only seven of the eight views of Guiyang survived in Guizhou tujing
xinzhi. Hongqiao chunzhang 虹橋春漲 (Rainbow bridge, rise of water in spring) is related
to the seasonal elevation of the water level of Nanming River, a major waterflow that runs
through the city. Hongqiao is short for Jihong qiao 霽虹橋 (Rainbow Bridge), a bridge
that is over Nanming River and was depicted in Zou Yigui’s leaf Hanbi Lake. Shengquan
liuyun 聖泉流云 (Sacred spring, flowing clouds) features the pulsating spring in Mount
Qianling, a place also rendered in Zou’s Mount Qianling. Tonggu yiai 銅鼓遺愛 (The
bequeathed beloved bronze drum) is associated with the legend of Zhuge Liang 諸葛亮
(221-263) who left a bronze drum in a cave during his military campaign to the south, and
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the cave is known today as Immortal Cave (Xianren dong 仙人洞).165 Yaguan shijie 鴉關
使節 (Envoy at Ya Pass) is in the north of Guiyang and lies on the route to Sichuan. Shifeng
jiangtai 狮峰将台 (Mount Shi and the general’s platform) is about the Ming dynasty
general, Fu Youde 傅有德 (?-1394), who inspected troops on a platform in Mount Shi
during his military campaign to the south. Lingquan yinyue 靈泉印月 (Numinous spring
reflects the moon) refers to an unusual well in Daxing Monastery 大興寺 which can retain
the reflection of the moon even if it has moved away. Longjing qiuyin 龍井秋陰 (Long
Well, cloudy day in the autumn) is related to a well in Longjing Alley whose water has a
superior taste.
Several remarks can be made about these seven views in Guizhou tujing xinzhi.
Firstly, there is no single entry in the gazetteer listing all views at once. Instead, they are
interspersed and merely appear in small characters as annotations of pertinent sites. For
instance, Longjing qiuyin 龍井秋陰 is written under the entry Longjing 龍井; Lingquan
yinyue 靈泉印月 is under Lingquan 靈泉. What follows each of the eight views is often a
poem elaborating the scene, suggesting an adoption of the poetic tradition in the
composition of authoritative texts. This may not come as a surprise at all, for the compilers
and composers of the gazetteer were also literati. Finally, each view is lyrical and was
rendered in the four-character format, a practice that is comparable to that of Eight Views
of Xiao and Xiang.
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How were the eight views chosen? What made these places special? Some of them,
such as Tonggu yiai, Shifeng jiangtai, and Yaguan shijie, are scenes of historical and
military significance (the first one is related to the southern campaign of Zhuge Liang, the
second to the Ming dynasty general inspecting troops, the third to a strategic spot).
Lingquan yinyue and Longjing qiuyin are spring and well, respectively; they are
outstanding for their unusual features (pulsation of the spring, high quality water from the
well); this emphasis on the water could also be related to the tea culture among literati,
since water from the spring was used in fine teas. Hongqiao chunzhang was chosen perhaps
owing to its association with the important river of the city. Similarly, Shengquan liuyun,
Tonggu yiai and Shifeng jiangtai were chosen because they stand for Mount Qianling,
Mount Dong, and Mount Shi, which are major mountains in the city. That the compilers
chose specific poetic scenes to stand for the place at large suggests that the names of the
views have, in fact, rhetorical significance, maintaining metonymic relations to the actual
landscape; that is to say, the compilers used a specific part to allude to the larger whole
(the bridge to the river, the cave to the mountain, etc.) And finally, unlike the eight views
of Guiyang formed in the Republican era which are mostly concentrated in the southern
city, this set represents a balanced selection that is evenly distributed in every direction:
Yaguan shijie on the north, Tonggu yiai on the east, Hongqiao chunzhang on the south,
Shengquan liuyun, Shifeng jiangtai on the west, Lingquan yinyue, Longjing qiuyin in the
center, which implies an overall cartographic grasp of the urban space of the gazetteer
compilers.
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Ten Views of Guiyang in Wanli Guizhou tongzhi

The later version of Guizhou tongzhi published in the twenty-fourth year of the
Wanli reign [i.e. 1597] inherited the previous set of seven views (nominally eight views)
and expanded it by adding three more: Dongshan shenggai 東山勝概 (Grand spectacle of
Mount Dong), Cangjia yizong 藏甲遺蹤 (Hidden armor and left traces), Guizhu qingfeng
貴竹清風 (Bamboo of Guiyang in the breeze). The first scene is related to Mount Dong
according to its title, and the second to a historical legend, following the incident that
happened during Zhuge Liang’s southern campaign when one of the generals, Wang Zhi
王志, captured a local gentry named Yong Kai 雍闓, seized his armor and put it in the
cave. The third is a rather generic title whose poem in the annotation does not offer more
concrete information about its location. These new scenes are then followed by the old
seven views, resulting in “Ten Views of Guiyang” (Guiyang shijing 貴陽十景). And based
on this observation, we may deduce that the eight views of Guizhou were already
incomplete to compilers in the Wanli period.
Instead of coining utterly new ten views, the Wanli Guizhou tongzhi showcases the
heritage from the previous geographic writing, which affirms the significance of Guizhou
tujing xinzhi. On the other hand, Wanli Guizhou tongzhi was reluctant to repeat (as the
Jiajing version of Guizhou tongzhi did) and renovated the set by adding three more.
Although the new scenes follow the four-character format, some of the ideas behind the
view-creation are quite distinct.
Each of the eight views of Guiyang focuses on either particular things (bridge,
spring, well, bronze drum, a pass) or events (Zhuge Liang’s story, general inspecting
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troops), which is crucial to maintain the metonymic relations with the larger place where
they are located in. In contrast, the newly-added Dongshan shenggai is a very broad
reference, exposing the location directly. Moreover, the very objective tone of Dongshan
shenggai has stripped away the poetic sentiment, rendering it closer to the tone of the
gazetteer. As for the second new addition, Cangjia yizong is similar in idea to Tonggu yiai,
both based on historical accounts relevant to Zhuge Liang’s military campaign to the south.
Instead of centering on Zhuge Liang himself (as in Tonggu yiai), Cangjia yizong is based
on a story of a general under the command of Zhuge Liang. Despite the shift of the
protagonist, both of the scenes are concerned with the same historical event, suggesting the
significance of this campaign. Indeed, behind the ostensibly neutral titles of Tonggu yiai
and Cangjia yizong, this campaign, in fact, represents one of the earliest encounterings with
Guizhou, which is marked by the subjugation of some local powers through military forces.
On the contrary, none of the history of indigenous people in Guizhou was taken to be the
basis for the creation of scenes, and it is this absence that will be thoroughly addressed in
the later section. Finally, none of the scenes in the eight-view model evinces vagueness;
they are so clear that they can be pinpointed on a map. However, Guizhu qingfeng (Bamboo
of Guiyang in the breeze) is a very unclear title which can hardly be located. Although the
name retains a poetic sense, it well defies the previous practice.
Despite the continuation and heritage, these two gazetteers in Ming exhibit
divergent intents behind the making of scenes in Guiyang; in addition, they also differ from
the ways in which scenes were organized. Unlike Guizhou tujing xinzhi where scenes were
scattered around, the Wanli version of Guizhou tongzhi marks perhaps the first time that
all the scenes were assembled and put under the rubric, Ten Views of Guiyang, in the
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“Topography” section (xingsheng 形勝, which also carries the connotation, “the wonders
of the land”). This discrepancy suggests that the latter, with separate attention to spectacles,
showcases a heightened awareness and systematized formulation to present the local
scenery, which can be called a landmark in the representations of Guizhou.

Twelve Views of Guiyang in Guo Zizhang’s Qiancao

While the above two texts are government-sponsored, the third, Qiancao, is a
private geographic writing by the Ming dynasty official, Guo Zizhang (1543-1618). It was
composed during his decade-long service as the Governor of Guizhou. During those ten
years, Guo participated in subduing revolts instigated by the local tusi affiliated with the
Yang family in northern Guizhou. Further, Guo is also a prolific writer, whose geographic
writings include not only Qiancao, but Yuecao 粵草 (Manuscript of Yue, i.e. Guangdong
and Guangxi) and Shucao 蜀草 (Manuscript of Shu, i.e. Sichuan).
In the fifteenth volume of Qiancao, Guo lays his selection of Twelve views of
Guiyang, which is a more ambitious plan than the previous ones. Guo’s views, however,
are not completely novel, but contain old scenes, including Cangjia yizong, Tonggu liuai
(i.e. Tonggu yiai), Shifeng jiangtai, Lingquan yinyue, Shengshui liuyun, Hongqiao
chunzhang, and Longjing qiuyin; thus, more than half of the views overlap with those in
previous writings. The new five addition includes Dongshan xiongzhen 東山雄鎮 (A town
of military significance at Mount Dong), Nan’e zhengrong 南崿崢嶸 (Lofty mountain in
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the south), Xitan chengbi 犀潭澄碧 (The lucid and jade-colored water of Lake Xi [i.e. Lake
Hanbi]), Aoji fuyu 鰲磯浮玉 (The floating jade of the Turtle Rock), and Xiashan xiandong
霞山仙洞 (Mount Qixia [i.e. Mount Dong] and Immortal Cave). Both Xiashan xiandong
and Dongshan xiongzhen refer to Mount Dong, focusing on its topographical wonders and
military significance respectively. Xitan chengbi and Aoji fuyu regard Lake Hanbi, with
the latter focusing on the rock standing in the lake, which is the foundation of Jiaxiu
Pavilion. Nan’e zhengrong is a precipitous mountain, presumably Mount Wenbi 文筆山
(literally, Mount Brush) in the south of the city. Unlike the earliest Guizhou tujing xinzhi,
in which each view is uniquely associated with a place, Guo Zizhang’s formulation allows
overlaps of views, so as to shed light on the multifarious significance, be it military,
historical or topographical, of a single place.
Finally, instead of being placed in the “Topography” section (as in Wanli Guizhou
tongzhi), Twelve views of Guiyang as an ensemble was found in the volume of Guo’s poetry
anthology; each leaf served as a title for Guo’s poetry creation. This represents a rather
distinct practice from the former two. Although poems at times were attached to a view in
official gazetteers, they are merely secondary and only appear in smaller size as
annotations. The twelves views in Guo Zizhang’s work, on the contrary, play a crucial role
in structuring his poetic creations, suggesting that the scenery has been severed from its
original, topographical context and becomes a vehicle for one’s literary engagement.
Moreover, in previous cases, poems often came from multiple hands, attesting to their
public nature, while Guo’s twelves views solely exhibit his poetic talent, which was
permitted by the private nature of Qiancao.
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Views of Guizhou in Kangxi Guizhou tongzhi

Although the above three texts are allegedly writings on the provincial level, none
of them includes views for the entire province. The fourth text, the Kangxi 37-volume
Guizhou tongzhi compiled by Wei Jiqi 衛既齊 (1645-1701) and composed by Xue Zaide
薛載德, is perhaps the first work providing a comprehensive collection of views in
Guizhou that surpasses the former three not only in scope but also in quantity.
The collection starts with the Eight Views of Guiyang which is located in the sixth
volume titled Shanchuan 山川 (mountain and water). They consist of,

Guishan songxiu 貴山聳秀 (Towering and graceful Mt. Gui)
Fushui xianglin 富水翔鱗 (Numerous fields along Fu River)
Aoji fuyu 鰲磯浮玉 (The Floating jade of the Turtle Rock [at Lake Hanbi])
Langyong jin’ao 浪擁金鰲 (Waves [of mountains] embracing Mt. Jin’ao)
Fengtai tacao 風臺踏草 (Stepping on grass at Guanfeng Terrace [Terrace
of Observing Winds])
Qixia shangyue 棲霞上月(Lunar Rising at Mt. Qixia [i.e. Mt. Dong])
Nanfeng tuoying 南峰脫穎 (Outstanding Southern Peak [i.e. Mt. Wenbi])
Longdong zhongsheng 龍洞鐘聲 (The sound of bells from Dragon Cave
[Dragon Cave])
Except for Aoji fuyu which has already appeared in Guo Zizhang’s Qiancao, this
set presents an overall novel selection, which might be due to the exigence of the dynastic
shift. What further distinguishes this set from the former three is the predominant emphasis
on natural elements, while the Ming dynasty counterparts’ attention to human constructions
(bridge, well, town, etc.) is still considerable. What is also noteworthy about this set is the
absence of poetry creation; the scenery, therefore, was severed from its poetic association,
singularized, and treated as an independent unit by the gazetteer compilers.
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What follows the Eight Views of Guiyang is Four Views of Xingui District (Xingui
sijing 新貴四景), Four Views of Guizhu District (Guizhu sijing 貴築四景), Four Views of
Dingfan (Dingfan sijing 定番四景), etc. They are districts administered by Guiyang
Prefecture, and thus listed under the section of Guiyang Prefecture. Other prefectures of
Guizhou follow the same format; Table 2.1 demonstrates all the sets of views associated
with the total of eleven prefectures in Guizhou.
This is the first time we witness a full presentation of views on the provincial level.
The gazetteer has reached down to every district (xian 縣), and each of them has a set of
two views to ten views. As the number of views of a district will not surpass that of its
prefecture city, it intimates an implicit hierarchy in the formulations of sceneries. More
importantly, such a vast scale of views exhibits not only a rising interest in and the very
significance of scenery to the gazetteer compilers, but a great mastery and knowledge about
the land.
However, Kangxi Guizhou tongzhi is outstanding and singular in history, as it is
rare to find such an extensive presentation in later gazetteer writings. While the reason
behind its emergence and sudden disappearance remains nebulous, it may be attributed to
the demotion of the gazetteer composer and the Governor of Guizhou, Wei Jiqi, who
unscrupulously reported to the Kangxi emperor the military accomplishments which turned
out to be fraudulent. He was punished for being credulous and put on exile later on. It is
plausible that subsequent composers tried to maintain a distance from this figure by turning
away from the splendid achievement of views with which Wei might be deeply fascinated.
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Linqing’s Hongxue yinyuan tuji

The last geographic writing is a three-volume travelogue consisting of 240 essays
alongside exquisitely printed images executed by the staff of the author. This private work
was composed in the nineteenth century by Manchu bannerman Wanyan Linqing who was
consumed by wanderlust, creating this work in hopes of preserving the fleeting moments
in his life, which resemble the wild swan’s trail left on the snow (Hongxue yinyuan). As
Linqing visited Guizhou, the work offers nine views of Guiyang.

Qianling yanquan 黔靈驗泉 (Examining the spring at Mt. Qianling)
Jiaxiu shangqiu 甲秀賞秋 (Appreciating autumn at Jiaxiu Pavilion)
Cuiping fangniu 翠屏放牛 (Running cattle at Mt. Cuiping)
Shuikou candeng 水口參燈 (Visiting the lights at Shuikou [the mouth of
water, i.e. the confluence of Nanming River and Fu River])
Qianjiang yuewu 黔疆閱武 (Inspecting troops in Guizhou [same place as
that of Shifeng jiangtai] )
Shiyan fuzuo 獅岩跌坐 (Mountains of seated lion [i.e. Mt. Gui])
Miaoluo xianchen 苗猓獻忱 (Miao savages presenting goodwill)
Fufeng chunjian 扶風春餞 (Bidding farewell to [an official] in spring at
Mt. Fufeng)
Tuyun woche 圖雲臥轍 (Persuading [an official] not to resign at Tuyun
Pass)
They were not formulated as a set but simply listed as separate views that represent
moments of Linqing’s life. They strike us as a set of utterly new titles, even if some of
them, with disparate names, end up referring to the same place and same event (for
example, Qianjiang yuewu is identical to Shifeng jiangtai in Guizhou tujing xinzhi). The
novelty of the set also parallels the new way in which they are presented: instead of being
placed under the “Topography” or “Mountain and River” sections, the views play an
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independent role, reconstructing Linqing’s continuous journey through narrating discrete
moments in his memory.
Journey, or a sense of mobility and shift in space is salient in Linqing’s book. Prior
to the above, these nine views of Guiyang are the following three from eastern Guizhou,
two of which have also been depicted by Zou Yigui.

Yuping wensu 玉屏問俗 (Inquiring about custom at Yuping District)
Xiangjian chiyu 相見叱馭 (Overcoming [topographic difficulties] at
Xiangjianpo [in Zhenyuan District])
Yunding tayun 雲頂踏雲 (Stepping on clouds at Yunding Pass [in Longli
District])
They suggest Linqing’s journey starting from the east (Hunan Province) to the
center of the province. And what ensues the nine views of Guiyang are the three below,
showing a movement from Guiyang back to the eastern part of Guizhou; this signifies that
Linqin’s return followed the same route as he moved from Hunan to Guizhou.

Mouzhu tandong 牟珠探洞 (Investigating Cave Mouzhu [in Longli
District])
Feiyun lansheng 飛雲攬勝 (Feiyun Cliff assembling [natural] wonders [in
Huangping Region])
Youshan guzhao 酉山鼓棹 (Padding at Mt. You [Wuding Pond at
Zhenyuan District])
We have relied on five geographic writings about Guizhou, be they public or
private, Ming or Qing, to delineate the transformation of the representation of Guizhou in
texts. Linqing’s work stands out for the smooth and tangible movement implied in his
writing in contrast to a gazetteer’s rigid organization of views according to the
administrative unit. Because of that, Hongxue yinyuan tuji shows more affinity with Zou
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Yigui’s Landscape Contemplating Me: they share not only views (such as Mount Yuping,
Feiyan Cliff, etc.), but also a strong personal mark and the pictures as journey-oriented.
Nevertheless, Linqing’s work was published almost a century later than Zou’s
album, so there is no way to argue for its impact on Zou’s creation. If we compare Zou’s
selection with the first four writings, we would barely notice comparable traits that would
lead us to an assertion about their immediate influence on Landscape Contemplating Me:
the former three only offer views of Guiyang, while Zou’s album encompasses the whole
province; even if the Kangxi period Guizhou tongzhi provides complete views of the
province, the leaves were organized in a rigid and objective manner with an intent to be
all-inclusive, while Zou’s painting is exclusive, structured around personal experience.
Then, if Zou Yigui’s album was not likely to be inspired by already existing
gazetteers, what would contribute to his selection of the twenty-two scenes in Landscape
Contemplating Me? The next section will compare route maps and the album to better
assess their relations and how the route Zou took could ever shape the creation of his album.

Route Map and Landscape Contemplating Me

In addition to local gazetteers, the Ming dynasty also witnessed an increasing
number of other genres of geographic writings, such as route books published officially
and privately in response to a higher degree of commercial and political
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interconnectedness.166 Despite the fact that their primary duty is to transmit information
and supplies for the military, the postal routes were also employed by merchants, who were
bribed, to transport their goods.167 Thus, they are veins that constitute a crucial
transportation network during the late Ming.
The reference book, Geographical Sources of Ming-Qing History, by Timothy
Brook, expounds a variety of late imperial geographic writings, in which one of the texts
has attained a singular importance. Comprehensive Illustrated Route Book (Yitong lucheng
tuji 一統路程圖記) published in 1570 by the merchant Huang Bian 黃汴 is arguably the
earliest, comprehensive, privately published route book.168 Simply based on how many
later editions and adoptions of this work there were in the Qing,169 we may argue for its
persisting influence and significance since its genesis. In its postface, the book reads,
“should gentry obtain this book, it will help them carry out the emperor’s sagely
commands, and should merchants obtain it, it will inform them about the characteristics
and difficulties of local area.”170 This book, thus, was meant to be accessible for
commoners, facilitating business or travel-related matters. Moreover, it provides not only
the route map, but tips and cautions about different regions, which make it a practical and
indispensable companion for long-haul transportation.
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Figure 2.23.1 is an excerpt from the section titled “Route from Beijing to Guizhou
and Yunnan” in Huang’s Comprehensive Illustrated Route Book. Zou Yigui once stated in
his Author’s Preface, “I departed in midwinter. I went across the Yellow River, passed the
Yangtze and Han Rivers [region around today’s Hubei]. The north wind teased the hair
around my temples, and I had no spare time to view [the landscape]. In the spring of 1736,
[I] arrived in Hunan and went boating on the Yuan River. 隆冬就道，逾大河，歷江漢，
朔風欺髩，未暇觀覽。丙辰春，抵湖南，泛舟沅江.” I have marked in Figure 2.23.1
the place names which are stated both in Huang’s route book and in the album, such as
Yellow River, Han River, Yangtze River, we would find a close match between the route
Zou Yigui took and that detailed in Huang’s guide. Figure 2.23.2 is a chart included in the
Comprehensive Illustrated Route Book, visualizing different routes with Beijing as its
origin.
The route suggested in the Comprehensive Illustrated Route Book is also closely
relevant to the distribution of views. Table 2.2 recapitulates the location of each scene in
Landscape Contemplating Me; although the majority of the views have concrete
geographic information, there are some, such as Jiulijing, that can hardly be pinned down.
Figure 2.23.3 is based on a historical map of Guizhou found in Tan Qixiang’s Historical
Atlas of China.171 Although the map shows Guizhou in the year 1820, the territory and
administrative division of Guizhou is still applicable in Zou Yigui’s time. All geographic
information in Table 2.2 has been marked on Figure 2.23.3, and the close alignment
between the distribution of scenes and the route that runs across the province diagonally
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suggests how the path Zou Yigui took may very much be accountable for the choice of
views in his album.
For a more lucid illustration, we may consult Yang Zhengtai’s Investigating Ming
Dynasty Posts (Mingdai yizhan kao 明代驛站考) is a meticulous survey of numerous
geographic texts. It attempts to reconstruct the postal route of the Ming dynasty. Although
this modern scholarly work is based on the synthesis of multiple texts during the Ming, it
does not contradict the route suggested in the Comprehensive Illustrated Route Book.
Instead, a more straightforward map (Figure 2.23.4) further consolidates the argument
made above,172 as the map demonstrates the postal route of Guizhou in 1587. We barely
discern major changes between 1587 and 1820. It is in the discovery of the close match
between the allocation of the twenty-two views in Zou’s album and this sturdy route that
we realize how the personal journey profoundly configures Zou’s understanding and
perception of the landscape of Guizhou.

The Album and the Gazetteer Disjunction

Then, what is Zou’s experience in the landscape of Guizhou, and how does it
compare to that experience in the gazetteers? Let us revisit the drastically and even
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confusingly divergent depictions of Tianzhu County. An abridged account from Gujin
tushu jicheng reads:

天柱縣城池 土城係天柱所，原額三里三分。明宣德二年為蟲蝦苗所
圍，幾陷，委平溪莫指揮平之[...]崇禎丁丑年知縣王良鑑申詳改治遷
至龍塘，後知縣何為苗所害，仍改回舊治，今民苗各照原額，城垣自
為增築。
City of Tianzhu District: This earthen wall was Tianzhu Battalion, with the
original arrangement of three li and three fen. [The city] was besieged by
the Chongxia Miao173 in the second year of Xuande of Ming [i.e. 1472], and
it was almost taken over by Miao people. Commander Mo of Pingxi
Military Garrison was ordered to lead [troops] to crush [Miao]. [...] In
Dingchou year of Chongzhen [i.e. 1637], the District Magistrate Wang
Liangjian submitted to his superior regarding the relocation of Tianzhu to
Longtang, and later he was killed by Miao. Thus [the city wall was] moved
back again to Tianzhu and the previous order was resumed. Now, Han and
Miao people follow the original arrangement, and the city wall is further
enhanced.
This excerpt presents the persistent, intense ethnic conflicts between Miao people
and Han officials that have long plagued Tianzhu County. The “original arrangement of
three li and three fen,” which presumably refers to the demarcation of the living space,
signifies a division rather than unity between two ethnic groups. The territory of Han
invaded and disputed by Miao in the fifteenth century reveals the perilous condition of the
Han inhabitants, and the pejorative name assigned to Miao, i.e. Chongxia Miao [Insect and
Shrimp Miao], shows Han’s contempt and hatred. This humiliating name was later
associated with malevolence, when Miao killed a Han official as a way to show repudiation
of his policy regarding the city displacement. This intimates not only the disobedience of
Miao from the Han official perspective, but the long-accumulated hatred, abomination, and
distance between these two ethnic groups.
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Zou Yigui’s portrayal is showcasing a completely disparate scenario. None of the
discord ever surfaced in his poem; instead, ** his extensive depiction, both visually and
textually, of the seasonal vista of the magnificent azalea blossom in spring. The chromatic
effect of the blossom steeped in overwhelming joys is a predominant theme in Zou’s leaf,
as he writes “Children are delightful and acclaim [blossoms] with their hands 喜得兒童滿
手夸.” No ethnic distinction is present, and the violent past of Tianzhu County is replaced
by the ideal of harmonious unity that everyone is amazed by this enchanting, natural
spectacle.
This eerie incongruity between the gazetteer and the album does not merely
bespeak the different natures of these two media of representations. It is concerned with
the distinct ways in which Guizhou was conceived and thereby rendered. The case of
Tianzhu County is not unique; in the leaf Hanbi Lake, Zou gives a sense of timeless
prosperity as the result of Ortai’s conquest of Guizhou (“The recluse entertains the guest
to spend the days. The song from the Tower of Yu succeeds the wind in the high. 陶逕娛
賓聊假日，庾樓成唱續高風.”) Only if we take into account the date of its completion in
1738, a few years after the implementation of Yongzheng emperor’s gaitu guiliu policy
and the subsequent waves of revolts and brutal suppressions,174 can we understand how
much Guizhou as a historical fact was sifted through and got represented as a mere absence.
Edward Said’s Orientalism addresses the characterizations of the close linkage
between absence and the orientalist discourse. He contends in his highly influential book:
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To the extent that Western scholars were aware of contemporary Orientals
or Oriental movements of thought and culture, these were perceived either
as silent shadows to be animated by the Orientalist, brought into reality by
him, or as a kind of cultural and intellectual proletariat useful for the
Orientalist’s grander interpretative activity, necessary for his performance
as superior judge, learned man, powerful cultural will. I mean to say that in
discussions of the Orient, the Orient is all absence, whereas one feels the
Orientalist and what he says as presence; yet we must not forget that the
Orientalist’s presence is enabled by the Orient’s effective absence.175
It is suggested here that the “silent shadows” are what is often perceived in the
majority of Zou’s images: the landscape of perplexing vacancy, with almost no inhabitants,
the landscape as a sheer skeleton, a mere spectacle.176 What is at stake is not only the largely
omitted locals and cultures of the indigeneous in the pictures or the negligence of the brutal
history associated with this region, but the very silence of Guizhou which is superseded by
the predominant projection of Zou’s own nostalgia and reflections on the hardship (as in
Chuanshi, Hanbi Lake, Gejing Bridge, Xueya Cave). The landscape of Guizhou was treated
as a source of poetic and pictorial inspirations, framed in the poetry and painting tradition,
and expressed through conventional painting idioms and literary tropes, such as
Taohuayuan and Daoist immortals (as in Chenxi, Jigong Ridge, Shiqian, Bangdong, Mount
Dong, Mount Qianling, Mount Zhaobi). Although history is not absent in Zou’s pictures
about Guizhou, it is never the history of the locals, but that of Zhuge Liang or achievements
made by Han (as in Mount Yuping, Langtan, Guansuo Ridge, Iron-Chain Bridge, Gejing
Bridge). Even if some leaves contain seemingly unproblematic praises about the “novelty,
unusualness (qi)” of Guizhou landscape (as in Mazui Cliff, Mount Huangrao, Feiyun Cliff,
Jiulijing and in “The Author's Preface”), it is, nevertheless ,an aesthetic judgement only
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possible in its opposition, in that which is qualified as normal from the perspective of Zou,
the “superior judge (in Said’s word).” Said poignantly argues: “Orientalism is a style of
thought based upon an ontological and epistemological distinction made between ‘the
Orient’ and (most of the time) ‘the Occident,’”177 and it is this “unusual” topography of
Guizhou, the land of “margin”178 in contrast to the hidden and implicit “usual” landscape
Zou encountered in non-peripheral regions that betrays an agenda that is comparable to
that of orientalism.179 Finally, while only one leaf, Xiangjianpo, seems to suggest Zou’s
most direct encounter with the locals, it describes young men and women who danced and
danced, but never spoke; the vocabularies of Miao language acquired a Chinese sound
through its transcription, which became a subject for the painter’s poetic creation and
aesthetic pleasure.180
It becomes clear that in Landscape Contemplating Me, the land of Guizhou merely
serves as a referent in forming its literary and pictorial representations. In such a case, the
more Guizhou is presented, the more absent it would be. Such a tension is captured in the
above quote laid out by Said, “Orientalist’s presence is enabled by the Orient’s effective
absence.” Guizhou thus becomes a fugitive subject, or, an evasive object, whose
representation would irrevocably lead to its self-obliteration, in a puff of history.
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Landscape Contemplating Me

I attempt to conclude this chapter with a return to the beginning and a meditation
on the perplexing title, Landscape Contemplating Me. I start with a quote from Roland
Barthes’s critique of the Eiffel Tower.
The Tower (and this is one of its mythic powers) transgresses this
separation, this habitual divorce of seeing and being seen; it achieves a
sovereign circulation between the two functions; it is a complete object
which has, if one may say so, both sexes of sight. This radiant position in
the order of perception gives it a prodigious propensity to meaning: The
Tower attracts meaning, the way a lightning rod attracts thunderbolts; for
all lovers of signification, it plays a glamorous part, that of a pure signifier,
i.e. of a form in which men unceasingly put meaning (which they extract at
will from their knowledge, their dreams, their history), without this meaning
thereby ever being finite and fixed: who can say what the Tower will be for
humanity tomorrow? But there can be no doubt it will always be something,
and something of humanity itself. Glance, object, symbol, such is the
infinite circuit of functions which permits it always to be something other
than something much more than the Eiffel Tower.181
This ostensibly unrelated citation, in fact, points to a shared trait between Zou’s
album and the Eiffel Tower: the reciprocity of gaze. While the album presents Guizhou
from Zou Yigui’s perspective, he also very consciously stresses “both sexes of sight” by
pointing out the other side of looking, “Landscape Contemplating Me.” Such a reciprocity
is not only suggested by the title, but also laid bare in detail in his own statement in “The
Author’s Preface:”

嗣又蒙恩留任三年，重經所過如遇舊知，然欲圖之，卒無其隙。壬戌
還京師，徙禮垣，涼秋夜值宮漏方永，靜憶在黔六載，披荊涉險如在
夢中，而林壑在胸不能去，乃追而圖之，得二十二幀。
[I], thanks to the favor [of the emperor], continued my service for another
three years in the same position. I went through what I’ve passed and [this
181
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experience] is as if I encountered old friends, and thereupon I wanted to
paint it, but I was not able to spare a moment. I returned to Beijing in 1742,
and served in the Ministry of Rites. One cool night in the autumn, [I] heard
the incessant sound of drops of the water clock, and quietly recalled my six
years in Guizhou. I explored places of difficult access as if I were dreaming.
The forests and valleys are still in my mind and will not leave it, and so I
followed them and painted them, and achieved twenty-two frames.
譬如夢醒說夢，旁人未諳，而誕幻不妨姑聽也。嗟乎！即以山水論圖
中所列可謂奇特，但奇特如圖中者豈少哉。不遇知己過而輒忘，已爾
在山水，固無求亦無憾也。然人不觀山水，山水日起而觀人，人之往
來于黔者豈少哉。是冊也，余將以之為伯牙焉，故題之曰：山水觀
我。
It is as if someone who has awakened from a dream tells his dreams. Other
people may not understand; it may be ridiculous but why do not [you] for
the time being hear about it. Alas! in regard of landscape [we may] say what
is displayed in the album is novel and special, but is that which is as novel
and special as the [landscape] in the album rare? [Landscape] does not meet
its bosom friends or [people] would soon forget after encountering [the
landscape]. Because the landscape has nothing to seek, it has nothing to
regret. Even if people do not contemplate landscape, landscape will rise
daily and contemplate people. Are those who come and leave Guizhou rare?
This album, I would consider it as Bo Ya, and thus name it Landscape
Contemplates Me.
Driven by the lingered images of “forests and valleys,” Zou “followed” and
“painted them,” displaying an intent that echoes that of Proust’s masterpiece,
Remembrance of Things Past. Just as how Walter Benjamin characterizes Proust’s work,
which “is not what he [Proust] experienced, but the weaving of his memory, the Penelope
work of recollection,”182 Zou Yigui’s album, Landscape Contemplating Me, is about how
the various twenty-two images were woven into an organic whole under the rubric of
“contemplation (guan 觀).”
In the end of the quote, Zou Yigui evokes an anecdote that took place in the Spring
and Autumn Period (771 BC- 476 BC), between two men, Bo Ya and Zhong Ziqi. Bo Ya,
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a qin master, was one day playing qin, and Zhong Ziqi, a woodcutter, could tell and
appreciate the subtle changes of the intents in the music. When Zhong Ziqi passed away,
Bo Ya dismantled his qin and decided not to play music any longer. This story posits the
vital role of a zhiyin 知音 (bosom friend), without whom there is no point even for a
masterpiece to exist. According to the Preface, the landscape is compared to Bo Ya, silently
awaiting a bosom friend who can appreciate it. Although the landscape of Guizhou
constantly pays heed to the travellers, not many of them, according to Zou, pay attention
to the landscape, pause or return the gaze. The album thus is a recognition of the
landscape’s persistent contemplation (Landscape Contemplating Me), and also
appreciation of this very implicit and affectionate relationship by painting it. Zou
consciously chooses the character guan, which suggests an intensity of look. It is a specific
act distinct from kan 看 (looking) or du 讀 (reading), denoting a performative look that
associates with Daoist and Buddhist meditations and visualizations, and a penetrating look
that gives rise to profound realizations of a painting.183
By pointing out this act of guan to be associated with the subject shanshui
(landscape, or mountains and water), Zou Yigui not only emphasizes the intensity of the
gaze, but conceives the agency of the landscape.184 More importantly, he completes the
reciprocity of gaze, which, using Barthes’ word, “transgresses this separation, this habitual
divorce of seeing and being seen.” Consequently, the landscape becomes a “pure signifier,”
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“in which men unceasingly put meaning [...] without this meaning thereby ever being finite
and fixed.” Hence, the landscape of Guizhou was turned, in this mutual gaze, into a body
of full semantic possibilities, incorporating the painter’s self-projection of sentiments,
reminiscence of the historical past, and also the effacement of the landscape itself.
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Chapter 3: Meng Guangtao 孟光濤 (1917-1987): “The Founder of Modern Guizhou
Landscape”

Introduction

Distinct from the literati painters Huang Xiangjian and Zou Yigui born south of the
Yangtze River, the third landscapist, Meng Guangtao is a native of Guizhou, born in
Renhuai 仁懷 in northwestern Guizhou. Studying with modern master painters, such as
Huang Junbi 黃君璧 (1898-1991), Xu Beihong 徐悲鴻 (1895-1953) and Qi Baishi 齊白
石 (1864-1957). Graduating from the Fine Arts Department of the National Central
University 國立中央大學 in 1943, Meng was a professor and vice chair of the Fine Arts
Department in Guizhou University, who also served as the vice director at the Guizhou
Painting Academy. Active between 1950s and 1980s, Meng was venerated as one of the
first-generation master painters in modern Guizhou, alongside Song Yinke 宋吟可 (19021999), and Wang Yüfu 王漁父 (1907-1974). While Song specializes in figure painting,
and Wang in flower-and-bird painting, Meng is known as “the first painter of modern
Guizhou landscape” and “the first painter ever in the history of painting who treats Guizhou
landscape as its object.”185
What makes Meng the protagonist of this chapter is not only his pioneer role as a
modern landscapist but how he modernizes the representation of Guizhou. In addition, this
modernizing agenda is inextricably intertwined with the tumultuous shifts in society and
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politics in twentieth-century China. The Long March (1934-1936) and the subsequent
Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945) have turned the Southwest, including Guizhou, from the
periphery to the center of discourse. The sweeping industrialization and urbanization in the
incipient years of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the adoption of the Soviet Union’s
artistic model, and the new understanding of the indigenous counterparts have all jointly
defined a modern look of Guizhou landscape in Meng’s works. The modern landscape of
Guizhou, therefore, ceases to be something to quench the thirst for the exotic, but a rich
political terrain and an attentive chronicle of the major social movements of the time, and
it is this contention that this chapter attempts to fully expound.
Although there are articles in Chinese focusing on Meng Guangtao, they are by and
large short, introductory and far from in-depth.186 Other than supplying Meng’s biography,
his training, and the historical backdrop, these articles show minimal interest in analyzing
the visuals and elaborating at length the modernity of Meng’s Guizhou landscape, an
inquiry which would be particularly meaningful if situated in a wider time span. And it is
thus the intention of the dissertation to select this modern painter for the conclusion, as he
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would complete the picture of “Guizhou landscape,” if this category ever exists, from the
seventeenth all the way to the twentieth centuries, and through such a comparative lens, we
may attain a more comprehensive view about its ever-shifting nature. Specifically, in this
chapter I interrogate what makes Meng’s depictions of Guizhou divergent from and similar
to those by Huang Xiangjian and Zou Yigui? What makes Meng’s works modern? By
answering these questions, this chapter wishes to usher this important figure in the English
scholarship, where he receives almost no attention.
I will rely on The Catalogue of Modern and Contemporary Eminent Chinese
Artists: Meng Guangtao 中國近現代名家畫集：孟光濤, published by the prestigious
People's Fine Arts Publishing House 人民美術出版社 in 2010. Meng is prominent in the
history, and this catalogue is perhaps the only major publication assembling his ouvres.187
It compiles nearly two hundred works by Meng, who has purportedly painted “more than
a thousand of superb paintings.”188 As many of them were destroyed during the Cultural
Revolution, only a small number of paintings from the 1940s have survived; some from
the 1950s and 1960s, and the majority belongs to the 1970s and 1980s.189 The catalogue
shows an all-inclusive taste in its selection, spanning from the 40s all the way to the final
year of the artist’s life. This chapter does not necessarily comply with the chronological
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order, but highlights major themes exemplifying the modernity of his landscapes, and it is
these elaborations that are absent in the aforementioned scholarship. We embark with them.

Railways, Vehicles, Factories and Industrialization

The most immediate claim for modernity could be no more than Meng’s
introduction of symbols and motifs that showcase the ongoing modernization project.
Figure 3.1 is an unusual landscape depicting a bustling scene of railway construction. Two
slightly curved tracks are laid between two cliffs, where workers, garbed in variegated
colors of clothes, are walking around and preoccupied with moving timbers and other
architectural materials. A murky cave can be discerned at the end of the tracks, in front of
which we may notice a complex scaffolding. It is a scene about constructing a tunnel, and
as suggested by the painter’s inscription, the tunnel dubbed Yanjiaozhai Tunnel 岩腳寨隧
道, which is located in Puding County 普定縣 of western Guizhou (“Qian-Dian Railway,
The Entrance of Yanjiaozhai Tunnel, March, 1959 黔滇鐵路岩腳寨隧道口一九五九三
月”). The inscription also expliciates that it is a segment of Qian-Dian [Guizhou-Yunnan]
Railway, or alternatively known as Gui-Kun [Guiyang-Kunming] Railway 貴昆鐵路,
which was built between 1958 and 1966. The completion of the painting in 1959 is thus
just one year after the start of the construction.
This painting provides a strikingly distinct representation of Guizhou landscape, a
radical departure from any of the previous depictions. Depictions of engineering marvels
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are not without precedent, and one notable example is Iron-Chain Bridge at Panjiang,
which has appealed to both Huang Xiangjian (Figures 1.1 and 1.2) and Zou Yigui (Figure
2.14). In all three cases, the painters unanimously chose a distant vantage point to
encompass the total view of towering mountains and roaring torrents. This conscious
selection of perspective is to exhibit not merely the extraordinary, exotic landscape of
Guizhou that deeply fascinates others, but to acclaim the pluck of the constructor who
withstood the enormous challenge, to build a bridge that greatly benefits people in such a
hostile environment.
But Meng is not an “other.” As a native of Guizhou, the landscape in Figure 3.1
appears less overwhelming and even nondescript. It is not a uniquely identifiable mountain,
and Meng simply paints it with some hasty, if not offhand textual strokes, dabs, and pale
ink wash. The august presence of the landscape does not seem to appeal to Meng as much
as Huang or Zou, which is also suggested by the very perspective he adopts. The close-up
view, which allows him to pour his attention into the creation of the vicarious labor scene,
loses the grand vista and thus suggests the shifted focus of Meng’s painting: the workers
are the true protagonists in his landscape of Guizhou.
Workers of course are absent in either Huang’s or Zou’s paintings of Iron-Chain
Bridge, in which the bridge was never shown in process, but in its grand completion. This
changed focus of Meng's landscape can be captured by larger social and political demands.
Socialist realism, which was first proposed in 1934 by Maxim Gorky (1868-1936) based
on the realist tradition in Russia best performed by Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910), was widely
adopted by Communist China.190 In 1954, the charter issued by the state-led Chinese Artists
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Association urged artists to follow the “Marxist-Leninist literary and artistic principles of
the Chinese Communist Party and [...] adopt socialist realist creative methods.”191
Socialist realism in Russia, deemed as the “sole official method of the state,”
coalesces optimistic visions of socialism and the state ideology of Marxism-Leninism, and
is pithily characterized by three keywords: “accessibility (dostupnost’), the spirit of the
people (narodnost’), and the spirit of the party (partiinost’).” Jiang Feng 江豐 (1910-1982),
a Shanghai art critic and woodcut artist, Chairman of Chinese Artists Association and the
head of Central Academy of Fine Arts, published an article in 1954 in Meishu 美術 (Art),
an authoritative journal, recapitulating the accomplishments in the first five years of PRC,
stating the party’s art policy, and specifying what the realism requires; he says in “The
Great Achievements in Artistic Work 美術工作的重大發展:”

極大多數的藝術家，在黨提出的美術為人民群眾服務的號召下，批判
和逐漸克服了資產階級的輕視政治、輕視群眾、脫離生活以及各種形
式主義的傾向，認識了美術創作必鬚根據群眾的具體生活及進步要求
為出發的這一現實主義的基本原則。由此促使美術家們積極地到工
廠、農村、部隊中去，參加群眾的各種鬥爭，藉以了解群眾的生活和
願望，作為創作構思的基礎。同時，美術家在參加群眾鬥爭的鍛煉過
程中，使自己的思想情感逐漸「工業化」了。這個變化，對一個作為
現實主義的美術家來說，意義非常重大，它是真實地反映群眾生活及
其思想感情的有力保證之一。
The predominant majority of the artists, under the party’s call for “art for
the people’s sake,” rebukes and progressively overcomes capitalism, which
discounts politics, dismisses the masses, and deviates from life, as well as
various other formalist tendencies, and realize the fundamental principle of
realism -- artistic creation should be based on the masses’s concrete life and
[their] demand for progression. Thereupon, [we] urge artists to actively go
to factories, rural areas, and troops, to participate in all kinds of struggles
amid masses, in order to understand the lives and wishes of the masses, as
191

Julia F. Andrews, “Traditional Painting in New China: Guohua and the Anti-Rightist Campaign,” The
Journal of Asian Studies 49, no. 3 (1990): 555–77, https://doi.org/10.2307/2057771. p.565 This is a direct
quote from Andrews’s article. I could not locate the original source in Meishu to which she refers. The
online database skips the page number she quotes.
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the foundation of [one’s] creations. Meanwhile, amid the participation in
masses’ struggles, artists gradually “industrialize” their thoughts and
sentiments. This change, to a realist artist, is of great significance: this is a
cast-iron guarantee of reflecting the masses’ lives, thoughts, and feelings.
The proposed realism, which stands in opposition to capitalism, centers on masses
and aims to serve the masses. It specifically calls for artists’ participations in “factories,
rural areas, and troops,” which correspond to workers, peasants, and armies (gongnongbing
工農兵) that compose the masses, and in “struggles amid the masses.” The struggle, which
is launched by proletariats against non-proletariats, is meant to eradicate the petit bourgeois
remnants in the masses. Thus, by joining the struggles among masses, artists then become
part of them. The call for realism is, therefore, a call for self-formation, a process, what
Jiang Feng describes as, to “‘industrialize’ their thoughts and sentiments:” the efficacy of
realism does not only lie in the artist as a keen observer of the masses, but in the artist’s
self-identification with the proletarian ethos.
This self-reformation is indispensable. In “Talks on Art and Literature at Yan’an
Forum 在延安文藝座談會上的講話,” which took place in 1942, Mao Zedong (18931976) observes and criticizes contemptuously the artists’ exclusive realm, “a petit
bourgeois kingdom deep in their soul,” which needs to be expurgated by studying Marxism
and society, and demands the artists to align themselves closely with the agenda of
proletarians.192 To Mao, the artistic creation is to serve the proletarians and serve the party,
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Mao, Zedong, “Zai Yan’an Wenyi Zuotanhui Shang de Jianghua 在延安文艺座谈会上的讲话 [Talks
on Art and Literature at Yan’an Forum],” May 1942,
https://www.marxists.org/chinese/maozedong/marxist.org-chinese-mao-194205.htm.
這些同志的立足點還是在小資產階級知識分子方面，或者換句文雅的話說，他們的靈魂深處還是一
個小資產階級知識分子的王國。[...] 必須明確地徹底地解決它。我們的文藝工作者一定要完成這個
任務，一定要把立足點移過來，一定要在深入工農兵群眾、深入實際鬥爭的過程中，在學習馬克思
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which presupposes a sweeping overhaul of the artists’ mind and thoughts, which need to
be firmly grounded in the masses and party’s Marxism-Leninism. All of these aspects
encapsulate the gist of the socialist realism in the Soviet Union: “the spirit of the people,”
and “the spirit of the party.”
As for the third aspect “accessibility,” Jiang Feng points out in the same article, “a
significant role” art plays “in stimulating patriotism, passion for working and in advancing
social revolutions and movements.”193 Artwork is meant to treat masses, as opposed to a
clique of literati, as its audience, and thus, it needs to be “accessible.” Art is also supposed
to serve the party’s revolutionary, political agenda; such a highly politicized view of art
creation also very much overlaps with socialist realism in Soviet Union, which is deemed

主義和學習社會的過程中，逐漸地移過來，移到工農兵這方面來，移到無產階級這方面來。只有這
樣，我們才能有真正為工農兵的文藝，真正無產階級的文藝。
The standpoint of these comrades is still on the side of petit bourgeois intelligentsia, or put in a more
elegant way, there is a petit bourgeois kingdom deep in their soul. [...] This has to be thoroughly solved.
Our art and literature work must complete this mission, must shift the standpoint, in one’s participation in
the worker-peasant-soldier masses and in the real struggles, in the studies of Marxism and of the society;
[the standpoint must be] gradually shifted, to the side of workers, peasants, and soldiers, and the side of
proletarians. Only this could we have the real worker-peasant-soldier art and literature, the real proletariat
art and literature.
193
Jiang Feng 江豐, “Meishu Gongzuo de Zhongda Fazhan 美術工作的重大發展 [The Great
Achievements in Artistic Work],” Meishu 美術 [Art], no. 10 (1954): 5–7.
新中國的美術工作，由於貫徹了毛主席的為人民服務的文藝方針，它如同萬物的到了陽光的普照，
就有了生命，蓬勃地發展起來。五年來，發表在報刊上的各種美術作品，就有一萬五千多件。這些
作品，反映的生活面非常廣泛，通過這些作品，可以看出我國社會生活各方面的巨大變化。由於這
些作品緊密地配合了人民群眾當前的革命鬥爭，在激發群眾的愛國熱情，勞動熱情和推動社會改革
運動各方面，都起了很大的作用。
Because the art work in New China has implemented Chairman Mao’s art policy--“Serve the People,” it
[the art work] is as though the myriad things have received the sweeping sunlight, thus becomes animated,
and grows vigorously. In the past five years [1949-1954], there are more than fifteen thousand various
works of art published in journals. These works reflect a wide range of life, through which one could
witness tremendous changes on various fronts of our society. Because these works have closely matched
the current revolutionary struggles of the masses, they play a significant role in stimulating patriotism,
passion for working and in advancing social revolutions and movements.
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the “sole official method of the state.” Realism thus implies a distinct way of practising art,
which severs art-making from its close tie with connoisseurs, collectors, and literati in the
pre-modern time, and dictates a different group of audiences and set of functions.
Apart from stating the general idea of realism, Jiang Feng also surveys individual
achievements of different art genres, which includes sculpture, oil painting, guohua 國畫
(Chinese painting), woodcut, New Year prints 新年畫, illustrated storybook 連續故事畫,
satirical drawing 諷刺畫, and craft art 工藝美術. With respect to guohua, to which Meng
Guangtao’s works belong, Jiang lays bare the concrete requirements of realism:

長期陷於摹倣古人的作品而缺乏生氣的一般的國畫藝術，也已有顯著
的改進。不少國畫家為了擺脫這種摹倣的習氣，根據「推陳出新」的
精神，努力學習現代的寫生方法，尤其是我們感動的，一些老畫家也
改變了「閉門造車」的作畫方法，開始面向生活，面向實物，從現實
的觀察出發作畫，描寫新人物和新事物的作品於是就多起來了。這些
作品，有力地推翻了認為「中國畫不宜表現現代事物」的保守觀點，
並成了繼承我國古典繪畫的現實主義傳統的良好開端。[...] 最近李可
染，張仃等所作的運用傳統技法並加以科學的加工的水墨寫生畫，也
是提倡國畫改革以來的可喜的收穫。
Guohua [short for Zhongguo hua 中國畫 “Chinese painting”], which
languishes because it has fallen into the imitations of works by ancient
people for too long, has also achieved significant improvements. In order to
get rid of this old habit of imitation, many painters of Chinese painting,
based on the spirit of “pushing out the old and bringing in the new,” have
endeavored to learn the modern method of sketch. What is particularly
moving is that some old painters have changed their creative method, which
was “building a cart behind closed doors,” and start to face life, real objects,
and create painting based on the observation of reality, and thus we start to
witness the burgeoning of artworks about new people and new things. These
works have strongly repudiated the conservative views of : “Chinese
painting does not befit modern motifs [shiwu literally, “things and objects,”
or “matters”],” and is a good start of the realistic tradition, which inherits
the classical painting in our country. [...] Recently, Li Keran’s (1907-1989),
Zhang Ding’s (1917-2010) ink wash sketch, which combines traditional
[guohua] techniques and scientific practice, are a welcome achievement
since the reform of guohua was advocated.
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“Start to face life, real objects, and create painting based on the observation of
reality,” realism in guohua proposes a new vision that emancipates Chinese painting from
its endless reiteration of the past idioms and brushwork, and embraces “new people and
new things.” Hence, Jiang Feng proposes the technical adoption of sketch, which has been
successfully practised by eminent painters such as Li Keran and Zhang Ding during the
reformation of guohua. Sketch, which allows a painting to be attentive and faithful to the
concrete reality, rejects hackneyed conventional paradigms. Meng Guangtao is one of the
devoted and avid practitioners of such an approach. In Hu Qiyong’s memoire, he recounts
“Master Meng not only transmits Dao and dissolves confusions [namely, teaches students],
but he also carries a canvas folder and two steamed buns to sketch in the countryside on
the subject of Wuchuan [in northeastern Guizhou] landscape. 孟老不僅僅是傳道解惑，
還經常攜一畫夾，兩個饅頭到鄉間寫生，以務川山水進行寫作.”194
That explains the refreshing vision in Figure 3.1, the sketchy quality of the Guizhou
landscape paying meticulous attention to workers and construction details that rarely
interested painters in the past. In addition, with all information about realism in the
backdrop that frames the creation of Meng Guangtao, we may perceive a dual meaning that
Figure 3.1 attempts to convey. On the one hand, the painting reflects a bustling scene
constituted by workers, the proletarians, the masses, and can be even considered as an
eulogy for labor; these are favorable themes endorsed by the party’s realism and the reality
the party calls to focus. On the other hand, this painting is realistic in a sense that it
showcases this project lying in a larger social and historical reality, The Third Front
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Hu, Qiyong 胡启涌, “Meng Guangtao Zai Wuchuan de Rizi 孟光涛在务川的日子 [The Days When
Meng Guangtao Was in Wuchuan].” p.155
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Movement 三線建設, an industrialization plan aiming at developing national defense,
transportation, industries and infrastructures in less developed central and western China,
in the backdrop of the Vietnam War (1955-1975) and the Sino-Soviet Split. GuiyangKunming Railway is a key construction of this plan, and Yanjiaozhai Tunnel, that the
painting depicts, is a challenging but significant engineering project; it is “the first large
tunnel on the Guiyang-Kunming Railway” that August First Film Studio, a state-run
facility, came to produce a documentary.195 Attentive to the reality of people and of his
time, Meng Guangtao has refashioned the look of Guizhou landscape by conglomerating
the techniques of sketch and the party’s realism. That is why the scene of labor occupies a
large proportion of the landscape, as if the landscape of Guizhou is merely framed as a
backdrop to stage the enthusiastic workers who are eager to construct new China.

But I am in no way suggesting Meng Guangtao does not care about Guizhou’s
landscape; instead, he has been outspoken about his ebullient love for the landscape of his
birthplace, and wishes to develop a visual language that particularly suits Guizhou. For
instance, Meng says, “The landscape of Guizhou is graceful and colorful. One should find
an original approach to depict landscapes that delights people of Guizhou. 貴州山川，風
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“Dadong Yanjiaozhai Suidao -- Xuanzi Liuzhi Wenshi Ziliao Xuanji (Qi) 打通岩脚寨隧道——选自

《六枝文史资料选集（七）》 - 六枝特区政协 [Open Yanjiaozhai Tunnel -- Excerpt from Anthology of
Literary and Historical Documents in Liuzhi],” February 18, 2019,
http://www.lztqzx.gov.cn/nd.jsp?id=930.
“Due to the large-scale construction and the enthusiasm of military and peasant workers, and to the fact that
Yanjiaozhai Tunnel was the first large tunnel on the Dian-Qian [Yunnan-Guizhou] Railway at that time, a
key project in the country, the August First Film Studio visited the construction site to shoot a
documentary. 由於施工場面大，軍工民工幹勁足，加上當時岩腳寨隧道是滇黔鐵路上第一個大隧
道，在全國是重點工程，因此，「八一」電影製片廠親臨施工現場拍攝了記錄片.”
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采多姿，要獨辟蹊徑，畫出貴州人民喜聞樂見的山水來.”196 Moreover, he says “as a
painter, one should first love your native place, paint the unique scenery, and therefrom
walk your own way. 作為一個畫家，首先應該愛自己的家鄉，畫特有的風物，從中
走出自己的路.”197
Figure 3.2 thus stands out as an ambitious project showcasing both the painter’s
passion and the achievement of socialist realism. Lush trees with needle leaves atop a dark
rock occludes the view of a tortuous road right behind. A vehicle is moving on this
treacherous path with one side the mountain body, and the other a precipitous cliff. People,
presumably workers, populate the road; they are moving towards the foreground, where a
construction site can be discerned. A tall metal tower, perhaps a vertical shaft, is standing
majestically on the ground, with a red flag on its top unfurled in the wind. The construction
site also comprises tents, heaps of architectural materials, and diligent workers. This is a
scene, according to the painter’s inscription, of building Liangfengya Tunnel in 1958 in
northern Guizhou on the Sichuan-Guizhou Railway. (“One corner at the construction site
of the Liangfengya Large Tunnel vertical shaft project on the Chuan-Qian Railway
[Sichuan-Guizhou Railway], first draft finished in January, 1958, Guangtao 川黔鐵路涼
風埡大隧道豎井工程工地 一角一九五八年元月光濤初稿”)
Distinct from the previous image, Figure 3.2 assigns a considerable weight to the
landscape element, paying heed to the particularities of the topography, as if the painter is
proclaiming forcefully that the construction is taking place in Guizhou. Layers of
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Guangtao Meng, Meng Guangtao, Zhongguo Jinxiandai Mingjia Huaji 中国近现代名家画集
[Catalogue of Modern and Contemporary Master Painters in China]] (Beijing: People’s Fine Arts
Publishing House 人民美术出版社, 2010). p.7
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mountains, an iconic trait of Guizhou, are rendered in diminutive tonality, sprawling in all
directions and fading out rhythmically in the far distance. In addition, the painter manages
not only to create the staggering breadth of the view but also the depth of the space: the
waist of mountain is shrouded by mist that accentuates its height, and the precipitous cliff
guides the eye to the far lower ground, featuring layers of terrace, or stepped fields, that
are particular to the mountainous topography of Guizhou and southwestern China. The
construction scene, nestled in the foreground, makes a natural conflation with the grand,
imposing vista of the landscape, exhibiting the painter’s enthusiasm for the land of Guizhou
and modern motifs of his own time.
The construction of Sichuan-Guizhou Railway, which took place during 19561965, is almost coeval with that of Guiyang-Kunming. Despite its name, the railway, in
fact, links Guiyang and Chongqing, as Chongqing was not promoted to DirectAdministered Municipality until 1997. Liangfengya Tunnel 涼風埡隧道 [Cool-Breeze
Mountain Pass], in Tongzi County 桐梓縣 of northern Guizhou, was constructed between
1957 and 1960, and, with its extraordinary length of more than four kilometers, was
extolled as the “longest tunnel constructed in China at that time.”198 It is also important
because this project is a key component to a railway which is “a strategic knot of
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Liangfengya Tunnel Project is a key to building this railway [i.e. Sichuan-Guizhou Railway]. [...] We
are going to construct a long tunnel of more than four thousand meters. [..] It will be the longest tunnel of
our nation so far. 涼風埡隧道工程是修建這條鐵路的主要關鍵。[...] 現在我們將在這裡開造一座四千
多米的長隧道[...]它將是我國現有隧道中最長的一個。See Li Shuming 勵庶明, “Chuanqian Tielu
Liangfengya Suidao Gongcheng Fengmian Shuoming川黔鐵路涼風埡隧道工程 封面說明 [the
Explanation of the Magazine Cover Regarding the Liangfengya Tunnel on the Chuan-Qian Railway],”
Popular Science 科學大眾, no. 2 (1957): 58. p.58
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communicating southwest and northwest trunk railways 是溝通西南、西北鐵路幹線的
重要環節.”
For such a reason, Liangfengya Tunnel attracted attention and was the cover of
Popular Science 科學大眾 in February 1957, a major periodical published nationwide
since 1937. In “the explanation of the magazine cover regarding the Liangfengya Tunnel
on the Chuan-Qian Railway 川黔鐵路涼風埡隧道工程 封面說明,” Li Shuming 勵庶明
provides a brief but rather intriguing account of the tunneling project:

川黔鐵路由趕水沿松坎河向南伸展，越過拔海一千多米的涼風埡和婁
山關兩大分水嶺，而抵達我國革命歷史名城——遵義。過遵義再往
南，鐵路在叢山峻嶺、懸岩峭壁之間蜿蜒，渡過水流湍急的烏江天
險。工程艱巨的烏江大橋正在施工。再往南經過息烽就到了貴陽。這
條鐵路所經過的地方大部分是狹隘的河谷、重疊的山嶺，在工程中要
修建一百多座隧道，近千座的橋樑涵洞。如果把開鑿出來的土石方培
成一米寬一米高的土堤，可以繞地球半周多。在這一帶還有地質不良
的溶洞區。鐵路從這樣的基礎上通過，要做詳細的地質調查。在這條
線路上，不僅可以看到像寶成線那樣“S”形的迂迴線路，也有像蘭新
線烏鞘嶺那樣需要雙機牽引的高坡地段。在這條鐵路上，我們將經過
二十多年前工農紅軍戰鬥過的地方，也能看到長征途中的天險，當我
們聽到了這條鐵路開工的消息，不禁會想到我們今天的勝利和幸福，
是經過了怎樣艱辛的奮鬥才得到的。199
Chuan-Qian Railway extends southward along the Songkan River [on the
northern border of Guizhou] from Ganshui Town [in southern Chongqing].
Passing through two great watersheds, Liangfengya and Loushan Pass with
a latitude of more than a thousand meters, we arrive at our country’s
celebrated historic city known for revolution - Zunyi. Passing Zunyi and
moving southward, the train is meandering among layered precipitous
mountains and cliffs, and crossing the heavenly trench of Wu River [in
Guizhou and Chongqing, branch of Yangtze River], which features rapid
water flow. The extremely challenging The Great Bridge over Wu River is
under construction. Moving southward and passing Xifeng [Xifeng County,
north of Guiyang], [we] will arrive in Guiyang. The majority of the region
this railway would pass is narrow valleys and layered mountains. The
project needs to build more than one hundred tunnels and almost a thousand
bridges and culverts. If you mold excavated earth and stone into one-meter199

Li Shuming 勵庶明. p.58
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wide and one-meter-high embankment, it could rotate Earth for more than
half of its circumference. This region also has geologically unfavorable
solutional cave areas. The railway which built on this requires meticulous
geological investigations. On this railway, we can see not only tortuous “S”
routes as those of Bao-Cheng Railway [Baoji to Chengdu], but also highslope area that needs dual-engine traction as in Wushao Ridge of Lan-Xin
Railway [Lanzhou to Xinjiang]. On this railway, we shall pass places where
the Red Army combatted more than two decades ago, and also pass the
heavenly trenches during the Long March. As we heard the news about the
commencement of the project, [we] could not help but think of how hard
they have fought to obtain our victories and happiness today.
This excerpt almost serves as an annotation to Meng Guangtao’s painting. It may
explain why this particular railway comes to be his visualization, and why he devotes such
considerable efforts to creating the grandeur of the landscape. Surveying Liangfengya,
Loushan Pass, Zunyi, Wu River, Xifeng, Guiyang sequentially, which are key places along
the railway from north to south, the narration embodies the vision of the train, guiding the
readers through the movement of the locomotive, and triggering a vicarious, if not
imaginative, experience of a railway whose construction was just started. These places are
not haphazardly chosen but are important for their densely embedded historical and
political significance. Loushan Pass is historically a strategic spot on the way that connects
Guizhou and Sichuan. It is also where the Red Army defeated the Nationalist Army in
1935, which secured Zunyi Conference 遵義會議, an exceptionally important event during
the Long March (1934-6) and even in the entire history of the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP). Crossing Wu River was another major battle against the Nationalist Army in 1935
during the Long March, a battle that marked the shift of the Red Army’s position from
defense to counterattack. Finally, Xifeng has the largest secret prison set by Kuomintang
(KMT), named Xifeng Concentration Camp 息烽集中營, which was used to detain CCP
members. These events, some related to the Long March and some to the First Civil War
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(1927-37), are interwoven with the passage of the railway, which turns the very trail of the
train into a pilgrimage of the CCP history; as a result, the excerpt concludes with a patriotic
tone and a recollection of these events and fights that amount to the happiness of the
author’s time.
In addition, the author enumerates enthusiastically the engineering marvels of
Chuan-Qian Railway. Not only the boastful analogy that the earthwork from the railway
construction could rotate Earth “for more than half of its circumference,” but the fact that
the Chuan-Qian Railway would possess features that were to combat the extreme
topography in other railways, showcase that Chuan-Qian Railway is more than a marvel;
it is an engineering spectacle. As spectacular as its representation in Figure 3.2: workers
seem so overwhelmed by the imposing landscape, but it is they who overcome the
challenges posed by the topography and build, with their hands and diligence, a railway
that is great in its own right. Hence, Figure 3.2 is a consummate rendition of the spirit of
workers, the pathos of constructing new China, and in such a case, Guizhou is refashioned
as a conglomerate symbol of landscape wonder, engineering prowess and the heroic
memoire of the CCP history, a multifaceted identity and meaning that would define the
modernity of Meng’s landscape.

Four Crossings of the Chishui River and the Image of the Long March

If the landscape about railway constructions presents an image of new China which
has walked away from its humiliating past and strided towards an aspiring future, another
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set of Meng’s oeuvres, his images of Four Crossings of the Chishui River, would gaze at
the past, especially the history of the Long March which has been inextricably integrated
with the landscape of Guizhou. The Long March, which lasts for two years, from October
1934 to October 1936, is an action taken by the CCP to evade the attack and blockage
launched by the Nationalist Army commanded by Chiang Kai-shek (1887-1975). In 1934,
when the CCP’s bases in southeastern China, an area under Chiang’s direct control, were
assaulted, the party decided to move westward to southwestern China, where Chiang had
no firm hold. At the outset of the journey, the Red Army has suffered a grave loss, in
particular from the defeat of Xiang River Battle (November 27-December 1, 1934) in
Hunan and Guangxi, due to the erroneous command of Bo Gu 博古 (Qin Bangxian 秦邦
憲 1907-1946) and Li De 李德 (Otto Braun, 1900-1974, a military advisor sent by
Comintern to the CCP). Mao, at that time, was demoted and ostracized by leftist dogmatists
inside the party, and thus lost his leadership of the Red Army.200 From January 15 to 18,
1935, after the Red Army’s strenuous fight and successful takeover of a rather important
strategic spot, Loushan Pass 婁山關, in the north of Zunyi, a major city in northern
Guizhou, CCP held an historic meeting, Zunyi Conference, which condemned Bo Gu and
Li De for their serious mistakes and established the leadership of Mao Zedong in the party.
This conference was deemed a “turning point” of the Long March and even in the
entire CCP history, because, as the eminent historian of modern Chinese history and the
CCP history, Jin Chongji claims, “Zunyi Conference solves the decisive military and
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organizational issues of the time, and is a turning point that determines the life and demise
of the CCP. It saves the party, saves the Red Army, saves Chinese revolutions at an
extremely precarious moment of history.”201 And thus he considers the Red Army’s four
months in Guizhou are “of great importance,” for it decides whether the CCP can survive
in an immensely treacherous condition, which, in retrospect, would shape the history of
China up to the present.202
Zunyi Conference is not the sole reason that makes these four months in Guizhou
significant; Four Crossings of the Chishui River 四渡赤水, which took place after Zunyi
Conference, and is a full embodiment of Mao’s military tactics and talent, helped the Red
Army escape the almost impregnable encirclement of the Nationalist Army. The Red Army
at the time faced an enemy with overwhelming advantages: not only was the Nationalist
Army better equipped, but its sheer size was several times larger than that of the Red Army
(the Nationalist Army had several hundred thousand, while the Red only had around thirty
thousand.). In addition, as the Red Army attempted to cross the Yangtze River and moved
northward, the local warlords in the Southwest, who would respond to Chiang Kai-shek’s
command, and the Nationalist Army, who were scattered in all possible directions,
surrounded the Red Army and about to annihilate them. In such a perilous condition, the
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中央紅軍長征進程中， 在貴州境內的四個多月特別重要。 當時紅軍的前途， 存在兩種可能性：或
者成功突出重圍；或者處置不當，就有全軍覆沒的危險。遵義會議成為重要的轉折點， 紅軍在貴
州闖過了生死關頭，從被動轉入主動，為長征的最終勝利奠定了基礎。
During the course of the Central Red Army’s Long March, the four months within the territory of Guizhou
are of great importance. For the Red Army at that time, they face two futures: they either successfully break
through the encirclement [of the Nationalist Army] or, if mistreated [i.e. defeated], they may be completely
annihilated. Zunyi Conference has become an important turning point. The Red Army has passed the
junction of life and death, shifting from passive to active, and laying the foundation for the ultimate victory
of the Long March.
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party’s cadre, right after the Zunyi Conference, issued on February 16, 1935 the "Letter
from the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the Central Military
Commission of the Central Revolutionary Committee of the Communist Party of China to
All Red Combatants 共產黨中央委員會與中央軍事委員會告全體紅色指戰員書, "
which specifies, “In order to win with certainty, we must seek favorable opportunities and
areas to destroy the enemy, and under unfavorable conditions, we should reject risky battles
in which we are not sure of victory. 為了有把握地求得勝利，我們必須尋求有利的時
機與地區去消滅敵人，在不利的條件下，我們應該拒絕那種冒險的沒有勝利把握的
戰鬥.”203
This letter heralds a tactic shift after the Zunyi Conference, a highly adaptive and
mobile strategy the Red Army adopted, with the Four Crossings of the Chishui River as its
quintessential embodiment.204 Facing the impervious encirclement, the Red Army took
advantage of the weakness inside the enemies--the mistrust and conflicts of interest
between Chiang Kai-shek and local warlords in the Southwest, and of the warlords’ apathy
in exterminating the Red Army.205 More importantly, the Red Army concealed their true
intention and mobilized the enemies by crossing the Chishui River four times.206 Chishui
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River 赤水河 [Red Water River] is a major tributary of the Yangtze River and is running
on the borders of Guizhou, Sichuan, and Yunnan. On Jan 19, 1935, one day after the Zunyi
Conference, the Red Army left Zunyi and marched northward. On Jan 29, the Red Army
crossed the Chishui River for the first time into Sichuan via Tucheng 土城. From February
18 to February 21, the Red Army swept eastward and crossed the Chishui River for the
second time, back to Guizhou at Taiping Ferry 太平渡 and Erlang Beach 二郎灘. On
February 28, the Red Army was back to Zunyi and defeated the enemy, making the first
major victory during the Long March. From March 16 to March 17, the Red Army crossed
Chishui River for the third time at Maotai Ferry 茅台渡口 and entered Sichuan again.
Finally, from March 21 to March 22, the Red Army crossed the Chishui River for the fourth
time and marched back to Taiping Ferry and Erlang Beach. As Chiang Kai-shek still tried
to figure out the true intention of the Red Army and scrambled to deploy the Nationalist
Army to form new encirclements, the Red Army had already broken the besiege, swiftly
marched southward to cross Wu River 烏江, then passed Guiyang, and move to Yunnan,
where they finally crossed Jinsha River 金沙江, the upper stream of the Yangtze River.
This expedited military action was extolled as “a miracle in the Chinese war history.”207
And according to the eminent military leader, one of the ten Marshals in the People’s
Liberation Army, Nie Rongzhen’s 聶榮臻 (1899-1992) transcription of Chen Yi’s 陳毅
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(1901-1972, one of ten Marshal in the PLA) word, Mao deems Four Crossings of the
Chishui River as a “‘stroke of pride’ in his own life.”208
This history provides context for the seemingly ordinary landscape of Figure 3.3.
This hanging scroll by Meng Guangtao presents a grand but intimate view. Surrounded by
mountains in the fore-, middle- and background, the water diverges in the middle ground
of the painting where an array of boats is quietly moored at the shoal. One boat, that bears
two boatmen and several passengers, is peacefully floating on one branch of the river that
recedes to the far distance, while another, whose details are obscured by the murky lighting,
is moving towards a different branch. The waterways are squeezed by towering mountains,
on which villages are nestled in lush vegetations. The layers of mountains, especially the
ones in the background facing the beholders immediately, feature intensive application of
dark ink wash, signifying a stylistic shift from the previous landscape depictions, a shift
which can be deemed as Meng’s experimental endeavor of finding a particular visual
expression for the humid environment of Guizhou. And indeed, according to the inscription
on the upper left corner, Figure 3.3 is a later work, created in the final years of the painter's
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這個階段，我們都是聲東擊西，大踏步地機動作戰，不斷地調動敵人。這樣打法，部隊自然要多走
一點路，疲勞一點。可是敵人卻對我們捉摸不透，便於我們隱蔽企圖，使我軍由被動變為主動。以
後陳毅同志對我說過，毛主席說四渡赤水是他一生中的「得意之筆」。我也深感毛澤東同志在軍事
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Crossings of the Chishui River was a "stroke of pride" in his life. I was also impressed by Comrade Mao
Zedong's brilliant use of the art of military command. He indeed has exceptional talents and thoughts,
which deserve serious studies.
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life, more than twenty years later than Figures 3.1 and 3.2. (“Erlangtan Ferry, Erlangtan
Ferry of the Chishui River is one of the important ferries in Four Crossing the Chishui
River during the Long March. The Central Red Army therefrom crossed the Chishui River
twice. 1980, Guangtao 二郎灘渡口，赤水河二郎灘紅軍長征途中四渡赤水之戰的重
要渡口之一，中央紅軍曾兩次由此渡過赤水河。庚申年光濤.”)
The inscription, more importantly, offers information about its subject which is key
to understanding this painting. Akin to Zhu Chaoyuan’s illustrations of Iron-Chain Bridge
in Tieqiao zhishu elaborated in the first chapter, Figure 3.3 is also a commemorative image:
it regards the heroic history of the Long March, the crucial juncture for the CCP during the
Four Crossings of the Chishui River, and the extraordinary military talent of Mao; the
painter emphasizes that the Red Army has crossed this ferry not once but twice,
accentuating the importance of the Erlangtan Ferry. But unlike the illustrations in Tieqiao
zhishu, where the bridge and architectures constructed under the Zhu Jiamin’s command
are shown, no trace about the Long March is visible here. Under the poetic guise, the
viewers may not be aware of the historical significance attached to this place. If not
reminded by the painter’s inscription, the viewers may easily misread this painting as
merely a lyrical representation of a nameless corner in Guizhou; the specific date left by
the painter might also mislead the beholders to dismiss this work as a usual sketch of
everyday life in the modern times. It is a shock when hearing its name, Erlangtan Ferry,
which conjures up so much historic importance and so many heroic moments of crossing
the river once took place at this place. The painting thus creates a considerable tension
between the pictorial presence, the landscape, and the absence, the historical memories.
What is even more peculiar about Figure 3.3 is, as a painting representing a site of memory,
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it does not fit into any of the operations, xu 墟 [hill, void]209 and ji 跡 [trace], laid out in
Wu Hung’s A Story of Ruins, where he contends:
The concept of ji and xu thus define a site of memory from opposite
directions: xu emphasizes the erasure of human traces; ji stresses survival
and display. A xu in a strict sense can only be mentally envisaged because
it shows no external signs of ruins; but a ji, being itself an external sign of
ruins, always encourages visualization and representation. The idea of xu
implies the subjective interaction with a site but the notion of ji embodies
the dialect of nature and artifice. Xu lacks physical framing; but ji must
signal a process through which a specific place or sign is transformed into
a trace of the past that expresses its own process of decay. Imagination
related to xu is by definition temporal and mythical, while ji always
translates poetic temporality into a spatial and material existence.210
Figure 3.3 is a bizarre case, because, in a strict sense, it represents neither a xu and
ji, and yet both a xu and ji. As a ji, the site has been “an integral element of a timeless
landscape,” insofar as it has become indistinguishable from the landscape, but it is not “an
inscription on a sheer cliff, a pictorial carving inside a deep valley, an ancient tumulus in
an open field, or a Buddhist grotto on a sacred mountain.” As a xu, the site “shows no
external signs of ruins,” but it defies the premise of xu, which “was more often envisioned
as a vast, empty space where the capital of a former dynasty once stood,” as in yinxu 殷墟
[the empty ground/ruin of the Shang dynasty capital].211 “The capital of a former dynasty”
presupposes a material substance, either splendid palaces, steadfast city walls, or various
constructions that once stood there. But the “crossing” in the Four Crossings of the Chishui
River suggests a swift movement, a fleeting manoeuvre, that barely produces anything as
sustainable as an architecture. It soon dissipates in nature, which can only be recalled when
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the name, “Erlangtan Ferry,” is summoned. The oddity of Figure 3.3 as a commemorative
painting, and as such it bears no trace (ji), and no disappearance of material traces (xu). It
is an immaterial monument, a crystallization of motion; the painting is to frame this site,
to monumentalize it, to redeem it from its utter ordinarinary appearance, for the same
reason as how monuments were erected on the bank of the river. Intangible but everlasting,
the landscape of Guizhou in Figure 3.3 becomes a timeless testimony of the memories that
dissolve and penetrate therein.
This seamless integration of history and Guizhou landscape in visual representation
persists in the following depiction of the Long March, Figure 3.4, a grand hanging scroll
titled Yeying Changzheng lu 野營長征路 [Camping on the Route of the Long March]. As
the inscription reads, “Camping on the Route of the Long March, the year of Dingsi, Meng
Guangtao painted in Guiyang 野營長征路丁巳年孟光濤寫於貴陽,” this painting was
completed in 1977, three years prior to the Erlangtan Ferry painting. More than five
decades apart from the Long March, and unlike the previous painting, Figure 3.4 is a
reenactment of the scene which exhibits a different approach to commemoration. A troop
of soldiers forming a sinuous line is mounting a monolithic rock in the lower center. The
vanguard is upholding a red flag unfurled in the air which suggests their affiliation with
the Red Army. This gallant troop is set against a magnificent vista; the painting chooses a
vantage point so high that it encompasses layers of mountains that extend to the far distance
as a continuous wave, and the ocean of clouds floating beneath indicating the enormous
height of the mountains. Although such an awe-inspiring view dwarfs the Red Army, they
never feel overwhelmed. They set foot on a rock that penetrates the clouds, perhaps after
an arduous march, marking the site with their flag, and looking down the clouds as a gesture
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of conquering: it is a moment when contemplation of natural spectacle is granted a political
meaning, that one has overcome the place. In addition, this mere gesture also showcases
the peerless bravery and determination of the troop, accentuated by the challenging
landscape. More importantly, the entire image is imbued with a blissful redness; it is the
hue of the haze at the sunset (because it is a camping), a color of exuberant passion, and
the symbol of CCP, which seems to suggest that it is the party who brings the blessings to
the land of new China. And in such a hue, the troop and the red flag also become part of
the spectacle.
Figure 3.4 was chosen in the art exhibition related to the celebration of the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the Founding of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) in 1977, and was later
collected by the Military Museum of the Chinese People's Revolution 中國人民革命軍事
博物館; this particular social context sheds light on the grandiose look and commemorative
nature of this painting. Both Figures 3.3 and 3.4 concern memory, the Long March, and
the landscape of Guizhou, even if they evince disparate ways of approaching them -- one
through its absence (invisibility of historical traces in Figure 3.3) and one through presence
(reenactment in Figure 3.4). As commemorative paintings, they showcase the dialectics of
the past and the modern. The social function of Figure 3.4 suggests how the past is still
meaningful to the present, and can still lend its glory to PLA even after a half century. The
peaceful landscape in Figure 3.3 seems to remind how the serenity of the scenery at the
present is the fruit of the Red Army’s strenuous battles in the past. That is, recalling the
name of Erlangtan Ferry and rendering absent the historical trace, Meng Guangtao makes
explicit the archaeology of time, the vehemence of persisting memories underneath the
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tranquil scenery, and how history constitutes his present, despite the apparent erasure of
the former.

Images of Ethnic Minority in Guizhou

Just as the above-mentioned paintings delineate various fronts of a promising new
China, the following section will introduce another aspect, ethnic minorities, who prevail
in Guizhou. In the following images by Meng Guangtao, we would discover a novel
perception of the diverse ethnic minorities that differs from that of Huang Xiangjian and
Zou Yigui in previous chapters.
Figure 3.5 is a hanging scroll featuring a pile of stone-made residences built on a
mountain. The inscription written on the lower left corner, “May 1959, sketching Shitou
Village at Mount Biandan, Guangtao 一九五九年五月寫扁擔山石頭寨光濤,” suggests
the subject of the painting, namely Shitou Village [Stone Village] at Mount Biandan
[Mount Carrying Pole]. It is located in Zhenning County 鎮寧縣 in Southwestern Guizhou,
and zhai 寨 in Shitou Village (Shitou zhai) is more than a village; it functions as a military
post administered by local tusi during the pre-modern time.212 What makes Stone Village
special is that it is a community of Bouyei ethnic group 布依族, one of the fifty-five ethnic
minorities in the PRC, with more than ninety-five percent of their population found in
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Guizhou. And that explains the identity of two women in the picture, one in the lower
register bearing a basket on her shoulder while climbing the stairs, and one in the slightly
distant middleground, holding something to her chest; they wear skirts and headgear in
dark blue or white, which are principal traits of Bouyei costumes.213
The Bouyei people climb the mountain through the zigzag path, which also guides
the viewers’ eyes up to the densely clustered residences that grow upward as if they are
organically integrated with the landscape. The heavy mist separates the residences from
the peak in the background, which is executed largely in blue ink wash, and obscures parts
of the foreground, so that no one would ascertain how high this place is. Figure 3.5, thus,
creates a secluded and undisturbed space of the Bouyei community, to which only the two
Bouyei women have access. Moreover, the picture also exhibits a halcyon vibe, even a
utopian peacefulness, which makes this place an object for which one would long.
The sketchy quality of this painting, however, may speak a different narrative. The
word xie 寫 in the inscription could be translated as “to paint” in general, but given that the
painter has specified the location in great detail, it is very likely that the painter has
physically been there and sketched in front of the Stone Village. In such a case, the
community of the Bouyei ethnic minority is no longer a sequestered site, but approachable
to the outsider. This shift is stark if we compare it with the narratives in the pre-modern
periods. The indigenous people in Guizhou were not only pejoratively addressed as man
蠻 or yi 夷 (barbarians, savages), but portrayed as a group of hostile, belligerent, and
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uncivilized people, who, in Tieqiao zhishu, posed enormous threat to the outsiders, such as
officials and soldiers associated with the Ming and Qing governments.
This drastic shift is captured by the new policies regarding ethnic affairs since
Repulican China. With the majority composed of Han Chinese, the fifty-five ethnic
minorities in the PRC occupy fewer than nine percent of its total population. Despite the
small number, after the fall of the last dynasty in 1911, the 1912 and 1914 Constitutions
stipulated equality for all nationalities, for the unity of China was at stake for all
governments at the time, and unity of different ethnic nationalities were key to achieve that
goal. “Nationalities,” or minzu 民族, following the definition of Stalin, were believed at
the time to number only five in China: Han, Mongols, Manchus, Tibetans and Muslims;214
such a belief is relatively constant from the times of Yuan Shikai and Sun Yat-sen, all the
way to Chiang Kai-shek. Mao took a more inclusive approach, recognizing numerous other
nationalities such as Miao and Yao in southern China. Moreover, he won over the ethnic
minorities during the Long March and united them to fight Japanese invasion and defeat
Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist government.
Following the downfall of Chiang, the 1949 interim Constitution of the PRC lays
bare the basic policies regarding ethnic minorities, which reads: “China is a unitary state
made up of numerous politically equal, ethnic groups, the implication being that no
minority has any right to secede from China.” In addition, “the “minorities have the right
of autonomy, including to practise and develop their own cultures and religions, and use
their own languages.”215 That is to say, stipulated by the Constitution, ethnic minorities are
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treated equally and granted a high degree of independence, which should be based on the
premises that no ethnic group attempts to secede from the PRC. Despite the fact that the
implementation of these policies varies throughout the time (in particular during the
Cultural Revolution and the period of reform thereafter), the principles of equality,
autonomy, and unity in general remain unchanged. For instance, The Law of Regional
Autonomy in 1984 makes explicit the “priority to minority nationalities” and the
“preferential policies,” the policy bonus enjoyed by ethnic minorities.216 And in the
September 1999 issued Gazette of the State Council, “The Policies Regarding Ethnic
Minorities and Their Practices in China 中國的少數民族政策及其實踐” encapsulates the
fundamental stance of the PRC’s policies,

在中華人民共和國成立前，中國歷代政府雖然有一套關於民族事務的
政策和制度，但無論是漢族還是少數民族建立的中央政權，民族間無
平等可言。1949年中華人民共和國的建立，開闢了中國各民族平等、
團結、互助的新時代。在中華人民共和國統一的民族大家庭內，各民
族在一切權利完全平等的基礎上，自願地聯合和團結起來，相互促
進，共同發展，致力於建設富強、民主、文明的新中國。217
Prior to the establishment of the PRC, although each government in the
history of China has its own set of policies and regulations regarding ethnic
affairs, there was no equality among ethnic minorities, regardless of
whether the regime was founded by Han or other ethnic groups. The
foundation of the PRC initiated a new era of equality, solidarity, and mutual
support among all ethnic groups. Within the great unified national family of
the PRC, and on the basis of total equality of all rights, all ethnic groups
voluntarily unite, promote mutually, develop together, and strive to build a
prosperous, strong, democratic, and civilized new China.
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“Equality, solidarity, and mutual support” explains the approachability and the
peaceful vibe in Figure 3.5. Therefore, in addition to showing the landscape of Guizhou,
Figure 3.5 is also a characterization of this new relationship among ethnic groups in modern
China. The next image, Figure 3.6, titled Miaoling xincheng 苗嶺新城 (New City at Miao
Ridge), would suggest how “all ethnic groups [...] strive to build a prosperous, strong,
democratic, and civilized new China.”
Instead of obscuring the view with dense mist as in Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6 presents
pellucidly an expansive and epic vista of mountains with a river running tortuously in
between. This place, according to the painter’s inscription, is called Miao Ridge, and was
completed in 1973 in Huaxi, a district of Guiyang, where Guizhou University, the
institution where Meng served as a professor, is located (“New City at Miao Ridge, June
1973, sketched at the bank of the Qingshui River, Guangtao in Huaxi 苗嶺新城一九七三
年六月寫清水江畔信筆光濤於花溪”). Miao Ridge, which stretches for 180 kilometers
in southeastern Guizhou, is a watershed of two major drainage systems, the Yangtze River
drainage system in the north and Pearl River drainage system in the south. Qingshui River,
specified in the painter’s inscription, corresponds to the flow in the north. The name of the
ridge, Miao, originates from the fact it is a major habitat of the Miao ethnic minority, and
the Mount Leigong 雷公山, the highest peak of the Miao Ridge, is venerated by Miao as
their “Mother Mountain.”
The extensive use of blue and green color, alongside red-brown, endows this Miao
habitat with an extraordinary appeal. The landscape matters also because it is also where
the Red Army has passed during the Long March. On December 24, 1934, as the Red Army
arrived at Jianhe County 劍河縣, which now belongs to the Qiandongnan Miao and Dong
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Autonomous Prefecture 黔東南苗族侗族自治州 and is proximate to Mount Leigong, the
General Political Department issued “Instruction regarding the relations with Miao and
enhancement of disciplinary control 關於注意與苗民關係，加強紀律檢查的指示,”
which required the Red Army to respect local Miao people's lives and not disturb their
livelihood.218 And it is also alleged that in Jianhe County, Mao Zedong gave his sweater
and food to a Miao old woman who was starving and fell down on the street in the winter.219
The sweater is said to be preserved at Zunyi Conference Memorial, and this account
becomes one example of how CCP has won over the indigenous people during the Long
March.
Moreover, numerous ships, either stationary or moving on the Qingshui River,
convey a bustling scene. A train with a trail of smoke is dashing on the bridge in the middle
ground. Factories with chimneys ejecting smoke are preoccupied with productive work and
can be found here and there in this majestic landscape. It is a modernized landscape,
superimposing the traditional technique (blue-and-green idiom), sketch, and motifs of
modernity. The image wraps up various fronts of an ideal captured by the word xin 新
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县史志办 County History and Gazetteer Office, “Hongjun Guo Jianhe Fasheng de Zhongdashijian 红军

过剑河发生的重大事件[Major Events Happened When the Red Army Crossed Jianhe County],” August
8, 2019, http://www.jhx.gov.cn/dcjh/lsyg/201708/t20170814_15816080.html.
指示指出：最近我軍經過之地，地瘠民貧，苗民甚多，各部隊更應向戰士詳細解釋，嚴格督促。
一、明確傳達與執行本部對苗民指示，不打苗民土豪，不殺苗民有信仰的甲長、鄉長。二、山田牛
少，居民視牛如命，絕不應殺牛。土豪的牛要發給群眾，嚴厲處罰亂殺牛者。
The instruction states: "Recently, our troops have been passing through areas where the land is barren and
the people are poor, and there are many Miao people, so all troops should explain this to the soldiers in
detail and strictly supervise them. First, clearly communicate and implement the Department’s instructions
regarding the Miao people, not to beat up the Miao gentries, and not to kill the Miao people's believed
heads of twenty-five households [lizhang] and of the village. Second, cows are scarce in the mountains and
fields, and the inhabitants regard them as their lives, so [the soldiers] should never kill cows. Cattle
belonging to the local gentries should be distributed to the mass, and those who kill cows indiscriminately
should be severely punished.
219
县史志办 County History and Gazetteer Office.
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(new) as in its title Miaoling xincheng (New City at Miao Ridge): a Miao habitat is no
longer secluded, but open to join the rest of China, the new modernization agenda and
economic development, the history of the CCP, and the harmony among ethnic groups who
strive to build a promising China in solidarity.
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Conclusion & Epilogue

Meng Guangtao has in many ways subverted the marginal status of Guizhou in his
paintings. His landscape of Guizhou, of his own hometown, starkly contrasts with those by
Huang Xiangjian and Zou Yigui. Both Huang and Zou address the remoteness of Guizhou
(as they specified the route they took and the time they spent on the journey), and echo the
paradoxical characteristics of Guizhou landscape: marvelous, extraordinary and hostile at
the same time. The pejorative appellation of the indigenous inhabitants, yi, which is a form
of exclusion, distinguishes them from the “uncivilized” inhabitants. It prevails in their
works.
Disparate from Huang or Zou, who amplify the peripheral status of Guizhou by
stressing its otherness, Meng is showcasing the multifaceted ways in which Guizhou can
be incorporated into and even becomes the spotlight in the PRC. This chapter has laid out,
from three perspectives, how Guizhou is refashioned in the modern era. The images of
railway construction, vehicles, and the tranquil, prosperous land of the ethnic minorities
suggest how Guizhou has succeeded in joining and keeping the economic, social, and
political pace with the rest of China. These images were possible because of the adoption
of sketch and a nation-wide call for socialistic realism. In such a self-reformatist, artistic
movement, the artists perceived the space in an utterly new way, and incorporated novel
motifs--the masses, and the labor scene--that never appeared in Huang’s or Zou’s landscape
paintings. This realism, a heightened attentiveness to time and the society, is a call for the
visualization of time, which allows artists to better seize the glimpse of modern life.
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Meng’s representations of Guizhou do not always deal with the present; the image
of the Long March is a gaze toward history and reminds one of the importance of Guizhou
to the CCP. Not only have Zunyi Conference and the legendary maneuvering of Four
Crossings of the Chishui River stoked the pride of the province, but their far-reaching
implications as a critical junction of the CCP made Guizhou impossible to neglect. Meng
has developed two ways to contemplate its past: in Camping on the Route of the Long
March, Meng reenacts a glorious moment of the Long March, while in Erlangtan Ferry,
Meng looks at the past through the lens of the present, creating a juxtaposition of times in
which the haunting, latent past constantly shaping modernity.
But we need to be critical about the diverse visual expressions of Meng that seem
to depart from the landscape paintings in the pre-modern time. The paintings by Huang
Xiangjian, Zou Yigui, and Meng Guangtao all showcase Guizhou as very much subject to
political and social conditions. Guizhou in Huang’s painting serves as a backdrop,
accentuating the arduous journey he took and thus the greatness of his filial piety; Huang
has painted numerous landscapes on the same subject, which promulgated his legendary
story, and gained him high reputation. In the case of Zou Yigui, who went to Guizhou only
a few years after the brutal suppressions of local rebellions, Landscape Contemplating Me
displays an uncanny serenity and lyricism. The effacement of the violence and framing the
landscape of Guizhou within the lyric tradition of Chinese painting imply how the
representation of Guizhou is subject to the painter’s political and cultural presuppositions.
Meng Guangtao exhibits a different scenario where politics takes place in his creation. The
compliance with the party’s socialistic realism and sketch revolutionized the look of his
Guizhou landscape, and rendered it more open to modern subjects, but the seeming
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openness, in fact, comes as the result of working closely within the ideological framework
of the party, who decides what should be the proper subject in an artist’s work. This is
unprecedented; W.J.T Mitchell, in his studies of landscape, has expounded its affinity with
power. In Landscape and Power, he argues “landscape painting is best understood, then,
not as the uniquely central medium that gives us access to ways of seeing landscape, but
as a representation of something that is already a representation in its own right.”220 That
is to say, landscape is not any random and neutral view of a land, but a view that is already
culturally and politically codified and framed.

Then the question is, what is true Guizhou? Can we attain a real image of it?
Although politics in interpretation (including representation) seems inevitable for some
scholars, such as Fredric Jameson expressed vehemently in his The Political Unconscious,
we have seen in recent years that artists show “rebellious” ethos, attempting to overturn
the past creative principles. One of the most immediate examples is Meng Guangtao’s
Mountain Spring After the Rain (Figure 3.7), which was completed in 1985, merely two
years prior to the painter’s demise. (Mountain Spring After the Rain 1985 early autumn,
painted in Guiyang, Guangtao 雨後山泉乙丑新秋畫於貴陽光濤), As poetic as the title
suggests, this painting renders an extremely humid space after the rain. A waterfall on the
right is running in the background. The water seems to form a stream that flows to the
foreground, where the mountains have been obscured by the extensive use of ink wash.
Forms have collapsed, and the entire picture is as watery as the environment, which seems
to be the unique visual expression Meng was avidly seeking for the Guizhou landscape.
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W. J. T. Mitchell, ed., Landscape and Power (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994). p.14
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This painting, with an impressionist, abstract appearance, drastically contrasts with his
previous works with a sketchy, realistic quality, and yet, this painting, I argue, is perhaps
more “realistic” than any of them, insofar as it is faithful and attentive to the sensation and
palpability of the mountain after the rain.
The 1980s is a remarkable period; it is after the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976),
a highly politicized decade during which the idolism of Mao and unitary ideology occluded
free thinking. The end of the Cultural Revolution heralds a new era of economic reform,
and “Cultural Fever,” a cultural phenomenon marked by the introduction and absorption
of western thought, and avid participation in cultural events, such as art exhibitions. Artists
from Guizhou presented their works in multiple exhibitions in Beijing and, according to
the scholar Gu Puguang, “generated tremendous shock waves in the art field of China,”
because “[their works] are full embodiment of individual consciousness and stark local
characteristics;” Gu even characterized it as “Guizhou phenomenon,” which refers to an
artistic endeavor to “find inspiration from the primitive, mysterious, and rich soil of the
culture of ethnic minorities, as well as from their embroidery, batik (wax printing),
costume, architecture, mask, nuo play 儺戲, epic, mythology, rituals, and songs.”221
Artists’ approach of tapping into the cultural uniqueness of Guizhou suggests an increasing
consciousness of its individuality, and an attempt to break the political and social premises
that once dominated the representation of Guizhou.
The ardor of representing Guizhou never ceases; 2018 witnesses an eruption of
films about Guizhou. Not only the films made in Guizhou, but the filmmakers and actors
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Gu, Puguang 顾朴光, “Diyu Minzu Chuantong Xiandai -- Guanyu Guizhou Xiandai Meishu 地域 民族

传统 现代——关于贵州现代美术 [Local, Ethnicity, Tradition, Modern - Concerning Modern Art in
Guizhou],” Meishu 美術 [Art], no. 6 (2014). pp.118-9
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who are natives of Guizhou, glow in prominence in movie festivals all around the world,
where they harvest numerous awards and recognitions. One notable example is Kaili Blues
(2015), by Bi Gan (1989-), a native from Kaili in eastern Guizhou, who won the highest
award of the prestigious Locarno International Film Festival. The landscape of Guizhou in
Kaili Blues is not simply a backdrop for the story; Guizhou’s peripheral status, gloomy
climate, and unique character give a poetic mysticism to the narrative of the film.
Admittedly, the incessant exploration of the dialectics between the center and periphery,
inside and outside, past and present engenders the unbridled vitality that would again and
again fashion the representation of Guizhou.
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Appendix I: Translation of the Inscriptions in Landscape Contemplating Me

Author’s Preface
一桂以雍正乙卯奉命督黔學。隆冬就道，逾大河，歷江漢，朔風欺髩，未暇觀覽。
丙辰春，抵湖南，泛舟沅江，花柳爭媚，沿流峭壁頗覺動人，乃稿而笥之，俟暇，
欲為圖。以嗣粵游之冊。
Yigui, following the imperial order, supervised education in Guizhou Province in 1735. I
departed in midwinter. I went across the Yellow River, passed the Yangtze and Han Rivers
[region around today’s Hubei]. The north wind teased the hair around my temples, and I
had no spare time to view [the landscape]. In the spring of 1736, [I] arrived in Hunan and
went boating on the Yuan River. Flowers and willow trees competed in their charm. I found
the cliffs along the river were rather moving, and thereupon I sketched and placed them in
my basket case. As I have the time, I want to paint [them] as to continue the albums of the
trip in Yue.
既入黔，則萬山穿云，岩壑崖洞稱奇勝者，不一而足顧，以巡試匆匆未暇。及戊午
冬，期滿，作楚黔十二景一冊，友人爭題之，方伯雁門馮公見而攜去，再索一睹不
可得。
Once I arrived in Guizhou, [I observed that] a myriad mountains penetrate clouds; rocks,
valleys, cliffs, and caves are eccentric and magnificent and I cannot look at them all.
Because of travelling around and giving examinations, I was in a hurry and did not have
enough time [to view]. In 1738, when my appointment was over, I composed an album
with twelve leaves which is titled Twelve Views of Chu [Hunan] and Qian [Guizhou]; my
friends were competing to inscribe it. The Provincial Administration Commissioner Master
Feng of Yanmen saw it and took it away. [When I] requested to see and [I] was not able to
obtain it.
嗣又蒙恩留任三年，重經所過如遇舊知，然欲圖之，卒無其隙。壬戌還京師，徙禮
垣，涼秋夜值宮漏方永，靜憶在黔六載，披荊涉險如在夢中，而林壑在胸不能去，
乃追而圖之，得二十二幀。
[I], thanks to the favor [of the emperor], continued my service for another three years in
the same position. I went through what I’ve passed and [this experience] is as if I
encountered old friends, and thereupon I wanted to paint it, but I was not able to spare a
moment. I returned to Beijing in 1742, and served in the Ministry of Rites. One cool night
in the autumn, [I] heard the incessant sound of drops of the water clock, and quietly recalled
my six years in Guizhou. I explored places of difficult access as if I were dreaming. The
forests and valleys are still in my mind and will not leave it, and so I followed them and
painted them, and achieved twenty-two frames.
譬如夢醒說夢，旁人未諳，而誕幻不妨姑聽也。嗟乎！即以山水論圖中所列可謂奇
特，但奇特如圖中者豈少哉。不遇知己過而輒忘，已爾在山水，固無求亦無憾也。
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然人不觀山水，山水日起而觀人，人之往來于黔者豈少哉。是冊也，余將以之為伯
牙焉，故題之曰：山水觀我。
It is as if someone who has awakened from a dream tells his dreams. Other people may not
understand; it may be ridiculous but why do not [you] for the time being hear about it.
Alas! In regard to landscape [we may] say what is displayed in the album is novel and
special, but is that which is as novel and special as the [landscape] in the album rare?
[Landscape] does not meet its bosom friends or [people] would soon forget after
encountering [the landscape]. Because the landscape has nothing to seek, it has nothing to
regret. Even if people do not contemplate landscape, landscape will rise daily and
contemplate people. Are those who come and leave Guizhou rare? This album, I would
consider it as Bo Ya, and thus name it Landscape Contemplates Me.
乾隆八年七月既望，錫山鄒一桂書于獨樹軒。
The sixteenth day of the seventh month of the eighth year of Qianlong reign [1743]. Zou
Yigui of Mt. Xi wrote at the Dushu [Lone Tree] Room.

1. 穿石 Chuanshi
松翠偃孤岑，Green pine trees lie on the solitary hill.
溪光洞山腹。The reflection on stream lights up the mountain cave.
中有鮫人居，There are mermaids residing inside.
雞鳴聲喔喔。Cocks crow cock-a-doodle-doo.
舟行轉西穴，The boat sailed to the west cave.
望見東穴舟。Then I saw a boat coming from the east cave.
只愁溪水漲，I only worry about the rise of the water
沒作蛟龍湫。, which will inundate and form the dragon pool.
丙辰履端舟中脫稿之一。小山氏。
On Bingchen [1736], the first day of the first month [New Year’s day], one of the works
finished on the boat. Xiaoshan.
seals: 一桂之印，鄆城夏伯子金石圖書記

2、浪灘 Langtan
清浪灘頭石作障，Rocks are barricades in the rapid of Qinglangtan.
莫教遊子亟鳴榔。Do not let travelers long for wooden clappers.222
222

This is how fishermen drive fish into the net.
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榜開一棒鑼聲過 Sails are set and gongs are rung,
石罅留錢酬楚王。I leave some money in gaps between rocks to award the King of Chu.223
激沠濆濤天際來，Roaring rapids and raging waves are from Heaven.
百夫助縴上層臺。Hundreds of men pull the towrope to the terrace.
緣厓傍石偏宜棹，It is better to boat along the cliff or near rocks
若向平流險莫猜。If you sail to the quiet water, you do not even have to guess how
dangerous it is.
亂篙如雨急錚錚，Jumbled poles for punting are like rains, making a rapid metallic
sound.
卻旋泂渦去又停。The poles turn around the make swirl, moving and stopping again.
莫羨來帆如鳥過， Do not envy the coming ships passing like birds.
想伊前此亦曾經。 I guess he has also passed here before.
水窗口占，偶錄三首。[I] improvised those poems by a water-facing window and I
randomly recorded three of them.
seals: 讓鄉，中國之人也

3、辰溪 Chenxi
凹字城頭丁字溪，The city wall is in the shape of the character ao and stream flows like
the character ding.
沿溪水閣互高低。The towers along the stream are tall and short.
朝來蕩漿和風里，In the morning, I boat in a breeze.
不是桃源亦自迷。Even if it is not the Peach Blossom Spring, I am still obsessed.
一路花枝間柳枝，Flowers are commingled with willow branches along the way.
客來剛是早春時。The guests arrived in early spring.
好山只合船頭看，Wonderful mountains are better to be looked at on the boat.
若在城中恐未知。 If [I] were in the city, [I] am afraid I may not be able to know them.
seals: 鄒生一桂
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Ma Yin, for constructing shrines to commemorate the Han dynasty outstanding general Ma Yuan, who
came to south to pacify the revolt instigated by the “barbarians”
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4、馬嘴崖 Mazui Cliff
泛舟等師行，[I] am rafting, waiting for the master.
日進三十里。 [I] advance 30 li every day.
灘聲前後接， The sounds of waves ensue one and another.
怪石橫壁壘。Novel rocks stand like a barricade.
觸檣恣饞吻， [The rocks] kiss the mast with unrestrained greed.
飲篙沒利齒。[The stream] merges pole [that punts the raft] and the sharp edge of the raft.
巨靈役五丁，Giant spirits employ legendary men of great strength
索槦吃（屹）然起。to raise robes and wood
（狂瀾不能怒）， (Waves cannot be raging.) 224
平直去如矢。It is flat like moving an arrow.
有物來飲谿，An animal comes to the river to drink water,
垂頭若馬嘴。whose head is hung down like that of a horse.
駿骨何蒼然，How aged the good horse is it!
良樂未敢市 Liang and Le do not dare to sell [this horse].225
上有鳥鼠穴，There are birds and mice den above.
敗屋人已徙。People have left dilapidated houses.
絕險無猱升，[The cliff] is so precipitous that no gibbons dare to climb.
怪此孰爰止。How novel it is! Who will then stop by?
爾馬果有神，The horse [the cliff] is indeed numinous,
吸盡惡灘水。sucking water from the filthy shoal.
吾將棄星槎，I will abandon my raft,
安車日南指。and take the small cart heading to the south of the sun.
龍飛元年春仲。The second month of the spring in the first year of the dragon rising
[1736].
seals: 鄒生一桂

5、黃繞山 Mount Huangrao
黃繞山高上接天，Mount Huangrao is so high that it touches the Heaven.
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The line is not legible in the painting, but can be filled with the reference of Zou’s poetry anthology.
Liangyue stands for the Spring and Autumn figures Wang Liang of Jin and Bole of Qin, who are known
for taming horses and assessing horses respectively.
225
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下窺萬頃隔雲煙。[It] looks down to the myriad qing226 of lands and separates clouds and
mists.
忽然身落雲煙裏， [I] all of a sudden fall into the clouds and mists.
閒倚江樓數客船。 and leisurely lie on the towers by the river, counting the coming boats.
風剪生綃幅幅穿， Wind cuts the silk227 piece by piece.
卷舒離合最無端。 [The clouds and mists] are contingent that are swirled, extended,
separated and gathered.
也知遊目難安步，[Although I] am aware that the peripatetic vision can hardly secure my
steps,
未忍逢奇不一觀 I cannot help but look at [natural] novelties for many times.
seals: 一桂之印，幻叟

6、天柱縣 Tianzhu District
喜得兒童滿手夸，Children are delightful and acclaim [azalea blossoms] with their hands.
遍山濃艷勝桃花。[Azalea blossoms] covering the entire mountains are richer and more
beautiful than peach blossoms.
似因風急延春燒，It is as if the rapid wind prolongs the fire of spring,
瞥目波明誤晚霞。In a glimpse,228 bright reflections are mistaken as the rosy clouds at
sunset [azalea blossoms].
別有洞天開絳帳，The heavenly abode229 opens the red curtain.230
始知黔地盡丹砂。 [I] start to know that the land of Qian [Guizhou] is full of cinnabar
[the red color of azalea blossoms].
遐荒近得陽和譜，This remote region is covered by the spring.231
萬笏參云耀日華。Myriad tablets [mountain peaks] penetrate clouds, the sun shines.
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A measure unit of surface, 1 qing equals 100 mu
The silk is a metaphor of the clouds and mists
228
Namely, in a very short amount of time.
229
Dongtian denotes places where Daoist immortals inhabit.
230
jiangzhang 絳帳 is also an honorific reference to a master of a school, as in the Biography of Ma Rong
227

in Houhanshu 後漢書 馬融傳, 常坐高堂，施絳紗帳，前授生徒，後列女樂，
231

In Zou’s poetry collection, pu 譜 is replaced by pu 普, which means “universal, covered by.” But it is

uncertain what yanghepu 陽和譜 means exactly.
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雉蝶皆樓，水通楚澤，春夏間鵑花遍山，繞澗綠流紅翠上下，俗謂滿山紅。為賦一
律。Towers are on the city wall. The water links to the rivers of Chu [Hunan]. In the spring
and summer, azalea blossoms cover the entirety of mountains. The green of winding
streams among mountains, and the red of azalea blossoms are scattered up and down.
People call this “manshanhong [whole mountain red].” I thus compose a poem.
seals: 一桂之印，畫史詩人

7、相見坡 Xiangjianpo
偏橋橋東相見坡，Xiangjianpo is east of Pianqiao [Pian Bridge].
行人聽我苗子歌。Travellers hear the songs of Miao people.
吹蘆大踏月皎皎，[One] blows the reed-pipe and dances in the shining moonlight.
搖鈴暗拍聲嗚嗚。 [One] rings the bell, claps quietly, and makes “woo-woo” sounds.
前坡草長苦雅務（難行）, The grass on the front-slope is too tall for people to pass.
后坡石滑愁啇訛（放牛）, The rocks on the back-slope are too slippery to pasture cattle.
阿孛（父）阿交（飲酒）在前店，Father is drinking wine at a front shop.
阿蒙（母）歹雞（坐）方陟巘。Mother is sitting on the peak [of a slope].
回頭相見不足奇， It is not unusual to turn back and see other people.
去去忽然還對面。[People] who come and go may face each other all of a sudden.
山坳固麥（吃飯）趁泉流， [One] dines at mountain ridges where streams are flowing.
山前果瓮（行路）人不休，There is no one moment that people stop coming and going,
人不休，鵲啼鷓叫蜑風秋。without stopping, magpies and partridges are twittering that
prolongs the autumn wind.232
以苗語為長句，聊志方言一二，以資解頤。 [I] bring the language of Miao in the
composition of my poem.233 [I] somehow invoke the local dialect to entertain [people].
seals: 鄒生 一桂

8、玉屏山 Mount Yuping
帆落橋門㵲水灣，[My] sail docked at the portal of Wu River Bay.
竹間好鳥聽關關。 [I] hear birds twittering among bamboos.
232

It is uncertain what exactly danfengqiu 蜑風秋 means as dan could mean one of the ethnic minorities in
Southern China in the ancient time.
233
Changju 長句 refers to a type of ancient poem that has 7 words for each line.
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屏風玉立臨清鑒，The screen stands gracefully by a clear mirror [ the river].
此是黔疆第一山。This is the first mountain [I encountered] in the territory of Qian
[Guizhou].
掃除伏莽靖干戈，[After] sweeping away the hiding savages and pacifying warfares,
文德關前使節過。envoys passed Wende Pass.
從此萬山中有我，From now on, I am in myriad mountains.
月明清夜聽鐃歌。In a night with bright moonlight, I heard victory songs.
小山桂
seals: 道卿後裔

9、石阡 Shiqian
孤標凌太虛，The solitary mountain peak penetrates into the Heaven,
受氣變霜雪。which receives qi and becomes frost and snow.
叢木不能附，Bushes cannot attach to it [the peak].
點綴辭一切。It rejects all decorations.
稜稜表寒谷，The extreme frigidity covers the cold valley.
孑孑挺高節。[The mountain] rises up high its virtue.
山為仁者樂，Mountains are favored by the benevolents.
毋乃過勇決。Do not be too brave or determined.
那只堅壁中，In that sturdy wall,
泉脈出自穴。flows the spring water from a cave.
虛中含智水，The void contains wise water,234
流潤生膏澤。which nurtures [the land] and begets rain.
外樸內文明，[They are] raw on the exterior but refined and civilized in the interior.
此圖可觀易。You can see the Book of Change from this picture.
豈徒夸石筍，How can you only acclaim the bamboo-shoot rock,
椽筆書天闕。which [resembles] a rafter-like brush, forming the shape of the heavenly
gate.
小山
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The Confucius Analects says in Yongye 雍也 chapter, “The man of wisdom favors water 知者樂水.”

Then zhishui 智水 here is a favorable way to call water.
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seal: 意到

10、關索嶺 Guansuo Ridge
炎方亦戒寒，[When] the warm south is still asking people to prepare for the cold,
黔地居然白。the land of Qian is already white [covered by snow].
天工厭丹青，Heavenly craftsmen disdain pigments,
山川粉筆畫。who, instead, use white chalks to paint the landscape.
紅崖變瑤島，The red cliff becomes a paradisal isle.
裸壤垂繒帛。The bare land hangs silk.
遙林犬不驚， In the remote forest, dogs are not disturbed [not barking].
邃壑麕斂跡。 In the deep gorge, muntjac deer is hidden.
緣知瑞氣呈，[I] thus know [it is] the manifestation of auspicious qi;
非是寒威積。 rather than the accumulation of the overwhelming cold.
廟食漢侯裔，The descendant of Marquis Han is venerated and provided with offerings.
關名鎮蠻貊。The Pass is named “Subduing Savages.”
廉泉檻外口，Lian Spring is outside of the doorsill.
孝竹簷下碧。The Xiao bamboo [Neosinocalamus affinis] is green under the eaves.
鸭翻玉正飛，Ducks are flapping [tiny ice-ball-like] jade on their wings.
馬滑青在石。Horses slip on icy rock.235
莫歎路漫漫，Do not sigh at the endless road,
此是生民麥。This [ice and snow] is what generates wheat for people.236
seals: 鄒子，道卿後裔

11、飛雲岩 Feiyun Cliff
黔中跬步皆瓉玩，Even a half step in central Qian [Guizhou] is worth appreciating.
籠煙接霧如星攢。Dense smoke joins mist like a cluster of stars.237
連晨陟降疲征鞍，[I] ascended and descended [mountains] for days that made my horse
exhausted.
235

I consult Zou’s poetry collection and instead of qing 青, which is perplexing here, the poem suggests

ling 凌, which means “ice” here.
236
Its meaning is perhaps related to the proverb “auspicious snow heralding harvesting year (ruixue zhao
fengnian 瑞雪兆豐年). As the snow covered the Guansuo Ridge, it may be beneficial for farmers.
237

籠煙鎖霧如星攢
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苦對童阜無奇巒。I faced bare hills with bitterness that are nothing special.
茲岩腹豁誰所剜，Who carves out this cliff with spacious interior, from which
垂膏流乳出肺肝。Grease and milk exudes?238
淋淋漓漓狀千般，They drip in manifold ways.
虎豹蹲立蛟龍蟠。Tiger crouches, dragon coils.239
青虬玉蜺牽素鞶，Small, blue dragon and jade cicada hold an artless belt.240
[青獅玉猊逐野豻, Blue lion and jade lion chase a wild dog.]
蓮花倒放零露溥。Lotus flower is placed upside down, dews are scattered around.
旌幢華蓋何摩曼，Banners and canopies are so delicate.241
一峯參禮對面看。A mountain is paying homage to and facing opposite side.
檻外珠玉來飛湍，Beams and jades outside of the doorsill come with rushing water.
月潭疏磬應谷寒。The moon lake and sparse chime sounds respond to the chill of the
ravine.242
松衫白道青浦團，Pines and firs along the major path grow by the shore.243
[松衫百道穿迴瀾, Pines and firs penetrate the whirlpool.]
我游心曠足力酸。My passion for wandering is boundless while I feel sore on my feet.
怪此山破精神完，[I] blame this mountain for exhausting my stamina.
山僧常住無驚歡， Monks residing in the mountains do not feel surprised.
是相非相隨人觀。 because whether it is so depends on one’s perspective.244
seals: 鄒子，原褒

12、雞公嶺 Jigong Ridge
山行霡霂是晴巔，It drizzles while I was walking in the mountain, but its peak is clear of
rain. 245

238

流膏垂乳出肺肝

239

虎豹蹲踞蛟龍蟠
This sentence does not quite make sense. So I also translate based on the line in Zou’s poetry anthology,

240

which makes more sense. 青獅玉猊逐野豻
241

旌幢華蓋何靡曼

242

月潭清磬應谷寒

243

松衫百道穿迴瀾

244

具相非相隨人觀

245

山行霡霂是晴天
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牛背童兒帶雨眠。Oxen bear children who are taking a nap on a rainy day.246
此日平疇喜沾足，On this day, [I] joyfully set my foot on the level fields.247
數峰烘出米家天。Several mountains amount to the peak of Mi.248
誰將潑墨嗣前蹤，Who is going to spill ink [i.e. to draw], following traces of ancient
[masters]?249
遠近煙巒試淡濃，The remote and near, mist and mountains, [I] test the tonality [of the
ink].250
我是九龍山下客，I am a visitor from the foot of Mount Jiulong,
短歌多半雜吳儂。My poems are in most cases mingled with Wu dialect.251
[一幀煙雨嗣南宗。 A frame of mist and rain inheriting the Southern School.]
seals: 一桂之印，畫史詩人，夏伯子金石圖書

13、幫洞 Bangdong
三壺在海表 Sanhu Mountains252 are on the surface of the sea.
風烈不能舟。The wind is too fiery to boat.
秦皇覓不見，The emperor of Qin cannot find them.253
漢武將焉求。Where would Emperor Wu of Han locate them?254
物理近可譬，The physical mountain is close to me,
此山即神州。These mountains are the land of immortals.
鴻濛未歸壑，The primordial chaos has not yet been returned to ravine.
246

牛背夷童帶雨眠

247

此日青疇喜沾足

248

數峰烘出米家顛

249

誰將潑墨畫高峰

250

遠近煙嵐試淡濃

251

一幀煙雨嗣南宗

252

Three mystical mountains, other two are Fangzhang 方丈, Penglai 蓬萊, Yingzhou 瀛洲
It is referring to First Emperor of Qin who sought ways of achieving immortality. In the Record of

253

Grand Historian, it offers the following record: 齊人徐市等上書，言海中有三神山，名曰蓬萊、方丈、
瀛洲，僊人居之。請得齋戒，與童男女求之。於是遣徐市發童男女數千人，入海求僊人。
254

In the Record of Grand Historian, 孝武本紀 少君言於上曰：「祠灶則致物，致物而丹沙可化為黃

金，黃金成以為飲食器則益壽，益壽而海中蓬萊僊者可見，見之以封禪則不死，黃帝是也。臣嘗游
海上，見安期生，食臣棗，大如瓜。安期生僊者，通蓬萊中，合則見人，不合則隱。」於是天子始
親祠灶，而遣方士入海求蓬萊安期生之屬，而事化丹沙諸藥齊為黃金矣。
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激蕩成雕鎪。The violently surging [water] becomes engravings.
一朝變桑田，One day it is turned into field.
陸海膠浮鷗。Gulls reside on this rich land,
宛如白蓮朵， which resembles a white lotus.
華放含清秋。 The blossom contains clear autumn air.
上結寶花臺， It bears a lotus platform above.
疏磬鳴松揪。 Sparse chime sounds resonate among pine trees.
得非壺公宅， Would it be the abode of Hugong,255
於此激[邀]浮丘[邱]。inviting Fuqiu here?256 257
盤旋轉礎[蝸]舍，[It] swirls around like the shell of snails.258
往返同[周]華不。Isn't it similar to moving around in flowers?259
蜂腰附蟣虱， On the waist of bees260 attach the louse and its eggs.
蝤領飛蜉蝣。From qiuling261 flies mayfly.262
對岸立斧[鋒]戟，On the opposite side of water erects a sharp halberd.263
纓冠曜兜鏖。Cap with strip [or officials] overshines helmets [of soldiers].
湯湯濯古礎，Water washes the antique base.
底柱[滄溟]流。On the bottom of the pillar, the sea flows.
雀蛤以時變，Sparrow and clam transform according to the time.
夔炫[蚿]憐其儔。Kui and Xian are jealous of their peers.264265
安知吾不化， How do you know I cannot transform?
鼓翅同莊周。I flutter like Zhuang Zhou.

255

It refers to the recount in 神仙傳 Record of Immortals，常懸一空壺於坐上，日入之後，公輒轉足跳

入壺中，人莫知所在。唯長房於樓上見之，知其非常人也。Inside the vessel, 既入之後，不復見壺，
但見樓觀五色，重門閣道，見公左右侍者數十人。
256

於此邀浮丘

257

In 列仙傳 under 王子喬, it reads that the Daoist master Fuqiu leads Wang Ziqiao to Mount Song 王子

喬者，周靈王太子晉也。好吹笙，作鳳凰鳴。游伊洛之間，道士浮丘公接以上嵩高山三十餘年。
258

盤旋轉蝸舍

259

往返周華不
It is a metaphor for the slender waist of beauties.
261
It is a metaphor for the whiteness of beauties’ necks. Saperde’s larvae
262
These two sentences are describing Zou climbing the slender mountain, and he is as small as a louse
and mayfly.
263
對岸立鋒戟
260

264

夔蚿憐其儔

265

In Zhuangzi, Autumn Water 秋水, 夔怜蚿，蚿怜蛇，蛇怜风，风怜目，目怜心。
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seals: 小山，龔畫，冰心，于闐生

14、鐵索橋 The Iron-Chain Bridge
豈徒騎馬似乘船，How can riding a horse be similar to boating [on a river].
鐵索橫橋直上天。The iron chain bridge stretching horizontally is high in the Heaven.
正是秋[扶]風吹不定，Autumn wind blows in all directions.
怒濤驚吼起龍眠。Raging waves startles the sleeping dragon.
十二峰266頭鎖玉關267，Twelve Peaks locks Yumen Pass.
八牛粗[植]柱屬連環268。Eight oxen and thick chains are linked together.
盤江萬里滇黔界，The ten-thousand-li Pan River marks the borders of Yunnan and
Guizhou.
一道長虹[蛇]控百蠻。The long arc of rainbow prohibits hundreds of savages.
seal: 一桂之印

15、白水河 Baishui River
吾吳富水黔富山，My [hometown] Wu is rich in water and Qian mountains.
有山無水山不活。Mountains with no water are lifeless.
深林不[祇]覺嵐氣重，The deep forest does not feel the density of mist.
多穴[穴多]饒與孤兔窟。Multiple caves are the dens of hares and foxes.
十里一匊泉，I scoop spring water every ten li.
五里已成渴，I feel thirsty every five li.
涓涓伏流山草沒，Grass on the mountain is submerged by the tricklingly flowing stream.
中[縱]有清駛無人撥。Even if there is a rapid, clear stream, no one perturbs it.
轉岡忽聞萬馬鳴[聲]， [I] move to another hill and suddenly hear roars of ten thousand
horses.
荒山鐘鼓何鏗鞠。 How can bells and drums in the wild be so clear and clangorous?
266

Twelve Peaks are peaks of Mount Wu 巫山, ranging from present-day Chongqing, Hubei and Hunan.
Yumen Pass on the silk route was established by Emperor Wu (r. 141–87 BCE) in the Han dynasty (202
BCE - 220 CE). It is a gate to the West.
268
This may allude to the story of Monk Huaibing 懷丙 of the Song dynasty, collected in Feng
267

Menglong’s (1574-1646) 馮夢龍 The Complete Intelligent Stories (Zhinang quanji 智囊全集). “During the
Song dynasty (960-1279), there was a floating bridge in Hezhong Prefecture, which was fixated by eight
iron oxen 宋河中府浮梁，用鐵牛八維之.”
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遙看始見白一線，[I] stare from a distance and start to see a white line.
匹練晝暴虹妖[妖虹]橫。A bolt of white silk [waterfall] is tempestuous in the daytime
and a rainbow extends above.
兩旁水氣侵石壁，The water vapor on both sides corrodes the precipice.
濺跳碎玉煙飛[霏]輕。The broken jades [droplets] bounce around, and the flowing mist
is light.
天紳長垂不可卷，The ribbon hanging down from the Heaven cannot be unrolled.
白龍歸壑山風聲[鳴]。 The white dragon [the waterfall] returns to ravine [making] the
sound of wind.
觀瀑亭中頓忘倦[乏]，I contemplate the waterfall in a pavilion and suddenly forgets my
fatigue.
馬芻僕飯遲行旌。[Because] horses and I had meals, I am running late.
山靈怪我笑枯寂，The spirits of the mountain find my laugh surprisingly solitary.
獻此血脈流其精。 [So they] contribute their blood and let their essence flow [the
waterfall].
華峰蟻穴昔曾見[到]， I once arrived at the ant colony in Mount Hua.
莫炫奇異欺先生。 [I] am not showing off the novelties to deceive the honorable you.
桂
seals: 道卿後人。竹園

16、九里箐 Jiulijing
水西西去是西溪，The water flowing westward is the Xi River.
竹樹蒙茸取逕迷。 I am confused to find my way in the jumbled forest of bamboo and
grooves.
賴有一鉤泉引路， [I] rely on the river to guide my way.
不教人信鷓鴣啼。People cannot trust the twittering of partridges.
石花竹實何曾見，Where have you seen stone flowers [folium stenonomae] and fruits of
bamboo?
蕔刺藤梢著處牽。I hold on where the thorn of bao269 and the tips of vines grow,
⃞骨清奇人不識

⃞ and bone are novel and people do not know that.

[山骨暗藏人不識] They are hidden in mountain rocks so people do not know about them.
白雲深處入層巔。In the deep of the white clouds, [I] come to layered peaks.

269

It is a kind of grass.
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seals: 意到，夏

17、葛鏡橋 Gejing Bridge
三載全黔路，[I] have spent all three years in Guizhou.
霜凝滿髩秋。Frost condensed on my hair near the temple.
何如爾耆艾，How can you, the honorable elder,
吏隱得優遊。become a recluse, having a carefree wandering.
輕騎猶馳險，The light cavalry is still moving across dangerous [places].
深懷不問愁。In the deep heart, you do not care about worries.
[深杯善遣愁] Deep cup is good for dispensing with worries.
歸鴻知有信，The returning geese know there is a message.
沙爪為題留。The claw trace on sand is for inscription.
讓鄉。
seals: 原褒，一翁

18、東山 Mount Dong
青歸楊柳枝，The green hue returns to the willow branches,
紅入桃花面。the red to the face of peach blossom.
獨有歲寒松，Only pine trees,
春來自不變。which does not change when the spring comes.
蹋閣上層顛，[I] step in the tower and climb to the mountain peak.
忽然身入海。All of a sudden I am submerged by the ocean [of mist].
擬作幻蜃觀， [I] speculatively treat it as a mirage.
洶波成叆叇。The surging waves become thick clouds.
山居看朝日， [I] lodge in mountains and watch the sunrise.
飲露還餐霞。 drinking dew [at the sunrise] and dining the rosy clouds [at the sunset].
蔚然藍幕間，Amid the blue curtain,
爛漫垂天花。are the vivid flowers falling from the Heaven.
雨來聽其鐺，When the rain arrives, [I] hear its ding-like sound.
風度有餘響。Wind passes and resounds.
銅鼓本無聲，The bronze drum originally has no sound.
千秋自靈爽。After a thousand years the spirit is refreshing.
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卓立一屏開， It outstandingly stands, unfolded like a screen.
螺黛千松點。Luodai [the cosmetic pigment for drawing eyes] decorates thousand pine
trees.
蒼翠佛頭青，They are as verdant as the head of the Buddha.
紅塵豈可染。How can it be contaminated by the red dust?
深柳亂虹橋，The deep willow trees perturbs the arc-like bridge.
澄波掛天影，The clear lake holds the reflection of the Heaven.
何來南海潮，Whence does the tide of the South Sea come,
吹上西峰嶺。 which blows up to the Western Peak?
翠竹蔽蒙茸，Green bamboos shield the jumbled vegetation.
白雲穿窅窱。White clouds run through the hidden place.
提笻入竹行， [I] bring a staff as [I] walk into the bamboo forest.
清風散芙敲。The clear, refreshing wind blows away the lotus.
[山風弄清曉] The mountain wind plays with dawn.
龕火猶未明，The fire in the shrine is not yet bright.
梵唄生靈室。Buddhist chantings come from the luminous chamber [i.e. Buddhist
temple] .
庭樹何蒼蒼，How verdant the trees in the courtyard are!
白[回]頭看落日。I look back and see the sunset.
右東山十二景即錄其八。小山桂。The right: Twelves views of Mount Dong, and I
record here only eight of them. Xiaoshan Gui
seals: 小山一桂，鄒生，一桂，溥齋

19、黔靈山 Mount Qianling
山不在高，[The importance of] mountain does not consist in its height.
有仙則靈，It is spiritual as long as an immortal resides therein.
不見希夷至今。I have not seen Master Xiyi so far.
在華山之內，Within Mount Hua,
高臥未醒。He still lies down and has not been awakened.
頭髮毿毿委地如盤雲，His hair is spread on the ground like swirling clouds.
指爪裊裊環匣其形，His finger nails curl up surrounding a case.
未知神遊六合，I do not know whether he has wandered all under the heavens,
而委蛻其枯槁乎。 transforming himself from his dried and haggard body?
抑得長生之訣，Or obtaining the secret of longevity,
244

而造乎不死之庭。thus has reached the hall of immortality?
眼前何處見太華亦少仙客來俜停，Where do I see the young immortal with a beauty
coming to Mount Hua?
昨于播也見三丰之跡，禮斗之亭。I was at Bo and saw the trace of Sanfeng, and the
pavilion of Worshipping the Big Dipper.
高真古觀臨郊垧。The antique Gaozhen Daoist Temple is in the suburb.
井邊老桂枯復青，The old bay trees by the spring restore its verdancy.
茲仙[山]何窈冥廓然，How dark and fathomless this mountain is,
巍然羅三寶，捫列星。which majestically displays Three Treasures and touches
numerous stars?
山僧老矣，扶我上層閣，扶危欞。The monk in the mountain is old. He held my arm
when climbing the path and holding the balustrade.
四峰圍抱如列屏，Mountains in four directions surround like screens.
山下泉水清泠泠，The spring at the base of the mountain is pure and cool,
一呼一吸晝夜百度而不渟。which exhales and inhales throughout a day for a hundred
times with no cessation.
余歷遍羅國，I have travelled through the State of Luo,
類多荒莽磔碣，which is mostly wild grass and towering rocks.
怪哉此山[泉]豈以是為黔山之靈。How unusual this mountain [spring] is. Isn’t it
considered the spirit of Qian mountains?
癸亥涼秋補圖 I completed the picture later in a cool autumn in the Guihai year of the
Qianlong reign [1743]
seals: 鄒子，原褒，還愚。

20、雪崖洞 Xueya Cave
劖崖營傑閣，The steep cliff surrounds a splendid pavilion.
突兀傍城偎。 which is prominent and by the city wall.
曲蹬盤雲上，I tortuously ascend the coiled clouds.
朱欞耀日開。Sun shines through the red lattice.
遠煙青嶂嶺，The distant mist is around the summit of the green mountains.
秋色在樓臺。The autumn scenery is on the tower.
隱約聞笙鶴，[I] hear the faint sound of reed pipe and cranes.
仙人自去來。 Immortals come and go freely.
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笻竹枝為伴，The bamboo staff is my companion.
牂牁月是家。The moon of Zangke [i.e. Guizhou] is my home.
六年邊地客，I have been the traveller in the land at the margin for six years.
一席小春花。 [I see] a bunch of little flowers blooming in the spring.
倚檻臨清漱[瀬]， [I] lie against the balustrade and face clear rapids.
停杯看落霞。 I pause my drink and contemplate the rosy clouds of the sunset.
遙程計歸雁，The distant journey tests the returning geese.
萬里愧星槎。Ten thousand li makes the heavenly inferior.
seals: 一桂之印，畫史詩人，幻予

21、照壁山 Mount Zhaobi
山勢裁成幅，The mountain is cut into pieces.
帆開未見舟。The sail is extended but [I] have not seen the boat.
遊人常面壁，Travellers are often facing the wall.
落日好登樓。It is a good time to mount the tower at sunset.
萬井容窗隙，Ten thousand households, fitted into the lattice of windows.
千峰插按頭。Thousand peaks, planted on the desk.
率然環雉蝶[拱]，How swift the wall that encircles the city;
卓爾畫屏秋。 How outstanding the painted screen of autumn.
拂蘚尋題句， [I] caress mosses to search inscriptions,
憑蘭恣遠眸。against the balustrade, which permits my sight into the distance.
嘯空宜舞鶴，The sky is apt for dancing cranes.
飛杖欲乘虬。Flying staff is inclined to ride a dragon.
新月城笳動，On the crescent day, jia270 was played in the city.
疏鐘梵唄幽。The sparse bell and Buddhist chanting are from the deep.
歸來衫袖重，As [I] return, my clothes become heavy [due to the sweat].
攜稿上鳴騶。[I] hold my draft and mount the horse.
seal: 小山

22、涵碧潭 Hanbi Lake

270

A reed instrument.
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休夸辟棘自唐蒙，Do not accolade that it is since Tang Meng that the thorns [on the way
to Guizhou] are cleared up.
聖代車書僰粵通。At this time, carriages and writings are universally implemented in the
regions of Bo and Yue.
陶逕娛賓聊假日，The recluse entertains the guest to spend the days.
庾樓成唱續高風。The song from the Tower of Yu succeeds the wind in the high.
卷簾花色三秋候，I scrolled the curtain and the color of flowers has already been waiting
for me for three years.
憑欄霞光萬嶺中。[I] lie against balustrade, and the rosy cloud at sunset is found amid
myriad peaks.
試跨雙虹看題柱，[I] attempt to cross the arch-like bridge to see pillars bearing
inscriptions.
袞衣今日正思公。The emperor is now thinking of the honorable you.
(樓前有鐵柱記西林相公平蠻績。) (There is an iron pillar in front of the pavilion that
bears the inscription about the accomplishment of Minister Duke Sirin who pacified the
savages.)
朗照如君真月鑑，The moon shines brightly upon you [through the lake reflection] like a
mirror.
余波贈我亦天紳。The stream presents me with a ribbon from heaven as a gift.
偶於黔地[筑國]歌三疊， [I] randomly composed songs in Qian [Guizhou],
并想燕臺少一人。 and thought that one person might have been missing in Beijing.
(阮亦有兄在京) (Ruan Xuejun has a brother in Beijing)
薄宦自憐增白髮，Humbly I take pity on myself, adding more grey hair.
亂山猶喜隔紅塵。 Mountains are particularly convivial for they separate me from the red
dust.
回瞻帝闕無多別，I look back at the imperial city, from which I have not long departed.
遙約梅花綻早春。I made a promise with the plum trees [in Beijing] about blooming in
the early spring.
戊午九日登甲秀樓送阮主試，即依贈韻。一桂。 The ninth day in 1738, mounting
Jiaxiu Tower and seeing off the Examination Official Ruan Xuejun, [the poem is] in zeng
rhyme, Yigui
seals: 鄒子，原褒，還愚。
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